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CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

I'd like to call to order the

4

Subcommittee on River Protection and Restoration.

5

statement that I'd like to make.

6

I have a

California's rivers contribute greatly to the wealth

7

of this state.

X

resources provided by rivers, whether it be gravel for highways,

9

drinking water, agricultural products, or recreational

Every resident of the state depends on the

10

activities.

11

carrying capacity of our rivers, leaving them less productive

12

for future generations.

13

Because of this dependence, we have strained the

During the next year, we intend to explore the

14

factors that affect our rivers and identify ways that will allow

15

us to continue to find value in this renewable resource without

16

further degrading it.

17

restore our damaged rivers so that we can leave the next

IX

generation with a healthy and productive resource.

19

We also will look for opportunities to

This hearing represents our first effort toward

20

improving our level of knowledge about this complex resource.

21

We intend to hold hearings in both Southern and Northern

22

California throughout this next year.

23

focus on local issues and local solutions.

24

take a much broader statewide perspective.

25

Subsequent hearings will
Today's hearing will

We'll begin the hearing with a presentation by the

26

State Lands Commission.

27

report entitled, "California's Rivers, A Public Trust Report,''

28

which provides an historic account of the use of rivers and

The Commission has recently released a

2
depicts the conditions of rivers today throughout our entire
2

state.

3

This presentation will be followed by the Resources

4

Agency Secretary, Mr. Doug Wheeler, who will outline current

5

programs in the Agency that relate to river protection and

6

restoration.

7

will discuss first the economic benefits of river restoration,

8

and second, community development opportunities associated with

9

river restoration.

10

Following that, we'll hear from two panels that

We've set aside time at the end of the hearing to

II

hear from any other persons who may wish to speak to us on these

12

important issues.

13

Sergeants at Arms to sign up on the sign-up sheet.

14

impose a time limit depending upon the number of people who do

15

wish to testify.

16

Those wishing to testify should see our
We will

Before we begin, I'd like to caution our witnesses to

17

be brief because we do have a full agenda.

18

please push the blue button, speak into the microphone, and

19

identify yourself for the record.

20
21

When you come up,

I'd like to first ask Mr. Charles Warren, who's the
Executive Director of the State Lands Commission, to come up.

22

MR. WARREN:

I'd like to be accompanied by our Chief

23

Counsel, Robert Hight, and then we'll bring up Diana and

24

Elizabeth as they're shown in the agenda.

25

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

I'd like to welcome Senator

26

Rogers, one of our Subcommittee Members and Member of the full

27

Committee.

28

SENATOR ROGERS:

Thank you.

3

MR. WARREN:
2

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and Senator

Rogers.

3

My name is Charles Warren, and I'm Executive Officer

4

of the State Lands Commission.

5

who's Chief Counsel for the Commission, and I wanted to

6

introduce him to you.

7

I'm accompanied by Robert Hight,

We want to commend and congratulate you, Mr.

8

Chairman and Senator Rogers, for having established this

9

Subcommittee for the protection and restoration of California's

10

rivers.

II

If you will permit a personal observation, it is my

12

opinion yours is one of the more noteworthy legislative efforts

13

to more responsibly address the natural resources problems of

14

California in recent decades.

15

are pleased to join you in this effort.

We at the State Lands Commission

As you know, Mr. Chairman, a major and significant

16

17

responsibility of the Commission is the management of the

18

sovereign lands of California, which include all lands which

19

historically underlay the tide and navigable waters of the

20

state.

21

provisions of the Public Trust Doctrine.

22

These lands are managed as legally mandated by the

In order to responsibly meet its duties as trustee

23

for such lands, the Commission recently commenced a major

24

initiative to inventory the status and trends characterizing all

25

such trust lands.

26

California's famous Delta.

27

report which we released in 1991.

28

report, a Senate Subcommittee on Delta Protection was formed and

Our first effort was directed towards
Our findings were revealed in a
With the issuance of that

4
chaired by Senator Pat Johnston, your colleague.

Following

2

hearings by that Subcommittee, legislation which seeks to

3

protect the Delta was introduced and signed into law by Governor

4

Wilson.

5

Our second effort was directed toward California's

6

rivers, the subject for today.

7

1993, and is the subject of our comments here this afternoon.

8

Copies of the report itself, as well as an executive summary,

9

have been provided you.

Its findings were reported in

We are encouraged to understand that

10

the report was one of the considerations which led you to form

II

this Subcommittee.

12

The report itself consists of five parts:

13

One discusses the natural configurations of rivers and how they

14

were used over time by native and immigrant populations; Chapter

15

Two discusses the effects and consequences of the historical

16

uses to which the rivers have been put; Chapter Three is a

17

status assessment of the rivers in seven regions of the state;

18

Chapter Four is an exposition of the nature and function of

!9

rivers and of their restoration capability; and Chapter Five

20

identifies the several governmental programs and initiatives and

21

private party efforts to protect our rivers.

22

Chapter

To present the contents of the report in more graphic

23

terms, Mr. Chairman, Dr. Diana Jacobs, our staff biologist and

24

principal author of the report, has prepared a slide

25

demonstration.

26
27

28

Following Dr. Jacobs, Elizabeth Patterson, our staff
Senior Planner and Project Director for the report, will provide
you with a summary of current national and regional efforts

5

underway to protect and restore our rivers.
2
3

4

This summary may be

useful to you when considering your program options.
Following their presentation, I would appreciate an
opportunity for a few closing words.

5

If I may now bring to the lectern Dr. Jacobs.

6

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

7

DR. JACOBS:

8

Yes, please join us.

Good afternoon.

My name is Diana Jacobs

from the State Lands Commission.

9

I want to present a brief overview of the findings of

10

our report, discussing briefly and very rapidly, I'm afraid, the

II

major findings, the state of our rivers, which, I'm afraid, is

12

not very good, how we got that way, and some of the tools and

13

techniques there are to restore our rivers.

14

We are here because we appreciate and value rivers,

15

which is something that humans have done even from the earliest

16

settlement of California by the Native Americans.

17

European settlers also valued and utilized rivers for a variety

18

of purposes:

Later,

for commerce, places for settlement.

19

This is the City of Napa on the Napa River.

20

To be truthful, however, I think that our present

21

culture takes rivers for granted.

22

endless bounty of resources we are finding now is quite finite,

23

and I think this is well illustrated by the Pacific salmon.

24

populations have catastrophically declined recently, from runs

25

of hundreds of thousands or millions, we're down to thousands.

26

There are a variety of causes for this.

27

28

What we thought was an

The

Continuing on with the brief statement about our
Pacific salmon, not only are the salmon themselves endangered,

6
but of course, the fishermen who depend upon them for their
2

livelihood.

}

4

There are a variety of causes for the decline of
salmon.

One of the major problems is thought to be degradation

in their habitat.

Now, salmon are a migratory species, and with

6

different stages of their life cycle in different parts of the

7

river.

8

that habitat.

9

sediment and silt their spawning gravels and dewatered their

And sadly, humans have degraded almost every part of
Up in the spawning areas, we have filled in with

10

spawning beds, blocked their historic navigation routes.

II

downstream further, in the rearing areas, we've completely

12

removed or degraded the riparian habitat, or the stream side

13

forests, that are also important for the aquatic habitat.

14

And

Riparian forests are also important for wildlife

15

species.

16

should think tropical rain forests and their productivity and

17

diversity.

18

In fact, when you think of riparian forests, you

This shot was taken just a few miles from here on the
Sacramento River.
More kinds and numbers of wildlife are supported by

21

riparian habitat than any other habitat kind in California.

22

Sadly, however, 90-95 percent of this habitat type has been lost

23

in the state since statehood.

24

upon this habitat are declining as well, including the state

25

26

27
28

A number of species dependent

listed threatened Swainsons hawk shown here.

In fact, we found

about 80 different species of wildlife dependent upon rivers are

in danger of extinction or, in fact, are already extinct in the
state, those including a number of migratory song birds as well.

7

Even the most remote rivers, from the Oregon boarder,
2

the Lost River, down to the desert rivers

3

Almargosa River in the Death Valley -- to the Colorado River,

4

which is surely one of our most degraded ecosystems, these

5

desert rivers are home to unique fauna, including the desert pup

6

fish one here, which is perhaps very emblematic of our

7

California fish fauna as a whole.

8

unique, and adapted to very harsh environments; however, they

9

can't survive human impacts.

this is the

These are interesting, and

In fact, two-thirds of our fish

10

fauna are in danger of extinction, and some, indeed, have

II

already gone extinct.

12

Well, to explain how we got this way, you have to

13

take a historical perspective, going from the earliest European

14

settlements.

15

which look very picturesque, but they have voracious appetites

16

for fuel wood.

17

thousands of acres in the Sacramento/San Joaquin Valleys, and

18

along the Colorado River occurred because -- to fuel this steam

19

ship travel.

20

One of the earliest impacts was the steamboats,

In fact, clearing our forests of hundreds of

Another event that's very important for California

21

history, both for social and economic reasons and literally

22

transforming the land, was the California gold rush.

23

mining washed millions of tons of debris down into valley

24

streams, destroying spawning and other habitats.

25

Hydraulic

Around the turn of the century, cities developing

26

after the gold rush in the coastal areas needed to get a

27

dependable drinking water supply, including San Francisco

28

looking to Hetch-Hetchy and in Los Angeles.

This is the Los

8

Angeles Aqueduct intake in the Owens Valley, and the date on
2

this structure is 1911.

3

This is the Owens Valley upstream of that intake, and

4

this is the Owens River downstream of the intake.

5

course, resulted in the drying of Owens Lake downstream of this.

6

This, of

I want to turn to some more modern, recent impacts,

7

continuing into the present, from past decades, from the

8

post-War building boom, starting with rural land uses,

9

traditional ones of logging, grazing and mining, and then

10

discussing some urban problems.
Logging is easy to attack.

II

It's easy to find

12

inflammatory pictures, but in truth, it can be quite harmful to

13

the land.

14

a lot of land surfaces.

15

'50s is --the impacts of that are still being felt today.

16

is a landslide area shot taken just a few months ago in a

17

watershed that still has not healed from those past logging

18

practices.

)l)

It moves -- it removes the vegetative cover and moves
Destructive logging in the '40s and
This

More modern techniques can be much more sensitive.

20

This is an example of a cable logging operation, where logs are

21

drawn uphill, diffusing the water runoff, so there's not much
erosion occurring on the land surfaces.

23
24

25
26

There's buffer areas to

protect streams.
You'll notice, though, there's still a lot of exposed
land in the roadways, which is a continuing problem.
Turning to grazing, livestock grazing was very

27

devastating to a lot of western rivers, not just in California,

28

but in other western states.

Cows literally can clean up all

9

the riparian growth along the banks and chisel down the banks
2

along the streams.

3

either fencing or controlling the livestock grazing and

4

rehabilitating the erosion in the watershed with check dams and

5

planting.

6

different rivers and streams of the state through cooperative

7

efforts between ranchers and government biologists.

Luckily, this is rather easy to cure by

In fact, measures of this have been occurring in

8

Turning to mining, we don't have gold mining any

9

more, but we, as the Sacramento Bee reported yesterday, we have

10

another kind of mining that has a potential to harm our rivers,

II

and that's in stream aggregates, mining for sand and gravel to

12

build -- to use for concrete and asphalt.

13

Joaquin River, with old ponds left behind from sand and gravel

14

extraction.

15

This is the San

Here's the current one in use.
This is the Russian River, which is the focus of a

16

lot of attention right now.

17

gravel mining, has dug itself down about ten or twenty feet as

18

one impact of continued mining of this resource.

19

The bed of the river, through past

Another controversial practice is mining in what they

20

call terraces on flood plains adjacent to the channel.

21

ponds are some 20-30 feet deeper than the bed of the river, and

22

it's a rather sterile biological environment.

23

these pits, they are basically going to stay a lake forever, and

24

it is very difficult to reclaim them to any other purpose.

25
26

27
28

These

Once you dig

Some promising techniques that agencies are looking
for, and local counties are looking to, to be able to allow
mining in the river without harm are barn skimming in certain
rivers.

This is an example of you taking up a smaller amount of

10
gravel from an active gravel bar, and in a few years, in not
2

very high water, the river will tend to build this gravel bar

3

back.

4

that have an overabundance of sediments, such as the Eel River

5

in Northern California.

We're looking seriously at this technique for some rivers

6

Turning from rural areas to more intensive uses,

7

irrigated agriculture and development in the flood plain are

8

some of the activities we've done that probably are most

9

changing and altering of our river system.

This is the State

10

Capitol at the confluence of the American and the Sacramento

II

River.

12

This entire area is a former flood plain.
I want to focus on the Sacramento River, which is our

13

largest river, and looking at what we do to plume, and

14

structure, and control this river for agriculture and flood

15

control.

16

This is the site of the dam, the Shasta Dam, before

17

it -- interestingly enough, before it was put in.

IX

first impacts this had was, of course, cutting off some historic

19

spawning grounds for the salmon that used to go up into the Pit

20

and the Cloud and upper Sacramento Rivers.

21

One of the

Moving downstream of Shasta and its smaller dam

22

below, Kestwick, the fish actually did learn to spawn, or adapt

23

to spawn, in the waters below this.

24

reservoir, cold water was released and they were able to' spawn.

25

However, the continued erosion of the river, which is a natural

26

27

28

As water releases from the

process of the sediment, has been gradually washing the spawning
gravels away.

And since none are replenished because of the

dams, we're faced now with mining gravel elsewhere and dumping

11
it in to replace that.
2

Moving again further downstream to Red Bluff, this is

J

the Red Bluff Diversion Darn, which is a lesser of a migratory

4

problem.

5

problems.

6

side of the San Joaquin Valley for agriculture.

There is a fish ladder that still does present some

7

More importantly, it diverts water down into the west

When this water corning off the farms is released some

8

150 miles downstream, it is laden with silts, and pesticides,

9

and maybe even more importantly is, you can see the difference

10

in color here between the drain water and the river water.

II

is 80 degrees in temperature sometimes, and when you think that

12

young salmon migrating out do best at 50 or 60 degrees, you can

IJ

see this is a major problem in the lower river.

14

This

Below Red Bluff, the river is in an almost natural

15

state; I'll say almost.

16

habitat, which is this forested area, still left that haven't

17

been cleared, and the river in many places is still moving

18

naturally across its flood plain, with the process of depositing

19

on one bank and eroding on the other, a process that is called

20

meandering.

21

We have substantial amounts of riparian

In fact, meandering of the river turns out to be

22

essential for the riparian habitat.

23

the vegetation representing the different life stages of the

24

riparian habitat that is laid down as the river moves across its

25

flood plain.

26

will not have regeneration of riparian forests.

27
28

This is essential.

You can see faint lines in

Without the river moving, you

Further downstream, however, we have controlled the
river for flood control purposes.

The Sacramento Flood Control

12
Project was designed to have a scouring, narrow channel, and
then bypass overflow areas that are used for agriculture off the
}

river.

4

navigation as well as flood control; however, the scouring has,

5

perhaps, worked too well, and the river continues to erode its

6

bank.

7
8

This was designed, again, to be a scouring system for

The Army Corps of Engineers' basic solution up until
now has been to armor it with rock riprap or revetment which, as
you can see, creates a rather sterile environment.

10

Some places on the Sacramento River, this is just

II

upstream of the Feather River confluence, are virtually barren.

12

It's like boating through a canal.

n
14

You can see, in a natural bank, we have a lot of the
habitat values essential for the wildlife and fish.

15

In answer to the many endangered species that are

16

found now along the river and depend upon these river habitats,

17

and increasing pressure from environmental agencies and the

18

community, the Corps of Engineers is trying their darnedest to

19

come up with a way to mitigate for the loss of this stream side

20

habitat.

21

but you can still see the barren riprap below.

22

They are trying to allow trees to grow on the levies,

Another solution just going to be tried this year is
to replant in the rock itself, which is something that has

24

really not been tried before.

25

and replace the natural habitat values.

26
27

28

This will take some years to grow

Something that the State Lands Commission is working
on in the south fork of the Mokelumne is to bury logs at the
same time you apply the rocks to try to preserve some of the

13
habitat values immediately.
2

In the end, however, most of the important values of

3

the Sacramento River will need to be saved by allowing the river

4

to be a river; allowing it to meander, deposit on one side and

5

erode on the other.

6

Through the efforts of the Upper Sacramento River

7

Advisory Council, which is nicknamed SB 1086, government

8

agencies, and local land owners, local environmental groups,

9

fishing groups, have been working on a concept for a meander

10

management zone which will allow the river to meander within a

II

certain zone.

12

and protect the values of this river.

And it is felt only this way can we truly restore

13

In areas where the river has already been constrained

14

by levies, we're actually asking the Corps of Engineers to study

15

setting them back to recreate a meander zone.

16

Looking now at urban rivers, this is the City of

17

Bakersfield.

18

set of slightly different problems, and different values, and

19

solutions.

20

control.

21

canals running every which way for water supply, and it is

The Kern River flows through this city.

We have a

We have more of a community amenity as well as flood
This is a heavily plumbed river, if you will.

There's

placed within levies for flood control.
23

This river is lucky in a sense, in that the flood

24

control channel is fairly wide, and there's a lot of

25

opportunities for restoring habitat values, which would be

26

important for the use as recreation as well as habitat.

27
28

In

fact, the City of Bakersfield is working on a riparian parkway.
Closer to home, the State Lands Commission is working

14
with the local cities and counties of the Sacramento River area
2

here near the Capitol to protect the remaining habitat along the
river and restore some of the degraded areas to preserve this

4

area for recreation and habitat.

5

A lot of rivers have friends, and even the L.A.

6

River, as shown here, has a friends organization, surprisingly.

7

We are working to restore this river, which it is.

8

typical engineering solution to flood control -- at least it was
in the past

10

This is the

to place a river or a stream in a concrete

channel, or at best, .in an earthen channel.

II

This was going to be the fate of a stream in north

12

Richmond, which runs into San Francisco Bay, called Wildcat

13

Creek.

14

the help of many organizations, many agencies, were able to put

15

together a different plan.

16

was able to purchase this piece of land down near its mouth to

17

allow the stream to maintain its habitat values.

But the citizens objected to this approach, and through

The State Lands Commission, in fact,

actually part of the flood control project.

This is

Protect this

14

habitat, and we really have a very nice wetland down in the

20

channel, which was planned to be just a barren canal.

21

I want to end with a positive note in the rural area
also.

This is the Natal watershed in Northern California.

23

so remote, this is nicknamed the Lost Coast.

24

getting together even here to look at their watershed and do

25

restoration.

26
27

28

It's

Citizens have been

This watershed was logged in the '40s and '50s,

and it has one of the highest rainfalls in California, a
combination which results in very high sediment yields.
see by the muddy water.

You can

These two shots were the same place, by

15
the way, at different times of the year.
2

A lot of efforts have been gone into to preserving

3

excuse me, restoring this degraded watershed, focusing on the

4

fish.

5

environmentalists, everyone could agree on the value of the

6

fish.

7

successfully petition the Fish and Game Commission to make their

8

own protective fishing regulations.

This is something that loggers, ranchers,

And in fact, one of the first things they have done is to

9

Other projects include preserving some of the

10

remaining old growth forests in the tributaries, and the State

II

Lands Commission's school lands program has been involved with

12

the environmental community on logging companies to preserve

13

logging jobs, and at the same time, preserve old growth in this

14

watershed.

15

So, this should be regarded as work in progress, but

16

is an example of looking at a watershed from the headwaters to

17

the sea, and what can be done.

18

That concludes my remarks.

19

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

20

Senator Rogers.

21

SENATOR ROGERS:

Thank you very much.

I noticed the slide there in the

Owens Valley of the Owens River, and below the take-off point.
23
24

25

Isn't there efforts being made to rewater that
stream?
DR. JACOBS:

Yes, there are, with the Department of

26

Fish and Game as a major lead in that; that's right.

27

the Owens River, there's much hope for it.

28

SENATOR ROGERS:

So even on

Hopefully, we can turn that around

16

and go the other way.
2

DR. JACOBS:

J

SENATOR ROGERS:

4

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

5

Right.
Thank you.
My constituent and the author of

the report.

6

MS. PATTERSON:

Actually, I was manager of the

7

report, and we had many authors, and Diana was the principal

X

author.

9
10
II

I also have been told that when you follow slides,
you should have puppy dogs and children, and I have neither.
Some people fear that the challenge of river

12

restoration may paralyze policy makers.

13

fears by showing what action other states and the Congress of

14

the United States are taking.

15

Lands Commission began.

16

I want to allay those

I will begin where the State

When we launched the Rivers Report project in 1992,

17

we were fortunate to have the guidance of the then recently

IX

released National Research Council's publication, "Aquatic

19

Restoration."

20

which we could construct our report.

21

This remarkable book provided a framework from

Our ecology specialist, Diana Jacobs, has shown how,

22

in relying on this framework, we approached the rivers as a

2J

system, describing functions that are essential for the

24

well-being of aquatic and riparian habitat.

25

practices and their consequences and new ways that sustain the

26
27

28

river resources.

She has shown past

She has shown the potential for restoration.

My testimony is to demonstrate to you the need for
coordinated, system-wide river restoration and examples of such

17

coordination by other state legislatures.

The following is a

2

brief overview of these efforts and initiatives by federal,

3

state, local, and nongovernmental organizations.

4

The distinguished National Research Council is a

5

creature of the Congressional Charter of 1863, mandating the

6

National Academy of Sciences to advise the federal government

7

and provide services to the public, scientific, and engineering
communities on scientific and technical matters.

9
10

II

The Academy is

a private, nonprofit, self-perpetuating society of notable
scholars engaged in scientific and engineering research.
Investigating the plight of the rivers, the Council

12

recognized the importance of the emerging science of restoration

13

ecology for aquatic ecosystems.

14

many environmental decisions had been made in a fragmented

15

fashion and on a certain road to tragic failure for repairing

16

and sustaining river systems.

17

They felt strongly that all too

The Council lamented that, from a national

IX

perspective, too many environmental decisions, including those

19

involving restoration, biodiversity planning, and habitat

m

conservation plans, are uncoordinated, diverse efforts often

21

unrelated to the river's functions or watershed system.

22

finds suggested to us that:

23

about these functions and systems; two, that we must initiate an

24

integrated approach to restoring aquatic ecosystems; three,

These

one, we must educate policy makers

25

that we should identify the elements for such an approach; and

26

four, provide you the acid test for your assessment of

27
28

meaningful restoration and management programs.
As the Council's first lesson on the strategy, the

18
degradation of rivers is informative and instructive, their
second lesson of revealing the expanding flood of restoration
efforts that seek to protect and restore rivers is encouraging
4

and promising:

5

river segment; to manage river basins and watersheds; and to

6

conduct old business in new ways.

7

efforts to repair a broken river; to protect a

This flood has grown from a riffle of local efforts,

8

such as the Russian River management planning, to rapids of

9

state legislation, such as the Massachusetts and Oregon river

10

protection and management mandates, and, if I may continue the

II

metaphors, a federal waterfall known as the River Watershed

12

Protection and Restoration Act of 1994.

This second lesson

tells us that there are politically acceptable options for
14

answering the need for restoration and preservation of the

15

ecological integrity of rivers.

lfJ

To illustrate the scope and breadth of river

17

restoration at the local, state, and federal level, I will

IX

briE~fly

19

describe two state initiatives and the Federal Rivers Act of

20

1994.

21

summarize Chapter Five of our Rivers Report, and briefly

We began Chapter Five with a Paul Bunyan parable
quoted from Aldo Leopold, "The Round River," from the 1949
Sand County Almanac, which I have shortened:

24

"We the genus Homo ride the logs

25

that float down the Round River, and by a

26

little judicious 'hurling' we have learned

27

to guide their direction and speed.

28

technique of hurling is called economics,

The

A

19
the remembering of old routes is called
2

history, the selection of new one is

3

called statesmanship, the conversation

4

about oncoming riffles and rapids is

5

called politics.

6

to burl not only their own logs, but the

7

whole flotilla as well.

8

bargaining with nature is called

9

planning."

10

Some of the crew aspire

This collective

This quote is the summary of the multitude of

II

programs, policies and initiatives that make up the current body

12

of river protection, restoration, and management in California.

13

As you know, the public trust is the artery of this body.

14

addition to the public trust, there are statutes and laws that

15

proscribe activities that are harmful to rivers except for the

16

public welfare.

17

quality and requirements for fisheries.

18

federal agencies with management and regulatory

19

responsibilities.

We note that there are standards of water
In all, there are 14

There are 17 state agencies with management

and regulatory responsibilities.
21

In

In addition, there are 58

counties, more than 350 cities, and scores of special districts
that may have jurisdiction and whose actions affect rivers.

23

Acknowledging the sheer number of agencies involved
in river management or activities that affect rivers, the

25
26

27
28

Resources Agency has formed a federal and state task force.
This River Assessment project is to inventory, evaluate and
provide information on a statewide basis in recognition of the
need for a comprehensive foundation of information in order to

20
better conserve the state's rivers.
In the Rivers Report, we also identify 40
3

nongovernmental organizations which are addressing river

4

restoration, protection and management, including the California

5

Association of Riparian Parkways, CARP, an association of 40

6

elected officials representing river greenway initiatives in

7

their jurisdictions.

s

who use the river and its resources -- the economist, the

9

historian, the statesmen, and the politician of the parable

The report clearly demonstrates that those

10

are searching for ways of river management, albeit often

ll

uncoordinated, fragmented, and conflicting.

12

California is not alone in this search.

13

Massachusetts is a state with exciting and innovative local

14

initiatives to reclaim and protect rivers.

15

River Protection Act, Senate Bill 948, augments their

16

state-sponsored ''Adopt a River" program by establishing a

17

setback ranging from 25-150 feet of land buffer for certain

IS

types of potentially harmful land use activities adjacent to

19

rivers.

20

The Massachusetts

Oregon is a state that has already enacted

21

legislation anticipating and envisioning the Federal River

22

Protection Act of 1994 and serving as a forecast of what states

23

can do.

24

provides for the issuance of passes for river access fees for

25

the maintenance, enhancement, or protection of natural and

26

scenic beauty of designated rivers.

27

3019, enabled the creation of river management planning process

2S

for the Deschutes River.

The first step taken were two 1987 statutes.

SB 202

The second statute, HB

21
We have for you today copies of the "Deschutes River
2

Management Plan" and the statutes to which I refer, as well as

3

the Massachusetts bill.

4

The plan is a collaborative planning process of

5

federal, and state, and local governments, landowners, and

6

others who use river resources, and who agree through this plan

7

to protect and manage the river and its watershed.

8
9

The second step is the largest river protection act
in the nation's history for the lower 48 states:

the 1988

10

Oregon Omnibus National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, which

II

protected 40 Oregon rivers, totaling over 1,500 miles, as Wild

12

and Scenic Rivers.

13

the Pacific Rivers Council.

14

acclaim for its imaginative river restoration approaches that

15

merge contemporary ecosystem science with sustainable community

16

development.

17

recommendations of the National Research Council into a national

18

legislative program of which I will describe shortly.

!9

w

Credit for this awesome achievement goes to
The Council has received national

They have played a major role in developing the

In spite of these noteworthy, numerous, and promising
restoration projects at all levels of government and by the

21

private sector, which are not insignificant, there is still

22

lacking national direction.

23

loss of national aquatic resources and reverse the damage of

24

ecosystem functions and wildlife.

25

needed and must be on par with the current commitments to water

26

quality and endangered species recovery plans.

Much more is needed to slow the

A national prescription is

In fact, in many

27

cases the most cost-effective strategy for meeting these legal

28

commitments is the physical restoration of aquatic systems.

22
Both the National Research Council and the Pacific
2

Rivers Council are urging the federal government to take the

l

lead, to provide a national aquatic ecosystem restoration

4

strategy that enables each state to be innovative, imaginative,

5

and inspired in developing a state legislative program.

6

by these recommendations, Congressman Bill Richardson of New

7

Mexico, Chairman of the House Natural Resources Committee Native

X

American Affairs, may introduce today, March 15th, the River and

9

Watershed Protection and Restoration Act of 1994.

The

10

legislation will be considered in the Natural Resources

II

Committee chaired by Congressman George Miller.

12

Guided

The purpose of the Act is to provide a new, unique

13

mechanism to empower local river and watershed conservation

14

advocates to protect and restore aquatic resource values in

15

rivers and watersheds.

16

local conservationists to tailor and integrate local state and

17

federal incentive and regulatory tools for the benefit of rivers

IX

and watersheds.

!9
~)

The bill provides a means for these

The bill provides local, grassroots conservationists
a mechanism that gives state and federal sanction of their own

2l

protection and restoration strategies.

22

form of placing the watershed or river on a National River and

23

Watershed Registry.

24

conservationists to obtain federal funding, technical assistance

This sanction is in the

Placement on the Registry will allow local

25

from federal and state aquatic resource agencies, and protection

26

from activities that are inconsistent with the river or

27

2X

watershed conservation strategy.
In conclusion, we have learned from the National

23
Research Council and the Pacific Rivers Council that no truly
2

effective, comprehensive river conservation program exits at any

3

level of government.

4

general public and elected officials of the severity of the

5

problems and the bankruptcy of existing approaches and policies.

6

We have learned that, while there are very worthy and

We see the growing knowledge of the

7

respected river restoration programs such as the SB 1086, Upper

8

Sacramento River Riparian Restoration effort, and the Central

9

Valley Stream Restoring project, the scope of river protection

10

and restoration is on such a scale that more is required than

II

new laws for each river mile.

12

We have seen examples of local and state initiatives

13

that are in need of a coordinated, comprehensive resource

14

management program.

15

legislatures act with the current level of knowledge of aquatic

16

restoration.

17

And finally, we have seen other state

Although more information and development of data is

18

desirable, we must acknowledge that science and resource

19

managers will never know all.

To quote Entering the Watershed:

20

"Rather than allowing the unknown to

21

paralyze us as more systems and species

22

disappear, we must apply the best of what

23

we know today."

24

Thank you.

25
26

27

28

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Thank you very much.

Senator Rogers.
SENATOR ROGERS:

In your reference to the

Massachusetts plan, and I don't have the time to read it, but I

24

see it's in the manual here, how do they resolve the conflict I
2

can see here, to take the extreme, 150-foot setback, and if a

J

private owner owns a fairly large amount of acreage, you're

4

talking about the taking of a fairly substantial amount of land

5

away from this private owner.

6

How is that resolved?

I mean, did the people in

7

Massachusetts, the private landowners, did they willingly

X

acquiesce to this?

9

MS. PATTERSON:

Well, as a matter of fact, Senator

10

Rogers, there was an enormous amount of concern about that, and

II

the resolution of it is that it's a management plan.

12

taking away of land.

IJ

It's not a

And the management plan does recognize uses.

What

14

the plan is asking is that those uses not degrade the river.

15

And to the extent that many of the adjacent landowners to rivers

16

can do that with best management practices and other things

17

that they have noted in the legislation, it will be

IS

accomplished.

19

SENATOR ROGERS:

So, it's a management plan; it's not

20

a taking of the land.

21

either way, even though you call it a management plan.

22

up without the use of his land.

However, the landowner loses the land

MS. PATTERSON:

He winds

I suspect -- the uses are restricted,

24

and I suspect some landowners consider it overly restrictive,

25

but many apparently are supportive.

26

SENATOR ROGERS:

27
28

One other thing.

You mentioned in your comments about a fee being
charged.

I didn't understand who charges the fee and who pays

25
it?
2

MS. PATTERSON:

3

In Oregon, there is

Right.
they have an ordinance that

4

charges a river access fee.

5

sort of like a pass to a state park or a pass to a national

6

park.

7

-- it actually funds a number of things, and you'll see it in

8

the ordinance.

9

ability to do some management planning.

I guess you have to get a pass,

And that fee goes into a fund, and that's the fund that

10

But the most telling thing it funds is the

SENATOR ROGERS:

Suppose I'm a fisherman.

I have a

II

fishing license, but then, in order to get to the river, do I

12

have to pay a fee to get to the river to fish?

13
14

MS. PATTERSON:
the Oregon process.

15
16

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

But you don't have to wear it on

your fishing vest as you do your California fishing license.

17
18

Yes, and it is coordinated through

SENATOR ROGERS:

You're right.

expose it.

19

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

20

SENATOR ROGERS:

21

Okay, thank you very much.

22
23

24

25
26
27

28

You don't have to

MS. PATTERSON:

Not yet.

That'll be next.

You're very welcome.

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Thank you.

Charles.
MR. WARREN:

Mr. Chairman, Senator Rogers, I submit

it is clear that river protection should be a priority subject
for legislative consideration.
An echo of the findings of our report, which has just

26
been described to you, can be found in last month's report by
the Technical Advisory Committee's progress report prepared for
the California Rivers Assessment, which has been partially
4

described for you.

5

In the Technical Advisory Committee's report, they
state:

7
g
9

"California's widely diverse rivers
are among the state's most valuable
resources, providing habitat for fish and

10

wildlife, recreational and cultural

II

opportunities for landowners, and water

12

for agriculture, commerce and drinking.

13

California's rivers are also among its

14

most damaged ecosystems.

15

rivers and their flood plains for

16

hydroelectric power, flood control, crops,

17

and grazing land, sand and gravel mining,

IX

and water for cities, industry and

19

agriculture have resulted in enormous

20

changes to the state's waterways.

21

Demands on

"Ongoing threats to rivers' resource

22

values include:

23

practices, flood plain development,

24

pollution, over-harvesting of fisheries,

25

and proliferation of non-native fish and

26

plant species."

27

With that, we recognize, as Senator Rogers' question

2X

watershed land use

suggests, that the task before you will not be an easy one,

27

because until now, the destruction of our rivers has been
2

treated as a tolerable cost of doing business.

3

However, we are now beginning to recognize and

4

appreciate the considerable value of a river and the

5

unacceptability of its destruction.

6

recognition comes at a time when there are alternatives to

7

historically destructive activities.

8
9
10

Fortunately, such

It is my view, Mr. Chairman, that too many of such
historical destructive activities have been committed or
accepted by our existing statutory and regulatory mechanisms.

II

So, as a first step, the Subcommittee might consider

12

the enactment of a "do no harm" statute which would apply to all

13

state agencies whose jurisdictional responsibilities involve

14

activities which affect rivers.

15

such agencies to review and revise their regulatory provisions

16

as necessary to avoid river destructive practices.

17

harm" legislation should require such agencies to report back to

18

the Legislature, describing their compliance in no more than two

19

years.

20

Such a statute would direct all

This "do no

Concurrently, the Subcommittee might consider or

21

should consider a more comprehensive and proactive river and

22

watershed restoration program.

23

deliberations, there are a few suggestions of a general nature

24

we would recommend that you consider.

25

In your hearings and

First, rivers and their uses are unique in respects

26

which suggest that management plans for their protection and

27

restoration should also be unique.

28

program should reflect and

pr~vide

Accordingly, any state
for a regional and watershed

28
approach to river protection and restoration.
2

Second, your program should recognize and provide for

3

the fact that some uses of land are destructive to rivers.

4

Consequently, local government which has land-use regulating

5

authority should be fully involved in helping accomplish

6

legislatively declared goals and objectives of river protection

7

and restoration.

X
9

Third, your program should recognize the several
notable state projects which have as their subject a better

10

understanding of the role and needs of rivers.

II

the California Rivers Assessment program mentioned earlier,

12

which will provide invaluable data on an ongoing basis to those

13

engaged in river management planning and restoration.

14

mind also the multi-agency collaborative effort to repair the

15

Upper Sacramento River, and Fish and Game's recent

16

recommendations for restoring Central Valley streams.

17

I have in mind

I have in

There are a number of other significant projects, all

IS

of which are set forth and described in our report.

19

Subcommittee might consider how best such efforts could be

The

integrated and coordinated in a more comprehensive statewide
21

program in furtherance of legislatively declared goals and

22

objectives.

23

24
25

26
27
2R

Fourth, your program should provide for professional
and scientific guidance in the development and implementation of
river protection and restoration.

As we know now, natural

systems are complex, interrelated, and many times the victim of
the law of unintended consequences.
To conclude, Mr. Chairman and Senators, we wish you

29
well as you undertake the task before you.

We offer any help

and assistance within our means, and we join with all
.1

Californians in anticipation of the success of your efforts.

4

We thank you very much.

5

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

6

Senator Rogers, do you have any questions?

7

SENATOR ROGERS:

Thank you.

I guess just one.

In your proposal of "do no harm" to the river, you
9

know, we're hearing more and more about a need, when we prepare

10

an environmental impact report, that we need to also prepare an

II

economic impact report.

12

I'm just wondering, had you considered the "do no
harm" to the economy of whoever's affected by proposed

14

legislation?

15

consideration also?

16

Shouldn't that possibly be part of the

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

I would guess that the State

17

Lands Commission would not only welcome but urge that economic

18

assessment, from what I've seen.

IY

Committee, had a hearing up in Blairsden early this year on

20

timber issues, up in Senator Leslie's district, and we took a

21

very interesting tour of a river restoration project.

And we, this Natural Resources

It's interesting, as we become better able to
23

quantify both the costs and the benefits associated with not

24

only the restoration projects, but the degradation becomes a

25

slam-dunk as far as what we should be doing.

26

Blairsden, or rather it was really outside of Quincy, the

27

siltation was causing such a problem for the hydro dam down

28

In fact, up in

river that it was up into the tens of millions of dollars to

30

remove that problem.

So, looking at that cost benefit analysis,

2

it was real easy to understand that the over grazing in the area

3

was a problem.

4

the river.

5

They needed to move those cattle back away from

I think that's the beauty of the course that we've

6

charted, is that we're going to get right down to the ground

7

level and bring the locals in, and let them identify both the

8

problems and the solutions, and work together with them,

9

understanding the economic impact of these problems.

10

We'll hear, I know, from one of the panels from the

II

Napa area, the fact that the Napa River is a tremendous economic

12

asset to the area, but not being used to its full potential.

13

SENATOR ROGERS:

I appreciate that, but also I think

14

there should be some attention given to the economic impact

15

that occurs to the landowner, to the persons who are affected,

16

who have to give up, say, part of their land for the setback, or

17

whatever else may be required of them.

18

-- I think to be fair, I think that should be a consideration in

19

any proposed legislation.

20
21

22

MR. WARREN:
Rogers.

I think that should be

And I certainly agree with you, Senator

I think my "do no harm" suggestion contemplates that.
What I meant by that was to suggest that we are now

23

aware that there are new methodologies, technologies, and

24

practices which can be employed that were not known in recent

25

years, even in recent years, which are now possible which would

26

be less destructive of rivers than our historical practices.

27

So, that was my point.

28

We're not telling -- I don't think it's wise to

31
suggest to agencies that they limit their activities to doing no
2

harm, but in line with their other mission, that they try to

3

achieve their mission in a way which is less destructive to the

4

river than present practices.

5

That's all that I suggested by that, and I have in

6

mind

7

when I was in the Legislature, for two years in a row I carried

8

legislation to provide for an economic impact report.

9

to say, I was not successful, but I am of a mind, Senator, to

10

II

12
13

14

you might be amused by a reminance [sic] -- that is,

yours on the point.
SENATOR ROGERS:

Maybe we need you back in the

Legislature, and you'd have better luck now.
MR. WARREN:

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman and

Senator Rogers.

15

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

16

Next we'll hear from Secretary Wheeler.

17

SECRETARY WHEELER:

18
19

Needless

Thank you all.

Thank you, Senator.

Good

afternoon, Senators, Members of the Committee.
Briefly, to summarize some of the current activities

20

undertaken by the state, and particularly by the Resources

21

Agency, which address the issues that have been described for

22

you just previously by the State Lands Commission, first let me

23

say that we've brought descriptions both of our "California

24

Habitat" or "Riparian Habitat Preservation Program", and of the

25

"California Rivers Assessment," two of the three programs that

26

I'd like to describe to you briefly.

27

28

And also to concur in the remarks that you just heard
form the State Lands Commission about its report, and about the

32

importance of protecting this incredibly important ecosystem.
2

In fact, it's appropriate, I think, that Mr. Warren quoted from
the report of our technical advisory committee about the fact

4

that rivers and riparian habitat are among the most valuable
resources in the State of California.

They provide habitat for

6

fish and wildlife, as he said, recreational opportunities, water

7

for commerce, agriculture and the public.
I am pleased that we follow the report.

9

Pleased also

to be able to tell you that in anticipation of a report like

10

this, or of the public's concern, back in 1991, when the

II

Governor announced his Resourceful California Program, we

12

included a component which addresses both the need to assess

13

riparian habitat and the status of California's rivers.

14

I will talk to you very briefly about three things, all of them

15

ongoing programs, addressing the needs that have been identified

16

by that report:

7

And. so,

number one, the California Rivers Assessment;

number two, the California Riparian Habitat Conservation

IX

program; and probably the most senior of these in terms of

19

length of origin or date of origin, the California Wild and

20

Scenic Rivers system.

21

Starting with the Assessment, I am pleased to say

22

that we have under way a really quite productive partnership
between the state government and the federal government in

24

assessing the rivers of California for the purposes of

25

establishing priorities for their protection, and for the

26

development of river conservation strategies.

27

28

I mentioned that it is a partnership.

We are

represented at the state level principally by the Wildlife

33

Conservation Board.

I'm pleased that joining me in the room

2

today is the project director, Scott Clemons of WCB.

3

thanks to the National Parks Services' Rivers, Trails, and

4

Conservation Assistance Program, we have a federal partner.

5

Those activities of the two principal co-sponsors are

6

coordinated with the Executive Council on Biological Diversity,

7

CERES, which is our new electronic data base for all of

8

California's resources, and through CERES, the Sierra Nevada

9

ecosystem project in that bioregion, and the National Biological

10

And

Survey.

II

The initial focus of this Rivers Assessment is two-

12

fold -- first, on riparian habitat and values; second, on

13

aquatic resources -- and it is proceeding in two phases.

14

first phase is what we call the professional judgment phase.

15

are asking experts across the state to collect information about

16

the condition of riparian and aquatic resources in each of the

17

state's watersheds for a minimum of 160 rivers, which is an

18

important distinction, I think, from the more general view taken

19

by the State Lands Commission report.

20

The
We

First data available will commence to flow in April.

21

we expect to be completed with that first phase by early June.

22

that is an overview of those 160 rivers, a list of which we will

23

be happy to provide.

24

In the second phase of the assessment

25

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

So this should be June instead of

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Correct.

26
27
28

August?

through June, correct.

I'm sorry, April

34
In the second phase, which we call the aggregated
2

information model, we'll take a more detailed examination of

J

rivers in at least each of the state's ten bioregions.

4

fact, for that purpose we've identified 13 different rivers.

5

And in each of those, there'll be at least one.

6

7

That data gathering will begin as well in April and
should be completed by July a year from now, July of 1995.

R
9

And in

I have just quickly the list of those demonstration
basins.

They're the Eel, the Sacramento, the Deer Creek,

10

Cosumnes, Mokelumne, Carmel, Owens, Sespy Creek, Santa Clara,

II

Santa Margarita, and the White Water River.

12

I have also the chart, which is not going to be easy

13

to see, unfortunately, but which is demonstrative of the

14

geographic breadth of that phase, but also of the new tools

15

that have been utilized.

16

system that defines the watershed, the river itself, within each

17

of the state's principal bioregions.

IX

This is a geographic information

It's this kind of resource availability, as Charles
has already suggested, which makes the job a lot easier than it

20

would have been had we undertaken it just a few years ago.

21

SENATOR ROGERS:

22

SECRETARY WHEELER:

23

SENATOR ROGERS:

24

in California.

25

there?

26

27

28

Excuse me just a minute.
Yes, sir.

Doug, we have a lot of Deer Creeks

Which Deer Creek basin are you referring to

SECRETARY WHEELER:

The Deer Creek basin here is the

one, I believe, under the Wild and Scenic Rivers study as well.
SENATOR ROGERS:

Where is it located?

35

FROM THE AUDIENCE:
2

Northern California, upper

Sacramento River watershed area.

3

SECRETARY WHEELER:

4

SENATOR ROGERS:

5

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Why don't I show you this map.

Thank you.
But this is the tool that helps

6

us in the pursuit of that assessment which, I said, has two

7

phases.

8

phases two important products.

9

are in the course of developing which will allow us to continue

We expect to come out of this assessment in both of its
First of all, a process which we

10

to collect data, to evaluate that data, and to exchange data

II

among the variety of state, federal agencies, local interests

12

involved.

13

base, which will give us for the first time a complete

14

assemblage of that data, easily accessible to decision makers

15

across the state.

16

17

IH
19

And second, the elaboration of this computer data

The second of the three programs that I wanted to
describe to you relative to these -CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

I'm sorry.

You may have covered

this; I was distracted for a minute.

20

How was it that you chose these rivers?

21

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Those were chosen because they

22

represent at least one each in the ten state bioregions.

23

there are a total of 13; these are the so-called demonstration

24

basins in which we'll conduct exhaustive research into the

25
26

27
28

condition of the river.

So,

And they're intended to be

representative of river marine types, habitat types, geographic
distribution -CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Any consideration given to the

36
shape that these rivers are in?
2

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Correct, so that they'd be

l

representative of some that are more pristine than others,

4

obviously.

5

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

And some that are less pristine.

(1

SECRETARY WHEELER:

And some that are less.

7

And in fact, the advisory committee, which consists

8

of more than 80 members, developed criteria for the selection of

9

these and for the other 160 in the professional judgment phase.

10
II

We'd be happy to share those criteria with you.
The second program is one even more advanced than the

12

Rivers Assessment, and that is the California Riparian Habitat

13

Conservation program, Senator, which resulted from the enactment

14

of SB 906 and the Governor's approval of that law back in 1991.

15

It, too, is managed principally by the Wildlife Conservation

16

Board, and it has focused on this need to protect, conserve and

17

better manage the dwindling riparian habitats of the state.

18

far that program has funded several projects, including a river

19

corridor enhancement study for the Cohilla River, a riparian

20

habitat enhancement project on the Sacramento River, and several

21

acquisitions, including the recently approved purchase of the

22

first phase of Rank Island in the San Joaquin River.

So

It's that program which is also responsible for the
24

habitat inventory, the riparian habitat inventory, which is, in

25

turn, a part of the California Rivers Assessment.

26
27

28

Finally, let me address briefly the California Wild
and Scenic Rivers system.

You know that this is the state

legislation which corresponds to the federal Wild and Scenic

37
Rivers Act.

It, too, classifies rivers according to their

2

recreational and their natural values, either wild, scenic or

3

recreational, and then prohibits uses which are inconsistent

4

with those values, except on certification by the Secretary for

5

Resources that those values would not be degraded.

6

We add rivers to that list as they are proposed for

7

further study, and in fact, it's one of the purposes of the

X

assessment, to identify rivers which might be further studied

9

for inclusion in that system.

10

Currently, pursuant to AB 653, a 1993 law, we are

II

studying Mill Creek and Deer Creek, Senator, for addition to the

12

Wild and Scenic Rivers system.

13

legislation, those reports would be submitted to the Governor

14

and the Legislature by January 1 of '95.

15

Pursuant to the terms of that

I mention these three programs just to give you some

16

idea of, first of all, our understanding of the importance of

l7

the resource, and second, the fact that there is ongoing effort

IX

to address the needs that have been identified in the State

19

Lands Report.

20

That is not to say that we have in place the perfect

21

system for the management of these resources, but it is

22

certainly among the most progressive in the country, and it does

23

provide us with the tools that we need to deal with a lot of

24

these issues on a watershed basis.

25

As has already been identified, SB 1086 is an

26

important collaboration on the upper Sacramento River.

27

know about the success of the American River Parkway as a result

28

of essentially local initiative.

We all

We're working now on the San

38

Joaquin Parkway as well.
As the needs arise, we have found abundant tools by
3

which to address those needs.

4

Thanks.

5

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

6

should acquiesce from our charge?

7

SECRETARY WHEELER:

8

charge is at this point.

9

upon a fact finding process.

10

You're not suggesting that we

Well, I'm not sure what your

I understand that you're embarking
The question is, what conclusions

we come to.

II

I would like very much to suggest that while your

12

effort proceeds, so too will ours, and that we stay in touch

13

about our findings so that we can draw the right conclusions

!4

from the best available data.

15

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Our plan is to do just that, and

16

as I mentioned in the opening statement, to hold hearings

17

throughout this year, probably come forward with some sort of

18

legislative package next year, but the major emphasis is to

9

include participation at the local level.

20

So, I'm not sure if you're doing a lot of that.

2!

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Critically important.

In fact,

I've just come from, this week, a meeting in-- or late last
23
24

25
26

27

28

week -- a meeting in Redding where we, on behalf of the State
Executive Council on Biodiveristy, invited all of the watershed
groups that work in the Klamath Province of the Northwest Coast,
to hear from them about what they were doing, and to hear from
them about the ways in which the state and federal agencies can
respond to their needs.

39

So; I agree completely with that emphasis.
2

I also agree with the importance of a watershed or a

3

systemic approach to this problem.

4

mistake to proceed with yet another fragmented approach, yet

5

another bill that protects one feature of the ecosystem in

6

isolation from all the others, because what is successful and, I

7

think, commendable about the effort of the watershed groups is

8

the fact that they're dealing with entire watersheds within

9

those bioregions.

10

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

I think it would be a

Along those lines, let me ask you

II

just very briefly, the process whereby you go about evaluating

12

and eventually placing on Wild and Scenic status a river?

13

SECRETARY WHEELER:

We do that pursuant to

14

legislation which directs us to do it, and the terms of that

15

legislation

16

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Names the rivers?

17

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Correct, as study rivers.

18

I mentioned the two, the Mill and the Deer, that we

19

20

are now looking at.
And typically, the legislation also includes the

21

charge that we look at aquatic resources, and habitat, fish and

22

wildlife, and adjoining land uses.

23

make a determination as to which of the subcategories is the

24

most applicable, and then we make a recommendation back to the

25

Governor and then to the Legislature for its enactment.

26

27
28

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

It then requires that we

So, that would take subsequent

legislation?
SECRETARY WHEELER:

Correct.

40
CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:
2

So on the Deer and the Mill Creek

bill, that was the Sher bill of last year.

3

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Correct.

4

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

That only directs --

.')

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Authorizes the study.

6

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Authorizes or directs?

7

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Directs.

R

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

So it directs you to complete the

9

10

study, and based upon your findings, we'll determine whether or
not we can place some sort of status on that river.

II
12
13
14
15

SECRETARY WHEELER:

For addition to the system,

correct.
And in the case of those two, it's due to you by
January 1 of '95.
CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

So, the process in itself is

16

somewhat flawed, because just to determine whether or not we

17

look at a river is subject to the entire political process.

IR

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Except that we've anticipated

19

that need with the Rivers Assessment.

20

for direction, one river or creek at a time.

21

statewide assessment of the rivers and their condition such

22

that we can make a recommendation to you about all of them.

23
24

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

We're not going to wait
We've undertaken a

You're doing this separate and

apart from the Sher Legislation?

25

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Correct.

26

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

That was battered by the

27

28

political process because, if you'll recall, that started life
as a three-river assessment.

Antelope Creek was included in

41
that also, but Mr. Sher, for some reason, acquiesced and removed
2

Antelope Creek.
As he explained it to me, it was to ensure signature

4

on the bill.

5
6

SECRETARY WHEELER:

I don't -- I was not part of

those discussions.

7

As I say, the assessment that we described to you

8

this afternoon predates that discussion.

9

comprehensive.

10

Indeed, it's more comprehensive that the study

you just heard reported by the State Lands Commission.

II

12

It's far more

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

So eventually, we won't need to

do individual pieces of legislation.

13

SECRETARY WHEELER:

That's the theory.

14

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

We'll know exactly

15

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Not only should we have data as

16

of the time of the study, we will have a mechanism by which to

17

keep tabs on those rivers as circumstances change.

18
19

SENATOR ROGERS:

I guess just a comment, and, I

guess, a concern, and maybe you can address my concern.

20

First we have the assessment, and then the study, and

21

then it seems like almost inevitably there comes a

22

recommendation that that be placed in the Wild and Scenic River

23

category.

24

25
26

27

28

Should I be concerned that all five of these are
going to wind up as being recommended to be Wild and Scenic
Rivers?
I have nothing against that if it's justified, but
some of my constituents are concerned that, perhaps, that's

42

almost a foregone conclusion; that once you start this process,
2

that it winds up over here, Wild and Scenic, and there's nothing

]

that can stop it.

4

SECRETARY WHEELER:

We don't embark upon the study

5

with that presumption.

6

some are already protected in one way or another.

And in fact, it may be, of those 160,

7

I want to emphasize that there is awful lot going on

8

around the state, a lot of it at the grassroots, to protect and

9

manage these resources, number one.

10

Number two, that's a decision which ultimately the

II

Legislature is going to have to make based on the best available

12

information we can develop.

13

develop and maintain an adequate data base so that we do make

14

decisions based on the best available information.

15

SENATOR ROGERS:

The purpose of this project is to

Of course, your recommendation

16

carries a lot of weight, as you know, with Members of the

17

Legislature.

18

SECRETARY WHEELER:

19

SENATOR ROGERS:

w

I hadn't noticed.

I have.

SECRETARY WHEELER:

We are making no recommendations.

21

This is a study of the condition of those rivers, and their

22

likely prospects.

23

If there are recommendations to be made, they'll

24

follow the process, I assume, that has resulted in these other

25

additions to the Wild and Scenic Rivers system.

26
27
28

SENATOR ROGERS:

We can only hope that we run out of

metaphors before we get to that point.
SECRETARY WHEELER:

You'll notice that I didn't use

43
any.

I'm not quite as creative on that point.

2

SENATOR ROGERS:

3

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Thank you.
So when you're talking about his

4

tremendous clout, is he the one responsible for us wearing our

5

fishing licenses on the outside?

6

(Laughter.)

7

SENATOR ROGERS:

8

SECRETARY WHEELER:

9
10

No, no.
The program has been enormously

successful in attaining its desired objective, which is to
increase revenue.

II

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

To raise money.

12

SECRETARY WHEELER:

And they are badly needed.

13

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Believe me, having already lost

14

my fishing license --

15

SECRETARY WHEELER:

16

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

17

SENATOR ROGERS:

18

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Thank you very much.

19

SECRETARY WHEELER:

Thank you.

20

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

We'll have the first panel,

You'll have to buy another one.
I can attest to that, exactly.

For a fee, you can get another one.

21

Economic Benefits of River Protection and Restoration:

22

Imrie from the Napa Chamber of Commerce; Zeke Grader, Executive

23

Director of the Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen's

24

Association; and Peter Goodwin, from Phillip Williams and

25

Associates.

26

27
28

MR. IMRIE:

Kent

I think I'm first.

I want to thank Senator Thompson and the Senate
Committee on Natural Resources and Wildlife for inviting me here

44
today to talk about a subject that's close to my heart, river
2

restoration, because I am a fly fisherman, and also
revitalization of downtowns, which we are actively embarking on

4

in downtown Napa.

5

I do applaud the Committee for focusing on

6

California's rivers and realizing their economic potential,

7

particularly in my home town of Napa.

8

insurance agency, has been operating in Napa for four
generations.

Our family business, an

When the agency started in Napa, the river was

10

clearly the center of activity for the entire area.

II

as the major transportation system for commerce coming out of

!2

the Napa, eastern Sonoma and Solano Counties.

It served

That was in the

1890s, when "going to the City" for many citizens from
14

Fairfield, Vacaville and Sonoma meant going to Napa.

15

The Napa River remains today one of the only three

16

navigable rivers in California.

17

Napa, and what role is the River playing in that?

111

But what is happening today in

Senator Thompson mentioned earlier that the River is

19

being under utilized, and I think that's clearly the case.

20

many things are happening, and the question is, is Napa on its

21

way to being the San Antonio of California; San Antonio being

But

clearly an example of a successful downtown revitalization built
around a river, in their case more of an estuary.
24

ours to be truly a river.

25
26
27

28

We consider

Also, I hope to answer the question:

is the Napa

River a pivotal element towards revitalizing historical
downtown?

I think the answer will clearly be yes.
Just yesterday, the Napa Chamber of Commerce, of

45
which

I

am now past President, thankfully, sponsored --

2

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

3

MR. IMRIE:

Immediate past President.

Immediate past President, thank you

4

sponsored a panel discussion of our own in Napa regarding

5

downtown revitalization.

6

after much community discussion regarding the latest retail

7

business loss in downtown, that being Merrill's Drugs, a Napa

8

institution for decades.

9

last month.

10

In this case, the meeting was held

Merrill's abruptly closed its doors

Also last fall, Woolworth's, which had been operating

II

for decades in Napa, also called it quits, and J.C. Penny's and

12

others have also joined the long list.

13

Ironically for the panelists and the 90 business

14

leaders that were in attendance at this meeting, there wasn't

15

much of a panic over this.

16

going through a metamorphosis that is tied to tourism, which is

17

strongly linked to Napa's history and the Napa River.

18

The fact is that downtown Napa is

Tourism holds the most economic potential for

19

downtown, which is not to say that we are turning the town over

20

to outsiders.

21

our true potential as a destination for the Wine Valley

22

traveler, business conference planner, or pleasure boat owner.

23

But with the town center not being an easy off-easy on location,

24

we cannot hope to tap a significant number of the 4.5 million

25

visitors to the Valley each year without the natural attraction

26

of the River, the old town atmosphere of Napa, and the quality

27

developments that are ready to become reality along the River.

28

The Visitors Bureau in downtown Napa welcomed 200,000 visitors

Locals will be part of the excitement as we reach

46
last year.
2

That number could be easily doubled or even tripled

with the potential of downtown.

3

Even more importantly, these guests would be induced

4

to stay over night because of the natural beauty of the River,

5

history, and the following list of man-made attractions.

6

I am going to sound like a past President of the

7

Chamber here, but we are very proud to state that we have either

X

in planning, on the drawing board, definitely coming to a
fruition:

number one, a center for wine, food and the arts,

10

known as the Cultural Center in Napa, and that, for those of you

II

maybe following it in the newspapers is the Robert Mandavi

12

project; the Napa Valley Expo, or as we old Napans refer to it,

13

the fairgrounds, is part of that plan; the Hat Building, which

14

is an old brick building that's going to become probably a

15

center for restaurants and foods along the River; the Napa

16

Valley Opera House has been on the drawing board and is going

17

through phases of reconstruction; the Napa Valley Wine Train has

IH

its Napa station in the Ox Bow, where this Cultural Center will

!9

exist.

20

There's an outlet center coming to the western

21

perimeter of downtown.

22

planning; it's talking over an old winery location in downtown

23

Napa that will be a school for musicians from around the world.

24

We have a mural program, and it's in the grassroots stage that

25

hopes to put historical muraling on some of the older buildings

26

around the downtown area.

27

Valley Landmarks organization that looks at historical buildings

28

A Jarvis Conservatory is in the

And then we have a very active Napa

and tries to preserve those, and is currently working on one of

47

the old bank buildings to turn it into a center for nonprofit
2

organizations.

]

4

There are also several new and resurrected, I'll say,
eating establishments spread throughout the downtown.

5

All of these things hope to return Napa really to its

6

heritage, which is a renewed focus on the Napa River.

7

the 1930s has the community turned its attention to the River,

8

and I'd also like to add that all of those projects that are in

9

the works are, quote, "river friendly", unquote.

Not since

That is, they

10

don't -- they will not have a major negative impact on the

II

River.

12

Of course, a lot of it hinges, and a lot of the

13

future developments that we can't even identify at this point,

14

will depend upon a flood control project being implemented,

15

which is well on track in Napa.

16

come as portions of the flood plain become available for

17

additional development.

18

something that'll maximize the potential for downtown.

19

More private development will

And that will also certainly be

The City's role in all this, I'm going to get to the

20

Community Resources Department, who is in the audience today,

21

but we also have an Economic Development Coordinator in Napa now

22

that's looking at the big picture, helping to keep the vision

23

for downtown, to explore public-private partnerships, and to

24

help find ways to finance improvements to the infrastructure

25
26

27

28

which are still needed.
We're well aware of the fact that San Antonio's
success was made possible because of private investment and
development along their estuary.

In San Antonio, it could be

48

said it was David Strauss who had the vision.
2

In Napa, we believe it will be Robert Mandavi, but it

3

will take the City, in a coordination effort, to make that

4

happen, to make it happen for all corners of the downtown.

5

I think it is time that I talk a little bit about the

6

recreational benefits of the River, and as I mentioned, in the

7

audience we have Heather Stanton, who's our Community Resources

8

Department Director.

9

with the River.

She's been involved over several years now

And many of the pictures that we have here on

10

posters were her department's project.

II

brochures regarding the Napa River trail, which is already well

12

into the works, and should mention the National Parks Service

13

helped out in developing the brochure and helping us with the

14

trail project.

15

And also, I've left

We really do have a vision for the recreational

16

opportunities of the River, and many of the amenities are in

17

place already, as I mentioned, one being the Veterans Park,

18

which is centrally located, and Napa really has become the

19

center of town.

20

it has moved towards the River, which is an indication right

21

there of the attention being turned back to the River.

22

where all the festivals and major events in Napa occur.

23

It used to be the Clock Tower, City Hall.

Now

It's

We have a four-street dock now, which is adjacent to

24

that park, which is a mooring facility for pleasure boats that

25

come up the River from the Bay.

26

finished trail along the River trial that were financed through

27

private and public cooperation by developers along the River.

28

We already do have stretches of

The expansion of the recreational uses of and public
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access of the Napa River is a perfect example of two visions
2

merging:

J

horseback riding to experience the Napa River through the

4

downtown and beyond, combined with a vision to have the River

5

serve as a draw for the day and overnight visitors that have

6

come to share in those experiences.

7

a vision of hiking, biking, boating, and even

Public access to the River is a win-win for the City

8

of Napa, and the community realizes this.

9

preservation of the River goes hand in hand with the attraction

Restoration and

10

the River holds for both the local citizens that can literally

II

make the River part of their neighborhood, and the many visitors

12

for which a clean and safe River, meandering through historic

IJ

downtown, has almost a magnetic effect.

14

possible without River restoration and protection.

15

All would not be

The Cultural Center, proposed museums, the Napa

16

Valley landmarks, and the Opera House, along with the restored

17

Victorians downtown, and of course the Napa River, add an

18

educational component to the lure of downtown Napa.

19

So much is in place.

The community has said over and

20

over:

21

Well, we are doing it, but it will take a shared vision along

22

with additional public and private support to finally announce

23

to the world that the Napa River front has been reborn.

we want no more studies, no more plans; let's just do it.

24

I want to thank you for your attention.

25

concludes my remarks, and I'll answer any questions you might

26

have about Napa.

27
28

SENATOR ROGERS:

That

What's the difference in the

rainfall in the Napa Valley versus San Antonio?

How many inches
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of rain do they have in each place?
2

MR. IMRIE:

Does anybody know?

We've been below average, but our average

3

is at 23-24 inches, I believe, a year.

4

a lot less than that in San Antonio.
SENATOR ROGERS:

Less than that?

6

MR. IMRIE:

7

What's your point, Senator?

s

SENATOR ROGERS:

9

I've got to believe it's

Oh, absolutely.

I was just wondering, because a lot

of the problem we have of keeping healthy rivers in this state

10

is having adequate rainfall and adequate snow pack.

II

big problem.

12

That's a

Of course, you don't have that problem up here in

13

Northern California as much as we do in the southern two-thirds

14

of the state.

15

So, that was the reason for that question.

16

MR. IMRIE:

!7

SENATOR ROGERS:

18

We're not really fed by snowfall either.
I know you're not.

unique position.

19

Thank you.

20

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

21

MR. IMRIE:

23

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Fantastic.
for the Robert Mondavi Center

for Food, Wine and the Arts.

25

MR. IMRIE:

26

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

27

MR. GRADER:

28

The Senate Ag. Committee today

passed the Joint Powers Agreement bill --

22

24

You're in a very

Rogers.

We will report back, thank you.
Zeke.

Thank you, Senator Thompson and Senator
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My name is Zeke Grader, and I'm the Executive
2

Director for the Pacific Coast Federation of Fishermen's

3

Associations.

4

Among others through our member organizations, we

5

represent the majority of the state's organized commercial

6

salmon fishermen.

7

I really want to thank the Subcommittee for holding

8

this hearing today, because really the health of our rivers is

9

extremely important now.

While we represent ocean fishermen --

10

that is, people who make their livelihoods at sea -- the health

II

of our rivers is critical to their being able to make that

12

livelihood because it's critical to so many of our resources.

13

Dr. Jacobs, of course, has already mentioned in her

14

presentation about the salmon, and certainly the health of our

15

anadromous fish is dependent upon healthy rivers.

16

course, in addition to the salmon, we also have the sturgeon,

17

steelhead and trout populations which support important

18

recreational fisheries.

19

Additionally, our rivers also support two important

20

non-native species:

21

the Central Valley streams.

22

And of

the striped bass and the shad, at least in

Our rivers, of course, too, are also critical to the

23

health of our coastal estuaries which are, in turn, important

24

ecosystems, spawning and nursery habitat for such species as

25

dungeness crab, certain species of sole and Pacific herring.

26

really, it's all one system.

27

28

So

It's not the rivers, the

estuaries, and the ocean waters being separate.

They are really

all part of one system, and what happens in one part of the
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system can very much affect what happens elsewhere.
2

But I'd really like to concentrate specifically just

J

in my comments here today on the salmon.

4

fishery has been, until recently, California's most important

5

fishery.

6

not something we just find in the Pacific Northwest or Alaska.

7

But really, if you look at our history, the history

8

of immigrants to California, it's that this species has really

9

defined the character of the Pacific coast, from Central

Of course, the salmon

Salmon really are along the whole Pacific coast, and

10

California to southeast Alaska.

II

immigrants really began here in the 1850s to provide food for

12

the miners.

13

fisheries.

14

The first salmon fishing by

It is, in fact, one of this state's oldest

The first salmon cannery on the whole of the West

15

Coast was right here in Sacramento.

16

back to the commercials that the pork industry ran, you know:

17

"Pork, the other white meat."

18

that for salmon.

Salmon is California's original red meat; it's

19

native red meat.

And I think people, perhaps, if they ate more

20

of it, then we'd have even bigger population problems in this

21

state, so I'm not encouraging additional consumption at this

22

time.

23

This is important.

I think

There's sort of a variation of

But nevertheless, it is important and very important

24

to the many of our coastal economies.

25

at sea, but many more jobs ashore in the distribution.

26

course, it's not only an important food source, it's important

27

for recreation and it has been, until recent years, an important

28

part of our export market.

It provides not only jobs
And, of

And of course, it's what makes --
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it's an ideal complement to, of course, our wine industry.
2

So,

they go very well together.

3

But looking at what's happened to our salmon

4

fisheries, I think if you read the recent New York Times

5

articles and that, you'd come to the conclusion that the fishing

6

industry as a whole, which is going through some serious

7

problems nationally and internationally, you'd come to believe,

8

well, it's just too many fishermen out there is being the

9

problem.

10

But really, if you look at what's happened to our

II

anadromous stocks, whether it be in the Sacramento, or the

12

Klamath, the Eel, the Columbia River, I think the story is much

13

broader, and that is that we just destroyed these resources

14

because we've destroyed the rivers that they rely upon.

15
16

Keep in mind that in this state, we've regulated our
salmon fishery since the 1850s to protect against over fishing.

17

We've gotten through, because of the California

18

Congressmen, former California Congressmen, helping getting it

19

through in 1976, laws protecting against the unregulated fishing

w

by foreign fleets.

21

But really what we haven't done a very good job of

22

regulating are the other impacts affecting that resource,

23

whether it be overdrafting of the rivers, overcutting of the

24

watersheds.

25

such a poor job in this state and along the whole Pacific as far

26

as protecting against.

27
28

That's really the overage that we really have done

We have, I think, as the Secretary of Resources said,
have had various statutes on the books here in California,
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beginning with the Wild and Scenic bills in 1972.

But frankly,

2

the only really effective measure we've seen to date as far as

3

protecting our rivers has probably been the one that's caused

4

the most controversy in this state, and interestingly the one

5

that the Secretary of Resources and others fought so hard

6

against, and that was the Central Valley Project Improvement

7

Act.

8

least improving the state's most important watershed, that is

9

the Central Valley and the Bay-Delta Estuary, which have

That, I think, really holds out a lot of promise for at

10

historically provided -- produced about 70 percent of the

II

state's salmon fisheries.

12

But I really think that type of legislation, where we

13

set goals out for ourselves of specific things, will be

14

accomplished.

15

salmon population.

16

streams, we can double, we may even be able to triple those

17

populations and really put people back to work along the north

18

coast of California, along even parts of the central coast and

!9

elsewhere.

20

In the case of the CVPIA, it was to double our
And certainly if we get water back in those

So, I think that's really the type of, if we're

21

looking at legislation, that's the type of legislation we ought

22

to be looking at; something with some real teeth in it.

23

I also do want to thank particularly Assemblyman

24

Sher.

25

last year, when we came to him with a problem that our spring

26

I know he's been very active in a lot of this.

He helped

run salmon, that are found in Deer and Mill Creek, and he acted,

27

as did you, Senator Thompson, very positively in getting that

28

legislation through, which I think will be important to keeping
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that particular species off the Endangered Species list.

Not

2

only keeping it off the list, but indeed, recovering the spring

J

run salmon of the Sacramento system.

4

The economic benefits to the fishing industry, just

5

the commercial salmon fishery alone, by having decent river

6

protections, is probably going to amount to at least $200

7

million a year annually additional income to the state, if not

8

much more.

9

And that's just in the commercial fishery alone.
So, I think in protecting our rivers, it doesn't have

10

to be a burden, an economic burden on certain groups that have

II

had free access to these waters.

12

other economies, or recover, restore, some of our older

u

economies.

But in fact, it can help grow

So, I think from that sense, standpoint, you know,

14

something along the lines of the "do no harm" bill to our rivers

15

that Charles Warren suggested would very well be a good start.

16

In fact, it's too bad that we didn't do that in 1884,

17

right after Judge Sawyer's decision banning hydraulic mining,

18

because certainly that should have been a lesson to this state

19

at that time of what happens when you destroy the system.

20

of course we know at that time both farmers and fishermen alike

21

rose up in arms over what happened to our rivers because of the

22

impact of the hydraulic mining.

23

then.

24

25

We probably should have acted

Well, it's 110 years later, and I'd hope we'd act
now.

Thank you.

26

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

27

I just want to reiterate that it was with great

28

And

Thank you very much.

reluctance that I carried that Sher bill on the Floor once they
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took Antelope Creek out.
2
3

Next we'll hear from Peter Goodwin, the economic
impacts of river management.

4
5

DR. GOODWIN:

I have a few slides which will take about ten minutes
to show.

8
9

Thank you and good afternoon, Mr.

Chairman and Senator Rogers.

6

7

that's my favorite fishing spot.

The topic of this talk and what I intend to
concentrate on are the economic impacts of alternative river

10

management strategies.

lI

impacts, and some of the new techniques we've been hearing about

12

earlier this afternoon, perhaps it's worthwhile just going back

13

and reviewing the traditional approach to river management.

14

And in order to understand some of the

Traditionally, the number one priority in river

15

management has been for flood control.

16

extraction we've heard a lot about, whether it's water for

17

agricultural purposes, whether it's extraction of gravel and

18

aggregate from the river, or for minerals with hydraulic

19

mining.

20

And also resource

Our rivers have also been used for the disposal of

21

pollutants, treated effluent.

22

particularly with the emphasis on flood control, has led to

23

development of the flood plains.

24

This whole approach,

The flood damage, of course, is very real.

To date

25

in the United States, the investment in flood control work

26

stands at $25 billion, and yet despite this enormous investment,

27

the annual average damages run at $2 bill a year, and that's a

28

number which is rising.
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The question is, with these huge amounts being
2

invested into flood control, why should this number still

3

be rising?

4

There are a few examples here.

The Napa River, which

5

has already been mentioned, the 1986 flood damages ran at about

6

$100 million.

7

Missouri Rivers are estimated at about $10 billion.

g

9

The 1993 flood damages on the Mississippi and
And in the

Los Angeles basin, had there not been the Corps of Engineers
flood control project, it is estimated that between the

10

mid-1930s and today, more than $4 billion of damages would have

II

resulted.

12

But if we go back and have a look at the way river

13

flood plains have been managed, on the left, those two images,

14

you can see the historic condition.

15

most of the agricultural land is concentrated on the flood

16

plains, with the development being in small areas of high land.

17

And there you can see that

You'll notice on the lower figure there, there's

IR

something called flood plain storage, which means that at high

19

flood elevations, the river naturally flows out onto the flood

20

plain in a fairly gradual and predictable sense.

21

provides, as I say, storage during very high flood events.

22

And that

If you look at the traditional management approach on

23

the right-hand side, there you can see the river's being

24

channelized.

25

width in order to convey the flood flows, and development has

26

occurred on the flood plain.

27

28

The river's been reduced to the absolute minimum

The problem is, if you go with that traditional
approach, and protect the community and the flood plain by
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levies, the failure and the damage associated with those levies
2

is neither predictable, and when it does happen, it is usually

3

extremely catastrophic.

4

the Mississippi flooding is the Monarch Chesterfield Levee.

5

This was an area built according to FEMA guidelines in 1992, and

6

behind that there was a light industrial park created.

7

1993 floods, only two years after the levee was completed, the

8

entire area was inundated, resulting in $200 million of damage

9

just at that one site.

10

One particular example resulting after

In the

The other effect of these traditional approaches is

II

to worsen the flood conditions downstream.

12

the river, or you urbanize the watershed, that leads to

13

increases in the peak flood at the -- during a flood event.

14

it also means that the peak in the flood occurs much earlier in

15

the flood hydograph.

16

If you channelize

And

It's also very important to realize that any flood

17

control, or any structural work that you undertake, will never

18

provide 100 percent guarantee against flooding.

19

the flood event which comes and inundates the area behind your

~)

There always be

defenses.

21

Also, if you remove the natural functioning of the

22

flood plain, that is going to worsen the downstream flooding

23

effects.

24

damages, as I indicated on the earlier slides, and it's usually

25

the taxpayer who ends up footing the bill.

26

27
28

And development on the flood plain increases the flood

There are other examples associated with this
traditional affect.

This is the San Lorenzo River in Santa Cruz

before the installation of the 1956 flood control project.

As
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you can see, it's a fairly wide river channel.

Following the

2

implementation of the flood control project, that had an

3

interference on the natural geomorphic, the natural processes,

4

within the river.

5

sediments, which were somewhere between ten and thirty times

6

what had originally been predicted.

7

the problems associated with the disposal of dredged material,

8

this created a real problem.

9

This created accelerated deposition of

This was designed to withstand the project floor or a

10

time period of about 150 years.

II

and 30 year flood protection.

12

And of course, with many of

It now has somewhere between 20

Other effects, there's acceleration of erosion

13

associated with banks.

14

County associated with a development upstream, and this is what

15

happened afterwards.

16

kinds of river management approaches which have been outlined by

17

the earlier speakers this afternoon.

18

enough space there for the river, and there's many features

19

within that design which allows for both recreation and also

20

environmental benefits.

21

This is just a small example in Marin

And this is beginning to get into the

You can see, there's

So, what are the consequences of this traditional

22

approach to river management?

23

hazard, increase in flood damage in the dollar amount, increases

24

potentially in channel maintenance, and also in infrastructure

25

repair costs, and there are significant adverse impacts on

26

people's property, structures, water quality, and water supply.

27

28

Potentially, an increase in flood

I'd just like to run through two or three examples to
illustrate this.
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Water quality, I'm sure everyone here is familiar
with the known points of those programs.

I just chose here one

fairly modest city in California, the City of Berkeley.

They're

4

currently investing $700,000 a year in cleaning up water

5

quality.

6

million a year county program.

7

associated with environmental river management which will,

8

perhaps, reduce the annual costs associated with these.

9

In addition, they make $200,000 donation to the $3
There are many benefits

So what are these new approaches to how we should be

10

looking at rivers?

II

control, or gravel extraction, or any single purpose, it should

12

be a multi-objective approach which would be very balanced.

13

Instead of looking at flood control, we shouldn't be so arrogant

14

that we believe that we can control nature.

15

certainly looking to protect lives and properties up to a design

16

flood, but in addition to that, we need to be minimizing damages

17

for much larger events.

Instead of just looking at, perhaps, flood

We should be

18

Secondly, there are many economic effects which must

19

be considered, but due to maintenance costs, looking at perhaps
increasing property values by maintaining the natural

21

characteristics of the river, improving the aesthetic view of

22

the river, attracting business into downtown areas, which is
what Napa is attempting to do, and also protecting water

24
25

supplies.
And there are several other issues which are really

26

beyond this presentation:

27

benefits of providing parkland adjacent to our rivers in areas

28

like Los Angeles, and also environmental benefits.

many of the social impacts, and the
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This is one very small example of a community which
2

decided that they weren't going to accept the channelization of

3

rivers.

4

community wants to restore some of the river, and they took it

5

out of this concrete coffin and exposed it to create local

6

parks.

7

area, as well as providing a place for families and children to

8

play.

9

This is Strawberry Creek in Berkeley.

Here, the

This had the impact of increasing property values in the

This is an example of one of the tributaries of the

10

River Platt.

II

Platt in Denver is another fine example of a comprehensive river

12

development right through downtown, which is, both in business

13

and increased property values, close by.

14

rather live next door to something like that than, perhaps, the

15

slide we saw earlier of the Los Angeles River.

16

We heard about San Antonio earlier.

The River

Clearly, you'd much

Other impacts of poor river management, Dr. Jacobs

17

earlier on spoke about the effects of the degradation on the

18

Russian River.

19

taken in 1940, which is the top line, and that in 1991 by the

20

county.

21

areas, and there have been many severe impacts associated with

22

that.

23

This is the bed elevation in the Russian River

The river bed has dropped by over 20 feet in many

This is the Highway 101 bridge at Healdsburg.

Here

24

the footings of this bridge are now exposed.

25

see the pilings at low flow beneath the footings.

26

creates a very dangerous condition and a potential for the river

27

28

You can actually
This clearly

collapsing, either in high flows or in earthquake.
It's estimated that the structural repair of this
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bridge is going to run somewhere between $7-10 million.
2

The water supply, again, perhaps if we consider the

3

Russian River, the City of Ukiah obtained its water supplies

4

from a series of horizontal wells beneath the river.

5

river bed has dropped by 10 feet, the water now contains a lot

6

of material, very fine material, which were previously filtered

7

out by the natural bed process.

8
9

As the

In order to rectify this, a water filtration plant
was constructed in 1991 at the cost of $2.8 million.

10

Other benefits of a more comprehensive approach to

II

river management are in terms of groundwater recharge.

12

a very hot topic at the moment by many utilities like East Bay

13

MUD and down in the Los Angeles River area.

14

This is

And here I've just given some figures which were

15

developed by the City of Pasadena, who've estimated that just

16

that a more environmentally sensitive approach to river

17

management could result in a five percent increase in the local

18

supply.

19

would represent about $40 million a year.

20

drought, that $400 per acre foot went up as high as $600 per

21

acre foot.

22

At the cost of 400 acres -- dollars per acre foot, this
In periods of

Finally, I would just like to leave with a thought

23

that whatever or however we decide to manage our rivers, that is

24

going to be there for future generations.

25

Thank you for your attention.

26

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

27

What I'd like to do now is take a short break so our

28

Thank you very much.

stenographer can rest her fingers, and we'll come back in about
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ten minutes.

3

4

5
6

7
8

9
10
II

12

13
14

15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22

23

24
25

26

We'll recess for ten minutes.

(Thereupon a brief recess was taken.)
CHAIRMAN THOMPSON: We'll reconvene.
We'll start the next panel.
is break it up.

What we're doing to do

We're going to hear first from Julie Spezia

from the California Association of Resource Conservation
Districts, and Joanna Lennon, Executive Director of the East Bay
Conservation Corps.

And then, once you leave and you conclude,

then we'll bring the second half of the next panel up.
So, Julie, we'll start with you.
MS. SPEZIA:

Good afternoon.

My name is Julie

Spezia, and I'm the Executive Director of the California
Association of Resource Conservation Districts.
I work with 114 Resource Conservation Districts
around the state, many of which are actively leading river
restoration projects.

Many of these projects that you're

familiar with -- Tomki Creek, Grass Valley Watershed, and the
Feather River Watershed -- are known as CRiMPS.

They're also

known as CRMPs, but CRiMPS is the common name, and so that's how
I'll refer to them.
CRiMPS are coordinated resource management planning
groups that follow a consensus decision making model for
resolving conflict on resource issues.

That's a long way to say

that it's a group of people from the community who get together
in one room to define a problem, discuss possible solutions,
commit to which one they're going to do using the consensus

27

method of decision making, and then begin to implement the

28

actual solution.
They have to work cooperatively as a group, and that
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requires that a certain number of people need to be a part of
2

the process.

3

Supervisors, the private industry and private landowners that

4

live in that watershed, the state and federal resource agencies

5

that have jurisdiction, either regulatory or actually land

6

management within the watershed, and other interest groups such

7

as some of the ones that you've had here, like the Steelhead and

8

Trout Restoration Federation and others.

9

That usually includes the County Board of

The RCD, the Resource Conservation District, can play

10

an important role in coordinating these meetings and really in

II

providing some leadership, and in seeking cooperation from

12

landowners in the area that might not be active participants in

13

the process, but in the implementation stage, have to cooperate.

14

I should say:

15

are encouraged to cooperate.

We really try to maintain this as a voluntary

16

approach.

17

We follow all the regulations -- CEQA and all of the

18

requirements that Fish and Game and others have -- but we

19

generally try to do this in a cooperative way, and tackle the

20

issues that everyone can agree to first, and then gradually take

21

on the more and more contentious issues.

We generally try to avoid bringing in regulations.

22

These meetings are usually facilitated because they

23

are very contentious issues.

24

values.

25

or legislative intervention, then a CRiMP would probably not be

26

necessary.

27

communication, which is usually the root of all of these

28

resource problems.

They quickly touch upon our core

And if they could be easily resolved without litigation

But the CRiMP process addresses the lack of
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The coordinated resource management planning is a
2

process that allows fractured communities, communities divided

3

over the appropriate way to use resources, to come together.

4

And through this process, the factions in the community develop

5

lines of communication and build relationships with one another.

6

Over time -- and this process does take a lot of time

7

and a lot of work

8

are proposed, and an implementation strategy's agreed upon.

9

the resource issues are defined and actions

I really enjoyed learning the art of managing a CRiMP

10

from Leah Wills, who I believe you met when you were in

II

Blairsden.

12

projects for the Plumas Corporation, and I had the pleasure and

13

the challenge of keeping up with her on a creek walk one day, as

14

they were looking at a new stretch of the -- of one of the

15

tributaries to the upper Feather River watershed, when they were

16

walking with a multi-agency team, and they had some landowners

17

involved.

18

evaluate what kinds of strategies were they going to use to

19

actually repair the watershed.

20

She is the coordinator for all of their watershed

And they're walking up and down the creek, trying to

And she began to tell me some of the things that

21

she's learned over the last five years in coordinating these

22

projects.

23

compared to the complicated projects they've gotten involved in

24

more recently.

25

involved was addressing a riparian area in an upper tributary

26

The first project they started with was fairly modest

It was the Red Clover project, and all it

creek that was badly damaged, perhaps -- they didn't come in

27

with any foregone conclusions -- but perhaps by uncontrolled

28

grazing.
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So, they began by bringing all of the community
groups together that were relevant, and also the cattlemen.
3

there was some real concern in the community.

4

were very concerned that this might be the first step towards

5

sort of a "cattle-free" approach for the Feather River

6

watershed.

7

And

The cattlemen

At the same time, PG&E, as you mentioned earlier, was

8

very concerned because the sediment that was coming down the

9

watershed was actually impairing the hydroelectric power plants

10

that were downstream.

II

So, there was a lot of interest in doing something

12

about it, but real concern and fear about what might be done.

13

The CRiMP resulted in fencing off the riparian area,

14

accompanied by a controlled grazing plan.

15

really fun to hear about how a community gets behind these

16

decisions and enforces them themselves.

17

cuts the fence and lets their cattle in when they're not

18

supposed to, it's generally discussed down on the porch at the

19

store, the General Store.

And it's always

And now, if someone

And they try to figure out who that

is, and basically, they police themselves.
21

not a problem of enforcement.

22

23

And the success of this initial effort has since
inspired them to do much larger projects.

24
25

26
27

28

So, there's really

The cooperative working relationship between the
Feather River RCD and the Plumas Corporation has yielded a lot
of fruit.

They've brought hundreds and thousands of federal

watershed restoration dollars to their local community.

They

have spun off a program to retrain forest workers in watershed
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restoration work, and I've enclosed an article that was just in
2

the Bee about that, and they've fostered a significant education

3

outreach program through the Adopt-A-Watershed program in local

4
I

schools.

~

And I was just mentioning at the break that a lot of

6

people don't think that local people will do some of the things

7

that they have done in the Plumas watershed -- or, the Feather

8

River watershed, but in fact, one of the directors for the RCD

9

has allowed a stream restoration project and an education

10

outreach-- it's like an outdoor classroom-- to be developed on

II

his property.

12

district; it's on his property.

13

He has not deeded over the land to the school

I asked him about the liability issue, and he's

14

really not concerned.

15

community to do the right thing when they're there, and he's

16

allowing them access.

17

restoration work, and it's all done more or less on a handshake.

He really trusts the people in his

They've restored, done all this

18

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

19

MS. SPEZIA:

20

The work that they've done on the Feather River,

Is that the retired postmaster?

Yes.
just

21

to sort of expand on what has happened as a result of all of

22

these different CRiMP projects, has also led to the success of

23

the Library Group.

24

Library Group, and they get all excited about what they're doing

25

as a community, and they forget that it was the five years of

26

the CRiMP projects that really built the lines of communications

27
28

And I think a lot of times, people see the

for the Library Group to be successful.
And however people feel about the recommendations the
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Library Group is coming out with, I think you have to all marvel
2

that they've been able to reach agreement.

3
4

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

That they can all sit in the same

room together.

)

MS. SPEZIA:

6

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

7

MS. SPEZIA:

8

In this divided community, where the

Yes.
That amazed me.

Yes.

9

environmentalists didn't speak to the timber industry, and the

10

landowners distrusted the Forest Service, they've been able to

II

work past all those issues, and they're able to chart a course

12

for their community.

13

community first.

14

of it.

15

And they've been able to put their

I think that's really the most admirable part

I asked Leah Wills if the CRiMP group reaches

16

consensus on values after working together for a while.

17

laughed at my naivete.

18

to ever come to consensus on their values, but we can expect

19

them to reach consensus on desired outcomes."

And she

She said, "We can't expect individuals

20

So, we provide a forum where we can share our fears

21

and dreams, and where a concrete plan can be hammered out that

22

respects everyone's concerns and makes everyone's dream, common

23

dream, a reality.

24

I've witnessed this phenomenon again and again.

25

Communities are coming together and solving their own problems.

26

This is good government, and local government RCDs are leading

27

the way in this effort.

28

People are empowered when they're able to resolve
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issues among themselves.

They are committed to sustaining the

2

solutions when they are participants in crafting the outcomes,

3

and they are willing to tackle bigger and more complicated

4

issues once they experience success.

5

Funding is always the Gordian Knot that people

6

mention when discussing CRiMP style watershed restoration

7

efforts.

8

at the same time, the CRiMP process is showing us that this

9

cooperative approach is part of the funding answer.

10

And it's a serious issue that must be addressed, but

Implementation is generally funded by the group

II

members, meaning that every agency and private organization and

12

landowner chips in to some part of the cost of implementing.

13

Then, as a group, they apply for grants -- some of the grants

14

that are available, like the EPA 319 program -- and they try to

15

basically reduce the gap between what they want to do and the

16

available funds over time.

17

The problem is that there still is not presently

IX

enough money in the system to pay for all of the CRiMP projects

19

currently proposed or underway.

20

will take longer, and some groups may become discouraged and

21

disband.

22

This means that restoration

There's also a lack of recognition for the cost of

23

coordination and facilitation.

24

for this part of the project.

25

only pay for implementation.

26

need for any planning grants.

27

of groups that are just corning on line and getting organized.

28

Very few grant programs will pay
For instance, EPA 319 grants will
They say they have moved past the
This doesn't recognize the amount

Currently, no one is paying for that part of the
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process, and yet we know the process is a highly efficient way
2

to get conservation on the ground.

3

can do to encourage this approach in facilitating this approach

4

with state and federal agencies would be welcome.

5

So, whatever the Legislature

I have to close with a few caveats about the CRiMP

6

process.

7

problem area coincide with the boundaries of the community.

8

someone mentioned, well, the Delta.

9

CRiMP process.

It works best when the boundaries for the resource
And

It ought to just use the

Well, one of the problems is that my property

10

drains into the Chicken Ranch Slough, which drains into the

II

American River, which drains into the Delta, and yet I don't

12

really, personally, feel like I'm part of the Delta community.

13

So there does have to be a match, and so the CRiMP

14

process, I think, is somewhat limited.

15

motivation to enter a room with people you don't particularly

16

like, and hang in there, and work out your problems.

17

that's usually only when you have a community that reinforces

18

that.

19

You have to have that

And

The process also takes time, and the political

20

reality is that not every issue allows us a year or more, or

21

sometimes five years, to work out the solution.

22

It also requires a great deal of cooperative

23

behavior, and community leaders are not always ready to embrace

24

a consensus model for decision making.

25

Having said all that, when this process of local

26

decision making is embraced, tremendous results are possible.

27

Communities can experience the real joy of successfully

28

resolving conflicts over resource issues, and fractured
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communities can begin to glue themselves back together.
2

Thank you.

3

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

4

I think it's important that you talked about what's

Thank you very much.

5

happening up in the Blairsden area, because I think that speaks

6

to some of Senator Rogers' concerns, in that there's an economic

7

cost, and that economic cost in that situation was the

8

incredible increase in power rates had the siltation process

9

been allowed to continue.

It was going to be an ongoing

10

dredging, and that just causes electrical costs to go out of

11

sight.

12

MS. SPEZIA:

And the other one that he might be

13

really interested in is that they've actually seen the

14

productivity of the watershed, the amount of water that they're

15

producing for Southern California, decrease because of some

16

poor management practices.

17

And what their plan

what they think will happen,

18

and I think from the success that they've seen with some of

19

their smaller projects, is that they will actually restore much

20

of the lost productivity.

21

electric rates, but we will see more water for the people of

22

California to drink, because there's not enough people up there

23

to use it, and so there's going to be some increase in

24

productivity.

So, we will not only see lower

That's going to be an economic benefit as well.

25

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

26

Joanna Lennon.

27

MS. LENNON:

28

it matter?

Thank you very much.

My name is not spelled this way.

Does

I don't know, but it's spelled as in L-e-n-n-o-n.
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Irish, not Russian.
2
3

Thanks very much for the opportunity to be here.

My

name is Joanna Lennon.

4

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

5

MS. LENNON:

6

I'm the Executive Director and founder of the East

Sorry about the name.

No problem.

It happens regularly.

7

Bay Conservation Corps, which serves the people and young people

8

of Alameda and Contra Costa Counties.

9

The Corps has really served as a model for 80 corps

10

now that have started across the country, and was also the model

II

for President Clinton's National Service program.

12

know, we ran the largest Summer of Service program last summer

13

in the country.

14

programs that modeled how young people could really contribute

15

to help solve major social problems in the environmental field,

16

health, and education.

17

We had 250 young people.

As you may

We're one of 16

The Corps has been going since 1983.

We're a

18

nonprofit corporation with a budget of close to 6 million, and

19

it seems like we're going up as everybody else is going down.

w

I

think that one of the reasons for that is that the community has

21

very much bought into the program.

22

public-private partnership.

23

through contracting out with cities and land management agencies

24

to do needed resource management work, while at the same time

25

providing our young people with an opportunity for youth

26

development through the medium of community service.

27
28

It's very much a

Much of the money is generated

We right now are in the process of applying for
charter school status, and we run our own school.

We run a very
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large program in the Oakland Unified School District, which
2

we're probably going to expand into Sacramento, and have been

3

asked to expand nationally, which is a program called Youth

4

Engaged in Services, Project YES, which is a program that's

5

focused on 12-14 year olds.

6

The Corps has probably worked on over a hundred

7

different creek projects since our inception, as well as working

8

with the Coastal Conservancy and others on projects that border

9

the Bay.

A couple of examples of how we do that, one of the

10

most interesting projects, I think, we did with our school

II

children, 12-14 year olds, was a project with a creek in East

12

Oakland, where I don't think that people knew there was a creek

13

there.

14

academics with doing an environmental project.

15

area in East Oakland which was heavily trashed, where there was

16

this wonderful creek that came down and went into the Bay.

17

And we used it as a medium to teach, to kind of link

The kids cleaned out the creek.

There was an

They separated out

18

the recyclables.

19

tonnage of the recyclables.

20

Department of Conservation, who was funding that project.

21

then looked at ecologically what happens when you trash a creek

22

and it goes into the Bay, and then they looked at the

23

sociological ramifications of what happened in the community.

24

25

26
27

28

They used their math skills to calculate the
They wrote a report to the
They

While they were doing this project, we also had them
come up and give a report on the Floor of the Legislature.

They

reported to their city council representatives, so they used
public speaking skills.

At the end of this project, these kids

were kind of creek experts.

They did raps.

We had radio
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stations donate time, and they wrote poems, and they did raps
2

that were aired.

3

community in terms of environmental issues, and this creek was

4

the genesis of that.

And they became kind of the leaders in their

5

As a result of that project, where we had churches,

6

and businesses, and others really coming together to help with

7

this project, that has led into other projects in the community,

8

like reclaiming vacant lots to do community gardens, doing tree

9

planting, starting recycling programs.

So, it was one kind of

10

example of how doing a creek clean-up led to a whole educational

II

curriculum for the young people, which, as we followed these

12

kids through school, we showed really a direct correlation

13

between participation in this program and grade level gains,

14

attendance at school, rise in self-esteem.

15

kids became kind of leaders, and this was a way to really do

16

that.

17

And it really

the

After the East Bay Fire, another really good example

18

in our year-around Corps, which Zakee is a member of, in the

19

18-23 year old program, the Alverado Vicente Creek behind the

20

Clairemont was really destroyed in that fire.

21

number of grants through the Department of Water Resources and

22

the Urban Creeks Council to do a total restoration project which

23

involved meeting with neighborhood community organizations whose

24

properties backed up on that creek, having the young people

25
26

27
28

And we have had a

learn to work with residents in the neighborhood.
We did an entire restoration, returning it to a real
riparian zone, where they did planting, they did creekside
stabilization.

There was a whole educational program that went
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along with that, so it was a real community effort.
2

And in

fact, we're still working on that project now.

3

But it's been a real source of inspiration, I think,

4

to many of the young people to not only learn, but these are

5

really urban young people who have not hung out in creeks as

6

their normal thing of recreation.

7

provided a whole new way of looking at resource management, our

8

natural resources, how creeks in urban areas are also connected

9

to the Bay, and connected to the whole ecosystem.

10

And I think that it has

We have done a large number of projects, for example,

II

for the Alameda Flood Control District which have to do with

12

daylighting, where we've gone along flood control channels where

13

there have been large crime incidences, because there's such

14

heavy vegetation that you can't see.

15

Corps crew has come in and thinned that out, and pruned that

16

whole area so that it's safe.

17

And the daylighting, the

There is a high incidence in a number of the creek

18

channels where rapes were taking place, were kids were getting

19

assaulted.

20

channels, and the Corps worked on projects like that.

21

Kids were walking home from school through the creek

They've also done a lot of revegetation for animal

22

habitat and other kinds of things.

23

area where you're working on urban creeks is, the whole

24

community winds up getting involved in that process, and it

25

becomes an educational tool, not just for the young people in a

26

way to encourage the young people to take responsibility for

27

their environment as citizens in a democratic society, which is

28

But what happens in an urban

what the Corps is really all about, but it also brings the
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community into that process.
2

So, you become partners.

No

longer are people in the community afraid of the young people.

}

They can use the creeks, and the channels, and areas

4

that border their residences and businesses without fear.

"')

think that it has really provided kind of a win-win situation.

6

We've probably have about a thousand young people a year.

7

been in operation almost 11 years.

8
9

And I

We've

We have also really been able to be -- we've been
pretty successful also of bringing in citizen groups.

For two

10

years in a row now we've had a large serve-a-thon in the East

II

Bay, where we've had major corporations, like Esprit, and Levi,

12

and Wells Fargo Bank, and others, bring out their employees who

I}

have worked hand-in-hand with the Corps members to do creek

14

restoration projects, trail building along creeks, access kinds

15

of projects, which has really hooked in a lot of the corporate

16

community, who now are corning back over and over again.

17

We've also been able to kind of connect the young

18

people in the Corps with schools in the area.

ll)

number of folks come out from a number of elementary schools who

20

want to do community service projects, and they work with these

21

young people who serve as the leaders on those projects.

We just had a

22

We just had an extension class from Holy Names

23

College come and do work with us, where the Corps members

24

supervised them doing creek restoration.

25

And I brought along Zakee so he could, maybe, say a

26

few words.

27

been in the Corps for three months.

28

He's working on a creek project right now.

He's

If he could be as eloquent with you as he was with me
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in the car on the way up -2

4

MS. LENNON:

[Laughter.]
Zakee, you're on.

MR. ZAREEF:

I don't where to start, really.

MS. LENNON:

Why don't you talk about the project

you're working on now.
MR. ZAREEF:

7

Right now, we have Vicente Creek.

was damaged by the Berkeley-Oakland Hills Fire.
9
10

II
12

the project for about two months now.

15
16

17

vegetation, no grass.

22
23

24
25
26

27
28

And it was no

It was real bare.

And the creek had, like, a whole bunch -- there's a
lot of building going on there, too.

There was a lot of

construction material down there, where a lot of trees had been
dropped and just left.
shallow.

And the water flow was real, real

It was almost no water; it was real thin.
And after about a month or so of being in the area,

we put in some check darns.
water.

21

And when I first got

time I'd ever see that area after the fire.

IX
19

I've been on

there, I was like, I was devastated, because that was the first

13
14

It

It cleans it.

Check darns sort of like sift the

And also, too, it was sort of like a

gully where erosion had started.
erosion were homes.

And on each side of the

And we put in check darns, and then filled

in the check darns, and brought back -- it slowed down erosion.
There was no wildlife.

We'd see no birds, no animals.

And

about two weeks ago, we seen the red tailed hawks come back, the
native vegetation has come back, there's grass everywhere.
And for me, it's been a good learning experience,
because I, like, grew up going fishing a lot, but never knew any
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technical things about the rivers or how they worked, or
2

anything.

1

now, too, because before, I'd go fish.

4

wasn't even conscious of the effect that the rivers or creeks

I have a lot more respect for the nature and wildlife
Just wouldn't even care;

have on the environment, on the community.
6

more conscious.

7

And now I'm a lot

I have a lot more respect for it.

I also learned a lot of technical skills, too, that

g

if I hadn't came to the Corps, I wouldn't have never even knew,

9

such as check dams.

I never heard the term "check dam" before I

10

came to the Corps.

II

reduction; going out with Reg, walking creeks, and talking about

12

the situation the creek's in.

13

Crib walls, where I use for erosion

What are the best things to do.

It makes me feel more a part of my community now,

14

too, because I have a say-so or involvement in the effect of the

15

creek right there.

16

on-site education, and then we started doing the thing that we

17

discussed and the thing that we learned.

IR

We talk about it; we discuss it.

We have

And I think, like, ten years down the line, when I

19

have my family, I can come back and say, I helped, you know, had

20

a part in this.

21

my peers, too.

22

23
24

25

26
27
2R

It's been very motivational for me and a lot of

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Thank you very much for coming up

here.
You have a very good presentation, and it sounds like
you've got a real winner in that program.
MR. ZAREEF:

A lot of us.

It's not only me.

a lot of us that really benefit.
CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

I can tell you're very

There's
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enthusiastic about it.
2

MR. ZAREEF:

3

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

4

MS. LENNON:

5

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

I am.
Thank you very much.

Thank you.
You did a good job.

Is this your

first presentation before the Senate?
7

MR. ZAREEF:

X

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

9

MR. ZAREEF:

Yes.

East Oakland.

10

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

II

MS. LENNON:

12

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

13

Is that Tom Bates's district?

Yes, it is.
He better watch out.

It looks

like you might be right on his heels.

14

15

Where do you live?

[Laughter.]
CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Next we'll hear from Jud

16

Ellinwood, Executive Director of California Salmon, Steelhead

17

and Trout Restoration Federation, and Rich Bettis, Property

18

Manager and Fisheries Coordinator for Pacific Lumber Company.

19

20
21

MR. ELLINWOOD:

Thanks for having us here today.

appreciate the opportunity to speak before your Committee.
I must say that

my name is Jud Ellinwood.

I'm

22

Executive Director of the Salmonid Restoration Federation.

23

We're kind of going through a name change, too.

24

I

I wanted to say, that was quite an articulate young

25

man, and if he ever finds himself up on the North Coast, I hope

26

we can find him a job on a contracting crew up there.

27

28

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:
him out of there.

His Legislators may want to get
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MR. ELLINWOOD:

That's true.

MR. ELLINWOOD:

[Laughter. ]
I thought today to -- we would spend

2

4

5
6
7

8
9
10

II
12

most of our time going over something that I think you really
obtained some insight to on your tour of restoration projects up
on the North Coast this last fall, and that is referring to a
tradition in California that really is not duplicated anywhere
else in the Pacific Northwest, which, incidentally, to many of
us involved in fishery conservation is everywhere Pacific salmon
can go.
The tradition I speak of is that of public
involvement in the restoration of California's salmon and
steelhead fishery resources.

14

IS

In the early 1970s, a few groups

on the North Coast were established for the purpose of restoring
local fisheries.
Through that decade, there was an increasing interest

16

17
18

in North Coast communities for the public to become directly
involved in the restoration of these resources.

Initially, the

first projects were small hatch box type rearing projects.

But

19

20
21
22

23
24

25
26

27
28

as time passed and there was a growing recognition among Fish
and Game personnel and the public that habitat was the problem,
there was a fairly switch in emphasis from rearing projects to
habitat rehabilitation projects.
Unfortunately, during the '70s there was much less
funding available to support these cooperative projects, which,
by this time, Fish and Game was actively encouraging.

This

problem was partially solved in 1982, with the passage of the
Bosco-Keene restoration funding, authorizing legislation which
created a grants program for restoring habitat in North Coast
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streams that were inhabited by salmon and steelhead.
2

This hurdle really opened the flood gates, so to

}

speak, and there was really an incredible amount of interest in

4

restoring habitat that was being directly expressed by

s

individuals who were fortunate enough to organize themselves and

6

get ahold of some of this grant money.

7

The untested seat-of-your-pants instream habitat

8

restoration projects that were undertaken in those early years

9

have long since evolved into the planned, prioritized, and

10

field-tested strategies currently employed today by an

II

interactive group of experienced, nonprofit, local agency,

12

tribal and microbusiness contractors.

13

emphasizes restoration of watershed and riparian area and

14

selective application of instream project methods.

IS

Now the grant program

Historically, statutory restrictions placed on used

16

funded by the grant program have prevented the state from

17

funding several important activities, including project

18

monitoring and evaluation, and more relevant to what I have to

!9

say today, technical and public education projects.

20

community of fishery restoration practitioners has had to

21

historically depend, to a great degree, on its own organization

22

resources, community support, and group cooperation to carry out

23

projects in these activity areas.

24

The

One of the most laudable traits of California's

25

restoration community has been its ongoing commitment to

26

improving the technical skills and knowledge of its grant

27

program contractors.

28

Restoration Federation, was formed by the leaders of several

In fact, our organization, the Salmonid

82
local restoration groups in 1986, who wanted to create an
2

organizational framework for planning and producing an annual

3

conference that would provide technical education and networking

4

opportunities for restoration practitioners throughout the

5

state.

6

grown from a two to a four-day event that currently features

7

four all-day workshops and a full day of concurrent technical

8

sections, and is attended by approximately 300 people.

9

That conference, which is now in its 13th year, has

To better fulfill its organizing purpose of improving

10

the effectiveness of California's salmonid restoration

II

community, we have also expanded on the conference, and now

12

offer services that include referral and liaison work with

!3

California's resource agencies.

14

We have have also become vocal advocates for the

15

development and maintenance of public involvement funding

16

sources and watershed, and for the stream restoration programs

17

of state resource agencies that fund public involvement in

IR

restoring salmonid habitat, particularly the Department's

19

Salmon, Steelhead, and Anadromous Fisheries program, which was
created in 1988 by the enactment of SB 2261.

21

Which brings me to the question of why the Salmonid

22

Restoration Federation is such an outspoken advocate of public

23

involvement in fish restoration.

24

including the cost effectiveness of grant program restoration

25

work, the high level of volunteerism that characterizes grant

26

program projects, a commitment to monitor and maintain projects

27

after contract work has been completed, employment of local

28

We can cite several reasons,

workers, and providing a measure of stability to rural economics

83

that are characterized by seasonal unemployment.
2

But to us, the most important aspect of public

3

involvement is the spin-off benefit of public education.

4

believe this indirect benefit of grant program projects is key

5

to the success of the state's efforts to protect and restore

6

fish habitat.

7

We

What we see in case after case of citizens physically

R

engaging in restoration work of even the most mundane and

9

grueling sort is that they become passionately attached to the

10

fishery resources in their watersheds.

II

these citizens end up playing instrumental roles in developing

12

fishery conservation projects in their communities and local

13

public school systems.

Invariably, many of

14

These projects are extremely successful at teaching

15

the public about the habitat needs of local fishery resources,

16

the impacts of their land and water uses, and alternatives ways

17

to mange resources that minimize impacts on fishery resources.

IR

With virtually no state or local funding, grant

19

program participants have been able to establish effective

20

watershed and fish habitat fish conservation projects in schools

21

throughout rural California, and originations such as ours, and

22

a variety of local agencies, produce technical workshops

23

specifically designed to teach ranchers, farmers, and timber

24

operators, and foresters cost effective ways to protect the

25

public trust fishery resources while continuing to manage their

26

lands for traditional uses.

27

28

As harmful traditional management practices begin to
give way to those that are more benign, we are seeing profound

84
transformations occurring in communities as their residents
begin to collectively assume the roles of stewards of their
3

4

local fishery resources.
It is these glimpses of what the future can hold that

5

convince us of two things.

6

habitat restoration efforts hinges on how successfully the state

7

can facilitate, encourage, and maintain public involvement in

g
9

First, the ultimate success of state

the restoration of these resources.

And second, education must

be a central, core feature of that involvement.

Public

10

education can become a powerful tool of state resource managers,

Il

but it must be enabled with adequate funding.

12
13

This, then, is the promise and the challenge of the
future that we leave with you today.

14

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

15

MR. ELLINWOOD:

16

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Jud, thank you very much.

Thank you for this opportunity.
Rich, I wish the Secretary of

17

Resources was here.

IR

they were doing, and I kind of got the feeling that maybe they

19

didn't want us to proceed.

20

We've heard a lot about everything that

But I was very interested in the last time that you

21

and I talked, we were able to see first-hand some problems where

22

state agencies, conflicting with other state agencies, actually

23

got in the way of the private sector from doing some pretty good

24

restoration work that would have benefitted everyone.

25

Maybe he's listening.

26

MR. BETTIS:

27
28

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

It's a pleasure to be here today to tell you about
our cooperative fisheries program at the Pacific Lumber Company.
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Excuse me, my name's Rich Bettis, Pacific Lumber.
First of all, I born and raised in the Rio
3

Dell/Scotia area, which is located on the Eel River in Humboldt

4

County, which is also a part of California.

5

resident of that area, I can remember the runs of salmon and

6

steelhead that used to migrate up the river to spawn in its many

7

tributaries.

8

after school in the '50s and '60s and catch a limit of salmon or

9

steelhead when they were in the river.

10

Being a life-long

In fact, it was quite easy to walk to the river

I have always had an interest in the fish and their

II

habitat requirements.

12

experience for me to be able to work with and develop the

13

fisheries program that is now in place at the Pacific Lumber

14

Company.

15

Therefore, it has been a real educational

In a unique partnership between private industry and

16

government, the Pacific Lumber Company and the California

17

Department of Fish and Game have developed a cooperative program

18

aimed at the enhancement of the anadromous fishery resources.

19

The program is intended to maintain, expand, enhance, and

20

utilize anadromous fish habitat through cooperation between an

21

industrial timberland owner and a state regulatory agency.

22

To date, the program has accomplished many things,

23

such as:

24

the rearing and releasing of 115,000 natal anadromous fish; the

25

training and incorporation of best management practices for

26

fisheries into timber harvesting operations; and the reduction

27

of sediment into fish-bearing streams.

28

the improvement of over 30 miles of fishery habitat;

The partners in this program, the Inland Fisheries

86
Division of the California Department of Fish and Game, and the
2

Pacific Lumber Company, carne together in 1991 to discuss a

3

shared concern for the sustainability of anadrornous salmon and

4

steelhead populations.

Inland Fisheries Division brought

expertise about the habitat needs and biological requirements,
6

as well as the ability to conduct planning, monitoring,

7

education, and evaluation of fishery enhancement programs.

8

The Pacific Lumber Company brought nearly 350 square

9

miles of watersheds, containing hundreds of miles of anadrornous

10

streams.

II

production and have been managed for that use for over a

12

century.

13

These lands are zoned specifically for timber

The partnership originated at the grassroots level in

14

response to needs first voiced from ground level personnel and

15

not from an industry or government mandate.

16

sold to management from below.

17

!8
I~

A letter of understanding was mutually drafted in
1992 that established the operational guidelines.

The letter

has successfully outlined the requirements for a successful
working relationship and program.

21

The program was

It also reflects a deep

commitment and trust relationship between the program's
partners.

23
24

25
26

27
28

This trust has overcome what can be an adversarial
relationship between landowners and regulatory agencies.

This

has resulted in a powerful positive action to benefit the
fisheries.
Public outreach has led to support and participation
from other groups and individuals, and a vigorous fishery

87
educational benefit has developed.
2

Objectives toward the program's goal include:

3

designing and conducting timber harvest activities with

4

fisheries and wildlife as important considerations; guaranteeing

5

access and cooperation to program participants for fishery

6

activities without linkage to the status of timber harvest

7

plans; requiring mutual review of fishery project proposals,

8

data, publicity; and the sharing of evaluation, education, and

9

training activities, and also cost sharing.

10

The action plan process begins with watershed,

Il

stream, and fishery inventories.

12

projects are then selected, planned and implemented.

13

evaluation is the conducted on a yearly basis.

14

Based upon the inventories,

Project level options include:

Project

watershed activities,

15

such as erosion control; riparian zone measures, such as set

16

asides and vegetation retention; instream improvements, such as

17

habitat modification; artificial propagation, such as

IX

supplemental stocking; and public involvement, such as tours,

19

and land use workshops.

m

In the three years since the project has begun,

21

significant achievements have been realized.

22

include:

23

training; opening of over 12 miles of additional stream habitat

24

to migrating fish; reducing the risk of several thousand cubic

25

yards of sediment from reaching fish-bearing streams; enhancing

26

instream fish habitat at over 20 locations; the rearing of

27

90,000 natal chinook fry and 25,000 steelhead; and consolidating

28

The direct results

conducting of over 400 hours now of personnel

the best management practices for fish in timber harvest

88
planning activities.
Indirect results include the developing of positive
3

feelings for the Pacific Lumber Company employees, and the local

4

community contributing to the recovery of local fish runs,

5

creating an excellent resource for local educators in natural

6

resource management, and creating an opportunity for the

7

California Conservation Corps youths, which are utilized for

8

much of the hand labor involved, to grow in an atmosphere of

9

rigorous outdoor work while benefiting the natural environment.

10

In closing, I would like to emphasize the four major

II

elements of our program.

l2

communication and education.

13

communication within the community and within special interest

14

groups.

15

also educating ourselves on how to do a better job.

16

The most important, I feel, is the
And this communication is

The education is not only educating the community, but

The second important part of our program is the

17

upslope watershed restoration.

18

the instream restoration projects, and the fourth but not least

19

is our fish hatchery operation.

20

The third part of our program is

And by the way, the company has recently won the

21

American Forest and Paper Association Wildlife Stewardship Award

22

with this cooperative fisheries program.

23

Thank you.

24

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

I want to thank you both very

25

much, not only for coming down today and testifying, but for the

26

work that you're doing.

27

28

Are you still having problems with the agencies?

I

think at the time it was Caltrans and Fish and Game, and it was

89

river crossing.
2

MR. BETTIS:

Somewhat.

In our instream restoration

3

projects, we have a number of them already identified through

4

our inventories, and we have submitted them to the state for

5

approval.

6

documentation.

7

We're having problems getting through the CEQA

Actually, last year we only were able to perform one

X

restoration project because of all of the red tape that we're

9

involved in.

10

MR. ELLINWOOD:

Mike, I'd just like to add that the

II

action that we proposed at the Fisheries Forum that was proposed

12

by the California Advisory Committee, the action on permit,

13

Section 404 permits, I think, would go a long way to relieving

14

the problems that not only Rich's program is experiencing, but

15

other contractors as well.

16

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

I think I mentioned it there.

17

We're having a similar problem in a wetlands habitat restoration

18

project down in the southern part of my district, and George

19

Miller has agreed to come out and go on site and look at that,

20

and come up to Eureka and look at the problem.

21

22

MR. ELLINWOOD:

I'd be more than happy to meet with

him when he's there.

23

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

24

That concludes the scheduled testimony.

25
26

27
28

Thank you both very much.

individuals who've asked to speak.

We have two

We have Linda Falasco, from

the Central Valley Rock, Sand and Gravel Association, and
William Davis, North Coast Gravel Operators.
MS. FALASCO:

Good afternoon.

Thank you very much

90

for extending the invitation to us today to talk a little bit
2

about instream mining issues.

3

Given the lateness of the day, however, and the

4

length of your hearing, I would like to defer comments on the

5

context of the State Lands report, which need to be put into a

6

perspective.

7

picture from the text, and those issues related to where mining

8

activities predominantly occur, the mining pollution potential,

9

the proposal to extend the jurisdiction to the river ecosystem

I don't think you are getting the appropriate

10

that includes the riparian corridors, flood plains, and possibly

II

upland activities as well.

12

I would like to take advantage of the door that was

13

opened today by Secretary Wheeler in discussing the Rank Island

14

acquisition by the Wildlife Commission.

15

site.

16

occurred about ten days ago.

17

operation that was restored and reclaimed to wetland and

18

riparian habitat, and the remaining half of the island is still

19

optioned by the Commission.

That was a former mine

The one-half that was purchased outright, I believe,
It was a former sand and gravel

The statement that the sand and gravel operations,
21

and in my neck of the woods, and really the predominance

22

throughout the state, is off-channel; it's not instream.

Only

about one-seventh of the mines are in-channel, and that's
24

because they have no other local options for the supply of the

25

aggregates.

26

But it's a misstatement to believe that these

27

settling ponds and that the off-channel excavations are not

28

suitable for reclamation to wildlife habitat and/or riparian

91
corridors.
2

I think that that's a statement that I heard State

Lands make, the biologist, this morning.

3

Their wildlife habitat values have been widely

4

recognized, not only in this nation but in the European

5

community.

6

Joaquin River, that 30 percent of the existing riparian corridor

7

and habitat along the channel was created by mining activities,

8

and that that is a significant potential and opportunity.

9

identified that the riparian corridors are part of the river

It's documented that, for example, on the San

It's

10

ecosystem that need some sort of improvement, and here we have

II

an opportunity to create and restore and expand that

12

opportunity.

13

I would save any other comments and specifics for the

14

two hearings that you are anticipating holding, and offer any

15

assistance we can provide to you in furthering your efforts.

16

The written statement is being prepared as a

17

collaborative effort between all of the sand and gravel

18

associations in the state, and hopefully, we'll have that for

19

you on Friday.

20

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

21

Just as a point of information, the idea is, and

Thank you very much.

22

you'll see a lot of it in the subsequent hearings, is to

23

actually bring the locals in.

24

This is a very important part of it, the overview is

25

incredibly important.

26

going to be not only the State Lands Commission study, but the

27

national study as well.

28

The basis for everything we're doing is

Then the idea is to incorporate participation from
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throughout California, of the people who use the stream.
No one's disputing the fact that all of us use the
3

gravel.

4

our houses built on foundations that are gravel based.

5

eat the agricultural products that need the water, and drink the

6

great California wine, most of which comes from my district.

7

We drive on the roads that are gravel based.

SENATOR ROGERS:

8

The grapes come from mine.

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

No, not the wine we make in my

district.

II

SENATOR ROGERS:

12

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

13

We also

(Laughter.]

9
10

We have

A lot of them do.
So, we're all responsible for any

deleterious effects of the rivers.

14

What's important is that we recognize that it is in

15

our best interest, economically as well, to restore these rivers

!6

and to use those resources as widely, and as carefully, as

17

possible.

IS

So, I promise you that you'll not only have an

19

opportunity to speak, but we'll look to you to help play a role

20

in identifying and working towards the solutions that'll make

21

our rivers better in California.
MS. FALASCO:

23
24

25
26

27

We're very willing and prepared and

appreciate that offer.
There is one last thing that I think is probably
appropriate to convey, and those people that are aware of your
hearings and of the proposals conveyed in the report.
Establishing another layer of bureaucracy is
something that is causing some concern.

And I think that we all
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agree that a collaborative effort --we don't believe that there
2

is not enough regulation.

]

We just need to use the framework better.

We think there is enough regulation.

4

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

5

MR. DAVIS:

That's fine, thank you.

William Davis.

I'm an attorney.

I

6

represent the majority of the mining operators who work instream

7

in the three North Coast counties in California, and we happen

X

to be in Senator Thompson's district, so we went and talked.

9

Really, I'm here to just say that we would support

10

you in a proactive approach, because it regularizes what we have

II

to deal with with agencies, and it may lead to some expediency

12

and some consistency, where now there's a complexity and

13

confusion and delay.

14

15
16

So, industry, the mining industry in this case, in
those North Coast counties are supportive of what you're doing.
We're also concerned, as Senator Rogers has

17

indicated, people will be concerned about what the impact on

IX

their freedom to use their property is, and what their

19

historical uses will become under any new regime.

20

the key to it -- that you've said, and many people have

21

articulated; I know that you're committed to this -- is your

22

local control and participation by local people.

23

And I think

Originally, I think the concept was that I would

24

address very briefly the Mad River MOA.

25

what I would do is just refer people to it.

26

came out of it is an EIR, which recommends adaptive management

27

practices for the regulation of instream mining.

2X

In the interest of time
The document that

And it would

be very consistent with the kinds of concerns that the Secretary
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and the State Lands Commission have described today for the
2

overall river basin system.

3
4

That adaptive management policy and procedure's based
on science.

5

It's not based on emotion or politics.
I think that's what I would be most concerned about,

urging you forward to do, is incorporate scientific analysis,
7

and not attempt to just derive some sort of low common

~

denominator consensus as the basis of your new law.

9

CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

10

that.

II

aforementioned legislation.

As you know, I'm in favor of

Had we relied on that, Antelope Creek would have in the

12

MR. DAVIS:

13

Well, I can understand where all political sides,

Right.

14

actually, are going to have to cooperate.

15

we learned in Humboldt County.

16

That was the lesson

Actually, if you try to impose a regime on these

17

local communities, especially your rural communities, where you

18

have a predominant Republican-based, or red-neck based, or

19

whatever you want to call it, independent, free American people

20

based group, they'll bridle, and you won't be effective.

21

Whereas, if you do, through a process, include them

22

in meetings and discussion, solicit their comments, you can have

23

an incredibly effective program.

24

This document, without, I think, any government money

25

hardly at all, cost a million dollars.

26

volumes.

27

miners.

28

A million dollars.

There's actually two

That's all paid for by instream

Now, as far as I know, it's the only significant
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study done on the Mad River since the 1950s, when the Fish and
2

Game Department: commissioned scientists from Washington State to

3

study the Mad.

4

So, you have all these agencies and environmental

5

groups saying they're concerned about the rivers, and yet the

6

people who have done something about it are the industry,

7

through their million dollar-plus contribution and this study.

8
9
10

That's why I'm here.
therefore, and nervous.
CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

II
12
13

My clients are both supportive,

Are these billable hours?

(Laughter. ]
MR. DAVIS:

I billed approximately 50 hours a week

for three years on this, and a near divorce from it.

14

I was out on the Metal, and I've got to mention, I

15

would submit a poem to you later that characterizes, I think,

16

your concerns, "November Surf" by Robinson Jeffers, probably our

17

greatest California poet.

IR

bank with my wife.

19

in this nutty business of river management, and what I carne up

20

with was real simple.

21

And I was sitting there on the river

I spent two days mulling over what I'm doing

Jeffers espoused it, and the people who read his
works espouse it, that you would have to approach problems like
this from a perception of geological duration.

That is, those

24

rivers were here before humanity; they'll be here long after

25

humanity will disappear from this earth, from Jeffers's

26

perspective, if that were to occur.

27
28

And so, all we're doing is

stewarding and trying to keep them a little cleaner, a little
nicer, than we have in the past.
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I think that can be done by harmonizing environmental
and commercial concerns.

The Bee ran an article which poses

J

these things as opposites, and I don't think they are.

4

that's a perspective you should avoid.

5

I think

When we got rid of that in Humboldt County, we

6

started to move forward.

7

Republicans, or Democrats, or whatever, in dealing with this,

X

environmentalists or industry, we were constantly at

9

loggerheads.

10

As long as we viewed ourselves as

So, the concept that Jeffers espoused was really one

II

that could be summarized by just looking at this issue as one of

12

being Californians, and it's our inheritance that we're dealing

13

with now, and our children's inheritance, and it's the quality

14

of our lives.

15

environmental factors in total.

16

And that includes the economic and the

And one of the examples, or two of the examples, of

17

why my clients are concerned that I would leave you with, and

IH

then I'll try and submit some summary comments on some of the

14

other things that were said, we have examples where Fish and

20

Game came in and said they were going to help fix the rivers.

21

One some time ago, in which they stripped some stream beds of

22

all the logs and debris in the river, a stream bed channel.

23

They basically killed those rivers or ruined them, and we've

24

been restoring them.

25

In other words, science can be dangerous, or well

26

meaning bureaucracies can be dangerous and when those regimes

27

are imposed without sensitivity.

28

Another one was trenching on the Mad River, which
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largely precipitated the crisis that led to this MOA.

In the

2

EIR Fish and Game fish proposal, you should trench because you

3

shouldn't cut the slopes down too far into the banks, so these

4

disastrous trenches were put in the river, which we're just

5

recovering from.

6

So, those are two instances where we have government

7

agencies acting, at least espousing, the interests of the river,

8

and requiring my clients to do things that were costly and

9

devastatingly destructive for them politically, socially,

10

economically, and ultimately environmentally.

II

that's wheEe they're concerned.

12

And I guess

They've seen this happen.

And then one last thing, as a lawyer, I guess, I just

13

want to point out in this Massachusetts law, Mr. Rogers asked

14

about the impacts on property owners.

15

I think it's very important that you read this

16

preamble, if I'm in the right law, which says:

17

are grandfathered."

"Existing uses

18

In other words, you don't restrict an existing use to

19

be called a legal nonconforming use, so there's certain problems

w
21

22
23
24

with these laws that you have to deal with now.

Another aspect

of just today where I get concerned, because the discussion that
went on didn't reflect that legal description of what would
happen.
And then it's very clear, the act does not establish

25

any new programs or require the expenditure of additional funds.

26

So, this is a very limited or narrow law.

27
28

I didn't hear it being read that way, and that's
where I get nervous, and is that in the free flow of
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conversation and negotiation, a wholenlot of things can be done
2

or given away from one side or the other which ought not to be,
and which would be excessive.

4

So, with those kinds of basic statements, I guess,
I'll let everybody go.
CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

7

Well, again, we plan to build the

answer to this problem from the ground up.

And I think at least

the people who are on this Subcommittee believe that we'll be
9

better off, and more apt to succeed, in doing that.

10

If we sit in Sacramento and try and tell people, not

II

only in Eureka and Los Banos, but everyplace else, how they need

12

to deal with their issues and their problems, I think it's
doomed from the beginning.

14

So, we need everybody's participation, and there's

15

going to be give and take, I think, on everyone's part.

16

Hopefully, we'll come out of it

17

MR. DAVIS:

At least what I see Linda saying,

IX

industry will support you in this kind of activity.

19

think, like in some of the old days, we would knee jerk, say no,

20

refuse to participate or obstruct, literally.

21

you'll see that happening here because it's the proactive course

22

that will best preserve and protect our instream mining.

It's not,

I

And I don't think

We know that we can be thrown out of the river at any
24

25
26

27

28

point, and we don't want to see that happen throughout this
state.

It would just choke the economy, the building and trades

industry, Caltrans, your infrastructure projects.
CHAIRMAN THOMPSON:

Thank you all very much.

Senator Rogers, thanks for sticking it out to the

99

end.
2
3

I appreciate it.
That concludes today's hearing.

We're adjourned.

Thank you very much.

4

(Thereupon this hearing of the

5

Subcommittee on River Protection

6

and Restoration was terminated at

7

approximately 5:02P.M.]
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STATEMENT
By Senator Mike Thompson
For the Subcommittee on River Protection and Restoration
First Informational Hearing
March 15. 1994
California's rivers contribute greatly to the wealth of this state.
Every resident of the state depends on the resources provided by
rivers, whether it be gravel for highways, drinking water,
agricultural products, or recreational activities. Because of this
dependence, we have strained the carrying capacity of our rivers
leaving them less productive for future generations.
During this next year we intend to explore the factors that affect our
rivers, and identify ways that will allow us to continue to find value
in this renewable resource without further degrading it. We also will
look for opportunities to restore our damaged rivers, so that we can
leave the next generation with a healthy and productive resource.
This hearing represents our first effort toward improving our level of
knowledge about this complex resource. We intend to hold hearings in
both Southern and Northern California throughout the next year.
Subsequent hearings will focus on local issues and local solutions.
Today's hearing will take a broader statewide perspective.
We will begin the hearing with a presentation by the State Lands
Commission. The Commission has recently released a report entitled:
California's Rivers, A Public Trust Report which provides an historic
account of the use of rivers, and depicts the conditions of rivers
today throughout the state. This presentation will be followed by the
Resources Agency Secretary who will outline current programs in the
agency that relate to river protection and restoration. Following
that, we will hear from two panels that will discuss first, the
economic benefits of river restoration and second, community
development opportunities associated with river restoration.
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We have set aside time at the end of the hearing to hear from any
other persons who may wish to speak to us on these important issues.
Those wishing to testify should see our Sergeants at Arms to sign a
sign-up sheet. We will impose a time limit depending on the number of
those persons who wish to testify.
Before we begin, I want to caution our witnesses to be brief because
we have a full agenda.
#1686
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APPENDIX C

Background Paper
Subcommittee on River Protection and Restoration
1:30 P. M. -- March 15, 1994
Room 2040, State Capitol

OVERVIEW

California's rivers meet the critical needs of all citizens of the state for drinking water for
humans, livestock and wildlife, agricultural production, fisheries, commerce, and numerous
extractive resources such as minerals and aggregate. Since the 19th century, California has
sought to modify and harness its rivers to maximize the value for specific purposes. Such
modifications led to tremendous growth in some industries, such as agricultural production
and urban development in flood plains, but came at the expense of other activities, such as
fishing, both commercial and recreattonal.
The State Lands Commission report entitled California's Rivers: A Public Tmst Report lays
out the history of river use and provides a snapshot of the condition of rivers today. It points
out many of the causes and effects that human intervention has had on rivers and notes that
our river system has been significantly altered. The losses of fishenes and other species
dependent on riparian habitat have been substantial over the past century and these species
continue to decline. The report notes that many opportunities for river restoration do exist,
however, and identifies a number of tools available to conduct such restoration.
The Subcommittee on River Protection and Restoration has mitiated a year-long process of
hearings in both Northern and Southern California. The purpose of this effort if to gain a
deeper understanding of the actual condition of various nvers in the state, and what actions
are possible that will enhance both the long-term economic viability of the area as well as the
ecological health of the rivers. Each hearing will highlight the local issues and conflicts and
seek solutions that are tailored to the local needs. At the end of the process, legislation will
be introduced in January 1995 to build on the lessons learned through the previous year and
address issues that require a statewide policy.

KICK-OFF HEARING

At the first of these hearings, the State Lands Commission will highlight the major points of
the report. This will be followed by a presentation by the Resources Secretary who will
identify the current programs in the Resources Agency relating to rivers. The remainder of
the hearing will be comprised of two panels that will discuss first, the economic benefits of
river restoration and second, the community development opportunities associated with river

restoratiOn. Each panel will identify some of the positive aspects of river restoration, making
a case that restoration can benefit the economy and the community, as well as the
envlfonment. Following these presentations, testimony wtll be taken from the public to
provide the opportumty for various mterest groups to offer their perspective and concerns.
Each of the panelists offers a unique perspective on the benefits of river restoration, based on
the program goals that panelist represents. What follows is a brief description of the
individual programs and objectives of the organizations represented by each speaker, and the
princ1pal issues of concern of that group.
EcONOMIC BENEFITS OF RIVER REsTORATION

Restoring rivers provides obvious aesthetic values, but it can also provide economic benefits,
either through increased employment in some sectors, or by avoiding costs attributed to river
degradation. This panel will identify three areas where river restoration can both improve the
economy as well as the environment.

City of Napa

In 1986 the City of Napa commissioned the Downtown Riverfront Concept Plan that
discussed river restoration, traffic circulation, and downtown economic development. Just as
the city was poised to adopt this plan, the 1986 flood devastated the downtown, causing $100
million in damage. Following that flood, the development project stalled due to the clear
need to address flood control prior to embarking on any major restoration and development
plan. The citizens of the City of Napa have worked closely with the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers to develop a proposal that will address the aesthetic, environmental and flood
control objectives of the city. Although many decisions and implementation are still in the
future, the conceptual framework for the revitalization of the downtown, m conjunction with
nver restoration has been laid.

Fishing Industry
The fishing mdustry, both sport and commercial, has suffered tremendously in the past few
decades. Populations for numerous fisheries have declined for a number of reasons. Those
fish whose lifespan includes time spent in the ocean and in fresh water, known as anadromous
fishenes, have suffered particularly. Not only are they subject to fishing pressure, but to
numerous inland environmental pressures as well. Scientists have noted over the years the
sensitivity of fish to their environmental conditions when they come in to spawn. They
require specific cold temperatures and clear water, and clear gravel to spawn in. Human
activities that mcrease the temperature, such as water diversions, loss of riparian cover due to
deforestation, and drought, increased sediment load from timber harvesting and grazing and
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in-stream minmg, and loss of spawning gravel from in-stream gravel mming serve to
undermme habitat for spawning and rearing.
Given such a broad array of pressures from ocean and inland watershed activities, the
anadromous fisheries that once filled the streams are quickly vanishing. Estimates of
commercial salmon landings in California over the years indicate that whereas 1982 yielded
approximately 8 million pounds, in 1992 landings yielded 1.6 million pounds. Employment
fell correspondingly: the number of vessels dropped from a high of 4, 919 vessels in 1978 to
1,083 in 1992, resulting in an estimated loss of approximately 35,000 jobs.
The loss of anadromous fisheries affects not only the commercial fishing mdustry, but the
sport fishery as well. Loss of fisheries reduces the number of individuals booking on guide
boats, reductions in sales of equipment, and a loss of other related tourist activities such as
lodging, gas, and food.
Hence, the reduction in the fisheries poses not only a threat to the biological diversity of the
state, but the very real livelihood of many communities and individuals and their families.
Restoration of streams, and improvements in the fisheries would clearly serve to offer an
economic boost to the currently depressed coastal communities.

Infrastructure Losses

Various measures that modify the flow of a river and the physical shape of the river often
have long-term and unintended consequences. Some activities, such as in-stream gravel
mining and some flood control projects, have the effect of changing the rate of flow of the
river. Extensive studies have shown that in certain areas, such changes actually erode and
compromise bridges and roads. These actions, over time, can add up to stgnificant costs to
the general public, particularly for road maintenance and bridge rehabilitation. Such costs are
often overlooked, as the connection between river channel modification and infrastructure are
not well understood.

COMMUNITY OEVEWPMENT OPPORTUNITIES IN RivER RESTORATION

Restoring rivers offers many opportunities for public education, community building, and
physical improvement to an asset to the community. This hearing will highlight just three
efforts currently underway in the state to restore rivers and streams in both urban and rural
areas.

3

Resource ConseiVation Districts

Resource Conservation Distncts (RCDs) are nonprofit organizations comprised primarily of
local landowners and others who volunteer their time and talents to assist conservation
programs in their community. Numbering 116 in California. RCDs began over 50 years ago
as a way of providing a structure to cope primarily with soil erosion. Since that time, RCDs
have implemented numerous projects to restore and protect various natural resources including
streams and watersheds in a manner that benefits both agriculture and the environment.
RCDs assess conservation problems, set priorities, and coordinate federal, state and local
resources to bring about a solution.
RCDs offer a cooperative model for improvements in
the natural resource base and the application of sustainable agricultural practices through
communication and education.

East Bay ConseiVation Corps

The East Bay Conservation Corps (EBCC), founded in 1983, provides a program designed to
build a young person's skills, self-esteem and sense of social responsibility through a variety
of activities, including academic and life skills education, work, service-learning and
leadership development. EBCC serves over l ,000 participants annually, the majority of
whom live below standard poverty levels. This program has provided an effective
intervention strategy of today's alienated youth and young adult population, and at the same
time provides community service needs.
One program that meets such needs is the Environmental Improvement and Community
Service Work Program. In this work program, corpsmembers work 32 hours per week on
various environmental and community impcovement projects, including urban stream
restoration projects. Corpsmembers learn basic work skills including punctuality, acceptance
of supervision, mitiative, and motivation. They also learn transferable job skills such as tool
usage, recordkeeping and supervision, and technical skills including trailbuilding, fencing,
carpentry, construction. Recent projects over the past five years have included the
rehabilitation of six creeks, requiring the installation of native plants, debris removal, and
bank stabilization.

Salmonid Restoration Federation

This organization represents men and women actively engaged in restoring California's
salmomd (salmon; steelhead, and resident trout) populations and their habitat. The Salmonid
Restoration Federation works cooperatively with landowners to restore stream habitat. This
nonprofit organizatiOn conducts extensive public education forums with local high school
students. In addition, the federation has found that by assisting in training operators of
various businesses that affect the watershed, such as timber operators or farmers, they can
greatly improve the conditions of the habitat. Such technical assistance provides operators
4

wth alternative methods to achieve the desired goal, but also minimize the impact on the
vatershed and streams.

Pacific Lumber Company
For a number of years, the Pacific Lumber Company (PALCO) has allocated resources toward
fisheries restoration, initially through fish rearing facilities and more recently through stream
restoration. PALCO owns 350 square miles of watersheds containing over I 00 miles of fish
bearing streams. PALCO staff work cooperatively with various groups, including the
Department of Fish and Game to improve fish habitat on PALCO property. As part of this
process, staff of PALCO have increased their awareness of the impacts of the use of
machinery on streams and have developed better methods to minimize the impacts on the
streams.

We anticipate that this hearing will set the stage for future hearings which will focus on local
issues and local solutions. We will use these hearings as an opportunity to allow all
interested groups to present their views on these issues. Only after we learn both the broad
perspective as well as the local perspective can be begin to craft legislation to facilitate river
restoration.
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PREFACE
This book is the product of a two-year project to develop
new federal river protection and restoration policy alternatives.
The project has its roots in a growing frustration, felt nationwide,
that river conservation is overwhelmingly losing the battle with
river degradation. That degradation spans the range from
declining water quality and extinction of riverine species to
reduced recreational value and aesthetic appeal, declining
productivity of sport and commercial fisheries, and threats to
human health. Too few effective restoration tools and policies are
available to reverse these trends, and time is running out. Failure
to take action soon may result in irreversible degradation.
Our first awareness of the severity of the problem occurred,
ironically, as a result of one-of the successful initiatives of the
Oregon Rivers Council (the Pacific Rivers Council's original name).
In 1988, we successfully led an effort to push through Congress the
landmark Oregon Omnibus National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
This Act designated 40 Oregon river segments totaling almost 1500
miles and including almost 500,000 acres of land.
Many
organizations, including the National Sierra Club and American
Rivers, were vital to the process. The Act remains the largest river
protection act in the history of the lower 48 states. Implementing
the Act, however, introduced us to the magnitude of the challenge
we face in effectively protecting and restoring our nation's river
systems.
In 1989 we crafted a strategy to help develop effective Wild
and Scenic river management plans. The Act protected primarily
mainstem river segments within federal lands. The headwaters of
the streams, tributaries, and the contiguous private land sections
downstream were not included. Private landowner opposition
killed most of our efforts to include private land segments in the
1988 Act. To address the other river areas, we tried to identify
appropriate federal and private land river conservation policies.
This was especially important because we were determined to
protect the habitat for dwindling runs of migrating Pacific
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Northwest salmon, steL·lhead and trout that inhJbit thesL' riq•rs
and streams. Our search for effective policies was fn11tless
The Forest Service and 13ureau of Lilnd f\lanJg£'tTWnt h<ld
no effective poli,:ies to protect tributaries llutside the design,1tcd
corridors or in the lwadwater areas. Timhl:'r cutting, gr<~7ing ;md
other activities continued almost unabilted, dl:'grilding the
upstream federal l<~nd river reaches even as we hild, in theory,
protected the mainstem sections. The only private lands-protection
mechanisms we found were the Oregon State Scenic Waterway Act
and the Clean Water Act. The State Waterways Act is very limited
and would have required an entirely new legislative campaign.
Further, the state act again addressed only special river segments
and not entire rivers flowing through private lands. The Clean
Water Act seemed effective only at preventing point-source
pollution, and failed to address riparian areas, riverine habitat,
biodiversity or water projects. The other state and federal policies
that even mentioned rivers were a convoluted mishmash of
conflicting laws pointing in all directions and completely
disconnected from the fundamental science of how the rivers
function.
As a result, we questioned the value of what we had
actually accomplished with the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act.
Although the 1988 Act may be a landmark step for national river
conservation, we wondered whether we had done something truly
meaningful for the rivers. Some of the best scenic and recreational
river segments were protected, along with some important riparian
areas. Nevertheless, we ultimately began to feel that we had
bought more doughnut hole than doughnut.
We canvassed conservation groups nationwide to determine
if others felt as we did about the need for new river protection
policies, and found an overwhelmingly positive response. We then
sought the advice of the nation's top stream ecologists and fishery
biologists to identify what was needed to protect and begin to
restore river systems. We also sought the ideas of those in the
trenches of river conservation to help craft new private land riverrestoration mechanisms: conservationists, public interest attorneys,
~
)
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and public agency personnel. These groups came together to form
our "Scientific/Federal Lands Committee," and our "Private Lands
Task Force."
Numerous meetings were held to assess the problems,
identify potential solutions and hammer out the underpinnings of
new policy proposals. Subsequently, we developed a separate task
force of scientists to assist us in developing a scientifically sound
watershed restoration strategy. Workshops were held in several
river basins, and the Rapid Biotic and Ecosystem Response (RBER)
strategy proposed in this book emerged. The extensive research by
our staff, feedback from experts nationwide, and the efforts of our
task forces resulted in the policy assessments and final proposals
in this book.
It is important to note that although we have had
considerable assistance from our task forces and many others, the
assessments and recommendations presented in this book are the
sole responsibility of the Pacific Rivers Council.
We hope this book will prove helpful in stimulating a new
day for America's river systems and biodiversity. This is certainly
needed. Existing policies clearly have not been effective. We do
not pretend to have all the answers. Other approaches may prove
helpful, and as· the science of rivers and ecosystem restoration
evolves, even better policy proposals may emerge. No matter
what new approaches and policies are finally enacted, if this book
helps to stimulate a new national debate over riverine management
and helps to catalyze a new age of restoration for America's river
systems and biodiversity, it will have served its purpose.
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Summary

Tile acid test of our understanding is not whether we can take
ecosystems to bits on pieces of paper, however scierrtifically, but
whether we can put them together in practice and make tl1em work.
A. D. Bradshaw, 1983
INTRODUCTION
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Aquatic ecosystems perform numerous valuable environmental functions. They recycle nutrients, purify water, attenuate floods, augment and maintain streamflow, recharge ground water, and provide
habitat for wildlife and recreation for people. Rapid population increases in many parts of the United States-accompanied by intensified industrial, commercial, and residential development-have led
to the pollution of surface waters by fertilizers, insecticides, motor
oil, toxic landfill leachates, and feedlot waste. At the same time that
water pollution and releases of nutrient-laden municipal sewage effluents have increased, water consumption has also increased, thus
reducing the flows available for the dilution of wastes.
Increased sediment delivery resulting from urban construction,
agriculture, and forestry also has resulted in greater turbidity and
sedimentation in downstream channels, lakes, and reservoirs, with
attendant losses of water storage and conveyance capacity, recreational
and aesthetic values, and quantity and quality of habitat for fish and
wildlife. Increased demands for drainage of wetlands have been ac1

ommodated b· t1anrwlization, resulting in further loss of stre.1m
1.1bitat. This h, ted to aqu.1tic org<mi<;ms hen,ming extinct llr im't'riled in increasing numbers ;,md to the impairment of many bent'fi
i<ll water uses, including drinking, swimming, and fishing
/\!though public and priviltP decisions to m<~nage aquatic l'CI'"' s·,·ms have enhanced water transportation, den•loped sourcPs of hvlrnelertric power, rPduced flood hazard.:;, ilnd prtwided Wilkr lor
nunicipal, industn,1l, ilnd agricultur<d purposes, these activities h,l\'l'
dsn illtered the physical, chemical, and biological processes w1thin
1quatic ecosystems. This committee is convinced !hilt U.S. public
'['inion strongly supports an increased level of Jtlenlion to en\'iron·nental protection. The nation's investment in different types of en. ironmental programs has been considerable but piecemeal and has
1ot always been effective. An accelerated effort toward environmenr,,l restoration and preservation is needed. The committee believes
'hat a comprehensive and aggressive restoration component should
>e the centerpiece of such an effort.
The premise of this report is that ecological rrsltlrnlicm of aquatic
·cosystems is possible. Restoration means returning an ecosystem to
1 close approximation of its condition prior to disturbance. Accom1,1ishing restoration means ensuring that ecosystem structure and function
1re recreated or repaired, and that natural dynamic ecosystem proesses are operating effectively again. At times, however, restoration
•nay be impractical or undesirable, as when a body of water that is
r1aturally without fish is successfully trcmsformed through stocking
rnto a valuable trout fishery or when important urban developments
have been situated on wetlands. In such cases, the committee recogllizes that the economic value of these developments may preclude
my attempt to restore preexisting natural systems at these locations.
lhe committee also recognizes that preventive measures to protect
1quatic ecosystems are important and that priority should be given
to preventive measures that benefit more than one portion of the
hydrologic cycle. Had environmental protection been adequate in
the past, many expensive restoration projects would not be necessary
today.
Naturally, restoration of aquatic ecosystems may be accomplished
111 stages, and particular ecosystem functions and characteristics,uch as potable water-may be restored even when other ecosystem
haracteristics deviate from natural conditions. Thus, in certain situltions, partial ecological restoration may be the operant management
,~oal and may provide significant ecological benefits even though full
restoration is not attained.
Therefore, since the loss and impairment of aquatic ecosystems is

,
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accompanied by loss and impairment of valuable environmenta·
ICtions
and amenities important to humans, and since restoration or aquatic
ecosystems is possible, the committee concludes that a large-scale
aquatic ecosystem restoration program in the United States should be
implemented to regain and protect the physical, chemical, and biological integrity of surface water. Such a program should seek to:
• correct nonpoint source pollution problems;
• arrest the decline of wildlife populations; and
• restore all types of wildlife habitats with priority to endangered
species habitat.
Failure to restore aquatic ecosystems promptly will result in sharply
increased environmental costs later, in the extinction of species or
ecosystem types, and in permanent ecological damage.
NATIONAl STRATEGY
The committee recommends that a national aquatic ecosystem restoration strategy be developed for the United States. This comprehensive program should set specific national restoration goals for
wetlands, rivers, streams, and lakes, and it should provide a national
assessment process to monitor achievement of those goals. The following recommendations are proposed as building blocks for the program
and its guiding strategy. Details of the program design should be
developed by federal and state agencies in collaboration with nongovernmental experts. A national strategy would include four elements:
·
1. National restoration goals and assessment strategies for each
ecoregion (regions that have broad similarities of soil, relief, and dominant vegetation).
2. Principles for priority setting and decision making.
3. Policy and program redesign for federal and state agencies to
emphasize restoration.
4. Innovation in financing and use of land and water markets.

Achieving these restoration goals will require planning, federal
leadership, and federal funding, combined with financial resources
and active involvement from all levels of government, as well as the
involvement of nongovernmental organizations and businesses.
Therefore, the federal government should initiate an interagency and
intergovernmental process to develop the national aquatic ecosystem
restoration strategy. The program should be developed and maintained under the firm leadership of a single responsible organization
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CONGRESS
In light of existing budg•?t;ny constraints, innovatin• ways to fiJ,mce restoration efforts are necessary. Thus, Congress should es!Jblsh a National Aquatic Ecosystem Restoration Trust Fund. Private
.tndowners and corporations should be given powerful federal and
tJte incentives to restore their aquatic ecosystems. Every effort should
'L' made to use federal and other governmental funding to encourage
itizen participation in restoration. Citizen participation (either through
,>rivJte citizen groups or public interest groups) has been instrumen'<11 in initiating and continuing restorJtion activities. In addition,
ongress should allow states and local governments to trade in fed·ral water development construction, maintenance, and major repair
unds to finance aquatic ecosystem restoration progr<~ms.
The Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990 (P.L.
101-624) authorized the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) to
·nter into long-term contracts with farmers to take former wetlands
111 agricultural use out of production and allow them to be restored
ts wetlands. However, the act limits the number of acres eligible for
the program to 200,000 per year, with a maximum of 1 million acres.
1:ach acre of cropland taken out of production and restored as wetland is no longer eligible for USDA program benefits. Thus, Con~ress should request that USDA investigate where and how an exl)ansion of the Agricultural Wetland Reserve Program would result
1n a savings of USDA farm program expenditures; and saved funds
, ould then be reallocated to expand the wetland reserve program
beyond 1 million acres.
Any redirection of federal policies and programs for aquatic eco-;ystem restoration should take into consideration the following:
• use of a landscape perspective in restoration efforts;
• use of adaptive planning and management (this refers to analy-;is of alternative strategies, re\·iewing new scientific data, and reanalyzing
management decisions);
• evaluating and ranking restoration alternatives based on an as-;essment of opportunity coSt rather than on traditional benefit-cost
.malysis;
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• incorporating the definition of restoration as the return of an
ecosystem to a close approximation of its condition prior to disturbance, in the mandates of all appropriate federal agencies;
• reliance on nonfederal and federal units of government to coordinate restoration programs in local areas; and
• initiating an interagency and intergovernmental process to develop a unified national strategy for aquatic ecosystem restoration.
LONG-TERM, LARGE-SCALE, COORDINATED RESTORATIONPLANNING, EVALUATING, AND MONITORING
Although restoration ecology applied to aquatic ecosystems is in a
very early stage of development, the prospect for substantive improvements in damaged aquatic ecosystems is excellent. However,
current federal and state environmental programs and policies are
fragmented and do not adequately emphasize restoration based on
management of large, interconnected aquatic ecosystems. The diverse responsibilities of all layers of government affecting aquatic
resources need to be better coordinated if large-scale restoration is to
be accomplished efficiently and effectively. Because aquatic ecosystems are interconnected and interactive, effective restoration efforts
should usually be conducted on a large enough scale to include all
significant components of the watershed.
In addition, aquatic restoration efforts also need to be long-term to
ensure that restoration project goals have been achieved and that
restored ecosystems can endure stressful episodic natural events such
as floods, droughts, storms, pestilence, freezing, heavy cyclical predation, invasion by exotics, and other perturbations. Because of limited resources, it is impossible in the short term to undertake all
worthy aquatic ecosystem restoration projects. Criteria are thus needed
to set priorities, select projects, and evaluate project designs. It is
important to give priority to the repair of those systems that will be
lost without intervention. A "triage" framework needs to be applied
as a minimum initial step. In this approach, threatened systems would
be divided into three categories: (1) those that will recover without
intervention, (2) those that cannot be restored to a meaningful degree
even with extensive intervention, and (3) those that can be significantly restored with appropriate action. Systems in the third group
require further consideration. Selections from that group should be
based on criteria such as the likelihood of success, opportunity cost,
and technical review of the restoration plan. It is imperative that
these criteria be applied to the selection of projects because many
restoration projects will not coincide with political boundaries.
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!'Ianning J r~ •ration project must start with specifying the J'll'Jt'tl
m i'>sion, goa Is, Jnd objerti \'PS. Coil Is should be priori I i 1ed SP t h.1 t
project designers Jnd evJiuJtors hJve a dear understJndmg nl tlwir
rt>IJtive importJnce. In Jddition to specifying go.1ls, objecti,es .111d
JWrformJnce indicillors, project managers and desigrwrs nPed tP I''"
fHlse a monitoring and Jssessmenl progrJm that is appropri.l!t' i11
scale as well as in sampling frequency and intensity to measure tlw
performance indicators accurately and reliably, and therehv ass;•-,o.;
progress toward the project's objectives, goals, and mission. Poc;tprojell
\'Valuation will enable scientists to determine when and to what degree the system has becomP self-maintaining and whether or not the
restoration attempt was effective.
Monitoring of a restoration effort should include both structural
(state) and functional (process) attributes, and should not be restricted
to one level of bwlogical organization. Monitoring of attributes at
population, community, ecosystem, and landscape levels is appropriate in a restoration effort.
lAKES
By far the most widespread problem facing lakes and reservoirs is
agricultural nonpoint runoff of silt and associated nutrients and pesticides. Lakes often do not cleanse or restore themselves. They are
sinks for incoming contaminants that recycle and maintain the impaired conditions. Federal drinking water standards, for example,
cannot be met, except with great difficulty and expense, unless degraded lakes and reservoirs are improved and then protected from
further contamination.
A net gain over the next 20 years of 2 million acres of restored
lakes, out of the current 4.3 million acres of degraded lakes, is an
achievable goaL By the year 2000, it is recommended that a minimum of 1 million acres of lakes be restored. The costs for research,
development, and technical guidance are federal responsibilities. The
costs for actual restorations should be borne by federal and nonfederal
.;;ources, working through individual state lake programs. The committee realizes that the goals for the restoration of lakes should be
realistic and tailored to individual regions of the country. Further
development of project selection, goal setting, and evaluation techniques based on the concept of "ecoregions" as explained in Chapter
-t should be encouraged and supported by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
All states have degraded lakes, and each state should develop res-
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!oration plans and programs. States should consider estaurtshing
trust funds for environmental restoration and protection. The Clean
Lakes Program (CLP) administered by EPA has been the most reliable source of grant support for lake restoration efforts. This program
should rpceive stable administrative support and increased funding
from Congress. The 1991 appropriation for the CLP was $8 million.
Although this amount will help to maintain or initiate a few lake
restoration programs, it is inadequate for the large task of lake restoration facing the country. This program's mandate should be broadened to include all aspects of lake ecosystems, including habitat restoration, elimination of undesirable species, and restoration of native
species.
Knowledge of the current ecological condition of the nation's lakes
is grossly inadequate, and a national assessment of lakes is necessary
to determine the severity and extent of damage and to measure changes
in their status. The CLP should increase support of research ilnd
development of effective tools for restoration, and should continue
guiding states in developing lake restoration programs.
The federal government should support research and development
for demonstration watershed-scale restorations that integrate lake,
stream, and wetland components. Research could be coordinated
under an interagency program, such as the Federal Coordinating Council
for Science, Engineering, and Technology, to coordinate the selection,
planning, and evaluation of demonstration projects. Although many
techniques are av<Jilable to restore lakes, further development is required to improve their efficiency and effectiveness. The research
and development programs in lake restoration should take an experimental approach, emphasizing controlled manipulation of whole-lake
ecosystems or large in-lake enclosures.
Research and development programs in applied limnology are needed
to study
• improved techniques for littoral zone and aquatic macrophyte
management;
• biomanipulation (food web management);
• contaminant cleanup in lakes, especially for mercury and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs);
• the relationships between loadings of stress-causing substances
and responses of lakes;
• paleolimnological approaches to restoration; and
• prediction of lake trophic state from nutrient loading relationships.
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The committee could not find a recent national assessml

RIVERS AND STREAMS

( ;ivPn that health\, \TgeL1ted riparian h.1bit.1t and bnttoml.md-;

miles of river dammed. Although water resources agencies track
their own development projects, the only nationwide inventory of
rivers and ~!reams was conducted in the 1970s (001, 1982) in response to passage of the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968.
Therefore, the committee believes there is a need for a comprehensive up-Io-date nationwide assessment of rivers, comparable to the
National Wetland Inventory. It would be very useful to know how
many miles of free-flowing, unchannelized rivers remain in the United
States, and where these reaches are located.
The Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act of 1990 and
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act of 1977 (P.L. 95-217) now encourage the restoration and protection of wetlands. These laws should be
expanded to provide for the protection and restoration of large active
floodplains and riparian zones that are key components of riverine
ecosystems. In addition, the Conservation Reserve Program, the Environmental Easement Program, and short-term agricultural sel-aside
programs should be amended to ensure that riparian zones and floodplains of all kinds are eligible for inclusion along with wetlands.
Opportunities to allocate water to in-stream uses arise (1) when
land with water rights is sold or transferred, (2) when municipalities
and irrigators decrease water withdrawals through conservation, and
(3) when operating permits for dams are scheduled for renewal. Although the prior appropriations system (the basis of water law in the
West) initially did not permit in-stream flow rights, many western
states now recognize in-stream flow water rights. Therefore, states
that have not established a water right for in-stream uses should do
so. Flow that becomes available as the result of water conservation
or lapse of permits should not automatically be reassigned to a consumptive use or withdrawaL Instead, consideration should be given
to assigning the flow to in-stream uses. In addition, operating plans
for dams should consider the annual water regime required by riverine fish and wildlife.
Federal agencies should be requested to update channelization estimates and to estimate miles of bank stabilization work already performed. The agencies should provide average and mean costs per
mile for construction and maintenance of these conventional river
management strategies, so that unit costs are available for comparison of different strategies. Government agencies should also conduct
post-project evaluations of fluvial modifications, enhancement, improvement, channelization, and restoration projects to determine whether

a high national l'fi(lfll\ .llllng with thl' n·stpr.llilln pf tht• stJ\',1111
river channel it<>elf
Because a river and its lloPdpl<~in are intim.1tel\ linked, they slwuld
be managed and restored as integral parts of an ecosystem. l~emnant
.md undisturbed large river and floodplain ectl"\'Siems are rare <1nd
l'Cologically valuable. Therefore, reaches of certilin large rivers and
tlwir floodplain ecosystems (such as portions of the /\tchafalaya Rivt•r
and the Upper Mississippi River Fish and Wildlife Refuge) and at
le.:1st 50 other large rivers (greater than approxim.:1tely 120 miles in
length) should be designated as "reference reaches" for use as restoration templates and should be protected as quickly as pnssible. l{dl'rence reaches shnuld be de<>ignated and protected on representatiH'S of all orders of stre.1ms and rivers in each of the nation's ecoregions.
llighest priority slwuld be gi\ en Ill protecting rt>presenlati\·e orders
pf rivers and streams not alreath protected as natinnill wild and scenic rivers, or by being located in national or state parks.
Stream and river restoration should begin with improved land
management practices that will allow natural restoration of the stream
Pr river to occur. Therefore, the committee recommends the following:
lll.Hie

nr

• Erosion control programs in watersheds should be accelerated,
not just to conserve soil, but also for the purpose of restoring streams
and rivers.
• Grazing practices on federal lands should be reviewed and then
changed to minimize damages to river-riparian ecosystems and to
restore damaged rivers and streams.
• Erosion control by "soft engineering" approaches, such as bioengineering techniques for bank stabilization and repair, should be
considered first, in preference to "hard engineering" approaches, such
as dams, levees, channelization, and riprap.
• Dikes or levees no longer needed or cost-effective should be razed
to reestablish hydrological connections between riparian and floodplain habitats and associated rivers and streams.
• Classification systems for land use and wetlands should explicitly designate riparian environments and floodplains that retain their
periodic connections to rivers.
n,-..,nAI ...
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number of stream and river miles affected by channelization or leveeing, but the total is probably much greater than the number of

.He essential to the n.1turalccl>li'gical funrliPning pf ,1-;soci,ltl'd s!Jt',llll"
.md rivers---and <Hl' .1mP11g the natipn'o; r.nco;t h.1bit<~ts dw· to 1'1"''
dl'\'Jstation--ripari.ln h.lbll.ll and bottornLmd rcstpr,ltiPn slllluld [,,.
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these projects Jctu,JII\· .Khin e the bend its (l' g, fluod prokction, fish
and wildlife enhJnccnn•nt) for which they \\'l'tl' de~igncd Jt co<;IS
thJt were projected.
The committee al~o rt'CP!llmends th;ll ,1 nJtion.ll rivPr Jnd ~ln'Jm
restoration tJrget of .HJ(),()()() miles of rl\ cr·riparian l't dsy..;tpms be
restored within the rwxt 2ll vears This IMget represent-; onlv i1hPttt
12 pt>rcent of the totJI :12 million mile<; of US rivers and strc.1ms,
and is recommemled because it is comparable to tlw miles of stre.1ms
and rivers affected by point source and urbJn runoff (EI'A, lggu).
WETLANDS

Historically, the most destructive alterations to wetlands have been
physical, often elimin<~ting the topographic and hydrologic characteristics that support the wetland ecosystem. Their position in the landscape, whether as isolated \vetlands or floodplains contiguous with
rivers and streams, gives wetlands a major role in storage of floodwater and abatement of flooding. When wetlands are converted to
systems that are intolerant of flooding (drained agricultural lands,
filled developed lands), their storage capacity decreases and downstream floodmg occurs. Wetlands have properties of both aquatic
and terrestrial ecosystems Their most widely valued function is providing habitat for fish, birds, and other wildlife, which contributes to
the maintenance of biodiversity.
Controversy exists as to whether or not certain wetland systems
can be restored. The arguments are particularly important when
wetland restoration is undertaken with the promise that because full
restoration of a degraded site is possible, other natural wetlands can
be destroyed without any net loss of wetland habitat. Wetland restoration should not be used to mitigate avoidable destruction of other
wetlands until it can be scientifically demonstrated that the replacement ecosystems are of equal or better functioning. Funding priority
should be given to programs for restoration of damaged wetlands
over wetlands creation because of the superior chances of success.
An exception would be cases in which restoration is part of a mitigation agreement that would result in a net loss of acreage.
Wetlands restored in regulatory contexts often receive little management after initial restoration because private and public landowners, who are not motivated to provide such management, may move
on or have no legal obligation for such management. Similarly, the
responsible federal agencies do not have staff to assess the adequacy
of restoration projects and do not monitor or require monitoring of
permit mitigation conditions for sufficient time periods ( 10 years or
£'
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longer). As a result, such wetlands may be overrun by exotic species,
quickly filled by sediment, polluted, or otherwise misused.
The practice of wetland restoration needs to move from a trialand-error process to a predictive science. The following recommended
practices should be applied by resource managers to wetland restorations:
• Strive to restore wetlands to self-sustaining ecosystems requiring minimal maintenance.
• Provide buffers to protect restored wetlands, ensuring that restored coastal wetlands have room to migrate inland as long-term
increases in sea level occur.
• Develop innovative methods of accelerating the restoration process (e.g., better propagation techniques for native plant species and
protocols for obtaining adequate genetic diversity in the transplant
material), and establish regional and national data bases to provide
comparisons of the natural functioning of different wetland ecosystem types in different regions.
• Design and conduct experimental research programs to examine
wetland restoration techniques and functional development over time
in different system types.
• Use wetland restoration sites for scientific experiments that are
designed to accelerate the restoration process.
• Support baseline studies of wetland ecosystem functioning to
provide comparisons of different wetland types among regions and
at different stages 'Of development.
Traditional research on wetlands and ecosystem development should
also be continued, using both natural and restored wetlands. Examples of this traditional research include the following topics adapted
from Kusler and Kentula (1989):
• The hydrologic needs and requirements of wetland plants and
animals, including minimum water depths, hydroperiod, velocity, dissolved nutrients, the role of large-scale but infrequent events, such as
floods, and the effects of long-term fluctuations in water levels.
• The importance and functional significance of substrate to wetland plants and animals and to chemical and biological functions.
• Characteristics of development rates for natural successional
vegetation.
• Recolonization of restored sites by invertebrate and vertebrate
fauna.
• Functions of wetlands, with special emphasis on habitat values
for a broad range of species, food chain support, and water quality
enhancement.

12
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• Evaluation of the ~t,1bililv and per~isi('I1Ce of \vetland eco-;v-;tems.
• Evaluation of the imp<~ct of sedirnent dcpPsition or cro-;iPn, nu
trient loading or rPrno\·al. IPxic runoff, J>Pdestri<~n and off-rP,1d vehicle use, grazing, and uther irnf';lcts on wetl;1nd structure and tunctiun
• The ability of rnicn•bcs, which are important to global carbon,
sulfur, and nitrogen cycles, to perform these roles in restored wetlands:
The committee recommends that inland and coastal wetlcmds be
restored at a rate that offsets any further loss of wetlands and contributes to an overall gain of 10 million wetland acres by the year
2010, largely through reconverting crop and pastureland and modifying or removing existing water-control structures. This represents
a tenfold increase in the wetlands restoration target included in the
Agricultural Wetland Reserve Program of the Food, Agriculture, Conservation, and Trade Act of I 990. This number also represents less
than 10 percent of the total number of acres of wetlands lost in the
last 200 years. The committee further recommends that, in the long
term, this acreage be expanded to restore more of the approximately
117 million acres of the wetlands that have been lost in the United
States over the past 200 years.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
To accomplish the preceding tasks, the nation will require resource
management professionals with multidisciplinary training. Restoration of aquatic ecosystems requires an integrated, broad-based approach; those trained to help restore these systems must have an
interdisciplinary education. Although specialization will still be necessary, professionals will need the ability to coordinate work that
draws on aquatic biology and fisheries, chemistry, hydrology, ecology, fluvial geomorphology, hydraulic engineering, social sciences,
and wildlife management.
Some well-intentioned restoration projects have failed because fluvial and biological processes were not adequately taken into account
in their design and implementation. The public has become increasingly aware of the need for restoration of river-riparian ecosystems
(as several case studies in Appendix A indicate), and numerous public and private agencies and citizen groups are likely to initiate further stream and river restoration projects. These organizations, if
properly guided and supported, can be a valuable impetus for effecr; ~'-·01
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tivP aquatic ecosystem restoration and, in some cases, a valuable source
of volunteer labor to accomplish restoration.
A new emphasis on resource stewardship and restoration cannot
succeed without public understanding and support. Thus, educational programs aimed at raising the level of public knowledge and
comprehension of aquatic ecosystem restoration rationales, goals, and
methods should receive adequate government funding.
The committee believes that hydrological advisory services should
be operated by states or federal agencies to provide technical assistance to groups interested in stream and river restoration. Universities with experts in natural resources or hydrology and water resources institutes, based at universities in every state, also should
contribute technical assistance required for the restoration of aquatic
ecosystems through free or at-cost expert hydrological and biological
advisory services.
CONCLUSION
Without an active and ambitious restoration program in the United
States, our swelling population and its increasing stresses on aquatic
ecosystems will certainly reduce the quality of human life for present
and future generations. By embarking now on a major national aquatic
ecosystem restoration program, the United States can set an example
of aquatic resource stewardship that ultimately will also improve the
management of other resource types and will set an international
example of environmental leadership.
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MASSACHUSETIS RIVER PROTECTION ACI'
[S 948]

• The purpose of the Act is to prevent further degradation of the natural integrity of the
state's rivers.
.. The operation of the Act will protect and enhance the values of rivers and adjacent lands
for natural habitat, beautiful landscapes, water supply, pollution absorption, flood storage,
... and fishing, boating and other forms of recreation.
• The chief mechanism of the Act establishes a setback for certain types of potentially
harmful land use activities adjacent to rivers and streams ranging from 25 to 150 feet. Other
beneficial land use activities are specifically permitted within the riverfront area.
• The state's twenty· most populous and/or densely developed cities and towns are
prequalified for a 25 foot setback; for all other communities, the setback is reduced to 25
feet for densely developed areas (such as the downtowns of mill communities) and/or areas
covered by an approved municipal development or river corridor plan. Cities and towns are
also empowered to adopt local river protection bylaws.
• Cities and towns are also empowered to grant variances to any landowner for which the
strict application of the setback would constitute a hardship, and are required to issue
variances where the failure to do so would constitute a "taking".
• Existing uses are grandfathered as well as projects that have building or other specified
permits in band and/or have gone through the MEPA process but have yet to begin
construction.
• The Act does not establish any new programs or require the expenditure or additional
funds at the state or local level.
• The Act does not establish additional rights of public access over private land.
• The Act aids in the administration of the Wetlands Protection Act and reduces the
workload of Conservation Commissions by designating an easily defined area within which
specific land use activities are allowed or restricted.
• The Act is intended to stabilize and enhance property values through the protection of
rivers as natural amenities.
• The Act would lead to a reduction in Oood insurance premiums, as restrictions on
additional development within the floodplain lowers the risk of flood damage to existing
structures .
.. Please call Reps. David Cobeo (617-722-2380) or Pamela Resor (617-722-2060) for more information.
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Maspehusetts River Protection Ad (aJr a. the Riven Bill)
LIST OF ORGANIZATIONS TIIAT HAVE EXPRESSED SUPPORT FOR THE RIVERS BILL
as of December 1, 1993
American Farmland Trust
American Rivers
AppalaclWm Moumain dub (AMC)
Assoc.Jor the Preservation of Cape Cod (APCC)
Back River Protection A.ssoc::iation
Berkshire Litcbfield Environmental Council
Berkshire Natnral Resources Council
Blackstone River Watershed Association (BRWA)
Boston Chapter Canoe Committee, Appal Mtn.. dub
Boston Greenspace Alliance
Brooldine Bird dub
Buzzards Bay Coalition
Canoe River Aquifer Advisory Committee
Charles River Watershed Association
Chicopee River Watershed Council (ChicRWC)
Oeau Water Action
Compact of Cape Cod Conservation Trusts
Congress of Lake and Pond Associations (COI.AP)
Connecticut River Watershed CoUDcil (CRWC)
Deerfield River Compact
Dudley Land Trust
Earth Works
Environmental League of Mass. (ELM)
Essex CoWlty Greenbelt Association
Friends of the Five Mile River
Friends of the Williams River
Framingham Advocates for the Sudbury River (FASR)
Gun Owner's Action League (GOAL)
Hoosic River Watershed Association (HOORWA)
Housatonic Valley Association (HVA)
Ipswich River Watershed Association (IRW A)
Isaac Walton Fishing Assoc., Weymouth
Jones River Watershed A.ssociation
League of Women Voters (LWV)
Mass. Association of Conservation Commissions (MACC)
Mass. A.ssoc. of Health Boards (MAHB)
Mass. A.ssoc. of Planning Directors (MAPD)
Mass. Audubon Society (MAS)
Mass. Campaign to Clean Up Hazardous Waste
Mass. Public Interest Research Group (MASSPIRG)
Mass. Reaeation and Park Association (MRPA)
Mass. Save James Bay
Mass. Section, American Planning Association (APA}
Mass. Sportsmens CoUDcil
Mass. Watershed Coalition (MAWACO)
Mass. Wudlife Federation

Merrimack River Watershed CoUDcil (MRWC)
Merrimad: Valley Paddlers
Met:ropo~Wm Area Planning Council (MAPC)
Mooten:y ~Land Trust
Mystic RM:r Watershed Association
.
Nashua Ri\U Watershed Association (NRWA)
Natnre Conservucy, MA Field Office (TNC)
Neponset River Watershed Association (NepRWA)

New Englud Aquarium
New England Coastal Campaign
New England Forestry Foundation (N:EfF)
N.E. Friends for the Liberation of Water (FLOW)
New England Paddlers
~ew Englud Salmon Association
North and South Rivers Watershed Association
Organization for the Assabet RM:r (OAR)

Quinebaug RMn As.sociation
Regional Environmental CoUDcil (REC), Worcester
Restore Olmsted's W aterwa.y Coalition (ROW)
Safari dub International
Saugus Action Volunteers for the Environment (SAVE)
Saugus River Watershed A.ssociation
Saugus River Watershed Council
Save The Bay (STB), RI
Save the Harbor, Save the Bay
Sbawsheen River Environmental Action Team (SWEAT)
Sheffield Land Trust
Sierra Club, New England Chapter
Soil and Water Conservation Society, So. New Eng. Chapter
South Weymouth Neighborhood Association
Sudbury Valley Trustees (SVT)
TaWlton River Watershed Alliance
Trout Unlimited (TU)
Trustees of Reservations (TTOR)
Wa.mpanoag Paddlers
Ware River Preservation Society
Water Supply Citizens Advisory Committee (WSCAC)
Westfield River Watershed Association
Westport River Watershed Alliance (WRWA)
Wudemess Society
Worcester County League of Sportsmen

Please call Peter Donahue at the Appalachian MoUDtain dub
(617) 523-0655 ext. 314 to add your organization's name to this list.
[Description of the bill on reverse side]

MASSACHUSETTS RIVER PROTECnON Acr (MRPA)

[Senate Bill 948)
Guide to the bUrs gmtenf,i,
PREAMBLE (as presented in earlier veniom of the bill] - why the Act is neces:wy:
• rivers are among the Commoll'Wealth's most nluable narunl features;
• undeveloped lands adjacent to rivers serve key fwK:tiom for pollution control. water supply
protection, wildlife habitat,
control and scenic: value; and
• the public's investment in river cleanup is increasingly threateacd by e~ devdopuwat
on and nonpoint pollutioo coming from riverfront areas.
SECllON 1: Ell:pb.Dation and Pmpose of Jv::t
Purpose: to wegwu-d riw:riDe values
Policy: to prevent further depadation of river corridors. aDd to establish a system of proteded open
spaces along rivers wherever possible

CHAPT.ER 40A (Municipal Zoning) is amended with a new section: Section 90: Oties and
towns may adopt :zoning ordinances or bylaws for river & strum protection

SEen ON 2:

SEen ON 3: Establishes new Mus. General Laws Chapter 131B: Tbe Massachusetts River Protection Act:
Section 1: Definitions, including:
• river: the rivers and streams listed in a document entitled Mamc:buseru Stream Oassifiqtion
Promm: Pan I.. excluding Channels and the portiom of watercourses that are intermittent or
enclosed in a subsurface conduit as of the Act's effedive date; and
·
• riverfront area: the distance between a river's mean annual high water line and a pa.rallelline
150 feet away, or reducible to 15 feet wide within areas that are already densely developed and/or
covered by an approved municipal development or river corridor plan (see below); in the twenty
most heavily and/or demely populated communities in the commoil'Wealth (te., those with a
population greater than 90,000 or population density greater than 7,000 persom/square mile), the
riverfront area is 25 feet wide. Communities falling into this latter category are: Arlington, Boston,
Brockton, Brooldine, Cambridge, Chelsea. Everett, FaD River, Lawrenc:e, Lynn, Lowell. Malden,
Medford. New Bedford. Revere., Somerville., Springfield. Watertown, Wmthrop and Worcester.
Al.so included in this latter category are two spedfic:ally described areas: an area along the Charles
River in downtown Waltham, and a site northwest of the junction of Routes 128 and Route 20 on
the Weston/Waltham line.
Section 2: Major operative mechanism o[ the Act [i.e., explanation or setback provision]
(a) Requirement that certain activities be set back beyond the riverfront area (see above deC.),

including:
• placement of structures larger than 200 sq. ft.
• 5-!!ptic: systems
• clearcutting
• underground stonce tanks
In addition, ceruin utility lines and parking lots are subject to a 25--foot setback requirement
(b) Exemptions from the setbaclc requirement indude:
• non-conforming uses
• existing roads., structures, septic tanks, etc.
• projects that have cleared the MEPA process by the Act's effective date
• projects with building permits issued by the Act's effective date
·projects receiving special permit approval under Section 9 of the Zoning Act
(Chapter 40A) or approved or endorsed under Section 81U or 81P of the Subdivision
Control Act (Olapter 41).
• restoration or fish & wildlife habitat;
• nonnal maintenance & improvement of land ln agricahural use (except that c:eruin
potentially polluting activities are restricted within 25 feet of rivers);
• forest harvesting in accordance with a state-approved cutting plan;
• engineering necessary for public safety or to protect public property;
• repair and/or replac:emeat or structures or utUity liaes due to obsolescence, deterioration
or casualty loss or damage;
• construction ud maintenance or stormW2ter mentioa basins and similar facilities
specific:ally designed for pollution control;
• activities related to the removal of hazardous wastes;
• rivers covered by the Watershed (Cohen) bill or are under a scenic: river protective order;
[continued on reverse side]

(Guide to the Mus. :ruwr PN«ecdaca At:t. piiC 2)
(Section 2(b) • u.e:mptioas from the setback rcquin:mc1u. c::oaWwed)
• facilities and other ac:tivities subject to Oap&a' '1;
• boat houses ud related le<tin.p locaied oa land owned or controlled by the
commonwealth or its agencies and kased or lic:emcd to educational institutions; and
• reauUoul bd ud uses (as defined in 0.. 61B) and public acass bc:Wties.

(c) The Seaewy of EmironmeDW AfWrs Wlt adopt repla!iou to bdp implement the Act,
including guiddim::s for the grantiJ:II of variana:s from the setbadc by c:onsemation c:omm.issioas and
the despticm of demdy deYdope:d area distrids.
(d) Oties and towns are authorized to adopt local river protection ordinances. and the ldiaac:k e:asa
he ftduc::ed ao l5 Jed for tbose ponions of rivers and strums that flow throulh deueJy deftloped
areas and/or are covered by and in ac:cordmce with an adopted local or rqioa.al rher corridor
plu or a ~ma.idpal dftdopmeat ud rift!' protectioa plu (all of which are defiDed in Section 1
of Chapter lJlB).
Section 3: Contlid or bws: In sitw!.tions where the Rivers BW c:onflias with the statutory and replatory
provisions of Oaaptu '1 or the Eadueered Speda A.c:t. the Rivers BW sball yield to these twO
laws and any replations promulgated thereunder.
Section 4: Powers of local boards, etc. to take notice of and enforce Act:
(a) CoDSt.rYatioa CollliDlssioas, baUdiqlDspedors, pl.uaia1 board, health board members or
their authorized azents ud Ea'riroameatal Police omc:us empowered to emorce At:1
(b) CoDSt.rYatioa Commissions JiYen power to put YU'iaaces from setnc:k pro'risloa upon
showing of subsuntiallwdship; con comms mast issue a varial.lc::e when the failure to do so would
result in a "ukinf".
(c) appeal resulting from action of conservation commission made be rmewed by the Secretary;
appeals from decisions of conservation commission or the seaewy may be made to superior c:oun..
Section 5: Violations
(a) crimi.n.al violation: fines and penalties
(b) civil violation: fines IDd penalties
(c) vioLator may be required to restore affected riverfront area
(d) fines and penalties accrue to local conservation commission
Section 6: Parties elipble to brill& action for injunctive relief or civil penalties:
• the commoawulth;
• governmental subdivision of the commonwealth where the violation occurred or within the same
1nllenbed where the violation occurred; or
'
• parties given the right to sue under another provision of the Mass. General Laws (such as Section
7A of Cl:lapter 214, which pves any ten citizens the right to bring legal action to enforce the state's
enviroc.mental laws).
Section 7: St.a.rute of limitations: four years
SECTION 4: Severance chuse
SECTION S: Sec:rewy (EOEA) shall submit Rivers Bill replations to the Committee on Natural
Resources & Agriculture for its review within 60 days prior to their efl'ective date.
SECTION 6: Seaewy (EOEA) is directed to est.ablisb a Riverlront Advisory Committee to assist in the
drafting and review of rules and regulations to carry out the purposes of the Rivers BW.
SECilON 7: Liznjt.a,tion of the applicability of "densely developed area• in Oapter 131B to land merely
zoned or subdivided for dense development; and the determination of what is a "nonconforming use• under
Chapter 131B is triggered by the date by which its regulations 10 into efl'ec:t.
SECTION 7A:. Requires the EJ:e01tive Office o! Environmental .Athirs in consultation with the Executive
Office of Communities and Development to do a study on transferable development rights.
SECTION 8: Etrecthe date of the Act: upon passage, but the sethac:k, variance and penalty provisions of
the Act do not go into efl'ect until one year alter passage or until the regulations are adopted. whichever
is earlier.
·[June, 1993)
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SECTION

I.

JIUM.

a follows:

Whereas, The deferre<1 operation of this act

would tend to defeat its purpose, which is to i_.ediately protect
the commonwealth's rivers,

strea.ms and adjacent lands, vital

factors

economic and public health of the

in the ecological,

commonwealth, from further degradation, therefore it is hereby
declared

to be

emergency

law,

necessary

for

the

immediate

preservation of the public convenience.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives in
General Court assembled, and by the authority of the sue, as
follows:
SECTION 1. (a) The purposes of this act are to further the
maintenance of safe and healthful conditions; to provide for the
wise utilization of water and related land resources within an

uuanded by inMrtinq after aeetion rdM C: tbe follawift9 HCti•s •
Section tD. Cities and t.cvna uy adopt aoni.Dg ordinances or
bylaw for tbe purpou of r1ver an4 atreu protectian tMt an
consistent or bylaw aball be abovn on a aoni.ftg or c:werlay 41at::rict
up pu.nwmt to section four.
tbeir

zoning or

overlay

Citiu and tOVM Uf illustrate on

diatrict

aapa the location of any

riverfront area aas defined by chapter one bund.red thirty-on. B.
SECTION 3. The General Lava an bereby uended by

inaarti~-;

after chapter one hundred and thirty-one A tbe following chapter: -

CHAPTER 1318.

MASSACHUSETTS R.IVER PROTECTION ACT.

Section 1. For the proposes of this chapter, the follovin9
vords and phrases shall have the following •eaninqs:
"Bank", the portion of the land surface vhich normally abuts

and confines a river, occurring between a river and a vegetated
bordering vetland,

floodplain or upland, the upper boundary of

which the first observable brealc in the slope or the mean aMual
flood level, vhichever is lo-wer, and the lover boundary of which is
the mean annual lov flov level.
•Basal area•, the area in square feet of the cross section of
a tree measured at a height of four and one-half feet above the
gro\,lnd.
•clearinq•, the removal of more than one-half the cumulative
total of basal area of all live trees, five inches or more in
diameter breast height during any ten-year period, or the removal
of more than one-half of the total vegetative cover within the

vat.a:r and Which c!iati.nquisbes between pnadOIIiAultlJ aquatic U!d
predOBinantly terrutrial land.

The

HU

hi¢ t.icle liM llball

Hrv• as t.b• aean armwt.l h19'h water line tor ti4al riven.
•Municipal
which cont&ina
riv•r•

and

d•v•l~t

and river protection plan•, a doomant

~ationa

includes,

but

tor the un of land ac!jacaut to

not

is

liaited to,

t.be

tollovinq

information: (i) identifies the location of riverfront areasr (ii)
contcdn• a detailed and coaprehensive analysis of the riven'
ecological, aesthetic and recreational values: (iii) establishes
setbacks at a ainiaa of twenty-five feet froa a river's aean
annual

high-water

line;

and

( iv)

establishes

enforceable

performance standards for proposed activities and structures vithin
one hundred fifty feet of rivera.

Such plan shall confona to

qualifying criteria established by the secretary under subsection
(c)

of section tvo and receive significant public support as

evidenced by a vote in favor of adoption at town aeeting or city
council.

Existing plans such as aaster plans and urban renewal

plans if they may already meet or are subsequently amended to aeet
the above criteria.
"Nonconforming

use",

any

excavation,

structure,

clearing, driveway, landscaping, utility lines,

road,

septic system,

parking lot or expansion of structures, within the riverfront area
in existence or for which any of the following conditions have been
met;

(i)

a

environmental

building
impact

permit
report

has
has

been

issued;

been prepared

(ii)
and

a

final

submitted

pursuant to section sixty-tvo B of chapter thirty and a statement
or certificate has been issued by the secretary of environmental

ot existing vatu

ri¢stsr

or

c1ear1ag and

(iii)

YecJetat!n

BAM9U&nt for utility linu ancS related ripta of ny.

•Persons•, an individual, corporation, pe.rtnerahip, tr.t,
association or

other

private

entity or

aD)'

officer,

&98ftt,

departaent or inat.rwlant.ality of the federal 9overmwant or any
state or ita political subdivi•iona.
•Regional•, relatinq to or Hrving tvo or .ore citiu or
tovna.
•River•, the rivers and perennial streUIS listed in a docu:aant
entitled •Massachusetts Streu Classification Proc;ru, Part I:
Inventory of Rivera '
fisheries,

Streus, • prepared by tbe cSepartaent of

vilc:Uife and environmental lav enforceHnt and the

department of

environmental quality

engineering,

dated

July,

nineteen hundred and eighty-tvo, or as •odifie4 pursuant to chapter
thirty A; provided, however, that the ten •river• shall not apply
to the portions of any river or strea:a described as a •channel• in
said document, nor shall it apply to any water-courses vhich are
(i)

sho~

as intermittent on a United States Geological Survey

topographic map or ( ii) enclosed in a pipe or other subsurface
conduit.
"Riverfront area",

that area of land situated between a

river's mean annual high-'tlater line and a parallel line located one
hundred and fifty feet away, measured outward horizontally, froa
the river's mean annual high-water line.

Riverfront areas within

municipalities with (i} a population of ninety thousand or more
persons or (ii) a population density greater than seven thousand
persons per square mile, as determined by the nineteen hundred and

or nlt.
•substantial axpa.naion•, an

up&N~icm

of a lltnlc::tm"e tbat

increaaes the •xistinq footprint by .ore than t.wnty-ti'ft pu"CCmt,
or twenty-five hu.ndred aquan feet, vhicbnu 1.8 lar,u.
pipea, viru, eabla aDd ot.b•r ccmduiu,

•utility linu 111 ,

includinq the supporting •tructuru and associated facilitiea,
including any ri9hbl of way that are UMd as a

put of

a

collection, transaiasion, distribution, or eoaaunieatiooa ayatea
and are designed for the transport of various utter, i:neluding,
but

not

to,

limited

tbe

following

electricity,

11teaa,

telecomaunications, petroleua, and other toxic aaterials, natural
or

manufactured

~aste~ater,

gas,

uncontuinated

water,

•tonrvater

or

but excluding septic tanks and leach fields.

•vegetated buffer strip•, a strip of fifty feet or wider,
measured horizontally outward from a river's meu annual higb-vater
line,

~hich

is composed of a relatively undisturbed stand of trees,

shrubs and other vegetation, from

~hich

no more than one-half the

cumulative total of basal area of all live trees five inches or
more in diueter breast height are removed during any ten-year
period.
•watershed•, an area of land from which water drains into a
particular river or other surface
~hich

~ater

body, the boundaries of

are determined by a drainage divide line separatinq it from

adjacent

~atersheds.

Section 2.

(a}

The

construction,

creation,

placement or

installation of any structure, road, clearing, driveway, parking
lot, septic tank or leaching field, underground storage tank, solid

the riverfront area or if tbe portion ot tbe expauiOft occu:rl.ng
vithin the riverfront area 4ou not increue tM footprint of the
portion of t.be atnlcture withh the rivertraat area by 1110n t.baD
twenty-five percent or twenty-five bu.ndnd aqwa.n feet, wbic:twwu
ia qraatar; (3) repair, reatoration, alteratiOD or replaccaent of
struc:turu

and

utility

linu

occasicmed

by

ol'Miolucanca,

deterioration, vovernaental orders or regulations, or due to loa•
or aamaqe caused by fire or other casualty; provided, however, that
such repair,

restoration,

alteration or

replace~~ent

does not

constitute a substantial expansion vithin the riverfront area; (4)
the construction and maintenance of stonavater retention basins and
similar facilities specifically deaiqned to protect rivers froa
erosion, sedimentation or other sources of pollution, includinq a.ny
excavation or fill necessary for such purpose; provided, bovever,
that such activity remains subject to section forty of chapter one
hundred and thirty-one; (5) activities related to the re•oval or
remediation of hazardous 'Wastes or other current or potential
sources of pollution within the riverfront area; provided, that a.ny
road,

driveway,

or structure constructed for

temporary in nature;

(6)

such purpose is

any activity necessary to comply vith

local, state or federal environmental laws and regulations, as
stipulated by compliance or enforcement order or notice issued by
the

relevant

enforcement

agency;

(7)

maintenance,

operation,

construction or other activities of the depart.JDent of highways: the
Massachusetts Bay Transportation Authority and the Massachusetts
Turnpike Authority; provided, however, that such activities by
conducted under procedures approved the secretary;

(8) dams and

section one of chapter airty-one I, availabl• t.o the 9eMnl pablic
or to

Ml1Mr11

of a nonprofit Org'&nintJ.ons, but bOt bclQI!i.Dv ey

atrue'ttl.rU, aeptic t.anU or luch fulda,

und~ .to~ bmk8

or aolid vaate aaaociauad vit.b Rdl ncreational
however, that

~~ny

UHf p~,

cleariD;, road, driveway, excavation or till

exceeding ten cubic yards asaociatecJ vit.b such recreational ue,
other than any footpath, valtvay, pedestrian or bicycle path,
occura Bore than tventy-fiv• feet troa the aean annual high nter
line;

(15)

activities

within

standards

the

riverfront

of the

which are

consistent

with

fisheries,

wildlife and enviroi'Uie.Jltal law enforcuent and are

a.nd

policies

area

depart:llent of

desiqned to improve fisheries or wildlife habitat or miqntion:
(16) work performed for nor&al Baintenance Or aprovoent Of land
in agricultural or aquacultural use; provided, however, that no
tillage

other than defined as

••ini.Jnm tillage•

by the Soil

Conservation Service, no outdoor uncovered storage of manure, no
use or outdoor storage of pesticides·, herbicides or fertilizers
which carry a mobility rating as provided for by the United State
Environmental Protection Agency or which have been determined by
the commonwealth using Environmental Protection Agency standards to
pose a threat or potential threat to the river waters other than
for the cultivation of cranberries take place less than twenty-five
feet from the mean annual high water line; (17) the renovation of
abandoned cranberry bogs or development of cranberry bogs in manmade

wetlands

provided,

that

however,

are

currently

maintained

by

the

grover,

that such activity shall remain subject to

statutory and regulatory promulgations under section forty of

requlationa aa an deaed noceuary to cany out tbe pu.rpo8U
t.hia chapter.

ot

Such 1'89Ulationa shall include criteria tor tlwt

!saua.neo of varianou, including apecitically (1) tbe nbeta.ntial
bardahip variance authorized by .w..c:tion (a) of th18 NCtion and
aubsection (b) of Metion tour, and (:11) the utility line Htback
variance 9Bftted by the secretary authorised by aubeecticm (a)

ot

tbia

of

section;

aunicipal

qualifying

cJevelop~aent

criteria

for

t.ba

utablillhMnt

and river protection plana: and criteria fgr

detendninq violations in accordance with the provisions of section
five.

The secretary shall develop guidelines addressing suc;c;ested

minimWD standards for aunic:ipal zonincJ, land use controls and other
mechanisms designed to carry out the purposes of this chapter.
Such CJUidelines uy include, but shall not be li.aited to, the
folloW'inc;:

provisions

qoverninc; buildinq

and

structure

size,

setback and location: the esta.bliahllent of vegetated buffer strips;
the location and mapping of riverfront areas; tbe establishment of
densely

developed

area

districts

and

other

districts:

and

prevention of the direct discharqe of untreated stormwater into
rivers.

The

secretary

shall

also

review

and

recommend

modifications to programs and activities of the commonwealth as
they affect the protection afforded by this chapter.
(d)

Cities

and

towns

may

adopt

ordinances

or

by-laws

consistent with this chapter and vith section nine D of chapter
forty A; provided, however, that such ordinances or by-laws may
permit the clustering, so-called, of development outside of the
riverfront area on properties whose

boundari~s

include portions of

land within and outside of the riverfront area.

Cities and towns

affectinq atructu.na which •rte.ncS ewer tM vater or a.re placed em

la.nds lying between hi¢ aDd low ntar lin•• or vit.hift nt.luda.
racili ties for

~ional

vut.ewatar t.rutaent and their nlat.d

structures aNi ayat.aas are uapt trca this ..etion.
Section

4.

(a)

CONMl'Vaticm

1"be

COIDliaaion,

bdld.iDq

insp4Dctor, planninq board, health board ot their duly authorised
agents, and envirolUIIental police officers, are henaby

~to

take notice of thia chapter and to enforce ita proviaiona 1m the
perfonDance of their other duties, and to enter upon privately
owned

land,

if

necessary,

to enforce tbe

provision~~

of this

chapter.
(b) The conservation coaiasion shall have the power, after a
public hearing for which notice baa bee.n given by publication,
posting

and

mailing

to all

parties in

interest pursuant to

regulations developed under subsection (c) of section two, upon
petition with respect to particular land or structures, and after
due consideration of any regulations and guidelines developed under
said subsection (c) of said section two, to grant a variance fro•
the setback requirements of subsection (a)

of said section two

W'here the conservation commission specifically finds that a literal
enforcement of
section two,

the

provisions of said subsection

(a)

of said

in the context of the entire parcel or adjacent

parcels o\ffled by or under option to purchase by the petitioner,
would involve a substantial hardship, financial or otherwise, to
the petitioner, and that desirable relief may be granted without
substantial detriment to the public good and without nullifying or
substantially derogating from the propose

and

intent of this

(

' r.{'' AI

'

'-.~..t

"If('

:::u

(b) After a hnrin9, the conMl"fttion CCB&iaaion uy iNM u
order asseaainq a civil penalty •

any panoD Vbo orden or
hcta ~

cond.ucta any activity in violation of thia c::baptar.

aball be 11ubject. to a civil penalty of not aore tbaft five thou.A.n4
dollar• per day of auch violaticm.
subsequent civil penalty ab.all be aubjac:t to a penalty of DOt acre
than ten thousand dollan par day of Ac:h violation.

!'he eupuior

court shall have jurisdiction to uforce civil penalty orden
issued by conservation

~iaaiona,

in actions brought by the

attorney general.
(c)

In addition, or as an alternative to subsections (a) or

(b), any person vho orders to conducts any activity in violation of
this chapter aay be ordered by the conservation co. .iaaion, after
a hearing, to restore the affected riverfront area to ita prior or
a.n improved condition.

The superior court shall have jurisdiction

to enforce such orders issued by conservation COIDlissions,

in

actions brought by the attorney general.
(d)

Fines and penalties assessed under this chapter shall

accrue to the conservation commission in each city or town in vhich
the violation occurred.

In a legal action in which the pleadings

challenge the validity or legality of this chapter or any ordinance
or bylaw adopted hereunder, the attorney general shall be Bade a
party until removed by the attorney general's consent.

No action

may be commenced under this section if the attorney general has
commenced and is diligently pursuing a civil action to enforce the
provisions of this chapter.
Section 6.

The following parties may bring an action for

natural reaourcas and &9t'icultun tor ita rniw withb sixty daJ'8
prior to the effective date of Mid "9Ulaticas.

SICTIOJ 6.

Tbe.n shall be established a riverfront adviaary

colllli ttee for the purpose of puticipat!Dq 1D t.be nviw of tbe
rules and requlationa prcmul9atad pu.nauant t.o t.be proviliona of
chapter one hundred thirty-one J of the GeDeral tan.

Said

advisory COJD.i ttee shall consilrt. ot fourteen 'M"'Iben appointed by
the

secretary of enviroruaent&l affairs,

seven of vbom shall

represent environaental orqanizations and seven of vboa shall
represent the real estate coJUiunity.

At least tvo of the ae.abers,

one each from an enviroJUDental orqanization a.nd the real estate
community shall ovn or bave a.n interest in land located iD a
riverfront area, as defined by said chapter one hundred and thirtyone B.

The advisory committee shall meet with the secretary or the

secretary's desiqnee for the purpose of advising the secretary as
to

the criteria for variances,

and shall also

recom.mend any

legislative proposals which would make the implementation of said
chapter more efficient.

Meetings of the advisory committee shall

be at the discretion of the secretary; provided, however, that the
committee shall meet at least four times in the first twelve months
after the effective date of this act, and at least once annually
thereafter.

The secretary may dissolve the advisory committee

following the adoption of regulations

for chapter one hundred

thirty-one B or at any time thereafter.

SECTION 7.

The definition of "Densely developed areas• in

attain aball report to the joint CJODtttee on natural
and agrieul ture

DO

l"UOU.r"CM

latar than one JUr tollowi.D; tM adoptiOft of

rll(JUlationa unc:Ser chapter one bund.nd tldrty=one•l.

SECTION

a.

Subaeetiona (a) ud (d) of Het.icm tvo of chapter

one hundred thirty-one I and aeet.iOM five, aix, ..van and eight of
aaid chapter one hundred thirty-one B, inserted by aec:t.ioa tvo of
this act, ahall not take effect until one year after the effectiv•
date o! this act,

or until the requlationa proBUlqated under

subsection (c) of aection tvo of said chapter one hundred thirtyone B, as inserted by said section two of this act, are adopted,
whichever ia earlier.
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I. Record of Decision
Lower Deschutes River Management Plan
nus plan documents decisions on 20,641 acres of
public land administered by the Bureau of Land
Management in the Prineville District. nus land is
located within the boundaries of the Lower Deschutes Wild and Scenic River. Proposed decisions
contained in this document are identical to those
proposed decisions in the Final Lower Deschutes
River Management Plan and Environmental Impact
Statement The publication of this Record of Decision complies with Federal policy requirements and
outlines the role and responsibility of BLM in
implementing portions of the overall plan. Implementation of decisions in this document will protect
and enhance natural and cultural resources, acrommodate a variety of recreational activities and
provide for public safety and services.

the natural character of the area is not significantly
changed and natural values such as soil, water,
vegetation, wildlife habitat and cultural resources
are protected and wherever possible, enhanced.
Regimentation and controls would be handled both
on-site and off-site through regulations, fees and, as
a last resort. use limitations. On-site regimentation
an9 conttols would be obvious, but would be
compatible with the environment and aimed at
protecting natural values and visual quality. This
alternative is the environmentally preferable
alternative. This river management plan best meets
the intent of Federal and State statues and best
resolves the river-related planning issues while
contributing to the local and regional economy and
protecting or enhancing outstandingly remarkable
river-related resource values.

Comparison of Alternatives

Alternative 1 would have provided for a higher
level of use. The management objectives under this
alternative would be to accommodate increased
levels of recreational use, while protecting the
environment where the sights, sounds and interaction with other individuals or groups would often
be high. The character of the area would remain in a
generally natural-appearing condition; however,
facility development to enhance recreational
opportunities such as camping, boating, fishing and
vehicle-oriented activities would occur. On-site
regimentation and controls would be obvious, but
limited to those necessary for public safety as well
as to acrommodate increased numbers of visitors,
and to maintain fisheries condition, soil stability
and vegetative cover. nus alternative would
provide the widest range of beneficial uses of the
river environment, but would provide the second
lowest level of protection for both renewable and
nonrenewable resources.

Five alternatives for management in the Lower
Deschutes River Planning Area were analyzed in
the Draft Lower Deschutes River Management Plan
and EnvJronmentalimpact Statement dated May,
1991. The environmental consequences of implementing each of the alternatives were described in
Chapter VI of the Draft Lower Deschutes River
Management Plan and Environmentallmpact
Statement. They are summarized in Table 1 of this
document.
·
The selected plan provides for somewhat higher
levels of overall use from 1988 baseline levels while
attempting to redistribute use from peak weekends
and holidays to weekday periods. Interaction with
other mdividuals or groups would generally be
moderate. The management objectives under this
altematJve would be to allow overall use levels to
slightly mcrease over 1988 levels while reducing
both peak recreatiOnal use levels and conflicts
between user groups. Natural resource rondition
for most resources would be improved significantly
over the 5 to 1G-year implementation period.
Facility development to accommodate recreational
activities such as camping, boating, fishing and
vehicle-oriented activities would occur so long as

Alternative 2 described existing management.
Alternative 2 is the baseline from which the other
alternatives can be compared. This is the no-action
alternative required by the National Environmental
Policy Act. The intent of this alternative would be to
continue present levels of management. Overall
recreational use levels would be unregulated and
would continue to increase cat:sing a moderate to

~

~3;:·-~~~~
F~~;::-~~~~

high degree of interaction with other individuals
and groups. On-site regimentation and controls
would be evident in some areas and lacking in
others. This alternative would provide a high level
of beneficial uses and low or declining levels of
protection for both renewable and nonrenewable
resources.
Alternative 3 provided for lower levels of peak use.
The management objectives under this alternative
would be to maintain present overall levels of use
while reducing peak recreational use levels while
natural resource condition would be improved. The
sights, sounds and level of interaction with other
individuals or groups would be moderate. Facility
development to accommodate recreational activities
would occur so long as the natural character of the
area was not affected. Regimentation and controls
would be obvious, but would be compatible with
the environment and aimed at protecting natural
values and visual quality. This alternative would
provide moderate levels of resource protection and
enhancement while maintaining current beneficial
uses.
Alternative 4 provided for much less use. The
management objectives under this alternative
would be to significantly reduce recreational use
levels, improve overall natural resource condition
and provide recreational opportunities in a less
crowded setting. The sights, sounds and overall
level of interaction with other individuals or groups
..,would be low to moderate. New facility development would occur away from sensitive areas to
disperse recreational use. Regimentation and
controls would be handled both on-site and off-site
through fees, regulations and limitation. On-site
regimentation and controls would fit into the
na turallandscape to the greatest degree possible.
'This alterna b ve would provide the highest level of
protectwn or enhancement of resource values but
would reduce beneficial uses.
A supplement to the Draft Management Plan was
prepared as a result of the need to consider public
access upstream from the Portland Deschutes Club
locked gate. A range of alternatives which pr~
sen ted various options for providing public access
was considered. See Volume 2 of the Final Lower
Deschutes R1ver Management Plan/EIS and the
Access: Road, Trails and Launch Sites section of this
document.

Mitigation Measures
All protective measures and standard operating
procedures identified in the plan will be taken to
mitigate adverse impacts. These measures will be
strictly enforced during implementation. Monitoring and evaluation will tell how effective these
measures are in minimizing environmental impacts.
lherefore, additional measures to protect the
environment may be taken during or following

monitoring.

Area Manager Recommendation
I recommend adoption of the Lower Deschutes
River Management Plan Record of Decision.

Signed/Date:

james~

·

Feb. I, 1993

I approve the Lower Deschutes River Management
Plan Record of Decision as recommended. This
document meets the requirements for a Record of
Decision as provided in 40 CFR 1505.2.

Signed/ ate:

~

-///
/

/J

~Feb.1,1993

es L. Hancock, District Manager

Appell Is ProcHs
Within 30 days of the receipt of this decision, you have the right
to protest to the Bureau of Land Management State Director
and there after appeal to the Board of Land Appeals, Office of
the Secretary, U.S. Department of the Interior, in accordance
with the regulations of 43 Code of Federal Regulations 4.400.
The Protest to the State Director must be filed in writing in the
Oregon State Office of the Bureau of Land Management, 1300
N.E. 44th Avenue, P.O. Box 2965, Portland, Oregon 97208. If no
protests or appeals are filed, this decision will be become
effective and be implemented in 30 days.

Table 1 - Summary of Long Term Impacts to All Resources by Altemative1
Managing:
Soil
Water
Vegetation
Livestock Grazing
Cultural Values
T&ESpedes

Scenery
Overall Recreational Use
Quantity of Use
Quality of Experience
Access
Economic Values
Law Enforcement and
Emergency Services
Fire
Public Safety
Private Land & Property
Rights
I

+

-NC

Beneficial
Adverse

NoChange

Pref.
Alt.

Alt.

Alt.
2

Alt.
3

Alt.

1

+M
+M
+M
+L
+M
+M
+M

+L
+L
+L
-L
+M
-L
+M

-L
+L
-L
-L
-L
-L
-L

+M
+M
+M
+L
+M
+M
+M

+H
+M
+M
-L
+H
+H
+M

+L
+L
+M
+M

+M
-L
+M
+H

+M
-M
-L
+H

-L
+L
+M
-L

-M
+M
+L
-H

+M
+M
+L

-L
-L
+L

NC

-L
-L

+L
+L
+L

+M
+M
+L

+L

-L

NC

+L

+L

H High
M Moderate
L Low
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1987 - SB 202
1987 - HB 3019
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390.848

illGHWAYS, ROADS, BRIDGES AND FERRIES

by virtue of ownership of the other
(a) The right to the beneficial use of su
wa s shall not be affected by such cond
natio · and
(b)
tain a
ht of access to the lake r
waters
necessary o use, store or diverts
as the o
r has a right to use consistent
with con
ent use of the I d so conpart of the
egon Scenic
demned as
Waterways Sy

waterways under ORS 390.826 and to members of the immediate family of such persons.
This subsection does not authorize the issuance without charge of passes to persons
holding less than a majority interest in a
firm, corporation or cooperative organization
which owns land immediately abutting the
Deschutes River designated as scenic
waterways under ORS 390.826.

(4) Moneys collected under this section
shall be deposited in the separate fund established for the State Parks and Recreation
Department under ORS 366.512 and, subject
(8) Any o
adjacent land, to the limitations under subsection (5) of this
upon written req st to th department, shall
ti
t' all
· d
h
be provided copies f ru s then in effect or sec on, are con mu Y appropnate to t at
thereafter adopted o t e department pursu- department to be used:
ant to ORS 390.805 to 90.925.
(a) For operation of the pass system es(g) Tha departm t
ail furnish to any tablished under this section;
member of the pu ·c up
written request
(b) For providing river-user oriented law
and at expense o he mem er a copy of any enforcement services;
·(c) For providing river recreation infernotice filed purs ant to sub ction (3) of this
section.
mation and education;
(10) If a cenic waterway c tains lands
(d) For developing and maintaining river
or interest therein owned by o under the oriented recreation facilities; and
jurisdictio of an Indian tribe, t
United
(e) For any other purposes the departStates,
other state agency or loca
ment considers appropriate for the maintemental agency, the department ma enter nance, enhancement or protection of the
into a eement with the tribe or the fe eral, natural and scenic beauty of the scenic
stat or local agency for
· t ent WI'th ORS 390.805 to
th . ·o.n wa t erway cons1s
. t the t administra
of sueh 1an ds or m eres s
erem
390 925
· ·
f herance of the purposes of ORS 390.80
t 390.925. [1971 c.l §5· 1971 c.459 §1· 1973 c.756 §2·
(5) The use of moneys for purposes de81 c.236 §3; 1983 c.334 §4i
'
'-scribed under subsection (4) of this section
/
390.848 Passes for use of parts of~ limited to the performance of ~ose p~
Deschutes River; fee; exemption from fee; poses for areas ~f the Deschutes River deslgdisposition of moneys. (1) The department nated as sceruc . waterway~ under ?RS
shall establish, by rule, a system for issuing ~~8§~~j [1981 c. 798 §2, 1985 c.606 §4, 1987 c.291 §2, 1987
passes necessary to comply with the require390.851 Activi~ies p~hibited on parts
ments under ORS 390.851. The department
shall establish a reasonable fee for issuance of Deschutes River wttbout pass; exof a pass under this section. The department cepti~ns. (1) l!nless the person has an apmay establish any form of proof of payment propnate pass Issued under ORS ~90.~, no
person shall la~ch, operate ~r nde I? any
of the user fees that it deems appropriate.
.
boat or engage m any campmg, fishing or
.,
(~! The system for 1ssuance of pas~es es- other activity in connection with being
tabhshed by the d.epartment under this sec- transported by a boat on those portions of
tlon may mclude. Issuance . of the passes by the Deschutes River designated as scenic
governmental e~tities or pn":ate persons who waterways under ORS 390.826.
have entered mto appropnate agreements
.
.
with the department for issuance of the
(2) This sectwn does not apply to:
passes. Agreements under . t~s subsection
(a) Peace officers, members or employees
may_ mcluae, but ~e not hm1ted to, _terms of a governmental body or their agents while
proVIding for locatiOns for the collection of engaged in the discharge of official duties·
fees, methods the department determines ap- or
'
propriate to assure payment of moneys collected and provisions for the distribution of
(b) Any member of the Confederated
river-user information.
t'J!ibes of the Warm Springs Indian Reservaton.
(3) The department shall issue, without
.
.
.
charge, annual passes to comply with the re(3~ A person who \Tlolates this ~ect1~n
quirements under ORS 390.851 to persons conu~uts a Class B parks and recreation m- Alii'
;rvho o~ ranch, farm or residential property ......tractiOn. (1981 c.798 §3;Jii c.291 §3]
,Immediately abutting those portions of the '
390.855 Designation of additional seeDeschutes River designated as scenic nic waterways. The department shall
31-228
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390.915

IDGHWAYS, ROADS, BRIDGES AND FERRIES

390.915 Determination of value of scenic easement for tax purposes; easement
exempt. For ad valorem tax purposes, real
prof>erty that is subject to a scenic easement
shall be valued at its real market value, less
any reduction in value caused by the scenic
easement, and assessed in accordance with
ORS 308.232. The easement shall be exempt
from assessment and taxation the same as
any other property owned by the state. [1971
c.l §12; 1981 c.804 §99; 1991 c.459 §394]

390.932 Creation of Deschutes River
Scenic Waterway Recreation Area. There
is created the Deschutes River Scenic
Waterway Recreation Area consisting of the
segment of the Deschutes River scenic
waterway under ORS 390.825 that is designated as the segment from immediately below
the existing Pelton reregulating dam
DESCHUTES RIVER SCENIC'
downstream approximately 100 miles to its
WATERWAY RECREATION AREA
confluence with the Columbia River, exclud/
\A
(Administration)
ing the City of Maupin as its boundaries are
-.
390.930 Definitions for ORS 390.930 to constituted on October 4, 1977. [1987 c.624 §17]
390.940. As used in ORS 390.930 to 390.940:
390.934 Management of Deschutes
(1) "Committee" means the Deschutes River Scenic Waterway Recreation Area;
River Scenic Waterway Recreation Area plan; budget. (1) The State Parks and Recreation Department shall have primary
Management Committee.
(2) "Department" means the State Parks management responsibility for the State of
Oregon to manage the Deschutes River Sceand Recreation Department.
nic Waterway Recreation Area. In managing
(3) "Managing agencies" includes:
the recreation area, the department shall co(a) State Parks and Recreation Depart- operate with other managing agencies having
jurisdiction to manage all or part of the recment;
(b l State Department of Fish and reational area.
(2) Within two years after September 27,
Wildlife;
1987,
the committee shall develop, in cooper\C) Confederated Tribes of the Warm
ation with all managing agencies, a compreSprings Indian Reservation;
hensive plan for the Deschutes River Scenic
(d) State Marine Board;
Waterway Recreation Area. The committee
shall use past studies of the Deschutes River
(e) Sherman, Wasco and Jefferson Counfor developing the plan which shall:
ties;
(a) Stress a segment by segment design;
(fJ Oregon State Police;
and
(g) United States Bureau of Land Man(b) Be in accordance with guidelines set
agement;
forth
in ORS 390.938.
(h) United States Bureau of Indian Af(3) The department shall adopt a manfairs; and
agement plan by rule. The department shall
(i) The City of Maupin.
implement the plan and shall prepare a
(4) "Recreation area" means the budget for implementation taking into conDeschutes River Scenic Waterway Recre- sideration the budget recommendations of
ation Area created under ORS 390.932. [1987 the committee and the provisions of the
c.624 §1; 1989 c.904 §26]
management plan. [1987 c.624 §3]

,,7

H&1o

390.925 Enforcement. In addition to any
other penalties provided by law for violation
of ORS 390.805 to 390.925 or rules adopted
thereunder, the department is vested with
power to obtain injunctions and other appropriate relief against violations of any provisions of ORS 390.805 to 390.925 and any
rules adopted under ORS 390.805 to 390.925
and agreements made under ORS 390.805 to
390.925. [1971 c.l §13; 1981 c.798 §6]

(2) •Managing agencies" includes:
(a) State Parks and Recreation Department;
(b) State Department of Fish and Wildlife;
{c) Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Indian
Reservation;
(d) State Marine Board;
(e) Sherman, Wasco and Jefferson Counties;
(f) Oregon State Police;
(g) United States Bureau of Land Management;
(h) United States Bureau of Indian Affairs; and
(i) The City of Maupin.
(3) •Recreation area" means the Deschutes River
Scenic Waterway Recreation Area created under ORS
390.932.

.,;/4

Note: Section 18, chapter 624, Oregon Laws 1987,
prov1des:
Sec. 18. On June 30, 1993, section 1 of this Act
[390.930] is amended to read:
390.930. As used in ORS 390.930 to 390.940:

(1) "Department" means the State Parks and Recreation Department.

Note: Section 19, chapter 624, Oregon Laws 1987,
provides:
Sec. 19. On June 30, 1993, section 3 of this Act
[390.934] is amended to read:
390.934.. (1) The State Parks and Recreation Department shall have primary management responsibility
for the State of Oregon to manage the Deschutes River

31-230
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PARKS; RECREATION; WATERWAYS; TRAILS
Scenic Waterway Recreation Area. In managing the :recreation area, the department shall cooperate with other
managing agencies having juri.adiction to manage all or
part of the recreational area.
(2) The department shall adopt a management plan
by rule. The department shall implement the plan and
shall prepare a budget for implementation taking into
consideration the provisions of the management plan.
[1987 c.624 §19]

390.936 Rules. In accordance with applicable provisions of ORS 183.310 to 183.550,
the department shall adopt rules necessary
to carry out those provisions of ORS 390.930
to 390.940 that the department is charged
with administering. The committee may review these rules and recommend changes to
the department. [1987 c.624 §121
Note: Section 22, chapter 624, Oregon Laws 1987,

provides:

Sec. 22. On June 30, 1993, section 12 of this Act
[390.936] is amended to read:
890.936. In accordance with applicable provisions
of ORS 183.310 to 183.550, the department shall adopt
rules necessary to carry out those provisions of ORS
390.930 to 390.940 that the department is charged with
administering. [1987 c.624 §22]

390.938 Guidelines for management
and development. The Deschutes River
Scenic Waterway Recreation Area shall be
managed and developed in accordance with
the following guidelines:
(1) To the extent allowed under ORS
390.805 to 390.925, the recreational area shall
be administered to allow continuance of
compatible existing uses, while allowing a
wide range of compatible river-oriented public outdoor recreation opportunities, to the
extent that these do not impair substantially
the natural beauty of the scenic waterway
or diminish its esthetic, fish and wildlife,
scientific and recreational values.
(2) The management plan shall include
provisions for the development of appropriate
facilities and services in the recreation area
to meet resource needs for protection and
preservation and user needs. This development may include but need not be limited to:
(a) River and car camp development;
(b) Sanitation stations for human waste
and garbage;
(c) Parking and access road improvement;
(d) Signs indicating land ownership;
(e) Tree and riparian zone protection and
restoration;
(fJ Educational programs; and
(gJ Initiation of additional volunteer programs.
(3) Before restricting access through the
use of a permit system, all other management
options shall be considered.
(4) Special emphasis shall be /laced on
protecting the recreation area an all adja-

cent property from recreationist-caused
wildfires. This goal shall be equal in priority
to the other primary goals set forth in this
section. This protection shall include but
not be limited to:
(a) Permanent adoption of a fire rule that
provides the same protection as the fire rule
m force during the 1986 fire season.
(b) Requiring boater passes to include the
name of the group leader, date and section
of river used.
(c) The establishment of information centers near major points of entry into the recreation area to provide users with
information and education regarding the fire
rules and general rules of the river.
(d) Conducting cadet patrols at the levels
considered necessary to facilitate reasonable
compliance with recreation area rules. [1.987

c.624 §4]
Note: Section 20, chapter 624, Oregon Laws 1987,
provides:
See. 20. On June 30, 1993, section 4 of this Act
[390.938] is amended to read:
890.988. The Deschutes River Scenic Waterway Recreation Area shall be managed and developed in accordance with the following guidelines:
(1) To the extent allowed under ORS 390.805 to
390.925, the recreational area shall be administered to
allow continuance of compatible existing uses, while
allowing a wide range of compatible river-oriented public outdoor recreation opportunities, to the extent that
these do not impair substantially the natural beauty of
the scenic waterway or diminish its esthetic, fish and
wildlife, scientific and recreational values.
(2) The management plan shall stress a segment by
segment design and shall include provisions for the development of appropriate facilities and services in the
recreation area to meet resource n<~eds for protection
and preservation and user needs. This development
may include but need not be limited to:
(a) River and car camp development;
(b) Sanitation stations for human waste and garbage;
(c) Parking and access road improvement;
(d) Signs indicating land ownership;
(e) Tree and riparian zone protection and restoration;
(f) Educational programs; and
(g) Initiation of additional volunteer programs.
(3) Before restricting access through the use of a
permit system, all other management options shall be
considered.
(4) Special emphasis shall be placed on protecting
the recreation area and all adjacent property from
recreationist-caused wildfires. This goal shall be equal
in priority to the other primary goals set forth in this
section. This protection shall include but not be limited
to:

(a) Permanent adoption of a fire rule that provides
the same protection as the fire rule in force during the
1986 fire season.
(b) Requiring boater passes to include the name of
the group leader, date and section of river used.
(c) The establishment of information centers near
~or points of entry into the recreation area to pro-
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vide users with information and education regarding the
fire rules and general rules of the river.
(d) Conducting cadet patrols at the levels considered necessary to facilitate reasonable compliance with
recreation area rules. [1987 c.624 §20]

390.940 Relationship to other laws. The
department, the committee, and state and local managing agencies shall manage the recreation area according to the provisions of
ORS 390.805 to 390.925 and 390.930 to 390.940
and rules adopted under ORS 390.805 to
390.925 and 390.930 to 390.940. Federal and
tribal managing agencies with jurisdiction
over their respective lands and waters shall
be encouraged to manage their lands and
waters in a manner consistent with the provisions ORS 390.805 to 390.925 and 390.930 to
390.940. [1987 c.624 §5]
Note: Section 21, chapter 624, Oregon Laws 1987,
provides:
Sec. 21. On June 30, 1993, section 5 of this Act
[390.940] is amended to read:
390..940. The department and state and local managing agencies shall manage the recreation area according to the provisions of ORS 390.805 to 390.925 and
390.930 to 390.940 and rules adopted under ORS 390.805
to 390.925 and 390.930 to 390.940. Federal and tribal
managing agencies with jurisdiction over their respective lands and waters shall be encouraged to manage
their lands and waters in a manner consistent with the
provisions of ORS 390.805 to 390.925 and 390.930 to
390.940. [1987 c.624 §21]

(Committee)
Note: Sections 6 to 11, 13, 14 and 23 of chapter 624,
Oregon Laws 1987, provide:
Sec. 6. (1) There is established a Deschutes River
Scenic Waterway Recreation Area Management Committee consisting of nine members. The Governor shall
appoint one member from each of the following groups:
Ia! Deschutes River noncommercial boaters.
lbl Deschutes River sports fishermen.
1c1 Deschutes River permitted outfitters.
I d! Deschutes River area land-based users, campers
a r h1kers.
(eJ Pnvate landowners in the Deschutes River area.
(f) Confederated Tribes of the Warm Springs Indian
ReservatiOn in consultation with the tribal cour.cil.
(gl Elected city or county officials from Wasco,
Sherman or Jefferson Counties.
(h) The general public at large.
121 In addition to the members appointed under
subsectwn (1) of this section, the Governor shall appomt one member to serve as a liaison with the LegislatJve Assembly.
(3) Committee members shall be selected on the
bas1s of their ability to contribute to the overall management and protection of recreation area resources and
although they may advocate the position of particular
interest groups they shall not have as their primary
responsibility the advocacy of positions of interest
groups from which they were selected.
(4) The term of office of each member is four years,
but a member serves at the pleasure of the Governor.
Before the expiration of the term of a member, the
Governor shall appoint a successor whose term begins
on July 1 next following. A member is eligible for reappomtment. If there is a vacancy for any cause, the

Governor shall make an appointment to become immediately effective for the unexpired term. [1987 c.624 §6]
Sec. 7. (1) Notwithstanding the term of office
specified by section 6 of this Act, of the members first
appointed to the Deschutes River Scenic Waterway Recreation Area Management Committee:
(a) Three shall serve for a term ending June 30,
1989.
(b) Three shall serve for a term ending June 30,
1990.
(c) Three shall serve for a term ending June 30,
199L

(2) The Governor shall appoint the first committee
within 90 days after the effective date of this Act. [1987
c.624 §7]
Sec. 8. A member of the committee is entitled to
expenses as provided in ORS 292.495. [1987 c.624 §8]
Sec. 9. (1) The committee shall select one of its
members as chairperson and another as vicechairperson, for such terms and with duties and powers
necessary for the performance o!" the functions of such
offices as the committee determines.
(2) A majority of the members of the committee
constitutes a quorum for the transaction of business.
[1987 c.624 §9]
Sec. 10. The committee shall meet at least once
every three months at a place, day and hour determined
by the committee. The committee also shall meet at
other times and places specified by the call of the
chairperson or of a majority of the members of the
committee or at the call of the managing agencies. [ 1987
c.624 §10]
Sec. 11. (1) The Deschutes River Scenic Waterway
Recreation Area Management Committee shall:
(a) Work with the State Parks and Recreation Department to manage the recreation area by:
(A) Working together to develop a recreation area
comprehensive management plan.
(B) Communicating regularly and in a timely manner.
(C) Observing management implementation, evaluating progress and participating in subsequent planning.
(D) Consider implementation of a user fee system
for the recreation area.
(b) Coordinate and recommend the final budget
prepared for the recreation area after considering input
about plans for expenditures by all managing agencies.
(c) Compile an annual report containing:
(A) Data collected !"or analysis of recreation area
use and condition;
(B) Recommendations of changes in management
policies; and
(C) Changes in rules to be implemented in the next
recreational season.
(2) The State Parks and Recreation Department
shall provide staff for the committee. [1987 c.624 §11]
Sec. 13. (1) To aid and advise the committee in the
performance of the functions of the committee, the
committee may establish such advisory and technical
committees as the committee considers necessary. These
technical or advisory committees may be continuing or
temporary. The committee shall determine the representation, membership, terms and organization of the committees and shall appoint their members.
(2) Members of the technical or advisory committees are not entitled to compensation, but at the discretion of the committee may be reimbursed from funds
available to the committee for actual and necessary
travel and other expenses incurred by them in the per·
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formance of their official duties, subject to ORS 292.495.
[1987 c.624 §13]
Sec. 14. In addition to the uses permitted under
ORS 390.848, moneys collected under ORS 390.848 may
be used by the State Parks and Recreation Department
for providing staff to the Deschutes River Scenic
Waterway Recreation Area Management Committee.
!1987 c.624 §14]
Sec.. 23. Sections 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 13 and 14 of this
Act are repealed June 30, 1993. [1987 c.624 §23}
/
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RECREATION TRAILS
390.950 Short title. ORS 390.950 to
390.989 and 390.990 (4) may be cited as the
Oregon Recreation Trails System Act. [1971

c.614 §1]

390.953. "Department" defined. As used
in ORS 390.950 to 390.989, unless the context
requires otherwise, "department" means the

State Parks and Recreation Department. (1.971

c.614 §2; 1989 c.904 §27]

390.956 Policy. (1) In order to provide for
the ever-increasing outdoor recreation needs
of an expanding resident and tourist population and in order to promote public access
to, travel within and enjoyment and appreciation of, the open-air, outdoor areas of
Oregon, trails should be established both
near the urban areas of this state and within,
adjacent to or connecting highly scenic areas
more remotely located.
(2) The purpose of ORS 390.950 to 390.989
and 390.990 (4) is to provide the means for
attaining these objectives by instituting a
system of recreation trails in this state, by
designating certain trails as the initial components of that system, and by prescribing
Lhe methods of which, and standards according to which, additional components may be
added to the system. [1971 c.614 §31
390.959 Composition of trails system;
establishment of markers. The system of
Oregon recreation trails shall be composed
of trails established as providr:d in ORS
390.962 and 390.965. The departn nt, in consultation with appropriate feder:L, state and
local governmental agencies and public and
private organizations, shall establish a uniform marker for the system of Oregon recreation trails. [1971 c.614 §4]
390.962 Criteria for establishing trails;
location; statutes authorizing trails for
motorized vehicles unaffected. (1) Upon
finding that such trails will meet the criteria
estabhshed in ORS 390.950 to 390.989 and
390.990 (4) and such supplementary criteria
as the department may prescribe, the department is encouraged and empowered to establish and designate Oregon recreation trails:
(a) Over lands owned by the State of
Oregon, by the Federal Government or by
any county, municipality or other local gov-

ernmental body, with the consent of the state
agency, federal agency, county, municipality
or other local governmental body having jurisdiction over the lands involved; or
(b) Over lands owned by private persons,
in the manner and subject to the liniitations
provided in ORS 390.950 to 390.989 and
390.990 (4}.
(2) In establishing such trails, the department shall give special recognition to the
need for the establishment of recreation
trails in or near, or reasonabl;r accessible to,
urban areas. Upon the establishment of any
such trail, the department shall designate the
primary kind of trail it is to be, based upon
the mode or modes of travel to be permitted
on such trail, including one or more of the
following:
(a) Footpath.
(b) Horseback riding trail.
(c) Bicycle path.
(3) Nothing in ORS 390.950 to 390.989
and 390.990 (4) affects any other statute authorizing trails for motorized vehicles which
is not inconsistent with ORS 390.950 to
390.989 and 390.990 (4). [1971 c.614 §51
390.965 Hearing required; information
to be considered. (1) The department may
establish trails after public meetings in the
areas of the state where trails are planned
and only in accordance with the following
criteria:
(a) Emphasis shall be given to the development of trails across public lands.
(b) No trails shall cross private land occupied by a residential dwelling, or upon
which a residential dwelling is under construction, within 300 feet of such residential
dwelling, without the consent of the owner.
(c) Trails shall be selected to minimize
the adverse effects on adjacent landowners
or users and their operations.
(d) Development and management of
trails shall be designed to harmonize with
and complement any established forest, agricultural, or other use plan that is compatible
with the purposes of ORS 390.950 to 390.989
and 390.990 (4).
(2) Before establishing a trail the department shall consider at a public meeting the
following information:
(a) The proposed route of such trail (including maps and illustrations) and the recommended mode or modes of travel to be
permitted thereon;
(b) The areas adjacent to such trails, to
be utilized for scenic, historic, natural, cultural or developmental purposes;
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A BILL
To amend the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act to
authorize the Secretary of the Interior to establish a
national registry of rivers and watersheds to be protected
and restored, and for other purposes.
1

Be it enacted 1Jy the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tives of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE
4

This Act may be cited as the "River and Watershed

5 Protection and Restoration Act of 1994".
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1 SEC. 2. AMENDMENT OF LAND AND WATER CONSERVATION

2

FUND ACT OF 1965.

3

The Land and Water Conservation Fund Act of 1965

·4 is amended by adding the following at the end thereof:

5

wriTLE m-RIVER AND WATERSHED PROTECTION

"See.
"See.
"See.
"See.
"See.
"See.
"See.
"See.
"See.
"See.

6

301. F'indinp and pu.rpcl8&
302. National river and watershed re,istQ.
303. Nomina.tioos for iDclusion.
304. !Dclusion on registry.
305. Watershed eou.neila.
306. Federal and State agencies.
307. Watershed proteetion and restoration liaDdazda &Dd aaistanee.
308. Additional ineentives.
.
309. Anthorimtion of appropriationa.
310. Definitions

"SEC. 301. FINDINGS AND PURPOSES.

7

"(a) FINDINGS.-The Congress finds that-

8
9

''(1) the biological integrity of river ecosystems
IS

important to maintain biodiversity and the eco-

10

nomic vitality of communities located in watersheds

II

through which rivers tlow, as well as the health and

I2

welfare of the American people;

13

"(2) the degradation of America's nverme

14

ecosystems and the loss of riverine biodiversity have

15

reached alarming levels, affecting all rivers in the

16

United States, from the smallest streams to the

I7

largest rivers, such that entire hydrologic systems

18

and all forms of riverine and riparian biodiversity

19

are at risk; and
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1

"(3) cUITent Federal policies are fragmented,

2

ineffective, and inadequate to address the decline of

3

riverine and riparian ecosystems and to stem the

4

continued

5

because-

6

degradation

of

riverine

biodiversity

"(A) there is no overall national goal to

7

protect and restore riverine

8

biodiversity; and

9

"(B)

there

JS

systems and

inadequate coordination

10

among various Federal and State programs (in-

11

eluding Federal programs providing financial

12

and technical assistance) affecting river systems

13

and watershed management.

14

PuRPosEs.-The purpose of this title is to es-

"(b)

15 tablish national policies and mechanisms to16

" (1) protect the remaining relatively undis-

17

turbed watershed, riparian ecosystems, flood plains,

18

refuges for riverine biodiversity, and the network of

19

small areas with greater concentrations of biological

20

diversity ('hot spots') found throughout river sys-

21

tems;

22

"(2) restore disturbed watersheds, focusing first

23

on less disturbed watersheds, headwaters areas, key

24

ecosystem areas and biological and ecological 'hot

25

spots' to provide better management between them,
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1

and then ultimately

2

stored areas; and

linki~

and expanding the re-

3

"(3) involve the active participation of local

4

communities and ci.tizens in developing and imple-

5

menting strategies to protect and restore all water-

6

sheds and in identifying new opportunities for eeo-

7

nomic revitalization which will sustAin both the eeo-

8

logical health of the watersheds and the economic vi-

9

ability of affected communities.

10 ..SEC. 302. NATIONAL RIVER AND WATERSHED REGISTRY.
11

"(a) EST.ABLISHMENT.-The Secretary is authorized

12 and directed to establish and maintain a National River

13 and Watershed Registry to be comprised of rivers and as14 sociated watershed areas, the natural, scenic, cultural,

~

15 and wildlife, or recreational values of which are tO be pro16 tected or restored, as provided in this title.

17

"(b) CRITERIA FOR INCLUSION.-Within 180 days

18 after the enactment of this title, the Secretary shall pro19 mulgate rules establishing criteria for the inclusion of riv-

20 ers and associated watershed areas on the national reg-

21 istry. Such criteria shall include (but not be limited to)
22 requirements that a river or associated watershed area
23 may be included on the National Registry only if24

"(1) a petition for nomination bas been submit-

25

ted to the Secretary which contains a strategy, with
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1

specific teclmiques and methods, for nndertalring

2

measures contributing to the protection and res-

3

toration of riverine and riparian resources within the

4

watershed area concerned, and

5

"(2) the Secretary determines that the strategy

6

is consistent with the standards published under sec-

7

tion 8 and that nominating entity or entities have

8

the ability to implement such strategy.

9 "SEC. 303. NOMINATIONS FOR INCLUSION.

10

"(a) SUBMISSION OF NOMINATION.-

11

"(1) STATE AGENCIES.-A nomination for the

12

inclusion of any river and associated watershed area

13

on the national registry may be submitted to the

14

Secretary by the designated State agency for the

15

State in which such river and associated watershed

16

area is located on after providing notice and an op-

17

portunity of at least 60 days for public comment.

18

The designated State agency shall notify the govern-

19

ing body of any Indian tribe with jurisdiction over

20

any Indian lands in which such river and associated

21

watershed area is located and provide an opportunity

22

for such governing body to comment.

23

"(2) INDIAN TRIBES.-The governing body of

24

an Indian Tribe with jurisdiction over Indian lands

25

in which such river and associated watershed area is
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1

located may also submit to the Secretary a nomina-

2

tion for inclusion of such river and associated water-

3

shed area.

4

"(3) OTHER ENTITJES.-A designated State

5

agency sha.ll also submit, within 90 days after re-

6

ceipt thereof (inclu~ a period of at least. 60 days

7

for public comment), a nomination which has been

8

received by that agency from any of the following

9

entities:

10

"(A) .Another State agency within the

11

State in which the river and associated water-

12

shed area is located.

13

"(B) A looal government agency or a com-

14

bination of local governments or a combination

15

of State and local government agencies having

16

jurisdiction over the river and associated water-

17

shed area covered by the nomination.

18

"(C) One or more owners of lands within

19

the associated watershed area covered by the

20

nomination.

21

"(D) A watershed council, watershed task

22

force, or other similar group or organization

23

concerned with river or watershed management.
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I

"(E) A citizens group or nonprofit organi-

2

zation with membership residing in the water-

3

shed area covered by the nomination.

4 Where a river or associated watershed area is located in

5 more than one State, the nomination sba.U be submitted
6 by the designated State agencies of all such States.
7

"(b) STATE AGENCY REvmw.-The designated State

8 agency submitting a nomination received from another en9 tity under subsection (a){3) shall include in its submission
10 of such nomination to the Secretary the agency's com11 ments and recommendations with respect to such nomina12 tion, including any comments by the State agency rega.rd13 ing the compliance or noncompliance of the application
14 with the requirements of this section and any comments
15 of the State agency regarding the extent to which the ap16 plicant has the ability to implement the strategy contained
17 in the nomination. At least 60 days before submitting any
18 nomination to the Secretary, the designated State agency
19 shall notify each affected unit of local government and
20 each affected Tribal governing body and provide as full
21 public notice as practicable (as determined by such State
22 agency) within the area covered by nomination. The des23 ignated State agency and any Indian Tribe submitting a
24 nomination shall promptly make a copy of each nom.ina-

25 tion, together with any supporting documents, available to
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8
1 any person making a request for such nomination or doou-

2 ments, or both.
3

"(e) AsslsTANCE.-The designated State agency may

4 assist any entity refen-ed to in subsection (a)(3) in prepar5 ing a nomination under this section and in insuring that

6 the entity making sueh nomination will have the ability

7 to implement the strategy contained in the nomination.
8 The Secretary of the Interior shall assist any Tribal gov9 erning body in preparing a nomination under this section.
10

"(d) CoNTENTS OF NOMINATION.-A nomination

11 under this section shall include each of the following:
12

"(1) A map of the watershed within which the

13

river and assooia.ted watershed area covered by the

14

nomination is located, including a depiction on such

15

map of the river and assooia.ted watershed area.

16

"(2) Such data as may be available to the

17

nominating entity regarding the natural, biological,

18

scenic, cultural, fish and wildlife, or recreational val-

19

. ues to be protected or restored pursuant to the nom-

20

ination.

21

"(3) A strategy refeiTed to in section 302(b).

22

"(4) A statement descnbing the ability or au-

23

thority of the nominating party or parties to imple-

24

ment such strategy.
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1

"(5) A brief description of the types of Federal,

2

State and other assistance, if any, which will be

3

needed in order to implement the strategy.

4

"(e) MODIFICATION OF REGISTRATION.-Any entity

5 entitled to nominate a river and associated watershed area
6 for inclusion on the registry may also submit a
7 nomination-

S

"(1) to amend the registration of any such river

9

and associated watershed area to modify the bound-

!0

aries of the registered river segments and associated

11

lands within the watershed concerned,
"(2) to modify the strategy refen-ed to in sec-

12
13

tion 302(b)(l), or

"(3) both.

14

15 Any nomination under this subsection shall be subject to
16 the same requirements of this title as are applicable to
17 original nominations.

18

"(f')

CONSISTENCY AMONG

NOMINATIONS

AND

19 STRATEGIES.-The Secretary shall resolve conflicts and

20 inconsistencies between nominations, and between strate21 gies in effect, for the same river and associated watershed
22 area (including nominations and strategies for a single
23 river or associated watershed area which is located in more
24 than one State or which is located on Indian lands as well

25 as other lands) and between proposed amendments to and
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1 mo'lification...;; of any strategy. The Secretary shall resolve

2 such conflicts and inconsistencies in such manner as will
3 best contribute to the protection and restoration of the
4 watershed concerned in accordance with the standards

5 published under section 307.
6 "SEC. 304. INCLUSION ON REGISTRY.
7

"(a.)

!NCLUSION.-Wrthin

90 days following the re-

8 ceipt of a. completed nomination from a. designated State
9 agency or Indian Tn1>e, the Secretary shall include the
I0 nominated segment on the registry unless the Secretary
II determines that the nomination does not contain the eleI2 ments required by section 303(d).

I3

"(b) PERioDIC REviEw.-

I4

"(1) lN GENimAL.-Every 5 years after inclu-

15

sion of a. river and associated watershed area. within

16

any State on the national registry, the designated

17

State agency sha.ll review the implementation of the

18

strategy referred to in section 302(b) applicable to

19

such river and associated watershed area.. Such

20

State agency shall periodically report to the Sec-

21

retary on the adequacy of each such strategy to pro-

22

tect and restore the watershed concerned and on the

23

extent to which each such strategy is being imple-

24

mented. Such report may include recommendations

25

for modifications to the strategy which would con-
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I

tribute to the protection and restoration of the wa-

2

tershed concerned in accordance with the standards

3

published under section 8.

4

"(2) INDIAN LANDS.-Paragraph (1) sha.ll not

5

apply in the case of any portion of a river and asso-

6

ciated watershed areas located on Indian lands.

7

Every 5 years after inclusion of such a river and as-

8

sociated watershed area within any State on the na-

9

tiona! registry, the Secretary shall review the imple-

10

mentation of the strategy applicable to such river

II

and associated watershed area to determine its ade-

I2

quacy to protect and restore the watershed con-

I3

cemed and the extent to which such strategy is

14

being implemented.

15

"(c)

REMOVAL FRoM

REGISTRY.-If the Secretary

16 determines, after notice and opportunity for comment,
17 that the strategy for any river and associated watershed
18 area requires modification in order to adequately protect

19 and restore the watershed concerned or that any such

20 strategy is not being implemented according to its terms,

21 the Secretary shall notify the entity or entities which nom22 inated such river and associated watershed area and which
23 are responsible for implementation of the strategy and
24 each affected Indian Tnbe. If the Secretary determines,
25 within 180 days after notifying such entities, that con-ec-
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1 tive action bas not been undertaken to modify the strategy
2 or begin implementing the strategy in accordance with its
3

terms, the Secretary shall remove the river and associated

4 watershed area from the national registry and notify all

5 affected agencies and Indian Tribes that the provisions of
6 this Act shall cease to apply to such river and

~ociated

7 watershed area. A nomination may not be submitted for
8 inclusion of any river and associated watershed area which
9 has been so removed for a period of at least 3 years aftel"
10 the date of such removal.
11

"(e) ASSISTANCE TO STATES.-Not more than 50

12 percent of the funds made available to State Water Qual13 ity Management Agencies under section 319 of the Clean
14 Water Act for water quality management planning shall
15 be available to designated State agencies to carry out this
16 section.
17 "SEC. 305. WATERSHED COUNCILS.

18

"(a) APPLICATION FOR QU.ALIFICATION.-Whenever

19 any river or associated watershed area is proposed to be
20 nominated for inclusion on the registry under this title,
21 or after any such river or associated watershed areas has
22 been included on such registry, any watershed council, wa23 tershed task force, or other similar group or orga.niza.tion
24 concerned with river or watershed management may apply
25 to the Secretary for a determination that such group or
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I organization is a qualified watershed cou'r)cil eligible for

2 assistance under section 307 and section 308. The Sec3 retary shall act on any such application within 60 days
4 after receipt thereof. If the Secretary determines that such

5 group or organization meets the requirements of sub6 section (b), he shall publish notice of such determination

7 in the Federal Register.
8

"(b) REQUIREMENTS FOR QUALIFICATION.-A group

9 or body refen-ed to in subsection (a) and any Tn"bal gov10 erning body shall be deemed ·to be a qualified watershed

1I council for any watershed if such group or body or Tribal
12 governing body has the authority to coordinate the devel13 opment and implementation of a strategy contributing to
14 the protection and restoration of the watershed In addi15 tion, in the case of a group or body referred to in sub16 section (a), such group or body may be a qualified water17 shed council only if such group or body is comprised of:
18

19

" ( 1) owners of lands within the watershed or

corporations doing business within the watershed;

20

"(2) members of citizens groups or other non-

21

profit organizations with membership residing in the

22

watershed;

23

"(3) State or local government officials; or

24

"(4) any combination of the foregoing.
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1

"(c) TECHNICAL .AND F!N.ANCI.A.L

.AsslST.AN~.-A

2 qualified watershed council may enter into agreements

3 pursuant to which State or local government officials with

4 jurisdiction over any activity or activities within the waterS shed will provide· technical or financial assistance or staff

6 personnel to the council.
7

"(d) ExiSTING WATERSHED COUNCILS.-The Sec-

8 reta.ry may, upon application from a watershed council,
9 commission, task force, or other group or body formed to

I0 coordinate watershed pJanning which is in existence on the
11 date of the enactment of this title, waive compliance with
12 any requirement of paragraphs (1) through (4) of sub-

13 section (b) for that watershed council if the Secretary de14 termines that the council has the authority to coordinate

15 the development and implementation of a strategy contrib-

16 uting to the protection and restoration of the watershed
17 and can otherwise carry out the purposes of this title.
18

"(e) WATERSHED CouNcn.. NoT MANDATORY.-

19 Nothing in this section shall be construed to require that

20 a watershed council must be established for any registered

21 watershed.
22 "SEC. 306. FEDERAL AND STATE AGENCIES.
23

"(a) NoTICE.-Before approving or authorizing any

24 Federal or State or federally or State assisted undertaking
25 that may adversely affect the implementation of a strategy .
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1 in effect for a river and associated watershed B.n'a listed
2 on the national registry, the head of any Federal or State
3 department, agency, or instrumentality having direct or
4 indirect jurisdiction over the undertalcing shall promptly

5 notify the Secretary, the designated State agency, any af6 fected Indian Tnbe, the appropriate looal governmental of7 ficial.s, and the public of the undertaking planned
8

· "(b) No PRUDENT AND FEASIBLE ALTERNATIVE.-

9 .An approval or authorization referred to in subsection (a)
10 may be issued if the Secretary (after consultation with

II such State, tnbal, and looal officials and after notice and
12 opportunity for public comment) determines (1) that the
13 undertaking is consistent with the strategy in effect for
14 the river or watershed under this title, or (2) that there
15 is no prudent and feasible alternative to the proposed ap16 proval or undertaking and all reasonable steps to mitigate
17 the adverse effects of the undertaking on such strategy
18 will be taken.
19

"(c) EXE.MPTIONS.-The prOVISIOns of subsections

20 (a) and (b) shall not apply to any undertaking21

"(1) where the head of the Federal agency pro-

22

posing to approve or authorize the undertaking de-

23

termines that the undertaking is necessary for rea-

24

sons of national security,
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1

"(2) in an area the President has declared to

2

be a m.ajor disaster area under the Disaster &lief

3

and Emergency Assistance Act (42 U.S.C. 5121 et

4

seq.),

5

"(3) involving only the repair or reconstruction

6

of a building or facility constructed before the date

7

on which the river and associated watershed area

8

concerned were included on the national registry, or

9

" (4) if the undertaking is a mandatory action

10

required to be undertaken pursuant to Federal or

11

state law.

12 For purposes of paragraph (3), the terms 'repair' and 're13 construction' do not include the moving of a building or
14 facility to another location or any substantial enlargement
15 of a building or facility.

16 "SEC. 307. WATERSHED PROTECTION AND RESTORATION
17

18

STANDARDS AND ASSISTANCE.

"(a) STANDA:RDS FOR WATERSHED PRoTECTION

19 AND RESTORATION.-The Secretary is authorized and di20 rected to enter into an agreement with the National.Acad21 emy of Sciences to develop and publish standards for the
22 protection and restoration of rivers and associated water23 shed areas, including the protection and restoration
24 riverine and riparian resources. The National Academy
25 shall develop and publish such standards after appropriate
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1 peer review and after opportunity for public comment. Thfl

2 standards shaD., at a minimum require compliance with all
3 Federal, State, and Tnbal environmental laws, rules, and

4 regulations, including, but not limited to those relating to

5 water quality and groundwater protection.
6

"(b) TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE.-The Secretary, in co-

7 operation with other appropriate departments and agen8 cies of the United States, shall provide technical assistance

9 and advice to qualified watershed collllCils and to State,
10 Tnbal and local governments, individuals, and private

11 nonprofit orga.nizations12

"(1) engaged in the restoration and con-

13

servation of rivers and associated watershed areas

14

listed on the National River and Watershed Reg-

IS

istry, or

16

"(2) proposing to nominate a river or associ-

17

ated watershed area, or both, for listing in a.ccord-

18

ance with section 304.

19 Such assistance may include technical assistance and ad-

20 vice in the identification and documentation of the natu21 ral, biological, scenic, cultural, fish and wildlife, or rec22 reational values of any river and associated watershed area
23 and in the preparation and implementation of a strategy
24 for undertaking restoration or conservation measures. All
25 such assistance shall be consistent with standards pub-
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I lished under suhsection (a).

Exc~pt

in the case of Ind.iaD

2 Tnbes, such assistance shall be coordinated through the
3 designated State agency.
4

"(c) AsSISTANCE FROM OTHER AGENCIES.-The Ad-

5 ministrator of the Environmental Protection Agency and
6 other appropriate departments and agencies of the United

7 States, in consultation with the Secretary and in coordina8 tion with the designated State agency or affected Indian

9 Tnbe, are also authorized to provide technical assistance

I0 described in subsection (b), consistent with standards pub11 lished under subsection (a).
12

"(d) FEDERAL TRUST REsPoNSIBruTY FOR TRr8.AL

13 GoVERNMENTS.-The standards published under this sec-

14 tion shall take into acount the Federal trust respoD.SI'bility

15

to Tn'bal governments.

16 "SEC. 308. ADDmONAL INCENTIVES.

17

"(a) STATE REvOLVING FuNDs FOR WATERSHED

18 RESTORATION AND CONSERVATION.19

"(1)

GENERAL AUTHORITY.-(A)

The Sec-

20

retruy shall make capita.liza.tion grants to the States

21

and Indian Tribes under this subsection to be depos-

22

ited in river and watershed restoration and con-

23

serva.tion revolving funds established by the State or

24

by the Tnbal governing body.
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1

"(B) Amounts deposited in any such revolving

2

fund established by a State or Indian Tnbe, includ-

3

ing loan repayments and interest earned on such

4

amounts, shall be used by the designated State

5

agency for that State (or by the Indian Tribe) only

6

for ea.nying out its responsibilities and authorities

7

under other provisions of this title and for-

8
9

"(i) providing grants and loans to qualified

watershed councils, or

10

"(ii) with the approval of a qualified water-

11

shed council, loans to other entities contributing

12

to the strategy applicable to the river and wa-

13

tershed under this title.

14

Grants and loans under this subparagraph shall be

15

used only for the purpose of carrying out projects

16

contributing to the protection or restoration of rivers

17

and associated watershed areas listed on the na-

18

tiona! registry. Not more than 20 percent of the

19

amounts in any such revolving fund may be used by

20

the designated State agency or by an Indian Tribe

21

for purposes of ea.nying out its responsibilities and

22

authorities under other provisions of this title.

23

" (C) Each such revolving fund shall be estab-

24

lished, maintained, and credited with repayments

25

and interest. The fund balance shall be available in
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1

perpetWty for providing wan.cia.l assistance under

2

this section. To the extent amounts in such each

3

such fund are not required for eummt obligation or

4

expenditure, such amounts shall be invested by the

5

State in interest bearing obligations of the State or

6

of the United States.

7

"(D) A percentage of the total amount of

8

grants made by the Secretary under this subsection

9

to States and Indian Tribes in any fiscal year shall

10

be set aside only for allocation to Indian Tn"bes.

11

Such percentage shall be determined by dividing the

12

total acreage of Indian lands in the United States by

13

the total acreage of lands in the United States.

14

"(2) SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS.-The Secretary

15

sball enter into an agreement under this section with

16

a State or Indian tnbal governing body only after

17

the State has established to the satisfaction of the

18

Secretary that-

19

" (A) the State or Tribe will deposit all

20

capitalization grants received from the Sec-

21

retary under this subsection, together with all

22

repayments and interest on such grants, in a

23

revolving fund established by the State or Tribe

24

in accordance with this subsection; and
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"(B} the State or Tn"be will deposit in the

2

fund from State or Tn'bal moneys an amount

3

equal to at least 10 percent of the total amount

4

of all such capitalization grants on or before the

5

date on which each grant payment is made to

6

the State or Tn'be.

7

"(3) FuND ADMINISTRATION.-(A) Each State

8

or Tnbe may use up to 4 percent of the monies in

9

a revolving fund established under this subsection to

10

cover the reasonable costs of a.dmin.istra.tion of the

11

assistance program under this subsection.

12

"(B) The Secretary shall promulgate such regu-

13

lations as may be necessary to carry out the provi-

14

sions of this section, including provisions to ensure

15

that each State or Tribe commits and expends funds

16

from revolving funds established under this sub-

17

section in accordance with applicable laws and that

18

the State or Tribe uses accounting, audit, and fiscal

19

procedures that conform to generally accepted ac-

20

counting standards.

21

" (C) Each State or Tribe administering a re-

22

volving fund and assistance program under this sub-

23

section shall publish and submit to the Secretary a

24

report every 2 years on its activities under this sub-

25

section, including the findings of the most recent
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audit of the fund. The SecrM:.ary PhaJl periodically

2

audit all revolving funds established under this sub-

3

section in accordance with procedures established by

4

the Comptroller General.

5

"(4) ST.AMPS.-In addition to such amounts as

6

are made available for purposes of this subsection

7

pursuant to section 309, the Secretary is authorized

8

to arrange, by contract or otherwise, for the design,

9

printing, and sale of river and watershed restoration

10

stamps. Such stamps shall be issued and sold in the

11

same manner as provided for of stamps issued under

12

the Duck Stamp Act (16 U.S.C. 718 and following),

13

except that such stamps shall be sold for such

14

amount as the Secretary may determine and the net

15

proceeds of all such sales shall be retained by the

16

Secretary, notwithstanding sections 3302 and 1511

17

and following title 31 of the United States Code,

18

and transferred to the revolving fund for the State

19

in which such stamps are sold. In the case of stamps

20

sold in any State which has not established a revolv-

21

ing fund under this subsection, the Secretary shall

22

disburse such net proceeds to other States which

23

have established such funds on a pro rata basis ac-

24

cording to the volume of stamps sold in such other

25

States. The provisions of subsections (b) and (c) of
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I

secticn 5 of the Duck Stamp Act (16 U.S. C. 718e(b)

2

and (c) shall apply to the stamps referred to in this

3

section in the same manner as to stamps descnbed

4

in that Act. The court, in any action to impose fines

5

or apply civil penalties with respect to a violation of

6

the Clean Water Act, or of the Federal Power Act,

7

affecting a waterway in any State shall have discre-

8

tion to order that all or a portion of such fines or

9

civil penalties be deposited in the State revolving

I0

fund established under this title for that State.

II

"(b) PruoRITIES.-The Secretary shall establish pri-

12 orities for providing assistance under subsection (a). A

I3 higher priority for assistance shall be accorded river and
I4 watershed restoration and conservation projects to the ex-

15 tent that such projects meet the following criteria:
16
17

"(1) Projects proposed to be monitored and supervised by qualified watershed councils.

18

"(2) Projects for river or associated watershed

19

areas which have a high potential for restoration or

20

conservation.

21

22

"(3) Projects which have widespread local support in the affected communities

23

"(4) Projects which provide significant short-

24

and long-term economic benefits, including job cre-

25

ation in areas with chronic unemployment.
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"(5)

~iects

which provide for the participa-

2

tion of economically disadvantaged groups, including

3

minorities and low income individuals.

4

''(6) Projects which contribute to the economic

5

revital.ization of communities within the watershed

6

concerned.

7

"(7) Projects which contribute to the conversion

8

of industrial, agricultural, or range practices in the

9

affected watershed to less energy and water-inten-

t0

sive and more ecologically sound industrial, agrieul-

11

tural, or range practices.
" ( 8) Projects which provide for full participa-

12

13

tion by Indian Tribes.

14

"(e) AssiSTANCE PRoVIDED

15

UNDER

CERTAIN

RE-

LATED PRoVISIONS OF LAw.-

16

"(1) WATERSHED PRoTECTION AND FLooD

17

PREvENTION AcT AssisTANCE

18

purposes for which assistance may be provided

19

under the Watershed Protection and Flood Preven-

20

tion Act Assistance Act (Public Law 566; 16 U.S.C.

21

1001 and following) shall include projects which con-

22

tnbute to the protection and restoration of reg-

23

istered rivers and associated watershed areas in ac-

24

cordanee with the standards published under section

25

8. Such projects shall be treated as 'works of im-
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1

provement' within the meaning of section 2 of such

2

Act (16 U.S.C. 1002), except that the 20 percent

3

limitation contained in such section 2 relating to di-

4

rect benefits for agriculture, and the other limita-

5

tions set forth in section 5 of such Act (16

6

U.S.C.1005), sball not apply to any project referred

7

to in the first sentence of this subparagraph which

8

is carried out in a river and associated watershed

9

area listed on the national registry.

10

"(B) For purposes of any assistance referred to

11

in subparagraph (A), a qualified watershed council

12

for any registered watershed and any other organi-

13

zation ca.rrying out a protection or restoration strat-

14

egy for a registered watershed under this title sball

15

be deemed to be a 'local organization' within the

16

meaning of section 2 of such Act (16 U.S.C. 1002)

17

and any such qualified watershed council or other

18

organization shall be eligible to receive assistance

19

. that Act.

20

" (C) Not more than 50 percent of the assist-

21

ance available under that Act may be used for pur-

22

poses of projects referred to in subparagraph (A) of

23

this paragraph.

24

"(2) CONSERVATION RESERVE PROGRAM.-In

25

entering into contracts and making payments under
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section 1234 of the Food Security .Act of 1985 (16

2

U.S.C. 3834), the Secretary of Agriculture shall

3

waive the 50 percent cost sharing requirements of

4

section 1234(b)(1) and (3) of that .Act in the ease

5

of any contract entered into with a person for the

6

purpose carrying out any project which is the Sec-

7

retary determines to contribute to the protection and

8

restoration of a river or associated watershed area

9

listed on the national registry in accordance with a

10

strategy adopted under this title for such river or as-

11

sociated watershed area.

12

"(3) FoRESTRY INCENTIVEs PROGRAM.-In dis-

13

tributing funds for the forestry incentives program

14

under section 4 of the Cooperative Forestry .Assist-

15

ance Act of 1978 (16 U.S.C. 2103), whenever any

16

such funds are provided to a-landowner to carrying

17

out measures specified in the strategy adopted under

18

this title for a registered river or associated water-

19

shed area, the term 95 percent shall be substituted

20

for the term 75 percent in the cost sharing provi-

21

sions of subsection (f) of such section 4.

22

"( 4) WETLANDS RESERVE PROGRAM.-ln es-

23

tablishing priorities for mcluding lands in the Wet-

24

lands Reserve Program established under subchapter

25

C of chapter 1 of title XII of the Food Security Act
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1

of 1985 (16 U.S.C. 3837 and following), the Sec-

2

reta.ry of Agriculture shall, in addition to the prior-

3

ities listed in section 1237C(d) of such Act (16

4

U.S.C. 3837c(d)), accord a high priority to lands

5

within a watershed area. listed on the registry under

6

this title.

7

"(5)

CoNSERVATION

E.ASEMENTS.-In can-ying

8

out the program authorized under section 3 of the

9

Water Bank Act (16 U.S.C. 1302), the Secretary of

10

Agriculture shall have the authority to enter into

11

agreements with landowners and operators in areas

12

refen-ed to in such section 3 which areas are covered

13

by a protection and restoration strategy adopted

14

under this title for any river or associated watershed

15

listed on the registry. In any such case such strategy

16

shall apply in lieu of the conservation plan refen-ed

17

to in such section 3.

18

"(6) AGRICULTURAL CREDIT .ACT OF 1978.-As-

19

sistance under the Agricultural Credit Act of 19 78

20

(16 U.S.C. 2201 and following) shall be available for

21

river and watershed restoration projects directly af-

22

fecting rivers and associated watershed areas listed

23

on the national registry under this title.

24

"(7) AsSISTANCE UNDER 319.-In providing as-

25

sistance under section 319(h) and (i) of the Clean
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s.hnll giw n priority to as-

1

W nter Act, tlw

2

sistance which will further the implementation of

3

any strategy referred to in section 702(b)(1) for a

4

river and associated watershed a:rea which is listed

5

on the national registry under this title.

6

"(8)

R.f•c.:'t'tJlry

AGRICULTURAL

CONSERVATION

PRO-

policies and purposes of the agricul-

7

GRAM.-The

8

tural conservation program enumerated in section 7

9

of the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment

10

Act (16 U.S.C. 590g(a)) shall include the protection

11

and restoration of rivers and 88Sociated watershed

12

areas listed on the national registry under this title

13

and the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized to

14

carry out such policies and purposes by providing fi-

15

nancial assistance under that Act for projects car-

16

ried for the protection and restoration of such rivers

17

and associated watershed areas in accordance with

18

the standards published under section 8 of this title.

19

In formulating the national program under section 8

20

of the Act of April 27, 1935 (16 U.S.C. 590g), and

21

in approving fa.rming practices under subsection (d)

22

of such section 8, the Secretary shall take such

23

standards published under section 8 of this title into

24

account. No fa.rming practices shall be approved

25

under such subsection (d) directly affecting a river
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1

or associated watershed area. listed on the registry

2

unless such practices are determined by the Sec-

3

retary to be consistent with the strategy adopted for

4

such watershed under this title.

5

"(9)

ASSISTANCE

FROM INTERIOR

OR DE·

6

FENSE.-Whenever the Secretary of SecretAry of the

7

Interior, acting through the National Park Service

8

or acting under section 6 of this .Act, or the Sec-

9

retary of Defense, acting through the Army Corps of

10

Engineers, provides assistance to State or local

11

agencies or to any other entities for any project af-

12

fecting a river or watershed, such SecretAry shall

13

give a priority to assistance which will contribute to

14

the protection or restoration (in accordance with the

15

standards published under section 8) of a river or

16

associated watershed area. which is ·listed on the na-

17

tional registry under this title.

18 "SEC. 309. AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.

19

"There is authorized to be appropriated such sums

20 as may be necessary to carry out this title but not more
21 than $13,000,000 for fiscal year 1995 and for each suc22 ceeding fiscal year.
23 "SEC. 310. DEFINITIONS

24
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"(1 )

The term 'associated watershed area'

2

means, with respect to any river, the riparian zone,

3

flood plain zone, and any other area within the wa-

4

tershed of such river.

5

"(2) The term 'designated State agency' means

6

the State agency. having jurisdiction over river and

7

watershed con.serva.tion and designated by the Gov-

8

ernor to review and submit nominations under this

9

title and to monitor implementation of conservation

10

and restoration plans adopted under this title.

11

"(3) The term 'Indian lands' means Indian res-

12

ervations, public domain Indian allotments, former

13

Indian reservations in. Oklahoma, land held by incor-

14

porated Native groups, regional corporations, and

15

village corporations under the provisions of the Alas-

16

ka Native Claims Settlement Act (43 U.S.C. 1601 et

17

seq.), and dependent Indian communities within the

18

borders of the United States whether within the

19

original or subsequently acquired territory thereof,

20

and whether within or without the limits of a State.

21

"(4) The term 'Indian tribe' means any Indian

22

tnbe, band, nation, or other organized group or com-

23

munity, including any .Alaska Native village or re-

24

gional or village corporation as defined in or estab-

25

lished pursuant to the Alaska Native Claims Settle-
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ment Act (85 Stat. 688; 43 U.S.C. 1601 et seq.),

2

which is recognized as eligible for the special pro-

3

grams and services provided by the United States to

4

Indians because of their status as Indians.

5

"(5) The term 'National Registry' means the

6

National Watershed Registry established under this

7

title.

8

"(6) The term 'qualified watershed council'

9

means a watershed council, watershed task force, or

10

other similar group or organization concerned with

11

river or watershed management which the Adminis-

12

tration has determined to be a qualified watershed

13

council under section 305.

14

" (7) The term 'restoration', when used in con-

15

nection with a river, means any repairing of ecologi-

16

cal dama.ge in order to return, to the extent feasible,

17

the river and the riverine-riparian ecosystem to its

18

predisturbance condition. Such term includes recon-

19

struction of physical hydrologic and morphologic

20

conditions, chemical cleanup or adjustment, and bio-

21

logical manipulation, including revegetation, and the

22

reintroduction of absent or cUITently nonviable na-

23

tive species.
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1

"(8) The

~..rm

'restoration measure' means any

2

identifiable action or sequence of actions contribut-

3

ing to the restoration of a river.

4

" ( 9) The term 'riparian lands' means, for any

5

river, the portion of the teiTestrial ecosystem that

6

directly affects, or is directly affected by, the wetted

7

zone adjacent to a river, including ground water and

8

wetland areas adjacent to a river.

9

" ( 10) The term 'river' includes any stream,

10

brook, creek, or tributary of a river and any segment

11

of a river.

12

" (11) The term 'riverine and riparian re-

13

sourees' includes the natural, biological, scenic, cul-

14

tura1, fish and wildlife, or recreational values of the

15

river and associated watershed area.
"(12) The term 'Secretary' means the Secretary

16

17

of the Interior.

18

"(13) The term 'strategy' means a statement of

19

mission and objectives together with an e±planation

20

of the methods to be used for achieving such mission

21

and objectives and a timetable for undertaking ac-

22

tion.

23

"(14) The term 'watershed' means, for any

24

river or stream, the surface drainage area that con-

25

tributes water to that river or stream.".
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Summary of
•RIVER AND WATERSHED PROTECTION
AND RESTORATION ACT OF 1994•

FINDINGS AND PURPOSES
The biological integrity of river ecosystems in American is in rapid decline and should be
protected to insure the health, welfare and economic vitality of the communities affected by these rivers
and the watersheds associated with them. Current Federal policies show no specific national goal to
protect and restore these systems and are fragmented, ineffective and unable to address the continued
degradation of riverine systems.
The purpose of this act is to establish national policies which will protect the remaining
relatively undisturbed components of our riverine systelll8, restore disturbed watersheds, headwaters and
other key ecosystem elements within these systems, provide better management between these, ultimately
linking and expanding the restored areas. This program is designed to foster and involve active
participation of local communities and citizens in developing and implementing strategies to protect and
restore their rivers and watersheds, and identify new opportunities for economic revitalization associated
with these goals.

A NATIONAL RIVER AND WATERSHED REGISTRY
The Secretary of the Interior will establish and maintain a registry of rivers and associated
watersheds which will catalog the related values which are to be protected and restored.

* Inclusion on the registry of a river segment or portion of a watershed will require a
petition outlining a specific strategy to protect and restore the riverine resources concerned.
Such petition shall contain a map of the river and associated watershed, such data as may
be available, the strategy for protection and restoration, a statement of the authority and
capability of the nominating party to carry out the strategy, and a brief description of the
types of Federal, State or other assistance that will be necessary to carry out the strategy.

* The Secretary must determine that this strategy is consistent with established standards
and that the nominating entity(s) has the authority and ability to implement the strategy.

NOMINATIONS AND INCLUSIONS
The nomination of a river segment or watershed area may be submitted to the Secretary by
the State agency (which has been designated by the Governor of that State) in which it is located.

* Governing bodies of Indian Tribes do not need to go through the State agency, but may
submit the nominations for rivers and watersheds associated with tribal lands directly to the
Secretary.

* The agency must provide notice and a 60 day public comment period.
* Nominations must be forwarded to the Secretary by the agency within 90 days of receipt,
and such nominations may be on behalf of the State agency or a local government or agency;
one or more owners of lands within the area; a watershed council or other similar group;
or a citizens group or non-profit organization with members in the area. AU such
nominating groups shall reside in or have authority relating to the area covered by the
nomination.
* The State agency shall forward with the nomination to the Secretary the comments and
recommendations of the agency regarding compliance with this Act and the applicant's
ability to implement the strategy.

* Any person so requesting shall receive a copy of the nomination and supporting
documents from the agency or the Indian Tribe. The agency may assist the nominating party
with development of the nomination.
* Nominations to amend the registration of any river or watershed area may be made by
any entity entitled to submit a nomination. Such amendments may modify the boundaries
of the nomination and/or the strategy.
* The Secretary shall resolve conflicts and inconsistencies between nominations and
strategies in such a manner as will best contribute to the standards developed under this Act.

INCLUSION ON THE REGISTRY
Within 90 days of the receipt of a nomination from the State agency or Indian Tribe, the
Secretary shall place the segment on the Registry unless the Secretary determines that the nomination
does not contain the required information.

* every five years after a segment or area is placed on the Registry, the State agency will
review the implementation of the strategy for compliance and shall report to the Secretary.
The report may also include recommendations of the agency for modifications in the
strategy.

* For Indian Tribal lands on the registry, the Secretary shall review such lands every five
years for compliance with the strategy.

* If the Secretary determines, after notice and comment, that the strategy requires
modification in order to protect the values of the nomination, or that the strategy is not being
implemented according to the original terms, the Secretary shall notify the nominating
entity(s) of such. If corrective action by the responsible entity(s) is not undertaken within
180 days of such notice, the Secretary shall remove the segment or areas from the Registry,
and all assistance shall be terminated. Once removed, a segment or area can not be
nominated again for a period of three years.
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WATERSHED COUNCILS
After a river segment or associated watershed area is proposed for nomination to the
Registry, any watershed council, Tribal governing body or similar group concerned with the area
nominated may apply to the Secretary for a determination that the group is a qualified watershed council
and is eligible for assistance made available under this Act. The Secretary shall act on the request
within 60 days and shall publish notice in the Federal Register if such a determination is made. A
watershed council is not mandatory under this Act and the Secretary may waive the requirements for
existing watershed councils or similar groups under certain circumstances. Requirements for
qualification as the watershed council shall include:

* detennination that such group has authority to coordinate the development and
implementation of the protection and restoration strategy.
* the group must be comprised of owners of lands within the watershed; corporations
doing business within the watershed; citizen groups or nonprofit organizations with
members living within the watershed; State or local officials; or any combination of the
above.

* A qualified watershed council may enter into agreements which will provide technical or
financial assistance to the council to develop and implement the strategy.
FEDERAL AND STATE AGENCIES
Before approving or authorizing any Federal or State (or assisted) undertaking that may
adversely affect the implementation of a strategy in effect for each river segment or watershed area, the
head of the agency with direct or indirect authority over the proposed undertaking shall promptly notify
the Secretary, the designated State agency, the governing Tribal body, the appropriate local officials,
and the public of the planned undertaking. Approval of such planned undertaking shall be issued by the
Secretary only after it is determined that the undertaking is consistent with the strategy or that there is
no prudent and feasible alternative, in which case all reasonable steps must be taken to mitigate the
adverse effects caused by the undertaking. Exemptions to this provision may be granted in limited
circumstances.

WATERSHED PROTECTION AND RESTORATION STANDARDS AND ASSISTANCE
The Secretary is authorized to enter into agreement with the National Academy of Sciences to develop
and publish standards, after peer review and opportunity for public comment, for the protection and
restoration of rivers and associated watershed areas to be nominated to the Register.

* At a minimum these standards shall comply with all Federal, State, and Tribal
environmental laws, rules and regulations.

* The Secretary, and other departments and agencies of the United States, shall provide
technical assistance to qualified watershed councils, State, Tribal and local governments,
individuals and nonprofit organizations engaged in the protection and restoration of the areas
listed on the Registry, or proposing to nominated an area to the registry. This assistance
will be coordinated through the designated state agency, except in the case of Indian Tribes.
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ADDITIONAL INCENTIVES
The Secretary is authorized to make capitalization grants to the States and Indian Tribes to
be deposited in perpetual revolving funds for purposes in accord with this Act.

* Loans and grants may be provided to qualified watershed councils, and to other entities
with the approval of said council.
* Not more than 20% of the amount in the revolving fund may be used by the designated
State agency or Indian Tribe to carry out its responsibilities and authority under this Act.

* A percentage of the total grant amount each fiscal year shall be allocated to Indian Tribes
in proportion to the percentage of total lands held by Tribes in the United States.

* Not more than 50% of funds made available to States and Tribes ·under section 319 of the
Clean Water Act shall be used to implement the provisions of this Act.
* Specific requirements the States and Tribes must meet to receive capitalization funds are
set forth in the Act.

* In addition, the Secretary is authorized to arrange for the production and sale of river and
watershed restoration stamps, under conditions similar to those set out in the Duck Stamp
Act. The proceeds from the sale of these stamps sball be transferred to the revolving funds
of the State in which they were sold.
* The Secretary shall establish priorities for assistance from the revolving funds and will
include the following: 1. projects which will be monitored and supervised by watershed
councils; 2. project areas which have a high potential for restoration or conservation; 3.
projects which have widespread local support; 4. projects which provide significant short
and long term economic benefits; 5. projects which provide for the participation of
economically disadvantaged groups; and 6. projects which contribute to the economic
revitalization of communities within the watershed; 7. projects which contribute to the
conversion of land use to one that consumes less energy and/or water; and 8. projects
which allow for full participation by Indian Tribes.
Assistance under other related provisions of law are listed and made available for the
purposes of this Act and include: Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act (PL 566);
Conservation Reserve Program ( 16 U.S. C. 3834, section 1234); Forestry Incentives Program ( 16
U.S.C. 2103, section 4); Wetlands Reserve Program (16 U.S.C. 3837); Conservation Easements under
the Water Bank Act (16 U.S.C. 1302, section 3); Agricultural Credit Act of 1978 (16 U.S.C. 2201);
Assistance under section 319 of the Clean Water Act; Agricultural Conservation Act (16 U.S.C. 590g);
and priority for various programs under the authority of the Department of the Interior and the
Department of Defense.
AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS
The Act authorizes $13 million in 1994 and each year after to carry out the purposes of this Act .
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The Imperative of
RIVER AND WATERSHED PROTECTION AND RESTORATION

The State of the Rivers
The degradation of America's riverine systems and the extinction of riverine-riparian biodiversity have
reached alarming levels. Not one river system in America has been spared. Fisheries, surface and
groundwater quality and quantity produced by watershed ecosystems, and entire aquatic food chains are
at risk nationwide.
For example, of the 3.2 million miJes of rivers in the. contiguous 48 states, only about 2% remain
healthy enough to be considered high quality and worthy of Wild and Scenic protection, leaving more
than 98% of the miles with no real protection options. Of mid-sized rivers (200 Km long) only 42 have
not been dammed.
A recent national study suggests that from one-third to three-fourths of aquatic species nationwide are
rare to extinct, and that aquatic species are disappearing at a faster rate than terrestrial species. Fish
are perhaps the best indicators of the integrity of the river systems they inhabit. Habitat alteration has
been found to be the greatest cause of degradation for north American fish and other forms of aquatic
biodiversity. Some of the nation's top scientists assert that the degradation or loss of riparian ecosystems
nationwide, the keystone to maintaining healthy riverine ecosystems, is between 80- 90%. The Ohio
EPA believes that at least 50% of the nation's rivers do not meet water quality standards when biocriteria are included. The nation's river's and associated biodiversity are serious trouble.

in
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expenditures of at least $473 billion to build, operate, and administer water pol1ution control
faciliues since 1970, the nation's water resources continue to decline in both quality and quantity. Soil
in America is eroding at the rate of 4 billion tons per year, costing the nation an estimated $3.2 billion
each year. One-third of the soil eroded by water from agricultural land enters streams and other bodies
of water, annually causing between $2-9 billion in off-site damage to water-related activities such as
recreation, water storage, irrigation and navigation.
Every segment of our society has been affected by and pays heavy direct and indirect ecological,
financial, and job-related costs for the degradation of America's riverine systems and biodiversity. The
nation's existing riverine protection and restoration policies are inadequate and have failed to address
the crisis. Entirely new strategies and policies must be established quickly to stave off the impending
collapse of many riverine systems and to prevent wholesale biological extinctions.

The Problems That Must Be Addressed

The ecological problems: The problems facing America's riverine systems are caused by human
activities. The cumulative result of the many human impacts is called ecosystem simplification: huge
reductions in the life-supporting complexity and diversity of watershed and riverine ecosystems. As the
complexity and diversity is reduced, the system's ability to self-repair is eroded, leaving the system with
reduced ability to perform ecological functions and biodiversity seriously reduced. In other words, the
biological integrity of the system is weakened or destroyed. The most damaging impacts usually result
from changes in the basic structure and function of riverine-riparian ecosystems and habitats.
Riverine ecosystem simplification is caused by the following human-related impacts:

* changes in water quantity or flow due to irrigation and other withdrawals
* the modification of channel and riparian ecosystem morphology caused by damming,
reservoirs, channelization, drainage and filling of wetlands, and dredging for navigation

* excessive nonpoint-source pollution, including erosion and sedimentation caused by
damaging land-use practices, including agriculture, forestry, and urbanization;
* the deterioration of substrate quality or stability;
* the degradation of chemical water quality through the addition of point-source
contaminants

* the decline of native fish and other species from over harvest and intentional or accidental
poisoning, and

* the introduction of exotic species.
These activities may occur anywhere within the watershed, along the riparian or floodplain areas, or in
river channels.
The policy problems: All levels of government have failed to stem the degradation of America's
riverine systems and the extinction of riverine-riparian biodiversity. This failure has many dimensions.
The United States has no national goal to protect or restore riverine ecosystems or riverine-riparian
biodiversity. Consequently, there are no national policies that mandate coordinated federal, state, and
private management and conservation of whole riverine systems. Traditional river assessments have
been ineffective because they fail to assess the biological status of America's riverine systems. No
policies provide self-sustaining levels of riverine-riparian biodiversity. No policies require the
identification and protection of the remaining healthy riverine habitats. No effective riverine restoration
policies exist at any level of government. Finally, no policies effectively integrate riverine protection
and restoration with local economic benefits and community revitalization.
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The Watershed Ecosystem: A Dynamic System
Most people think of rivers simply as water flowing through a channel. This narrow view fails to capture
the actual complexity and diversity of riverine systems, and is one of the reasons for failed policies.
In the past 15 years many scientific studies and reports have documented that riverine systems are
intimately coupled with and created by the characteristics of their catchment basins, or watersheds. The
concept of the watershed includes four-dimensional processes that connect the longitudinal
(upstream-downstream), lateral (floodplains-upland) and vertical (hyporheic or groundwater zone-stream
channel) dimensions, each differing temporally.
Watersheds are ecosystems composed of a mosaic of different land or terrestrial "patches" that are
connected and drained by a network of streams. In tum, the flowing water environment is composed
of a mosaic of habitats in which materials and energy are transferred. These habitats are connected
through biologically diverse food webs. Human activities often fragment and disconnect the habitat
patches if management is not planned and implemented from an ecosystem and watershed perspective.
In-stream conditions are largely determined by processes occurring within the watershed and cannot be
isolated from or manipulated independent of this context. Management and conservation activities which
do not fully address this watershed perspective run the risk of being ineffective at best and destructive
at worst.

The Private Lands Strategy
As an initial component of a comprehensive new approach to the crisis facing America's riverine systems
and biodiversity we are proposing a strategic national community and ecosystem based watershed
restoration mttiatlve. We propose the establishment of a River and Watershed Protection and
Restoration Act. This initiative would support existing programs and launch new voluntary, nonregulatory local efforts to recover riverine systems on private lands.
Many local river restoration efforts are under way throughout the nation. However, because no federal
umbrella policy exists to guide and support these efforts, most are piecemeal and limited in their
effectiveness. In addition, most fail to generate local jobs in restoration or community revitalization
projects, or to support appropriate economic conversions and are therefore often opposed by rural
communities. At times well meaning programs can exacerbate or precipitate riverine problems. A new
enabling mechanism is needed to help local programs become more effective and to proliferate
nationwide.
Communities and citizen groups concerned about a river segment or system with special values or
problems would, after approval by the state, petition the Secretary of the Interior for the river's inclusion
in the River and Watershed Protection and Restoration Act. The Secretary would place the system on
the River and Watershed Protection and Restoration Act if it is determined that the system holds special
values or problems and if the local communities demonstrate sufficient commitment to implementing a
riverine/watershed restoration strategy. No act of Congress or state legislature would be required.
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Protection and restoration: Inclusion in the Registry would initiate a process by which local citizens and
communities, working with state and federal incentives and technical assistance, could establish an
independent, non-profit watershed council that would bring together all the interest and affected groups
and citizens to plan and implement a watershed restoration plan. The strategy would be based on a set
of federal criteria and directions, yet would not impose complicated basinwide land-use planning
procedures. Instead, it might focus on protection and restoration of the more narrowly defined riparian
areas, floodplains, and biological hot spots along with retirement or modification of dams, dikes, levees,
and channelizations, and other sedimentation and run-off reduction strategies. The restoration plan
should also provide a means of protecting open spaces for biological purposes. The programs would
be encouraged to be linked with programs for the restoration of contiguous watersheds on federal lands,
where such programs exist or may be started. Therefore, a key component of the plans would be to
develop a system-wide policy coordination and consistency mechanism.
The restoration plans could be used by states to develop a comprehensive state hydroelectric plan for
the river. The plan would be included as part of a state comprehensive hydroelectric plan, thus meeting
Section lO(a) requirements of the Federal Power Act. The River and Watershed Protection and
Restoration Act could therefore provide additional weight to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
to deny hydroelectric license applications and allow states to deny Section 401 Clean Water Act permit
requests for hydroelectric projects on the river.

Local community enhancement: As with the federal lands program, a major by-product of the program
would be to generate local jobs in restoration technologies, compatible community revitalization projects,
and appropriate economic conversions. To encourage participation and support for the process, a package
of financial, tax, and administrative incentives are provided.
The River and Watershed Protection and Restoration Act is aimed at supporting local, voluntary,
non-regulatory efforts to address private-land riverine systems and is therefore not a comprehensive
solution. As stated, it is needed to support the many ongoing local efforts that have sprouted across the
country but that currently are limited in effectiveness. It should also stimulate the growth of many new
local efforts nationwide. As such, River and Watershed Protection and Restoration Act would be a
starting point from which to nurture more comprehensive efforts from the ground up.
Many states have become active in riverine restoration and have begun to support local efforts.
However, states have limited ability to influence federally licensed or constructed water projects or
federal lands where they play a major role in the watershed. Further, many states face increasingly
limited finanCial and technical resources. Most state programs also fail to directly support the creation
of jobs in restoration technologies, compatible community revitalization projects or economic
conversions to restore rivers. Federal leadership, guidance and incentives are required to make local
programs more effective and abundant nationwide.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ABOUT THE RIVER AND WATERSHED
PROTECfiON AND RESTORATION ACT OF 1994

What is the purpose of this bill?
To provide a new, unique mechanism to empower local river and watershed conservation
advocates, Indian Tribes, communities, businesses and landowners to protect and restore aquatic resource
values in rivers and watersheds of importance to them.
The bill provides a means for these local conservationists to tailor and integrate local, state
and federal incentive and regulatory tools for the benefit of rivers and watersheds.
Why is the bill needed now?
Because rivers and streams around the nation are in decline and need more help. About one
third of the nation's waters do not meet state water quality standards; many other rivers and streams are
threatened by a variety of pollutants and human activities. More than one third of North American fish
species are classified by the Nature Conservancy as rare, imperiled, critically imperiled, extinct or
possibly extinct. This bill harnesses the power of local grassroots and community-based conservation
efforts to provide a new and better way of protecting and restoring these resources.
Is the bill trying to protect remaining high quality rivers and watersheds or restore degraded
rivers and watersheds?
Both. The conservation mechanism of the hill is flexible to allow for both protection of high
quality watersheds and restoration of degraded but restorable aquatic systems. It allows the protection
and restoration strategy to be dictated hy the needs of the river or watershed of interest.
What is in the bill that will help local river and watershed conservationists?
The bill provides local, grassroots conservationists a mechanism that gives state and federal
sanction of their own protection and restoration strategies.
This sanction is in the form of placing the watershed or river on a National River and
Watershed Registry. Placement on the registry will allow local conservationists to obtain federal
funding, technical assistance from federal and state aquatic resource agencies, and protection from
activities that are inconsistent with the river or watershed conservation strategy.

How does this mechanism work?
To get a watershed or river placed on the registry, a state, Indian Tribe, local government,
watershed council, or local citizens may nominate a watershed. river, or river segment of interest for
registry inclusion to the Secretary of Interior.
The nomination must include a map of the watershed, a description of the protection or
restoration strategy for the watershed, description of the aquatic values that are to be protected or
restored by the strategy, a description of the types of assistance needed to implement the strategy, and
proof that the nominating entity has the authority carry-out the strategy.
Following full public review and comment on the nomination and careful review by the
appropriate state agency, the Secretary must place the watershed on the registry unless the agency
determines the nomination to be inadequate. Nominations by Indian Tribes do not require State review.
What distinguishes this bill from the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act and the Clean Water Act?
The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act gives protection for high quality rivers. The Clean Water
Act primarily is a federal and state regulatory program controlling discharge of pollution into all waters
of the United States for the purpose of protecting and restoring all waters. Generally, both of these
programs are "top-down", federal mandates. In contrast, the River and Watershed bill provides a
"bottom-up", local conservationist-driven river and watershed conservation program.
Unlike the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, the River and Watershed bill allows for restoration
of rivers. Further, this bill emphasizes protection of rivers and watersheds, not just rivers and adjacent
npanan areas.
Unlike the Clean Water Act, the River and Watershed bill is not a regulatory approach to
conserving rivers and watersheds.
It is largely a planning, local cooperation, and financial
incentive-driven approach to river protection. It is also entirely voluntary. Also, this bill emphasizes
watershed protection and restoration, rather than direct control of pollution entering waterways and
wetlands as does the current Clean Water Act.
Aren't state river protection programs already doing what the bill proposes to do?
A few states do have small but relatively effective river conservation programs, such as
South Carolina, Oregon, and Massachusetts; most states do not. No state has a truly vigorous,
comprehensive river conservation program.
Although the River and Watershed Protection and Restoration bill does not provide for such
a comprehensive program either, it will invigorate and improve existing programs, and it will foster state
programs where there are now none. Why? Because of the bill's Registry conservation mechanism and
the fundmg associated with it.
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Why was DOl chosen as the federal agency to administer the law?
By virtue of DOI' s considerable experience with watershed and river management programs,
DOl is probably best suited to administering this program.
However, EPA and the Soil Conservation Service (Dept. of Agriculture) also have
considerable experience with managing water quality and in interacting with landowners and local
governments. The River and Watershed Protection and Restoration bill includes significant coordination
and consultation roles for these agencies.
Which state agency will administer the Registry program?
The bill requires each state's Governor to determine the state agency best suited to fulfilling
the considerable state role mandated by the bill. Indian Tribes will not be subject to state level
administration for rivers and watersheds occurring on their lands.
How much will implementation of the bill cost?
The bill authorizes $13 million to be invested in this program. This figure is based on
anticipated need of several hundred thousand dollars for the federal agencies to begin program
implementation and several milJion dollars in initial grants to local watershed councils and other eligible
entities to commence conservation activities on approved registry rivers and watersheds. It is anticipated
that additional funding will be required to fuel the River and Watershed programs in each state and on
tribal lands once the program hits full stride.
What are prudent and feasible alternatives determinations?
This provision of the bill provides federal protection to a strategy developed by local
communities, conservationists, or Indian Tribes that have been approved and placed on the Registry.
It provides a mechanism to help ensure that federally and state permitted or funded activities do not
adversely effect implementation of the protection and restoration strategies. For example, developers
of a proposed new, federally-permitted dam that would adversely affect implementation of a watershed
strategy would have to prove that there was no prudent and feasible alternative to dam construction.
Upon public notice and comment and review of the developer's application, EPA may determine that
a prudent and feasible alternative did exist and deny the federal permits, disallowing the dam.

What do the terms •feasible· and "prudent" really mean'!
These terms have been developed and used for many years in other federal programs, such
as the Federal Highway Act, the National Environmental Policy Act, and the Clean Water Act.
Agencies implementing these terms weigh carefully several factors, including relative costs associated
with various alternatives and environmental values to be adversely affected by the alternative approaches,
before making these determinations. We envision similar application of these terms in this bill.
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Since several federal and state water laws already exist. wby is
the feasible and prudent provision necessary?

This unique, locally-driven program includes unique, federal protection mechanism. As
stated above, this hill empowers local landowners, communities, Indian Tribes and watershed
conservationist\ to develop protection and restordtion strategies necessary to conserve watersheds of
value to them. These strategies will entail integrated use of state and federal programs to achieve the
goals of the particular strategy. Thus, an overarching protection provision is needed to ensure that the
goals of each strategy are not compromised by another federal or state approved activity.
What is the purpose of watershed protection and restoration standards?
The bill directs DOl to contract with the National Academy of Sciences to develop watershed
protection and restoration standards. The proposed standards would be subject to full peer and public
review. The purpose of these standards is to ensure that protection and restoration strategies are
scientifically sound, ensure quality control on implementation of the strategies, and to help guide
"feasible and prudent alternative" decisions for activities potentially posing an adverse impact on the
strategy.
How will the R'egistry program be financed?
The hill proposes three methods of funding the registry program:
I)

establishment of a new State Revolving Fund for the program;

2) establishment of a river and watershed stamp program, modeled after the federal Duck Stamp

program. with revenues transferred back through to the states from which the stamps were sold; and
3) re-allocation of some funds from several existing programs, such as the SCS Watershed
Protection and Flood Prevention program (P.L. 566 program) and the Conservation Reserve program
of the Food Security Act (Farm Bill).
Does this bill authorize federal land acquisition, condemnation, or land use control?
No, the bill does not authorize any of these, nor does it modify, in any way, existing
regulatory authorities of local, state, and federal agencies.
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NEWS ARTICLES

·:waterways deteriorating
badly, report says
Rivers: Local coalitions are urged
~I}yJim Mayer
·Bee Sta.ff Writer
..
~:·on the compact

Smith River n~ar
.the Oregon border, timber cutt~ng
and gravel mining are blamed for declining salmon.
· Along California's sh~e of the Col·
orado River more speoes are near•
ing extinction than on any other
stream in the state.
·.···From one end of California to the
other - and on virtually every water·
· :Shed in between - nearly 8,000 miles
:-ou.treams are imperiled, concludes a
government report released Wednes·
day.
"Our rivers are broken, and I mean
just about every river in the. state,"
said Diana Jacobs, an erologu;t and
principal contributor to the State
Lands Commission report.
Jacobs who has made a career
studying California streams, said _the
breadth of the damage was starthng.
She expected the concrete-lined Los
Angeles River to be sterile, but was
disappointed to find even rem~te
mountain streams to be choked With
sediment from careless timber harvests.
"It was surprising and heartbreaking," Jacobs said.
The Lands Commission is a state
agency with jurisdiction over tide·
lands and river bottoms. The docu·
ment is titled "California's Rivers: A
Public Trust Report." The public
trust is legal doctrine recently applied by the courts to protect natural
assets beyond economically coveted
resources.
The commission hopes the rivers
report will be a catalyst for legisla·
tion leading to greater protections
and more restoration efforts. At a
conference where the document was
1
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released, Sen. Mike Tho~pson, D-St.
Helena and chairman of the Senate
Natural Resources and Wildlife Committee, said he would hold hearings
on the issue in Northern and
Southern California.
The report itself does not contain
recommendations on what should be
done to arrest the decline of rivers or
to settle longstanding water disputes. Rather, the report compiles
the consequences of more than 150
years of intensifying development mining, water diversions, flood control projects, and pollution.
The report blames those developments for nearly
eliminating riverside forests, wetlands and the wild.life that depended on them: Nearly. two-thirds of the
·. 116 native fish in California are nearing extinction
are extinct. Another 80 mammals, birds, reptiles
and amphibians dependent on streamside habitats
have suffered similar fates.
In addition, the construction of dams and levees
and development of floodplains have stymied the
natural regeneration of habitat, the report said.
"We are all responsible," Jacobs said. "If you live in
a wood house. If you eat fish. If you eat beef. If you
eat lettuce and tomatoes. If you live behind a levee or
drive on paved roads, you are part of the mismanagement and need to be part of the solution."
Jacobs said the upside is if given room, rivers wil! ..
naturally regenerate the forests and wetlands that
generate both economic and noneconomic benefits.
'These are not environmental wishes or theories,
these are facts we have to live with," Jacobs said. •
Charles Warren, executive officer of the Lands
Co~io!!, said h~ hoped. political leaders will use
the report to· hJJ.ild a coalitio-n of local conservation
groups and to muster "scientific justifications" for restoring streams. "It is certainly no secret here that
there will be many who don't share the new values
we are talking about," Warren said.
.
Former Sacramento Mayor Anne Rudin, who at. tended the conference, said community officials who
_adopt broad general plans and approve incremental
developments need to be aware of the cumulative
problems affecting rivers.
"All the things you are talking about get right
down to local land use planning," Rudin said.
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Cafifomia's Rivers and Protecting the Public Trust

a

SK MOST California outdoorsmen
about the State Lands Cormnission,
and they11 respond with somc:th.ing
like, "The what?" This Stlte agency receives
nowhere ncar the attc:ntion of say, the California Department ofFish and Game or even the
Department of Water Resources. The State
L.:uJds Comrniss.ion may be small, but it packs
a lo! of'll'allop (no pun intended,for;oujishing
laC kie ta.I fans).

What the Commission does is enforce the
DOC1rnle of Public Trust (Did I hear another
round oFwhars ·out there?) Okay, the Doctrme of Public Trust traces its roots through
Engi.Jsb common law all the way to early Rom.m !av.· It ho Ids that "na.n.ual law" dictates
tb.al =nm nanrral resources (i.e.. air. l"lUUllUUg
"'m<?T. the sea arui irs shores) are all available
to all humankmd.. NaVIgable waterways wen::

OJnsri::rcrl ·'common lngbwa~ fon:vl::r free.''
Currently m Ciliforma, Public Trust Doctrine
ensures the ngbt of tbe public to use tbe sta.te 's

water resources for ·"navigation, f'ISheries,
commerce, environmental preservation and
recreation. ... " and a variety of oth~ similar

uses.
The State Lands Commission holds title
to and manages approx.irnarcly four million
acres of California coasdine and tidelands, and
all navigable rivers, streams, and lakes. These
lands cannot be sold and must be used for the
purposes mentioned above.

Tbe State Lands Cot•a•issbl holds
tiUe to and manages appnDirnately
four maon aaes of Callunda
~e and tidelands, and al
navigable ri¥ers, streams., and lakes.
The Commission rc:cently issued a report
titled: 0:1/ifornill 's Rivers -A Public Trust
RqJort. The last time this agency issued areport, it bad a big impact 11u: DdJ.a E.rllulryCalifornilll 111141111 Coast: 11 Public Trust Report tumo::l plenty ofbeads and ullimatdy resulted m Ca.liforrua Legisl.ature 's Delta
ProreaionAct of1991. I v.oo.ld be gready surprised if this report generates any less respoosc:.
In c:::sseuc:c, the report says that California's
rrvers are among the most damaged of all
narura.l ecosystems in the state. The came:s of

the prob !ems with the rivers include watc:r
pollunon, dams, cbanneJ clearing and sttaigbtenmg, agg:reg.ue mining, and poor land use
· '' praaX:es relau:d to loggiDg. grazing. farming,
I
and urban dc:velopnx:m.
.

ova

The report oolltinucd, saying thal
No' -·thirds of the 1-16 narive Califumia.fisbcsbave
dcclmed to such a dcgn::e that they arc Sla1e
spcci:s of coocan. A.ddmonally, a rmmber of
these species arc extinct either totaDy or
within the botmdaril:s ofthe Sl3le NatM:popula.rions of Pacif'lC salmon. steelhc:ad, and

roaStll cuttbroat are highly d:Jrca1ened, with at
least 39 tmiquc populations or •'stocks •' (including the Sacramento River winter-111n
chinook) at risk of extinction. Twenty-one
sroc:ks have already been lost
Only fm: to 10 pacent of riparian forests
(unique "WOOdland andforest vegetation that
grows along rivers and streams) rc:main from
those: that existed in 1850. This loss has coincided with 1he <b:.liDc orendangamen:t ofc:wcr
80 wildlife species of amphibians, reptiles,
birds, and mammals.
The oonclusion drawn is that ~om.ia 's
rivers are stressed to the point where their viability as sustainable coosyStemS is in danget:
The report calls fur a comprebcnsive program
of watershed and river basin protection and
restoration. It also recommends that agCDCic:s
thai issue pc:nnits for activities that degrade
the rivtrs tala: action to alter or phase out !hose
activities.
The report went on to cite the National
Rese:an:b Council's Restort~tion ofAqutlllic
Ecosystems report, which calJed for a new
national priority to be given to the restoration
of the nation's rivers. The goal mentioned was
to l'l:SIOn: 400,000 miles of river's and sm::ams
<M:r the next 20 years.
The Commission's report concluded by
urging the legislature to bold pub tic beariogs,
consider the f'mdings of public agencies, and
listm to academ.ic, scientif'x:, and private sector interests. Then, it should recommend
actions for the protection and restoration of
CaJifumia 's rM:rs.
After the actions that followed the
Commission's Dd1a n:port. it seems logical to
e:xpe:d. a similar reaction after this ooc. The
·diffCft:Di:::C here is that the area involved is so
JDDCh grcsrer and the activitic:s affected are so
mush &rtbcr rca.ching than those as.sociated
wid1 the Dd1a, that it is diffirult to imagine
the rnagn!tude of the changes that will be
no:::cssary to 1Um things around. •
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\Vl1itc 1-lottsc Ut1vcils l)l~ttl to Furtl1er Cle~111 U.S. Waters
Environment:
Propos;lls would rewrite
;tnd expand land111ark
1972 l'cdnal act. Cutting
11 ow or l'l'Jllil i 11 i ng tox ics is
kr111cd 'the hard part.'
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wtll! what it called "the hard part"
of water pollution cOiltrol. 011
TucsLiay unveiled a series of in ilialives <ksigncd to in1provc the qu;JI~·
ity of the n:Jtion's watcrw<~ys.
In its llro:1dcst terms. the plan
would streamllr1c regulations, increase fcdrral funds avaii;Jblc to
towns nnd ritics and reduce the usc
1
•
of some toxic pollutnnts, such as
chlorine, by American industry.
The package of proposals, which
... : must be weighed by what appears
be a largely receptive Congress,
•-: .would extend the life-and the
rc;Jch-of the 1972 Clean Wntcr
- · Act, a landmark piece of en vi ron• mental legislation that has dramat' . ically cut the flow of industrial
~-~waste and toxins into American
· . : waters. C:~rol Urowncr, adminis~:: trator of the Environmental Pro;.-~ tcction Agency, called that "the
; :; easy part."
~. ·~
Uul with 38% of the country's
~: ~ lakes, rivers and estuaries sti II too

• ' to

pollult'd fp~ ,,._, :•n:nt:1g or
tlw Adn1::;: :•.: .:'.t.'ll h.1s designed a
pl:111 to ;1'
~~
st:ll Ulllcgulatcd
stHII-ces of ~·.: ,; tur1 Thos<' include
;1gricullurai r1111"ff and municipal
waste-water iilcllttles that spill
raw sewage Into IJkcs ;1nd rivers
when rain or moiling snow cause
lhemlo overflow
Ttw plan "ould cost i\mcricnns
roughly $70 b:lil'll a year to irnplcmetlt, an : rcJse of roughly $G
billion OVC'I CUrfC'IJ[ S()('llding by
towns, c1t:os Jlld businesses on
water pollul10il oonlrol. But Adfllllltstr;Jtion offici;-lls insisted that
Americans 11 ill save 1f the packago
is adopted by C01rgress: Browner
sJid that tile changes would cost
Americans $11) lnllioll less lo implement th:111 "ould the law in its
current form
At stake 111 l_Q_c_dcbi.ltc_i~__the __
hcalthOf ri1:crs. lakc~--~~__t,_uar_k~
ai1d wcllatlJsllii'o[ignuuLthc..nalion~TIOitgtily1.300 bodies or water
have become so polluted that stnte
nuthorilics hJvc had to limit public
consumption of fish and shcllrish
that live inlhcrn
While 20 ycJrs of controls have
stemmed the flow of toxic chemicals into the wJtcr l.Jy major industrial enterprises, farmers and
smnller industries continue to pour
710 million pounus of toxic chemicnls into watcrwnys and municipal
sewers each year.
Such pollulron causes :~s many as
3.2 million cases of intestinal discase yearly and is widely believed
to contribute to cancer. nervous

d:sorders and birth defect~. offiTo reduce the diffuse sources of
cials said.
pollution such as agricultural runCiting the potential for these
off nnd storm ovcrrlow, the new
more serious effects, the i\dlnilllslegislative proposal would give
tralion Jskcd Congress on
slnlcs almost eight yenrs to Impleto approve n federal study that
ment pollution controls to reduce
would recommendWTielficrand- farm runoff. The proposal also
hO\V tosubstTt'litc, ret!Liccor ~)ro- would make federal money availhibtt -the ·use-or--cnloniic-111 the
able to slates to fund ncti vi lies
United States.. --------designed to reduce pollutants from
fields and storm drains.
Chlorine and related comp,lunds,
While such aid has been providwh1ch arc used at lower lc>cls lo
ed in the past, the federal governclean water, arc thought to lead to
ment h;~s placed strict limits on lhe
the creation of dioxin, whtch h<Js
types of projects that can be underbeen linked to birth defect~ and
taken with the money. But under
GlllCCf.
the Clinton plan, slates also would
Environmental groups an! sevbe given new lnlitude in parceling
eral key lnwmakers hJilcd the
out federal funds to communities.
Adrninislrnlion's proposnl. U'Jt enl<,or Lhe first lime, for instance,
vironmental groups cxprcsscJ conu£ ruiiascc.ii.ild ·ucusc-uTO ·create
cern that the government's willwctl~!~ds,_t_o:l?~.?-~~~r co~n=-:_
ingness to give stales new IJLJtudc
SCr~;}.!-_IO_':J__£r_\:Q_~)(e£!!!11~11~ilh _
in enforcing anli-pollulior1 meaagncultural P.rograms ll1at usc
sures might allow some polluters to
fewer lox~i~~j,!~_IQ§s.
escape censure.
- Il1 an effort to step up enforceep. Gerry E. Sludds <D-Mn~s.),
ment of anti-pollution laws, the
chairman of a House com mitAdministration also will ask Contee that will help draft a new Clean
gress to make federal facilities
Water Act, also warned that existsuch as Energy and Defense Deing federal funds will not be
partment installations subject to all
enough to pay for commu11ilics to
Clean Water Acl provisions and to
improve their water facililies.
allow citizens to sue the governStudds gave the Administration
ment for violations.
what he called a "friendly nudge"
Under another proposal, citizens
to adopt a proposal under which
would be permitted, within five
the federal government would
years, to sue water polluters for
raise $1 billion in new environpast violations even if the polluter
mental taxes on commerci;,l :11al
had come into compliance. A reindustrial water users and the
cent Supreme Court decision had
severely curtailed cilizcns' right to
makers of pesticides, fertilizers and
sue under such circumstances.
animal feed.
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State plans to restore Valley streams, fishery jobs.
By Jim Mayer
B•• Stefl WrHor

California wildlife officials, promis1ng
that healthy fisheries would create ;obs.
on Wednesday released a $500 million
~ for restoring 27 Central \ !!llii
str~~

-The document details specific act10ns
that would help reduce decades of environmental damage - from m8Jor modifi
cations on the giant Shasta Dam on the
Sacramento River to putting water bock
in Stonv Creek.
"This. IS an effort to look at what can be
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done, should be done, to bring back these
fish," sa1d Fish and Game Director Boyd
Gibbons
\Vhile expressing confidence that the
plan would contnbute to restoration ef·
forts, G1bbons acknowledged. that most of
the flXes requ1red money and water- two
comm0d1hes mas short supply as salmon
~!!i~ad trou[
And deciding who should give up what
water ro. r fish will be decided in most
cases by the State Water Resources Con·
trol Board, Gibbons said
The report also assumes that a solution
is found for the Sacramento-San Joaquin

River Delta, where millions of young fish
are consumed in giant pumps providing
fresh water to Southern California farms
and cilles
The report, ''Restoring Central Valley
Streams A Plan for Action," was pre·
pared at the request of G<lv. Pete Wilson
as part of his plan to cure environmental
ills and shore up California's faltering
water system.
But the governor's plan has beeu
caught in the feud over restoring the Del·
ta without innicting hardship on San Joa·
quin ValiPy growers dependent on ita water

u

The state's report comes a day after the
U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, the largest
water provider in California, said it
would restrict deliveries this summer.
The cutbacks are mostly the byproduct of
dry weather, but also are the result ofre·
strictions on Delta pumps intended to
protect endangered winter-run chinook
salmon and Delta smelt.
Recreational and commercial fishing
representatilfes said tens of thousands of
jobs have been lost in the past decade as
striped bass. salmon, shad, trout and oth·
er fish have declined.
John Beuttler, executive director of

United Anglers of California, citing a ~
state report, said California is losing $116
million a year in sales revenue beraust> of.
declining fisheries
Nat Bingham, habitat director for the
Pacific Coast Federation or Fishermen's
Associations, said that since 1980 the
commercial salmon industry has gone
from providing 50,000 jobs to 10,000 jobs.
State officials are ho in that local
ernments an
_.
· ·

Crave/ plts zn fanner vzneyards along the left bank of the Russian
I<zucr south of Healdsburx

• More thJ.n J dozen deep p1ts have been dug m
and along U1e Russian River since 1940.
• Salmon and steelhcad runs have declined to less
than lOCI( ol oriprullevels.
• Drinking vvater quJ.litv is endangered
• Corne <.md lt:Ml\ the cosh tu our community c1lld
whc1t can bl' dune

A Conference for the Public
Saturday, March 19, 1994,
8:30a.m. to 5:30p.m.

Villa Chanticleer in Healdsburg
• Speakers include nver experts & prominent officials
• Italian countrv lunch.
AdmbsHm fur the dJy w1th lunch
•

Spo11sored !Jy Frie11ds of the Russia11 River
To sponsor, volunteer, or receive a conference
announcement, call (707) 576-1791.

DEMOCRAT
Santa Rosa, California, \Vcdnesday, January 5, 1994
Healdaburg

State to replace Highway 101 bridge
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The Highway I 0 I bridge over the
Russian River at Healdsburg has
been damaged by erosion and will
be replaced starting next year. at a
cost of at least $11 million.
State engineers say the 700-foot
freeway span is in no danger or
collapse, although it could be weakened in an earthquake.
Jim Smith, senior engineer for
the state Department of Transportation, said construction is slated to
begin In mid-1995. II should be
complete in mid-1996.
He said all four lanes of the
freeway will remain open while the
work is being done

Caltrans considered a less costly
repair project but has now concluded the bridge must be replaced.
Smith said there is a "tremendous
scour problem" around the
bridge's footings in the bed of the
Russian River.
When the bridge was built in
1959, the river bed was higher and
the bridge footings were covered
by I 0 feet of gravel, according to
Kathy Crossett, a hydraulics engineer for the slate. But severe
erosion has exposed the footings
and the problem is getting worse,
engineers said.
"The footings weren't designed
to be exposed," Crossell said a year
ago.

Smith said the rate of erosion is
unusually high. The bridge was
supposed to last 50 years, but It has
lasred only 34 years, he said.
Because its footings are above
ground, the bridge is more susceptible to earthquake damage, he said.
According to several state re·
ports, In-stream gravel mining in
the river below Healdsburg has
contributed to the problem. The
river south of Healdsburg was
heavily dredged during the 1950s
and 1960s. The river bed between
Healdsburg and Wohler Bridge has
dropped as much as 20 feet since
the 1940s, according to one study.
However, gravel Industry offi-

cials dispute the reporlc:. A gravel
industry consultant said erosion In
the deepest part of the river
channel is largely due to
year-round releases of water from
Russian River dams.
Caltrans has asked Sonom 1
County to consider impacts o ,
bridges when considering future
applications for in-stream gravel
mining.
Smith said the new bridge will be
located at the same spot. It will be
wider and will be designed to
better resist earthquakes, he said.
Smith said the bridge could be
repaired for about $7 million. But a
repaired bridge would be more
costly lo maintain and wouldn't last
as long as a new bridge.
The current bridge has two separate platforms for the northbound
and southbound lanes. But the new
bridge will have a single platform
with a paved median, Smith said.
Traffic will be switched to the
median during construction so that
all four lanes can remain open.
The project will be financed by
state and federal highway funds.
State engineers say bridges on
Highway 116 at Austin Creek and
llighway I 2R at Geyserville al!'o
have been damaged by erosion.
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Russian River

River

wildlife habitat
in decline

Continued from Page A I
!ems, Including erosion and loss of
wildlife habitat
The Russian River's riparian
habitat - the natural growth alongside rivers and streams- Includes
a diverse mix of trees, vines,
shrubs and other plants that provide food and shelter for wildlife,
says the report Native species
include cottonwood, willow, alder,
wild grape, f>lackberry, ash, oak,
laurel and elderberry.
The work of Philip Northen, a
Sonoma State University biologist
who has studied the river. was cited
m the report. He said the river's
remaining habitat is rich In wildlife
and that In some spots, the diversity of bird life is "extraordinarily
high." Half of all the state's reptiles
and three fourths of Its amphibians
also are dependent on such habitat.

By STEVE II Air!
'>laff W ril~r

The Russian R1ver has lost much
of 1ts wildlife habitat to development during the past 50 years,
accordmg to a state-sponsored
study
The new report, prepared as part
nf a two-year study of the river's
v1ronmentaJ problems. is expec.~d to play a key role in decisions
on future river management.
It says natural habitat along the
nver banks has been reduced by
farmmg, flood controL gravel minmg. dam buildmg and other practices. Wildlife habitat contmues to
he threatened by urbanization, accordmg to the report
The nver proJer:t. led by the state
( r>astal Conservanr·,. Js expected to
n·comrnend measures for f('Verslrl)'. th•· nver's PnvJronmPntal prob.~. t' River, /'age AU

Cooling effect
Streamside vegetation also
shades the river, providing cool
water favored by fish. The river
supports some plant and animal
species that are becoming IncreasIngly rare, Northen said.
Tbe report released Friday was
prepared by Circuit Rider Productions. a Windsor non-profit organization that does environmental consulting work.
According to the study, more
than a third or riparian habitat has
been lost since 1942 In the river's
Middle Reach, between Healdsburg and Forestville. The study
said about 1,244 acres existed In
1942, compared to about 827 acres
In 1990.
It said the Middle Reach is an
Important wUdllte corridor that is
seeing more urbanization from
Windsor and the Sonofb,a County

I

C'

Airport
Northen said wildlife habitat In
the Middle Reach is In fairly good
snape, with a favorable balance of
young, middle-aged and old trees.
But he said the river's Alexander
Valley reach doesn't show the same
healthy mix.
He said the stretch north of
Healdsburg "is seriously lacking ln
young and middle-aged stands." As
a result, some species may disappear from the zone.

Recommendations
The study recommends protectIng the most sensitive areas Of
wildlife habitat. A final version of
the report Is expected to suggest.:a
comprehensive program for preserving the wildlife zone.
The river project Is aimed at
correcting a number of problems
on the river. but some of Its
recommendations have sparked
disagreement among environmentalists. river property owners and
the gravel industry.
Gravel Industry officials dispute
a project report that says continued
mining poses a threat to the nver.
Some river property owners alSo
blasted a suggestion that the river
be allowed .to t.a.Ke a more natural
course, charging such a change
would cause noodlng and damage
private property.
:
A project task force Is expected
to recommend river management
policies later this year.

..

Clean
water's
•
nemesis

Co11tinued/rom Pare GJ
Water A!lf'ncy are blessed with the
tree natural filtration that the aqutrer provides. The a!lf'ncy's Ranney
collectors, ~>mbedded deep In the
aquifer, pump out water transported by the vtslble river from vast
reservoirs at Warm Springs and
Coyote Valley.
In 1972, the eminent Berkeley
hydrologist H.A. Einstein. a consultant to tbe water agency, predicted
that unless steps were taken to
prevent the destruction of the aqul·
fer from river gravel mining. 115
filtering and storage capacity would
be destroyed. The a!lf'ncy heeded at
least pan of his advice. In-stream
gravel mining just across from the
agency's collectors was stopped.
Yet destruction of the aqutler
continued.

Gravel mining
threatens aquifer
By TOM ROTH

There are two
Russian Rivers.·
One Is the visible river that rt!nects the hue$
of verdant banks
or rushes brown
In the wtnte~.
ThiS Is the river
tbat erupts wttli
RotII
the leap of a
steelhead and
steps friendly against the ankles d!
waders.
The second Russian River Is
enveloped In darkness. It no~
through li gravel membrane aS
P'

'tarn·

· '?

)

ClOSE TO HOM£
80 leet below th~ vf!tblt!
channel and 1,000 feet or
more on either side.
Over the years the visible rivet
has been battered by dammln!ii
diversions and dumping. Now, un,
less the Sonoma County Board of
Supervisors changes course, the
most vital section of the under:
ground Russian River may be d!'
stroyed.
·
The stretch ot 10 miles betwf'eii
Hf'Bidsburg end Wohler Brld!lf' I!'
catted the Middle Reach. Here are·
some of Sonoma County's rlchf'St.
vtnf'yards and the municipal wells
of Hnldsburg. Wlnd!IOr and the
•
Sonoma County Water A~ncy.
Hydrologists Clll! tbe Middle
Rf'llch's subterr&nf'lln now an un-·
confined aquifer - unconfined be=cause there Is a direct connection
between thl! vlslbll! river end the·
honeycomb or gravel. rockS and
sand that make up the a~utter:
Durtng the wl!t 5eall0n. water noW!
from the river fb the aquifer,
rf'!Upplylng water to farm and
municipal wells. In the summer. It
Is the aquifer that recharges the
river.
This river ot darltne!S Is hot the
St:y1t. II pulsates with life. Sclt!ntlm
at the University of Montana have
found dozens of species of worms.
shrimps. Insects and microscopic
organisms Inhabit similar subterra.
nean channels. These creatures
llvtng In the water-gravel medium
pertorm the aquifer'! m~t wondrou! wk: tile cleanslnl! and rtltra·
tlon of drinking water.
Other counties rely on expensive
water treatment plants to guarantet
clean drinking water. But 37!1.000
customers of. the Sonoma Counti
Sa Gra•el, btU:Ic fHift

deep u
river·~

Tom Roth is executive director of

Fn1'11d.~ of

the Rus.•ian Riv!'r

The fragile barriers

I

I

'

Under the 1981 Aggregate Resources Mana!lf'ment plan, deep-pit
mining Increased from 400 to 630
acres. Prime farmland and Irreplaceable aquifer were mined In
pits u large u 72 acres with depths
of up to 80 feet.
The plan called for monitoring
and reclamation of the pits. Monl·
tortng fell by the W11yslde: reclama·
tton was deemed Infeasible.
The river Is now confined by
unengtneered levees between 115
channel and the pits. HydrologistS
lear that floods could wipe out those
fragile barriers. "capturing• the
river and sucking doWI! the river's
bottom.
The mined-out pits filled with
water. Once, the pits and the river
were linked by the underground
gravel membrane. But something
strange has happened to most of the
plt3. The river would go down after
11 storm; the water In the plt3 would
not
The pits have become great catch
bast ns of !IlL The once-porous
gravel wall between the pits and the
river and Its aqult'!r are plugged
wtth sill

Bid to expand mining
A few thousand feet from the
W11ter a!lf'nCy's Wohler pumps, a
great blocking !ormation ol silted
plt3 now arches across the nood·
platn to the edges of the aquifer on
both banks or the river.
Syar Industries Is attempting to
expand mining at one pit In thl!
arch. If they do, warns a repon
commissioned by the U.S. Army
CofP' of Engineers and the state
Mining and Geology Board, there
could be reduced floW! and a lesser
ability to nush contaminants out of
the aquifer.
The water agency dentes that
plugged pits affect their operations.
Yet the productivity of their two
Wohler pumps has decreased by 2!1
percent, the agency acknowledges.
Prudently, the water agency Is
attempting to purcbue the last
section or aquifer between their
collectors and the pit mines to serve
future supply needs.
Elsewhere there Is evidence that
gravel mining operations have had

an adverse ertect on clean water
supplies. A degraded nver bed has
pulled down wtth It the water table.
drying up numerou! farm wells
One ot Windsor's municipal wells I$
sucking air.
Healdsburg officials are sutngthe
county beeause planned changes tn
operations at the Healdsburg Dam.
which anltlctally holds up the w&·
ter table, may dry up some city
wells.
Proposed In-stream mining above
the dam would also Impact the
city's Fitch Mountain wells. which
are already experiencing turbidity
problems.
in the !ace of environmental
degradation. the county has cited
overriding economic considerations
- the need ror jobs and construe·
tlon materials- to approve mining.
Yet we need only look upriver to
see who Is going to pick up the bill.
In 1988, state Health District
Engineer Dave Clark warned that
ncesslve gravel mining could
harm Cloverdale's filtering aquifer.
His prophecy went unheeded. Clerk
had no authority to stop the mining.
Ironically, his successor had the
power to order Cloverdale to build a
S3-mlltlon treatment plant Mining·
Impacted Ukiah has already built a
plant. Healdsburg Is examining tht!
possibility.

Some new alternatives
Within weeks the Board ol Super·
visors will be looking at a revised
ARM plan that Will allow the same
kinds of devutll.tlon to continue.
They need to adopt some new
alternatives:
Ill Recycling building materials.
If we follow current pmct!ces.
recycled concrete and asphalt can
provide about I percent or esttmat·
ed gravel needs. A more aggressive
collection program can easily dou·
ble that amount We might start by
clearing the rubble off Wohler
Beach.
Ill Lowering demand estimates
We shouldn't destroy our aquifer to
export one-fifth of the county's
gravel to other counties.
Ill Expanding quarry operations.
The ARM plan's framers see an
eventual transfer from river rei!·
ance for gravel supplies. This won't
happen unless there are adequate
tlnanclallncentlves lor the shift.
Ill Substitute materials. High·
quality gravel suitable lor portland
cement production Is taken out of
pits and crushed for low-quality
construction specifications. Repro·
cessed tires can supplement gravel·
based roadbed materials.
Ill Shallow pit mining. Mining
companies can still harvest some of
the river terrace's gravel. but they
should not be allowed to dig below
the water table. Shallow pits can be
reclaimed ror agriculture. or they
can be engineered to allow the river
to regain Its natural meander.
The lull In new construction
provides the county wllh an oppor·
tun tty to end the old bad practices.
The creation of this grand aqul!er
took three million years. It will only
take three votes on the Board or
Supervisors to. '~)reserve or de!!! roy
lt.
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Bohemian Club should
help save Russian River

T

HE RUSSIAN R1ver
was once one of Amelica's finest steelhead
trout rivers. It is now
dying after decades of

abuse and neglect.
In 1943, 250,000 steelhead were
caught in the rive:-. Last year, the
estimate was about 400.
The river still flows poetically
through Sonoma County to the sea
at Jenner_
But its endless, cool, lovely
pools, once sweet for swimmers
a.'1d fishennen, are now compared
with sewers.
The causes range from pollution
to gTavel numng to the dumb greed
uf local gowmment water agenCICS
to an t~xp]o,;Hm of rrrigated VITH'·
y;tnJ~.

,\Ltny rr :rpe growers m the nvcr
valley wmecessarily irrigate their
l;mds, draining water from the watershed's precious spawning tribu~J.·c~

there 3rc sorrlc heroes

(Jet(!

Teiicr, a vmtner, fisher·

r:;;uJ and fncnd of the Huss1an H.1v·

has never irrigated his r:rrapes.
Krvcnswood, the wmery that buys
hls Oak Hill zmf;mdel grapes, was
rated over all others last month by
Ulc Wme Ad·;oc.:1te, a respected inkrnatwnal pubucatwn.
!'roof that qual1ty cams profits
: seen by Teller's example. H1s
rn~urngatcd vmcs y1eld fewer tons
u: grapes per acre, but the resultJ' ::' wmc goes for a prcmmm price
1: wa~ Sll per boLtle; 1t recently
~,~nd out. at S2(J
Teller punu:d out t.o me that in
''~ i:cr :-.1echterranean climates,
: "c:h <b m Italy and Greece, grapes
/,:,vc been g-rown for thou.s;mds of
:. •car~ v.1thout Jmgatwn.
Comml' dec1s:ons by L'1c rcgwn
,,; wauT quality agency tell the st.on uf the nnmoillaLe throot to the
JJvcr Gallo \Vrncrics wants to
Ll•:ck a spawnmg fitrearn. Chevron
v. :ull.: to d1 vide an 8,000-acre cs·
L,:;· llltl; rrngaLcd vmcyard prr,pcr('f,

1;1

'J

il 1 '

''!'.','ri

<Jf \VlrldSr>r

v.;111l\

a.noti1er 5,000 acre-feet of water for
future development. The Sonoma
Water District, having sold water
it doesn't have to Marin County
agencies, now proposes to take it
from the river.
And the booming city of Santa
Hosa still wants to put its treated
sewage water back into the river
instead of considering alternatives.
The need is to manage and
share the water, not to think more
is somehow available.

T

HIS IS a political battle to
be fought uphill. With the
local government agencies
manipulated to the point of corruption, the nvcr can only be saved by
Lakmg a more powerful political
route.
'l1us 1s why we need to enhst the
help of the Bohemi;m Club.
The San Francisco-based club's
Bohemian Grove, several thousand
acres of magnificent redwoods, borders one of the Russian River's
most beautiful stretches.
July is the month of the elite
club's annual summer encamp·
mcnt for powerful, influential men
who have enjoyed the pleasures of
the river over the years. TI1ey look
forward to a few days of relaxation
a.nd retreat, camping in the forest
o.nd wishing they could still swim
Ill the river.
To my knowledge, tiiC Bohc.rn.ian Club has never gotLen involved
in environmental issues.
And yet. the founder!:! protected
tlus grove by cstablislung this idylIre refuge. Part of that refuge is polluted and shouldn't be. The members have an obhgatwn t.o the prinCiples of the founders to act just as
much as if someone wanted to
clear-cut the1r redwoods.
To save the nvcr, there is only
the need for a few voices to afiect
the regwnnla.nd stale water quality agencies, talk to the governor,
members of Congress and, ifneccs:.arv, the president. Bohemian
Ciul. members arc from all over

the state and the country. Most can
reach members of Congress with
one phone call.
N THE political battle to save
the river, the club should align
itself with, or at least support,
the citizen-based movement growing t.hc.re.
Recently, a public meeting on
the Russian River's future was convened by Reps. Lynn Woolsey and
Dan Hamburg in a college auditorium. It drew a standing-room-only
crowd.
A recent study by the California
Salmon and Steelhead Advisory
Committee said 8,000 jobs would
be created in the recreation industry if coastal rivers, including the
Hussian River, were clean and protected.
In an ideal world, perhaps the
Bohemian Club wouldn't be the
last, best hope for saving a river.
But because of the .intricate collab-

I

The need is to
manage and
share the
water, not to
think more is
somehow
available
oration of water boards and developers, Citizens - and club members who stay at the Bohemwn
Grove - have become the underdogs.
The Bohemian Club chose the
Russian River location for good
reason.
Now they must join the fight for
its survival.

Iiucy D. Johnson, California's 1'!!·
sources secretary during the Jerry
IJmwn administration, is an Exanuncr culum!Llsl.

Are agricultu

an

losing out to gravel
in a battle for
the Russian River?

I,

I

Grovel pits in former vineyards along the left bank of the Russian River eight
miles south of Healdsburg. The pits ore filled with water because they were

dug into the grovel aquifer that filters the drinking water supply
Sonoma and Mann wun!Jes. A grovel processing plant "seen ot

c

•

The battle
over gravel
mining .on the
Russian River
is a struggle
over the
character of
Sonoma
County itself.
Do agriculture
and recreation
have to move
over to make
way for
the building

boom?

-r

he RUSSian Rtver was a fantasy. Growmg
up 111 Southern Calllornla, I had seen only
one nver. th1· Lo'> :\ngt'll"' - tht' m1ghtv
~tream that Mark Twam had :-..:nd \vac; ttw oniv nver vu~
could fall mit; and clunb out du\l\
~
It was difficult for mt· to '"'"~""'

all year long. From the

stone~

.1

riVer that flo,H·d

I hl'ard from my parents,

the l!USSIJ!l was an 1dvllic nvt·r. the kmd rdehrated m
song and ston Flow gently, sweet Afton
bv Brrllle
meer's stream
the Suwannee, the ~loldau. tht: Sllenan
doah
When l first saw the Hussran I was not d"appornted
The Hhll was true I saw em<•rald water flowrng p;"t
~~rOVf'\ of redwood~. overhangmg maple~ when· vou could
\WJDV from ropf'•; and drOfJ Ill!(; di-'{'P pool:-.. long curvmg
~tretrhes wtH·n· vou could paddle a rJn(w !Ike lhawatliJ
,\;Hldy bt·arh,.;, wtwrP vou could lw HI the \Un
or m U11:
cool ~hadP of lht' fort•\.! and ft·rn" ~wd w1llov.·, wlwn lh~·
:.un WJ'> too h!Jt

tht:>

In ltw .\ii'Jr\ ~mn·. tht' rrowd~ ho~vt• pro!IIPrated and
town~ on 1t~. shon•s haw• hcconw morf' raucou.'., but

durmg tiH' summ!'f th<' Hus"an strll fiows gently through
the redwood~ m tho~t· wondrou\ curvt"· that have

brought genPrat!Ons of vacatlorun~: Callforruans to ib
for a nvt·r expenence

~hon•:-:.

But that nH'r" nov. 111 deep troubll' from human ar·
t!VIlte'l up~tre;m:

tneyard owner Marttn GnHtn " soft
~pokt'll J.nd mild m . dlnt·retL but It 1:-:. ul;.
ou:::. from tn~ word.\ that hi' 1~. mad a:::. hell
\Ve art' ~tandwg lfl the bottom of a drv gulrtl whpn• ther(·
w;1\ OfH'P a Cff'f·k !tltJl flowed throur'!l hh farmland:. ~HHl
JOlllf'd tlu· }UJ\\IJO HlVf•r Jhout !LI(J \anh down'itrt'am

V

1

"The tre<'k was !0 or 15 feel higher than wht'rc we're
standmg," hP savs "We used to eel mavbc 20 hi~"'""'
ht•ad commg up tllP tTPf'k 10 spawn f'VPry yt•ar. One me111
m the wmtN of I%7. after thrPe days of ram, I canw down
here wuh a flashlight to mspect our pump, and I d"'"'
l'fl'd ti>P whoit· l'f'l'l'k h<·d lwl sudd•·nlv slid mto a bii', pti
!Iii~ j:!ravt·! !IHIII'l:, fl;HI dUI' Ill tlw fiVt·r
"Ttu~
i'\'t>r~·

gu::·l!

1"1

twmg erodPd decp<'r dunng the ram·

Wlnt(•r Tlw p!t ~~filled w1th !>lit that has se~1lcd off

tflt' bank so !ht· nvn can't rerharg<' the aqutfcr 1 he""

tr'f table. whH'Ii " the top of the aqu1fer, has fallen. and
tnt: product Jon of our \' ~·!!~ ha~ dropped 90 percent 'llw
lo"enng of the aquill'r has also dned up the creek.,.,

u·pt dunng storm\
"Tim has happened to farmer> for mrles along the r11

er ThP gravt'l dn_·dV,IIlJ.!. 111 the J9f>tb and '70s ha~ caU\I'd
of ttw f!VPrlwd to smk along e1ght or nnw null'<.

~t·ctHHl~

of t111• rmddil' n·ach. At lkaldslmrg It has dropped II ft·•·t
and undt·rnlllll'<i llw llighway 101 bndge. Ilt•re. oppo·.ltr·
my land. tht' r!vt·rlwd h<.i.'. ~unk 22 ft->f'l as a rrsul! of j_;r;!\
PI rnmm~ and tlw tv.o bJ;.! dam\ upstream that stop U11·
cravd flov. "

Latt•r Gnffm dnvc~ down the nver road and P<JlllL'out hundreds of arrt'' ,,r water·filled ptls and grJ~t·l
plants n<·xt to the nvPr "~lost of these used to bP Viii<'
yard~ Tho~P ptb havP turned thts area mto an mdustnal
\\ a;tdand The,·'re piuggmg the aquifer. and no\\ t11•
m1nrng mmpJili<'S waallo d1g more prts.llereon the nud·
die reach of the nver we ve lo;t 100 acres or vmcvard:,
Gnffm sorn" )l'ars ago retlrPd from hrs practtr<' a•.,
Mann Count>· pny\H'lill! Jflli now d(·vote~ tu~ ttmc to !H
ilufJ Kuu \\lfiU,. •.tnd vuwvards atone the W!'St suJt• of !l!1
nv<'r st'V<'r<tl mil••s iJ<'Iow Healdsburg In 1989 hP and"'"
er Vlne,ard owners formed tlw llus.\lan lt1verTash l·onr·
In pcr~U<H!I' <·ounlv auttJontlf':, to halt th£~ nunw~: Tlw!;b~Jtlli' cry wa~ "~avt· till' Hu\~1an H1vrr •·

The gravel dredging in the
1960s and '70s has caused
sections of the riverbed to sink
along eight or nine miles of the
middle reach. At Healdsburg it ·
has dropped 17 feet and
undermined the Highway 101
bridge. Here, opposite my land,
the riverbed has sunk 22 feet as a.
result of gravel mining and th~ •
two big dams upstream that stop
the gravel flow.'
11

This 80-foot-deep gravel pit
was once the Benoist vineyard
on a terrace above the Russian
River eight miles south of
Healdsburg. This shot was
taken in March 1993, after
floods had breached the
dike separating the pit
from a creek flowing
into the river, out
of the picture
to the left.

-MARTIN

G~lffiN

fTOI' lm).

OWNER. HOP KilN VINEY AltO.

Instead of trying to reclaim the
pits for agriculture, which
everybody now admits is not
feasible, we'll reclaim them for
wildlife and natural habitat And_
we'll still be producing the
concrete and asphalt the county
needs as the population grows.
I'd say that's a fair trade-off.'
- DENNIS RIPPLE (BOTTOM lEFT},
PLANT MANAGER. KAISER SANO AND GRAVE~

In 19~KJ the Swrra Clul; Legal
Deirn'e Fund )OJOed with the ltu.'·
s;a:: Iuvcr 1 a:::./\ l· orct• to ~ur· tJH'
!:!f:l\t·J

COJllDJnll·,

Til;_d

SUil

few blocks off Highway 101 111 Santa
· lto::,a. Ill a group of temporary Omllitn!.!>.
- a r e tne local offices of KaiS<'r ::.ann and
Gravd. O!H' of the two btl! compamrs nlln!Tlg aiong tht·
nver (Tile othPr IS ~var lndustncs.l1 owermc. above th~·
builduws 1s the tall fr<.~nwworK of a <'OJHTrtt· hat<"h plan~.

A

tu

cethcr \\ lth ~t'Vt'f.tJ oUlt·r devdo~
mcnt-..- ;1 ~ull acam.st the compunw" h\' th(' ;,onoma l ount \' d1stnc
uttorJJ•'Y for 1l!e:!Ji practice::.. J ::,w;JjJ:- .">UJt b_'; the st~lft' attorney cener;..~. ~t

!.!rJ.wJ jur:,

whert' trucks unload gravt.>l that 1s carrwd hy a convt'\'OT

Jn\CSti!.!JtlOn.

and p;d1au.::.twn (,f ~omt· of thl' e.\
Jsur.~ pH"
pn·u~- \\ell :::.hut down rnHHn;..: awn;..! tht• rJ\
cr lor ;;bout W montJL:-_ H~· IJ:-.t Yt'ar. enou!. Ul of the iecJl
du:< iud :;('ttll'll for nllnii"l;.:: to be re~urrwd u;; a reduct·c:
~Gdt· Iluwcvt·r. tilt' opponent-; of tilt' m1nm:.: companw~
rt'cPn!ly wrnt to court <.U.!am . cL.nmm:.: on{' of the prtncJ·

pal em Jronml'ntJIJmpact reports

v..~!S

madequak

he Russian River, !Jhc an1· rJI<T. IS far
mon' Ulan nw\·Jn:.:: \\alt'r It ..\ a bwlogJCJl
artt-·n wJth hunon·u:. of torm_.., of llie m J!
anJ around 1!- aqUauc plant:.. f1:..h. tre~·:-. h1rds and mam·
m,;..;, Urn.:wa!ly lite Huss1an ~upportru o!lt' ol lhP bJgcest
~teelnead run:-:. m the countr:,
Tlle rt\·Pr 1. . . abo a gcoloCJC forct'. contaJnJll!l Silt. sand
anu roc!\~ til at lliU\ t' downstrt.'J!Il \\ Hll t!w \\ater ln tl!l1t''
of tlt':l\""\ r;l!Jh J.Ild lu~h water. tlH· fl\C:- o\t·rflov..... !!"
b~Hh-.;.. ~!!Hi \\ lwll t!w flood v..atcr!"l rcc('dt' It drops muclj
u: ::\!odd on tlw broJd nver·cut tl'rrac,· !IH' flood plam
Ti:L· !.!ra\t'l and ~JrHl Jrc dropped 11rst. tlw Silt settle;.,
1a.sl .tild 1orm.., !a\'{'r:- of nctl allu\·J;:l tonso:: :\s a n~~u::
trlt' \J.Ht·\., awnc tlll' fl\Tf conl<.~Hl \Cry proouctl\'t> farn
l;mu.~. rnu"t lJI them 110\\ Ill \'lllP,\'ard.:-,. Sonoma lount:,
_f2f'-!!1!'.~. !!ht_' tllO"\' Ol lH:I!.!iJiJOfl!'.:.:. \'Jpa \ JJH'_\, prOdUCP
::,o;il' o( tiw world\ fmc:..t wme::.. il proJJflt.' ~ourct• o:"
wcalt1l for tne re.cwr.
l~ul i.JerH.'<itll those soils 13 another source of \\·ealth. ~

T

mother lode of ag~regate' conslstmg pnneipally of the
sand and gravel. ~!10111~ companH·s d1c il up to use 111 pr<•·
ducm~ most of the concrete and a'pJ1alt u'cd for roads.
hndges and bUildmcs Ill tile hoommg i\ortl! llav regiOn
Tile most access1bie ~rav.·l was m tile m·crbed Itself.
where gwnt dredges for decades scooped up tons of ag·
gregate like dmosaurs wnh dnppmg mouthfuls of food.
bv the late 196us so much gravel had been pulled out
of th~ nver that ttw compamcs bt•gan to shift their oper·
au on' from the nveriH>d to the terraces of the flood plam
on either side line tilt' I. duu mto tile aquifer. the gravel
beds dcpostted over th<· nnllt>nma hv tile nvcr at flood
stacc and filled wnl! water bv· the nver and ram fall. tSet·
dJJf.!rJm on PJt.!t' ll
:\c.ncuJrunsLc; bbmi' the mmm!.! rompanH'S for th1·

sunken nvcrbcd and fallen wah'r tabi<·. The ll"avte't mm111i.! and ftw ureat('st drop m th!' nn·rbrd h~1vr bPPn m th1,
nrer:.. mldciit• r~ach. Ilit~ mnP mlif's oetwt~f'n Healdsburg
and tn(' narrows v.:tH'rf' thf' n\·pr entPr!-. the canyon it ha~
c:t:\ed throu!!ll tne \\t•stcrnmost lulls of Ulf' Coast Rang!'
to tilt' oc~an. That lorestcd can von IS thr prmcipal rccre·
~I lOll area on the n\'e;. TlJpre 1s no substantial muun,g m
that stretch. but anv nver ts a smglc umt. and what happens upstream can have unpredictable Impacts down!:>trPam

belt to the top of th<· structurt· On tli<· toprnoq pmnaci<'
somPont· has ng!!ed some ilchL<; mtu ;1 Cnnstmas-tr~
shape. the onlv acstlleue touch m the du,ty yaru
Inside thP offices I meet plant mana~rr Ornms ltlppl!·.
who pomts to a btg color drawmg of the lower part of the
middle reach. In tht' picture the riVer IS hounded on on('
std<' hv '"""n blue lakes. lined With marshes and npanan
forest~ The drawmg IS labeled "Wmdsor Lake Heclarnauon Plan·
lt!ppiP <'Xplams "This IS how J hop<• tlH• plar<' will look
rvt·ntuallv We JUSt got an award for thP plan from trw
Ain<'rtCal; Socte!v of LanuseatH' Arcl!ltecL,.ll wtlllle a gre.at
benefit to the co.unty for wildlife and natural h<~bitat ··
lie explams that Kaise(s present gravci p!Ls would be
converted graduail\' to "Wmdsor Lakr:-" as the eravel 1s
taken out, provided the plants approved by the county
··About fi()() acres have tleen OIIIH'ti mthe mtddlr rcadt
unto now. and the maxtmum the nun me companH's. want
to do Ill tiw n(•\t :2\1 \'t•ars 1s another 4VJ. And that\ 1L Tnat
should finish Jt off
I a;.,k tum about the argument that terrace nJJilllll.! w·strols mvaluablt• topsoil and niw)·aru:,
"That pomt cank up m lHBfJ whPn the counT"> :-. f1r\~
AgcrPealt' ~1anagt•ment Pltm WJ~ matk. and the pian
calied for the pns to lw reclaimed for acrteunure :\t the
time thrn· wf'rt' 2fiJI(~t acrP'-> of \'lll!'\':Inh 1~• ~unoma
Coumy :\ow there arc 32.00U acres All W<· want to use IS
.See 1-'aae

}(J
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However, attempts to put the soil back into the pits and
grow commercial crops have not been successful, partly
owing to the great depths of the pits. some of them more
Continued From Page 9 than 80 feet deep. Worse yet. some hydrologists concluded that even if the pits were filled with soil for agncul·
ture. in the absence of the porous gravel beds. the clay·
another 400 acres. And not all of it is in vineyards.
like soil would seal the pit walls. block the groundwater
"Instead of trying to reclaim the pits for agriculture, recharge and cause the water table to drop. leavm!! more
which everybody now admits is not feasible. we'll reclaim wells high and dry and perhaps threatemng the pumps
them for wildlife and natural habitat. And we'll still be where the Sonoma County Water Agency draws water for
producing the concrete and asphalt the county needs as half a million residents of North Bay counties.
the population grows. I'd say that's a fair trade-off."
Robert Gaiser is project mana~er of the Sonoma CounBut Griffin and other critics maintain that these 400 ty Planning Department's effort to rewnte the ARM plan.
acres are crucial because they're along the river and are The new version has not yet been adopted and is gomg
part of the system that recharges the aquifer. I ask Ripple through Planning Commission hearings.
about GriCfin's ob)eCtiQII that gravel mining next to his
"Up to now." Gaiser says, "about 600 acres on the mid·
vineyard eroded the channel, sealed orr the recharge area
die reach have been terrace mmed. There are proposals
and caused the water table to fall.
in the new ARM plan to limit new deep-pit terrace mining
"There's no doubt.· Ripple responds, "that there has
to a maximum of 230 acres. Each pit could not be over 20
been channel erosion. but there's no single villain. There
acres, compared to some existing pits of 50 to 100 acres.
are several causes. They were reported by the Russian
"The new ones would have to be 450 feet from the rivRiver Resource Enhancement Project: Farmers have cui·
tivated too close to the river and removed the riparian er and at least 450 feet apart. The compames would have
to
prove on computer models that their operations
vegetation. That caused erosion. Two big dams upstream
have blocked the natural movement of gravel down the wouldn't lower the water table more than one foot. So
river. Urbanization has increased the runoff and con·. there would be no major effect on the groundwater.
tributed to flooding.
"These standards would not apply to shallow pits that
"Gravel mining was done in the riverbed in our area don't get into the groundwater. which is 15 to 20 feet beby previous owners beginning about 1953. but we haven't low the surface." Gaiser said. "1 have to emphasize that
done any in-stream mining since we acquired the opera· these are only proposals and may be changed as they go
tion here in 1967. There's almost no in-stream mining go- through the Planning. Commission and the Board of Suing on now in the middle reach except for some shallow pervisors.
skimming operations.
"We're trying to encourage quarry mining at locations
·All our work is terrace mining, and it doesn't make away from the river to reduce terrace mining. One way
any contribution to channel erosion in the river. That's to encourage it would be the proposed fee on terrace min·
ing - $1 a ton, at maybe 2 million tons a year. The quarnot just our conclusion. That's in the report."
ries, which are more expensive to mine, would not have
aurel Marcus is the director or the Russian
to pay the fee. There are about 18 small quarries in the
River Resource Enhancement Project, spon·
sored by the Coastal Conservancy and other county, and last year they produced 60 percent of the
county's aggregate."
public agencies to develop a river plan not just for gravel
lderon Laird of Arcata, in Humboldt
mining but for other resources as well, including recreCounty, is a river expert who has made
ational and fish and wildlife values.
studies for mining companies and gov"We're trying to do something that's never been done
before." she says. "We're looking at the river from the riv· ernment agencies, with emphasis on restoring rivers to
natural
conditions.
Relevant to the Russian River are studer's point of view. We're looking at the river and its wa·
tershed as an ecological system with a life of its own. ies he has made on the Tuolumne and the Merced, which
We're looking at how the natural regime is affected by hu· flow down from Yosemite National Park through foothills
and valley lands rich in r1ver-borne gravels.
man activities.
"The Merced," he says, "was extensively terrace-mined
"We'll develop a plan for watershed restoration. We
can never restore it exactly as it was in nature. but we in the 1960s and '70s. In the floods of 1983 and '86 it
breached the levees and changed Its course into the pits.
hope much of the damage can eventually be repaired."
What about Ripple's quote from the pro.teet's interim a huge expanse of water. The salmon and steel head can't
find
their way upstream any more. In the pits they're
report that terrace mining. does not contribute to nverbed
preyed upon IJy the kind of fiSh that grow in reservoirserosion'
small-mouth bass, large-mouth bass and squawfish.
"That's true as long as the river stays where it is." she
"Water hyacinths proliferate on the water, and m
says. "But the river has never stayed exactly the same for
very long. Historically it has risen and fallen and changed some places you could almost walk across the river on
its course as it meandered over the flood plam. We can ex· them. In other places the wmd across that big expanse of
peel that the nver sooner or later will pop out of 1ts chan· water surs up waves that continually erode the levees and
the other shore banks.
nel again and flow into the pits on the terraces.
What about the "Windsor Lakes" plan to make
"What would happen if the river overflowed into the
pits, which are much deeper than the nverbed. and the Kaiser's deep Russian River pits into wildlife refuges•
"Well. they look pretty in the picture." Laird says, "but
river abandoned its present channel and flowed entirely
into the pits' The river might drop its load of sediment m· my concern is that the des1gn should be based on biologi·
cal
processes rather than aesthetic appeal. Wetland areas
to the pits, which are as much as 80 feet deep. The water
which are Significant wildlife habitat are dependent on
flowing out of the pits would be clear.
"That's called 'hungry water.' Clear runnin~ water will shallow water."
·Another problem is that sandy beaches along a river
pick up much more sediment downstream than water that
is already carrymg a natural sed•ment load. It's 'hungry' are nourished by the sediments brought down by rivers.
for more sediment. which it will pick up downstream by If the river breached the levees and flowed through the
eroding the banks and channel. So we could expect a lot pits - as has happened on the Merced - the sediments
more downstream erosion, taking out beaches. cutting would be trapped in the pits and the areas downstream
back banks and toppling trees along the shoreline.
would become starved of sand and gravel."
"I'm not predictmg that this will happen." Marcus cau·
In recent years some of the beaches near Guerne-ville
lions. "It's simply a possibility we're studymg. We don't and Rio Nido have dtmimshed or disappeared, a loss that
have enough data yet to say whether it's a senous threat" many residents believe IS a result of in-stream mming on
istorically, Sonoma County officials have the middle and upper reaches. And since sediments from
looked the other way while the gravel com· the Russian River nourish ocean beaches near the river
pames took out all they wanted, paymg no mouth and probably for miles along the Sonoma coast.
royalties on the gravel mined. Partly as a result of com· gravel mining could conceivably contribute to similar eroplaints from Griffm and hiS allies. the county belatedly SIOn or disappearance of beaches there.
enacted the Aggregate Resources Mining !ARM! plan in
ydrologists disagree on how terrace min·
1980. designating 2.000 acres along the river where terrace
mg affects the aquifer. The diSputed ques·
mining would be permitted- providing the pits were relion is whether water is able to permeate the
claimed for agriculture after the gravel was taken out.
pit walis, rechargmg the aquifer at high water and flowing

RIVER

The Russian River
impasse is a symbol of
much larger problems
involving gravel mining on
other California rivers and
streams. It also calls into
question the piecemeal
approach to planning
that has been endemic
in California and was
unquestioned before the
advent of environmental
awareness.

'It's not a matter of jobs

...,
,.;,

vs. the environment.
I think workers would have
more jobs protecting the
environment, replanting the
banks, widening the levees,
providing wildlife habitat
and more flood protection ....
But that requires quite a bit
more operating capital from
the companies than it does
just to sit there with a big
crane and pull the stuff out
of the ground.'
- ERNIE CARPENTER.
SONOMA COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
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mto the nver at low water periods, as It did
in natural conditions. !See dtagram.J
Philhp Williams and Associates. San
FranciSco hvdrologists, while making a
study for the Sonoma County Water Agen·
cy. exammed the Grace Ranch Pit at the
upper end of the middle reach near
Healdsburg and found that the water in
the nver and the pit were at the same lev·
el; they rose and fell together, indicating
that the walls of the pit were permeable.
Hydrologist RohPrt Curry of Santa
Cruz, consultant to the Russian River Task
Force, assumed that Williams' discovery
also applied to other pits until he observed
Kaiser's Benmst pit at the lower end of the
middle reach and reported that after arecent storm the water in the pit was 10 feet
higher than the nver. mdicating little or
no permeabihty. The pit walls, he believes,
are apparently sealed with silt. lf so, in
that and p1•rhaps other pits there would be
no recharge between the aquifer and the
nver, and th1• water table would be eX·
pected to fall, drying up more wells.
Curry's concluswns and Laird's fear
that the nver might flood and flow into
the pits are not shared by David K. Todd,
emeritus professor of civil engineering at
the University of California at Berkeley
and consultant to Kaiser Sand and Gravel:
"I don't have any basis for believing that
whatever happened on the Merced can
happen on the Russian. It may be that the
'pit capture' occurred on the Merced because the valley there was narrower and
the water was more confined_
"On the Russian River the flood plain
is a mile wide in many places, and there
are Urnes when the river overflows and
most of the valley IS under water. It's im·
possible to keep the floods from gomg
over the levees into the ptts, but what you
have is one b1g sheet of water on both
sides of the levees, and it recedes so slow·
ly that there IS no significant erosion. I JUSt
'don't sec any possibility of the river being
captured by the pits and changing its
course."

ifornia and was unquesuoned before the

advent of environmental awareness.

THIS COULD BE YOUR DRINKING WATER
Milltons of Californ,ons recetve thetr drmkmg water from
aquifers, natural underground rest:uvolfS that slore water
much more eHicientJy than man-mode reservoirs above
qround A half-mill1on people in Sonoma and Mann
~ount1es dnnk water from the Russron R1ver aquder,

which cons1sts mostly of gravel beds over/om by topsoil
Middle
reach

and filled w1th water by the nver and rainfall

of river

The aquifer in normal conditions:
II High water
When the river runs lull in
the winter and spring,
water penetrates the
bmks and flows info the
aquifer, recharging ~ and
raising the water table.
Rainfall olso con1ribvles
to the aquifer.
Ill Low water
During SlRTimer and fall
- and drought$ - water
from the upper part of
the aquifer !lows back
into the ri'ler through the

,.L

porous banks. It's a neat
year·I'OI.<ld ecological

balance.

The impact of mining:
The gravel of the Russian River aquifer, both under the rillftr and the lerroc:J!S on either side,
is a mather lode that has been tapped by miners for mare than a centvry. But critics say
that mining is among the chief causes of ongoing damage ta the aquifer.

lllnstream mining
Until recent decodes, most
mining was in the ri..,rbed
where giant dredges
scooped up tons of gravel,
in some places lowering the
rM>rbed 20 feet and more.
This dropped the woter
table beyond the reach of
many formers wells and
c:ontribvted to the
undermimng of bridge~.

In spite of these diSagreements and un·
certamt1es. the Sonoma County supervi·
sors. by a 4-l volt·. recently approved an
appltcalwn IJV Svar Industries. the other
Ill Terrace mining
major rnmmg companv on the middle
Smce the 1960s, mmmg compon1e~ hove s.h1fted 1he~r operaJions. to the rerroces on efther s1de
reach, to dtg a nt•w deep pit on the west
of the nver. There they have dug onlo the oquofer, creatong pot. as deep as 90 feet. Fonpers
t!'rrace next to the nver The new Syar pit
complotn that the p11 walls silt up and act as. dams, d1mtnistung the natural recharge of the
would not have to conform to the pro·
aquifer, dropping the water !able and drying up wells. But the grovel companoes doom their
posed ARM restnrtwns on mmmg. The
prt walls are porous, and blame damage on vineyard owners who they soy farm too dose to
maymty of the sopervtsors Celt that the
the river and cause erosion of the banks.
need for jobs 1n the mmmg mdustry over·
rode environmental consideratiOns When
the ARM plan comes before the supern
sors for approval. Jt could be so modified
if It is not gut·
as to become Innocuous
ted by the Plannmg CommissiOn first.
The lone dissenter on the board in the
Syar dec!Sion was Supervisor Ern1e Car·
penter, who says the gravel companies
have faJied to carrv out the reclamauon
reqUirement of thetr previous permits:
"The gravel companies want to go on with
busmess as usual. I'll vote agamst them un·
til they fmd a better way to mme. It's not
a matter of JObs vs the environment. I thmk workers those of agnculture, sewage discharge, dams and other hu·
would have more Jobs protecting the environment. re· man activities. The same IS true of the proposed ARM plan,
planting the banks. w1denmg the levees. providing which IS a minmg plan, not a total nver·management plan.
wildlife habitat and more flood protecuon.. But that re·
Th<' Coastal Conservancy's Russ1an River Resources En·
qUires qUite a bit more operatmg capital from the com· hancement plan would be a good start toward an overall
pames than a docs JUSt to s1t there with a b1g crane and plan for the watershed, and a valid question IS whether any
pull the stuff out of the ground"
more minmg prowcts should be approved before the plan
n evaluating the confusing claims and counter· IS completed m another six months or so.
claims. keep m mind some basic environmental prin·
The Russ1an fltver 1m passe IS a symbol of much larger
c1ples. Environmental 1mpact reports on separate problems mvolvmg gravel mmmg on other Califorma
mmmg projects are piecemeal approaches; they do not rivers and streams. It also calls mto question the piececonsider the cumulative effects of all mining, as well as meal approach to planning that has been endemic in Cal·
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·Wate Based

nimals
Are Becoming xtinct
·Faster Than thers
----·----··--·
.Studies reveal gaping
holes in the food
chain.
-

ly JANE E. BRODY

--. --------·--- ---

HllE lht thrnt of a ~~1«-nt spnna may llf' ahat
ln~t. lhfo d:tnjttl nl lil~less
,.II€'P1t1:'1Y5 luums «-vrr
lt(n~rr. recent hndintt• suu•·SI
Fllh and oc~r !UIIm•el'l thai liw~ in
""'rth AmeriCIIIfl WIUflf'WII)'S Iff' dill·
'·~•lin&

much fasttr uuan land-

b411oed fauna. survey data 1ndln~.
And •ithoul broad me•w~s ao pw.
lNt wal~r~OOMII CV"P.IIIU~ from
auc:·.h lhruts aa pollullon, unnatural
cOmpt'Utl011 and drainaalll' and dam·
11\Jn& of habitats. l.tw rat~ of aquatiC
nunctlona 11 hl!t'ly to ac-ct'lfonle
nus ~tloomy asseulnf>nt of ~~ sll·
IY\ ol \hf' cnutmtnl'l aquatic animals
punc\uatts an "t'ndanlt'rmtnl ak'rt"
INUof'd Ous month by tM Naturt Coo·
• etrva.ncy lbe c:m~rvancy, a prl·
vately IIUJ'I)Onf'd oraaniuuon that
; ~ endana~f'f'd plants and ani·
n\alll by buylf\A cnlin•l hahttats to
Uf'IUI! JUC!!W'fVI"S. bf'&llf'i lflll'kl11111w

fait of Nurlh Am~rlr an lish mol·
N"k~. rrayfl5h, dra~wnfl~s. ~msd
nu:s and ulhf'l wle-ctf"d aquatic Inver·
lebnlrii en l.ht 1171ra 11 now has dallll
on hundr NJ of !\~If's hom all 50
iil,.lf'S. 111'""' C'anAc.luan pmvlncn and
I l I 111111 American ruun1r1n.
IOIIIV~ fur ~ cit-Mrt J'Upflsh. WhiCh
woo lll own Mojave IJluert fJrt'M'rVf'
lhfoup lJw conurvanc·y·a «"fforls,
and l.he mall d.llrtu. which lost
ecaroe &emaory loa Tmnesw-e rP~r·
""''· l.he p1.1tN of North Amerk:a's
mdan,ered equatk animals rarely
capcura publk: noUor.
AI Or. Larry Master, the conM'r·
va.ncy'a chkf a.ooloat.st, polntf'd out.
flah, •tna.auelt and crayfish lack 1he
rur or feactwon lhaltrad.ltlonally mus·
ter public aympalhy and support. In
•<WitDUn.. l.hey lin In mvlronmenlal
obt.curlly - undt'r water wlw!~ few
~It' notiC-e ltwm Unlike elf>pha.nu
and ~. ••~r-bo~ a.Umala 111re
ht'll.her maJullc nor hlahly prtU'd.
Nw •~ they CUU! and cuddly like
pendaa ur humanoid like chlmplllll·
._.. and ;orlllas
Evt'fl cun!W'rvauoo biolottlsts, Or.
l!iulera ~-Ald. have paed relatavely
t!Uho attenilon to •qwalic spc-c~s.
O?rtnU IRteneraU.. s.e.

••r•

lhn In many
lhe chalien~tf's 1o
¥-'(\'IVai 81'\' far trnter for ltw tl\.11"·
dr?da o4 animal ~--M>s tha• livE> 1n

Ute lakes, riven and sln"ams of &.M
Unltf'd State11, Canada and Mexko.
Accorolnato I.M c.oneervancy·a •lert.
Wue-d In 1111 bemonthly ma;niM,
Oll'lit·lhlrd of~ f"OIItlnMI'I Ush, lwolhirds of sts crayfish end nearly
thret"·lourths or Its tnus~ela are now
"u~ ov emperllf'i:l''
Or. Jaclt f Williams, who two
)'NU IIIlO ft>YW!wt'd ~ UaiUI CJI hsh
In nf'f'd or prntcoctkln. notf'd lhat rec-rnl r~ovPry effuras have bffn ''locally f'lfKitVf' lor some species," bul
•~ not ktepma up with llw overall
cktf'noratlon ol liM fauna
"Tlw health ul aquatk· habitats In
North Amertca oonllnuf's 10 d«ay"
be noted. addlna that ~~ trend .~.
noc Ullely lo br rrvru,..J wethoul "a
major comnutmrnl tu ron~rvatlon
ot tntirt KU!iJSitm'\ "
Dr. Mark Gordnn. whu has bfo.en
tryinKIU rttntrUI.Iult utupalf'd mus·
seiJ' Into I~ Durk Rlvt'r in ll"nnU&ee
said In an irUeorvirw that '"thf' d~hn~
In hahilat i'\ Soil b~td thai lfs hard In
lind a plar.r to pul lhf'm when· they
COUld !IUfVIYf' .• Hr addt'lJ lh;U "ihf'
ck&radat~nn ft•»es hom bad In worse.
wilh vvrylinlt rr~:nvtory of hahtlat ..
ioof"f'(J, wtue.. Srw •E>~ luokllaa.
many aquRIIC SIJe('les rr<MUiy dlsappurt'll, wmrlam..s k'avina aapinfC
holt's In lhfo loud cham and always
dlmll'lishma lore~>'er lJw bwloalnl dl·
venUy that k~ps Uw toi6rlh aeMII·
cally twalchy. Al·cnrdmatu daua from
I.M Amtrlnn Fasht'rw~ Sor·~cy ana·
iy&f'd by Dr W1lh11mS and nJihabura·
tors. In lht di"<"~atlr bt-twet!n 1979 and
IMt, 10 1pe1·M!s uf lrt'!lhwalt:r flth are
~llevlfd to have bf'comf' exline!. An
addellonal ll9 s~il"t havt bf'.come
endanaerlfd, thrf'ateiM'd or listtd u
''of special rtwlrt'nt" for thf'lr Nrvlv·
al

to f"Oil·
and pollution t'flfiUul. no
aquallc animal could b.- rc-movf'd
hom &hr lisa brcau!lf' Its s1n1us tmprovrd suUaclfonlly to m.,;pirf' ~.:unli·
df'urr in lis abtllly In surva\·t
JJf'Spllf' IOCfl'IIISIIIIIIIIIl'niiM

~rvacion

Mor• I h11n Orw Factor
In r.. n. lh~ reSf•archtr~ !IHi•l. .. ,....
llu~ rnmrnunmes of nauvf' h!>hrs nuw
appeau to ~ ..-e'ldan~l"ff'\1 .. Currrnlly
mort than half t.tw frt~WIItrr h!ih In
tht Unllf"d Slalts and fanadA a1r
lt'1ally protr.clf'd m al If' a !It part "'
lhelr rantte
And wtult a ff'.,. h!lh once thou&tU
ao havt' ~n Ulmrl h4Vl' bl'en "redlsrnvtrt'd by \lllllrtSt-d s.:M>nllsla"
In r«MI yran. Ur. RuberC R. Miller
ot thf.' l 1 nlver~uy of Mlf'fu1•n and h.ls
ruilnbnr aturs a.nar thai .. ,tw dumces
nf H'\hVOVE'I')' Iliff' pal!\1 fnr nn In·
nl"asma numhrr nf lilhf-s ..

THE ENVIRONMENT

.Ill/ '-/lA }', tll'ltl/

Jl. I'IVJ

llr. Mlll«'r nnd Or W1lh;,ms. who IS
lht' lisherit!l

JIWI"''" mon"lt''r for

the Burtau of land

M~ena~t••mt'nl tn

Wnhlngl011, 10 cullahorauon wil.h Dr.
James E. Wtlliams of tlw NatiOnal
Flstwnes Re:.eard1 (.'rnttr in Gatnf'&·
vlllt. filii. analyzed thf- probable
CIIOSC!S lor t'XIInl'llotl ul 40 Spo«iel uf
North Amt•iltan h~h thai are known
&u hiiVt dtsii!P!M'IIlrt"d 1111(1: the turn of
lhr •:t•fllury. In must cases, mure Ulan
otiC' l11c1or .arrounled for 111 !lfi'l'Cies'
demiSI'.

A dranaauc clumae en lhe (ish's
wa1ery hom• was a matur far tor In 1J
percent uf uainruoos, tl~ research·
r.rs ff!P!Jrlf'd CumpeiiiiiMI from introducf"d sr~ies ht'lped w1pe oul U per·
c:rnt of the nallvt' lash. l'ullutKin and
JCenellc tmllmR with ot.taer species
Conlrlbutt"d 10 lhe demase of J1 per·
cf'nl, and ove1 h!llnna cnmr• omlsf"d
tht survival uf I~ ptrr~nl.
f '" •umrtr. chr T......,,,. puphsh,
whecl1 once tnJtt)'f'd atw warm outflow
lrum two California hot 5prinas. dis·
aPf!C'tUt'd about 20 yean 1110 when
~ spnnas wert' mudifi«S fur ~~~ il:l
bllllhhCJUM's. Anocher pophsh was 11ble
to mnve In and mosquiluhsh were
lnt roducf'd. r uult lltR In comprl iunn
lhal t'XIIrpalt'd the- !I!IC'I'If'S.
NoiUI& !.hal 18 of the 40 sprnc'i
analyzed huvE> t11sappeart'd sml'e
INt,llw r~karchrrs cooduckd thai PQ""?r:-j
"unfOI'IUnlltly,lhr Ult' of eXItOCiictn ,_;
,.._.,..,.::,•
or North American ftshf's b liktly lo
lnrrrue... Thry br·litvf! 1lu.1 "prf'S('III

A

Fish lack the fur and
feathers that
traditionally mustc1
public support.
IA'Ifs 1100 rKovrry ;uuvoilt'S •rrcoor
madrquale lo llem •hr innrasm~t
lldt- of endanl(r~ h~hn ··
The lfUIUI loU<"s 11(1 Urlt>d 111 the
Gn~at Lakes. the- Gru1 Hasm. 11~ Rao
Grande, lhe Valley d MI".IIIC"U 11nd
Parru Valley m M~••· o 8tH arro1d
lng to Dr An<lrrw I. )hdd<JO, wulo
~1\l ul the Uruvrrsuy ul Mooto1n11 m
Mos~JUI&. lhr h1h ultlu· nrld Wr\1 arr
pn·,emly mu~t rnt.lnn~errro. the rr·
soh ol lnt~xt"'nt.lms. w11trl huuy.o y
human ~rtllrmrnt s I hat o.l•am what
lillie waler t rm;uns
''lu roolhus uver .J•vf'iopnu·nt ul
lllCr~uml(ly
valu11hlc
w11er rt··
IWrru. tht- h~lu-~ "" ,,. frw advoCalrs." llr. ShrlcJun j)II•OIN \All Yrt.
I'M' ildt.lt"ll, Jlt"'lple 111 c hilo•ly IO bfonrhl
from I~Her WiiiN qu .. luy and olhN
rrwtn>nm~ntal empruvemenL'I whrn
Slo·r~ arc talo.rn 10 prolf"~l endangurtl
h"'h In illthlthon, many utht'r ltm'JI·
tnt'd uq1amsms, uodullma mollusk~
and n~oyh<J\. wuuld h11ve a llf-ller
rhllnre lor surviVal.
"WI'-'vt '~nl nw~t of our rr·

sum n·~ nn il!thf's. bul clam~. <~nail<~.
rraylt,hc·~ and l'Vrn lltJUIItic tn«-t'IS
;uo· lflc'•l•ially bad stul .. ," Dr. Jamr~
Wtlh.lms sau.l man lnit-IVt~w. "lt'K"~r
lowly mv .. rtrhralt!'l, wlurh really supJl"rl tht· rntir .. systrm. have not rt·
Cl"tvNJ prnprr lllll'nlic>n "
1l10U!(h mulluskl hkt lrr!'lhwAirr
""'~~,.•~ han· I"Yt'n lt'wl'r champions
th.ut l!~h.lhl'y arrln some ways mm r
tmpuflllnl '" t'nvlronmrnllal quahty.
Mu,,.,.l~ cll'an~r btlllon~ ol fllallons ol
w.ou•r dally. rtmuvmj~ mk'roscnpac
plants. baclt'rla and susptondN.I or·
ftanir parliclt"S from !I.e Wlllt"r AS il
c-uur~•·s throuah their JliiiS.
llut mus!W'IS ~pend on fish to rt'·
prullurl'. Gtll·lt'ss musSC'IIarvae latch
unto h~h t:•lls. which h• .·at~ lor iht'm
unlllthc·l.arvnl' maturr Each mu~!'llel
~, ... , tl'\ ha\ 1ts own llsh ho!'Ot, and
"''"'" II.~ lt:<h IOC"!IO. $11 du('S thr mu:o\1'1

I lmht·tl 'iurrf'"" In 4rbona
ltr c;,., ''"n. a rr~f'arch assuc:aalt
lur the· I rtutt.·~~ ('oopt•rallve FI!Ul·
,., \. Rl'sc·arch Unit at Tenllt'ss~
lc·cluuntl Unlvt'nlly in Cooltevtllt,
sa••l that sincf' each kmd of musSC'I
d'·tte•nd~ utlllllllflkular hm;t h~h. "1111"
rnu • rt·tntnxluct' mussl'l5 unlcu tht
hn·.t "'" •~ alrt'ady tiH'rt'." l u art
tH"""'' 1h~ l'rubk'm. 111 k'•st trmpoh•~ labrtntory 1s propaaaunlt
mu· ""'' 111 capuvily, ulsma t~m
pa'' tht· 1,11 val stag«' bfolore they lrf'
n·lt·.t wcJ mto lht' river.
lrt lh•· ;u id "-"llhwf'st, Franoscu

'""'Y·

Ahau:il ami

zoos c;"""'

ht~

• ullriillll .. , .11 lhf' Art·
l":11arlmttll .ore

aut.ll'•~h

Slrii~Uthn~t In tttntro•luo,. n.,..,,,. lt~h
that art' srVl'f f'iy ,.nditn~rt•'ll nr ll""''
from Auu•rKan walt''"'"v~ In ~"Ill"
rasrs - fur r11.amplr, 11 ... 1nlntlul
Yaqu• sh1111'r llntl thr Yaque 1 aclt'h
both of wluch are rxluu 1 m .\ro1u11.1
- lhr fish err l><·•nK ""'""' tt't.l '"""
Mrutu, "'hrrt- thry 1111' ' ' ' " ,..~,,,,_.,
ly aiJUooant. M I .O.t.;u C.! ~.11oJ
I ht ctll-braae.J tksrrt I1111Jh~h .aud
lht Sunoran IU(IIIIIIlii(>W,IJ<IIh lhii"'J il'
tnllangt'rf"d ~IM"rtn hy thr Ft·\J•·r.tl
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Rivers in U.S. Broadly Degraded,
Harming Many Critical Habita~s
Co"tr"utd Frorn Paat Cl
•· Cr?llt' brff'd101 &roundS for COfT'IIft~fCIII

fisheries, carry nutrients
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&l::wm and support mulllmllhon-dollar
r"f"Cf'!'lllonal

ICttVIUtS
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cooctr1

WHh Wtttands. they rtJ:UIJtt the Oow
tt more slo•ly '"

ot wa1rr, releastna

flood Hmes so lhat mort' wJII be! le(l

for dry umu.
•· Few If any maJor rtvrr systems are
u:n&~ffKted

by the thrett to e-coJoatcal

uurar1ty
Sofodimrnl from farm fields. for Jnrrwncr. bas cloude-d the ml&hly Mit·
Jlutppi, makmg 11 more hosulr to
many oraan1sms leve-es prevtnt the
M'dlmenu from setllln~t out naturally
on 11\.t Masslssippt Delta INtead,
'"''"" •no rhant~f!'lt"d d1rKtlv to the
C'Of'l·llnental shetr. ThiS contnbutes to
a t.ar.j,j,lna ol ti1e lat~ In :MJUlhefn Luut-

sf'lna and releases so many rtverbome nucnrnu Into the Gulf ot Mex•·
that plenklon arowth 11 sumulateod
T'he plankton uH' up o.:yae-n wMn
they dKay and d1e. and sctenusu
f~ar thas o•yaen deplt'Uon may tarm
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ltsher~s.
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Habuat In tower stmches of the
StaV'!'rkiii·WIUowrmoc sysu~m ts
\.hre•l..!nN by Uevtoloot;<t J' cutung of
streamskioe ¥eaetatlon. The Blackfoot
hat become 10 de1radN by ltmber
C\lllln&. llriCUitUrt, Wiler dtVffSKW1S
and minlna ICllvil~l thll rhe movie
makers vrtre lorcrd 10 move 10 anc
-oll\er kx:alton
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Lou or Nallv• fllh
.-The Colorado Raver south ol Lake
Mo)a¥e has be-en so ala•red by diSnJI>
Uofl of weltr flow and the tntroduc·

uon of exouc hsh

c lare\1 thrtlltne<!, and f1vt mort
have been propose-d ror IJsuns
All thrf'e ot then w•tcrcours.es appear on • J99lllst ot North Ameoca s
JO most endanatred raven comp1led
by Amencan Rtvers. 1 Wasl'unatonbaw-d conservauon orgamutlon
Others Include tM Alsek and T;:ll.
shenshml nvtr syscem m Alaska and
Can.&da. the Great Ye'hale R1vtr 10
Quebe-c, the Everglades. the Amtrican R1ver tn Cahfornta and the Pt·
nobscot tn Maine
The hst 11 round?d out by the Bta·
ver~ull and the WtUowemoc. h!•tndary Catskill trout streams whcrr
Amencan fly fishing was born. and
Montana 't Blackfoot. Ihe putauvt
S-tlltnl ol lM currt>nt hll MOVIt, "A

Dr M1nCk·

specu~s.

k!ily Nld, chat H has be-come lhe fsrtt
major nver In North Amertca wu..h no
n1Uve Hsh left.
.Dams on the Columbtl Rtver have
so 1nterfert"d walh s.almon mtarauon.a
thoat onP vanrcy ol Columb•• sal mew'!
hn bft'n listed by lhe Government u
endanaered. Another has bee:n de--
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pre-sldcnl

of

Amencan Rtvers. detcnbes ''the lour
horsemen ol nver destrvcoon" as
dams. dtvtnKX\ ol water, aherattan
ot chai'\Mis and land cH-veJopmcnt.
Dams trap nuanents and kt'f"p

them f?'om flow1n1 downs«rram PN·
haps more ckvutauna. thty alttr the
tempe-rature or downstream water.
makman etther too col4 or too warm
and thus annitulauna whole populi·
ltons ol it'ls«ts vnal to tM nvtnnt
food ...,~~. One dam m11h1 not tto. so
bad. but many dams on the same
rtVtr, as is common tn the Wesc.

re~atNiy interrupt
func:uon~ng

ral

the·

r~ver's

natu·

Dtverston of .,.,u for human ust.
also w~spread In lhe West, bas slm·
ply drted up many rtvers and *f. reams
for much of thr year, wuh t~esult
that the1r e<:qsystems are~ 1 Mr.
Coyle's words. "ahosu of wha tMy
uS<>d to tto.."
•
The stral&htenlnJ. diktna and tedl·

r«lton of rl\ler channels, common

across the country to control not<ts
and convon flood plolns to cropla~d.
hous1ng and hltth*lys, reduce the VI·
ne1y of habuata ern leal to bloloalc&J
diVe' rilly

Land development oftt'n denudes
stream and nver banks of vegetation,
thmmaung the v111J rnnstuon ~
1wt'f:n the river and the uplands,
Oroun1ng land for farmtna or develOpment cause• wau~r 10 now mor-:: repidly Into lht nver chanMI than It
naturally would. This leaves le~ WI·'
tt-r 10 percolate mto the river In drier
um~s

If 1he nver ch1nnel has been
straightened as well, water dratntna
from 1he land moves more efftctenlly,
productng more powerful floods.
These carry the mcreasecl H'<hmeniS
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lrms wru dov.:nstream.
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SUch eco~otlealllnk•nna can unex·
pectldly cascade throuah lhe wa10r.
. ""'" lhe land and Into 111e economy. as
'"IL In one Instance. fltt/M!ry manaa·
et'l In Montano lnl roduced op>ssum
almmp IntO Flalhead Lake and 111
usoc:lalld river ryJiemr: hopln& tile
thrlmp woukJ provide foraae tor k~
kaM"e ufmon that 1ft'te the bAsts of 1

lllrtvlna tourlll lnduslry.

Instead. the lhr&mp consumed JJ»o
plankton that were the staples of the
kollaMe diCI. The kokaMe populouon
c-ollapS<>d. Bald u11es and artuly
• bears that once conR,rr&aled 11 the
rivers 10 fe-ed on salmon dltappeared,
11 dtd lourl&u who had come to SH'
lhem.
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APPENDIX E

MARCH 15, 1994
Mr. Chairman and Members:
My name is Charles Warren and I am Executive Officer of the
State lands Commission. I am accompanied by Robert Hight who is
Chief Counsel for the Commission. We want to commend and
congratulate you, Mr. Chairman and members, for having established
and serving on this subcommittee for the protection and restoration of
California's rivers. If you will permit a personal observation, it is my
opinion yours is one of the more exciting, essential and promising
legislative efforts to more responsibly manage the natural resources of
California in recent decades. We at the State lands Commission are
pleased to join you in this effort.

As you know Mr. Chairman, a major and significant
responsibility of the Commission is the management of the sovereign
lands of California which include all lands which historically underlay
the tide and navigable waters of the state. These lands are managed
as legally mandated by the provisions of the Public Trust Doctrine. In
order to responsibly meet its duties as trustee for such lands, the
Commission recently commenced a major initiative to inventory the
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status and trends characterizing all such lands. Our first effort was
directed toward California's famous Delta and its findings were
revealed in a report which was released in 1991. With the issuance of
that report, a Senate Subcommittee on Delta Protection was formed,
chaired by Senator Johnston and following hearings by the
subcommittee, legislation which seeks to protect the Delta was
introduced and signed into law.

Our second effort was directed toward California's rivers. Its
findings were reported last year and is the subject of our comments
today. Copies of the report itself as well as an executive summary
have been provided you. We are encouraged to understand that the
report was one of the considerations which led you to form this
subcommittee and to hold this and, perhaps, other hearings.

The report itself consists of five parts: chapter one discusses the
natural configurations of rivers and how they were used over time by
native and immigrant populations; chapter two discusses the effects
and consequences of the historical uses to which the rivers have been
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put; chapter three is a status assessment of the rivers in seven
regions of the State; chapter four is an exposition of the nature and
function of rivers and of their restoration capability; and chapter five
identifies the several governmental programs and initiatives and
private party efforts to protect our rivers and streams.

To present the contents of the report in more graphic terms, Dr.
Diana Jacobs, our staff biologist and principal author of the report,
has prepared a slide demonstration.

Following Dr. Jacobs, Elizabeth Patterson, our staff senior
planner and Project Director of the report will provide you with a
summary of current national and regional efforts underway to protect
and restore our rivers and streams. This summary may be useful to
you when considering program options.

Following their presentation, I would appreciate an opportunity
for a few closing words.
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CLOSING WORDS

Mr. Chairman, it is clear that river protection and restoration are
deserving subjects for legislative consideration. This will not be easy
for you because until now the destruction of our rivers has been
treated as a tolerable cost of doing business. However, we are now
beginning to recognize and appreciate the considerable value of a
river and its watershed and the unacceptability of their destruction.
Fortunately, such recognition comes at a time when there are
alternatives to historically destructive activities and their
accompanying technologies and management practices.

It is my view, Mr. Chairman, that too many of such activities

have been incorporated into or accepted by our existing statutory and
regulatory framework.

So, as a first step, the subcommittee might consider the
enactment of a 11 dO no harm" statute which would apply to all state
agencies whose jurisdictional responsibilities involve activities which
affect rivers and their watersheds. Such a statute would direct all such
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agencies to review and, as necessary, revise their regulatory
requirements to avoid river destructive practices. This do no harm"
11

legislation should require such agencies to report back to the
legislature describing their compliance in no more than two years.

Concurrently, the subcommittee should consider a more
comprehensive and proactive river and watershed restoration
program. In your hearings and deliberations there are a few
suggestions of a general nature we would recommend you consider:

First - Rivers, their watersheds and their uses are unique in
respects which suggest management plans for their protection and
restoration should also be unique. Accordingly, any state program
should reflect and provide for a regional and watershed approach to
protection and restoration.

Second- Your program should recognize and provide for the fact
that some uses of land are destructive to rivers and watersheds and,
consequently, local government should be fully involved in helping
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accomplish legislatively declared goals and objectives of river
protection and restoration.

Third - Your program should recognize the several notable state
projects which have as their subject a better understanding of the role
and needs of rivers. I have in mind the California Rivers Assessment
Program being conducted by the Resources Agency which will
provide invaluable data on an ongoing basis to those engaged in river
management planning and restoration. I have in mind also the
collaborative effort to repair the Upper Sacramento River watershed.
There are a number of other notable projects, all of which are set forth
and described in our report. The subcommittee might consider how
best such efforts could be integrated and coordinated in a more
comprehensive statewide program.

Fourth - Your program should provide for professional and
scientific guidance in the development and implementation of river
protection and restoration programs. As we now know, natural
systems are complex, interrelated and many times the victim of the
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law of unintended consequences.

To conclude Mr. Chairman and Senators, we wish you well as
you undertake the task before you; we offer any help and assistance
within our means you request; and we join with all Californians in
anticipation of the success of your efforts.

MARCH 15, 1994 TESTIMONY
TO
THE SENATE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON
RIVER PROTECTION AND RESTORATION
BY
ELIZABETH PATTERSON
RIVERS PROJECT DIRECTOR
STATE LANDS COMMISSION
A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF EFFORTS AND INITIATIVES BY FEDERAL, STATE,
LOCAL AND NON GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS FOR RIVERS, RIVER
BASIN AND WATERSHED, RESTORATION, PROTECTION AND
MANAGEMENT.

Some people fear that the challenge of river restoration may paralyze policy makers. I
want to allay those fears by showing what action other states and the Congress of the
United States are taking. I will begin where we at the State Lands Commission began.

When we launched the Rivers Report project in 1992, we were fortunate to have the
guidance of the then recently released National Research Council's publication, Aquatic

Restoration. This remarkable book provided a framework from which we could construct
our report. Our ecology specialist, Diana Jacobs, has shown how, in relying on this
framework, we approached the rivers as a system, describing functions that are essential
for the well-being of aquatic and riparian habitat. She has shown past practices and their
consequences and new ways that sustain the river resources. She has shown the potential
for restoration. My testimony is to demonstrate to you the need for coordinated, systemwide river restoration and examples of such coordination by other state legislatures. The
following is a brief overview of these efforts and initiatives by federal, state, local and
non governmental organizations.

The distinguished National Research Council is a creature of the Congressional charter
of 1863 mandating the National Academy of Sciences to advise the federal government
and provide services to the public, scientific and engineering communities on scientific
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and technical matters. The Academy is a private, nonprofit, self-perpetuating society of
notable scholars engaged in scientific and engineering research.

Investigating the plight of rivers, the Council recognized the importance of the emerging
science of restoration ecology for aquatic ecosystems. They felt strongly that all too
many environmental decisions had been made in a fragmented fashion and on a certain
road to tragic failure for repairing and sustaining river systems.

The Council lamented that from a national perspective too many environmental
decisions, including those involving restoration, biodiversity planning and habitat
conservation plans are uncoordinated, diverse efforts often unrelated to the river's
functions or watershed system. These findings suggested to us that 1) we must educate
policy makers about these functions and systems, 2) that we must initiate an integrated
approach to restoring aquatic ecosystems; 3) that we should identify the elements for
such an approach; and 4) provide you the acid test for your assessment of a meaningful
restoration and management program.

As the Council's first lesson on the strategy for reversing the degradation of rivers is
informative and instructive, their second lesson revealing the expanding flood of
restoration efforts that seek to protect and restore rivers is encouraging and promising:
Efforts to repair a broken river, to protect a river segment, to management river basins
and watersheds and to conduct old business in new ways. This flood has grown from a
riffle of local efforts, such as the Russian River management planning, to rapids of state
legislation, such as the Massachusetts and Oregon river protection and management
mandates, and - if I may continue the metaphors - a federal waterfall known as the
"River Watershed Protection and Restoration Act of 1994". This second lesson tells us
that there are politically acceptable options for answering the need for restoration and
preservation of the ecological integrity of rivers.
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To illustrate the scope and breadth of river restoration at the local, state and federal
level, I will briefly summarize Chapter 5 of our Rivers' Report, and briefly describe two
state initiatives and the federal Rivers Act of 1994:

We began Chapter 5 with a Paul Bunyan parable quoted from Aldo Leopold, "The
Round River" from the 1949 A Sand County Almanac, which I have shortened:

"We the genus Homo ride the logs that float down the Round River, and by a
little judicious "hurling" we have learned to guide their direction and speed. The
technique of hurling is called economics, the remembering of old routes is called
history, the selection of new one is called statesmanship, the conversation about
on coming riffles and rapids is called politics. Some of the crew aspire to burl not
only their own logs, but the whole flotilla as well. This collective bargaining with
nature is called planning."

This quote is the summary of the multitude of programs, policies and initiatives that
make up the current body of river protection, restoration and management in California.
As you know the public trust is the artery of this body. In addition to the public trust,
there are statutes and laws that proscribe activities that are harmful to rivers except for
the public welfare. We note that there are standards of water quality, and requirements
for fisheries. In all, there are 14 federal agencies with management and regulatory
responsibilities. There are 17 state agencies with management and regulatory
responsibilities. In addition, there are 58 counties, more than 350 cities and scores of
special districts that may have jurisdiction and whose actions affect rivers.

Acknowledging the sheer number of agencies involved in river management or activities
that affect rivers, the Resources Agency has formed a federal and state task force. This
River Assessment project is to inventory, evaluate and provide information on a
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statewide basis in recognition of the need for a comprehensive foundation of information
in order to better conserve the state's rivers.

In the Rivers Report we also identity over 40 non governmental organizations which are
addressing river restoration, protection and management, including the California
Association of Riparian Parkways (CARP) an association of 40 elected officials
representing river greenway initiatives in their jurisdictions. The report clearly
demonstrates that those who use the river and its resources - the "economist and
historian, statesmen and politician" of the parable - are searching for ways of river
management albeit often uncoordinated, fragmented and conflicting.

California is not alone in this search. Massachusetts is a state with exciting and
innovative local initiatives to reclaim and protect rivers. The Massachusetts "River
Protection Act", Senate bill 948" augments their state sponsored "Adopt a River" program
by establishing a setback ranging from 25 to 150 feet of land buffer for certain types of
potentially harmful land use activities adjacent to rivers.

Oregon is a state that has already enacted legislation anticipating and envisioning the
federal River Protection Act of 1994 and serving as a forecast of what states can do.
The first step taken were two 1987 statutes: SB202 provides for the issuance of passes for
a for river access fees for the maintenance, enhancement or protection of natural and
scenic beauty of designated rivers; the second statute HB3019 enabled the creation of
river management planning process for the Deschutes River. We have for you today
copies of the "Deschutes River Management Plan". The plan is a collaborative
planning process of federal, state and local governments, landowners and others who use
river resources and who agree through this plan to protect and manage the river and its
watershed.

Senate Subcommittee Hearing March 15th, SI.C.ep
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The second step is the largest river protection act in the nation's history for the lower 48
states- the 1988 Oregon Omnibus National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act which protected
40 Oregon rivers, totalling over 1,500 miles, as Wild and Scenic rivers. Credit for this
awesome achievement goes to the Pacific Rivers Council. The Council has received
national acclaim for its imaginative river restoration approaches that merge
contemporary ecosystem science with sustainable community development. They have
played a major role in developing the recommendations of the National Research
Council into a national legislative program of which I will describe shortly.

In spite of these noteworthy, numerous and promising restoration projects at all levels of
government and by the private sector which are not insignificant, there is still lacking
national direction. Much more is needed to slow the loss of national aquatic resources
and reverse the damage of ecosystem functions and wildlife. A national prescription is
needed and must be on a par with the current commitments to water quality and
endangered species recovery plans. In fact, in many cases the most cost-effective strategy
for meeting these legal commitments is the physical restoration of aquatic systems.

Both the National Research Council and the Pacific Rivers Council are urging the
federal government to take the lead, to provide a national aquatic ecosystem restoration
strategy that enables each state to be innovative, imaginative and inspired in developing
a state legislative program. Guided by these recommendations Congressman Bill
Richardson of New Mexico, Chairman of the House Natural Resources Subcommittee on
Native American Affairs, may introduce today, March 15th, the "River and Watershed
Protection and Restoration Act of 1994".

The legislation will be considered in the

Natural Resources Committee chaired by Congressman George Miller.

The purpose of the Act is to provide a new, unique mechanism to empower local river
and watershed conservation advocates to protect and restore aquatic resource values in
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rivers and watersheds. The hill provides a means for these local conservationists to
tailor and integrate local state and federal incentive and regulatory tools for the benefit
of rivers and watersheds. The hill provides local, grassroots conservationists a
mechanism that gives state and federal sanction of their own protection and restoration
strategies. This sanction is in the form of placing the watershed or river on a National
River and Watershed Registry. Placement on the registry will allow local
conservationists to obtain federal funding, technical assistance from federal and state
aquatic resource agencies and protection from activities that are inconsistent with the
river or watershed conservation strategy.

In conclusion, we have learned from the National Research Council and the Pacific
Rivers Council that no truly effective, comprehensive river conservation program exists at
any level of government. We see the growing knowledge of the general public and
elected officials of the severity of the problems and the bankruptcy of existing
approaches and policies. We have learned that while there are very worthy and
respected river restoration programs such as the SB 1086 Upper Sacramento River
Riparian Restoration and the Central Valley Stream Restoring project, the scope of river
protection and restoration is on such a scale that more is required than new laws for
each river mile.

We have seen examples of local and state initiatives that are in need of a coordinated,
comprehensive resource management program. And finally we have seen other state
legislatures act with the current level of knowledge of aquatic restoration. Although
more information and development of data is desirable, we must acknowledge that
science and resource managers will never know all. To quote Entering the Watershed,
"Rather than allowing the unknown to paralyze us as more systems and species
disappear, we must apply the best of what we know today ... "
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California Association of Resource Conservation Districts

March 15, 1994
Good afternoon. My name is Julie Spezia. I am the Executive Director of the
California Association of Resource Conservation Districts. I work with 114 Resource
Conservation Districts around the state many of which are actively leading river
restoration projects. Many of these projects such as the Tomki Creek, Grass Valley
Watershed and Feather River Watershed projects are known as "CRiMPS."
CRiMPS are coordinated resource management planning groups that follow a
consensus decision-making model for resolving conflict on resource issues. That is
a long way of saying that the people in the community agree to meet in one room to
work out a solution to a resource problem and commit to implementing the
solution cooperatively as a group.
The people who need to participate are generally the County Board of Supervisors,
private industry and private landowners, the state and federal resource agencies,
and other interest groups such as the Steelhead and Trout Restoration Federation.
The RCD can play an important role in coordinating these meetings and in seeking
cooperation from landowners in the watershed who may not be active participants
in the group.
GLOSSARY
Resource Conservation Districts (RCD)--RCDs are special districts governed by
Division 9 of the State's Public Resources Code that administer programs to
conserve natural resources. They are governed by locally elected directors and
financed by a hodge podge of funding sources including local property tax, grants,
and contracts. RCDs are uniquely empowered to work with all levels of
government and the private sector. They are the only grassroots delivery system for
putting conservation on the ground.
Coordinated Resource Management Planning (CRMP)--CRMP is a resource
planning, problem solving, and management process that allows for direct
participation of everyone concerned with natural resource management in a given
planning area. The concept underlying CRMP is that coordinating resource uses
results in improved resource management and minimizes conflict among land
users, landowners, government agencies, and interest groups. Using this approach,
resource problems are addressed and solved much more effectively because they are
based on resource boundaries; they are not constrained by individual, agency, or
political boundaries.
1524 17th Street
Sacr arnento, CA 95814
Phone: (916) 447 7237
Fax
(916) 447 -?5:32
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The meetings are usually facilitated because these are contentious issues that quickly
touch upon our core values. If they could be easily resolved without litigation or
legislative intervention then a CRiMP would probably not be necessary. The CRiMP
process addresses the lack of communication that is at the root of most of these
resource problems.
Coordinated Resource Management Planning is a process that allows fractured
communities-communities divided over the appropriate way to use resources-to
come together. Through the CRiMP process the factions in the community develop
lines of communication and build relationships with one another. Over time, and
this process does take time and hard work, the resource issues are defined, actions
proposed and an implementation strategy agreed upon.
I have enjoyed learning the art of managing a CRiMP from Leah Wills, the
watershed coordinator for the Plumas Corporation. She has been working with the
Feather River RCD since their first project-the Red Clover project. That project
was modest compared to their current projects. It involved resolving one issue in a
tributary watershed: how to protect a riparian area that suffered from uncontrolled
grazing. The cattlemen who live in the area were very concerned. Would this be
the beginning of a "cattle-free" policy for the Feather River watershed? PG&E was
also concerned. The sediment resulting from the poor management of this tributary
contributed to their overall expenses for dredging the downstream power
generation facilities. The CRiMP resulted in fencing off the riparian area
accompanied by a controlled grazing plan. The success of this initial effort has since
inspired many subsequent larger more complicated sections of the upper Feather
River watershed.
The cooperative working relationship between the RCD and the Plumas
Corporation has yielded a lot of fruit. They have brought hundreds and thousands
of federal watershed restoration dollars to their local community. They have spun
off a program to retrain forest workers in watershed restoration work (see article).
And they have fostered a significant education outreach program through the
Adopt-A-Watershed program in the local schools.
It also laid the necessary groundwork for the success of the Library Group. However

you may feel about the recommendations of the Plumas Library Group I think you
can join me in marveling that they were able to reach agreement. This divided
community where the environmentalists did not speak to the timber industry and
the landowners distrusted the Forest Service has been able to work through these
issues and chart a course for their community.
I asked Leah Wills if the CRiMP group reaches consensus on values after working
together for awhile. She laughed at my naivete. We cannot expect individuals to
share values but we can expect them to reach consensus on desired outcomes. So
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we provide a forum where they can share their fears and dreams and where a
concrete plan can be hammered out that respects their concerns and makes their
dreams a reality.
I have witnessed this same phenomenon again and again. Communities are
coming together and solving their problems. This is good government and local
government RCDs are leading the way. People are empowered when they are able
to resolve issues among themselves. They are committed to sustaining the
solutions when they have participated in crafting the outcomes. And they are
willing to tackle bigger and more complicated issues when they experience success.
Funding is always the Gordian knot that people mention when discussing CRiMP
style watershed restoration efforts. It is a serious issue that must be addressed. At
the same time CRiMP groups are displaying how this cooperative approach is part of
the answer. Implementation is generally funded by the group members meaning
that everyone chips in what their agency or corporation can and grants are written
to make up the gaps. The problem is still that there is presently not enough money
in the system to pay for all of the CRiMP projects currently underway. This means
that restoration will take longer and some groups may become discouraged and
disband. There is also a lack of recognition for the cost of coordination and
facilitation. Very few grant programs will pay for this part of the project. For
instance, EPA 319 grants will pay for restoration work but they want a CRMP to be in
place and the plan finished. Currently no one is paying for the process of
completing the plan. This process has proven to be a highly efficient way to get
conservation on the ground. Whatever the legislature can do to encourage this
approach will be welcomed.
I must close with a few caveats for the CRiMP process. It works best when the
boundaries for the resource problem coincide with the boundaries of a community.
CRiMP is dependent on personalities and people have to have some community
ties for this kind of process to work. The process also takes time and the political
reality is that not every issue allows us a·year or more to reach a decision. It also
requires a great deal of cooperative behavior and community leaders are not always
ready to embrace a consensus model for decision-making. Having said all of that,
when this process of local decision making is embraced tremendous results are
possible. Communities can experience the joy of successfully resolving conflicts
over resource issues. And fractured communities can begin to glue themselves back
together.
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st1n th vvatersinPluunas
Students find sparkling opportunities in technician program
Hy Jane Braxton Little
Bee Correspondent

GlUINCY - David Grant pulled
a 4-f(lot plastic tube out of a well
<'.'1rl carefully emptied its murky
umtr:nts into a sterile jar.
He h:mded the jar to workers at
a makeshift lab sd up on tlw
grassy floor of a valley ringed by
snow-capped peaks of the northern Sierra Nevada.
In less than a minute, Grant
knew the temperature, electric
conductivity and pH level of the
well water he sampled.
The lab- actually a cla2sroomwas one of the many field stations
used daily by siud~nts in a water
resources technician program at
FL~ather River Coil('ge in Plumas
( :ounty.

Thv program is one oft wo in the
nat,on offering hands-on, practi-

cal training in applying basic scilentific concepts to stream restoration and pollution prevention,
said Burkhard Bohm, a geology
and hydrology consultant who coordinates the program. Students

enn graduate after one year with a
water resources technician certificate or spend two years getting an
associate science degree in watershed management.
The edueation Grant is getting
at Feather River College is like
nothing he remembers from his
high school days.
"Here I get to work outside and
do something I think is really important. It's got me so stirred up I
want to go on for a four-year degree," said Grant, 43.
He has worked eight years as a
mechanie for McElroy Brothers, a
Quincy logging company. When
he proposed enrolling in the college spring semester full time, his
bosses wt>n' enthusiastic and gHve
him the tirm~ off.
"The way logging's going I'd beth·r find something different. I
think this is it f()r me," said Grant.
He is not the only water resources student looking for a new
field. Bill Miller, 35, left a career
as a cowboy and wrangler to become a full-time Feather River

College student in the watershed
program.
Kevin Hiatt, 33, is a construction worker who said he enrolled
for "more promising" opportunities than the current job market
for carpenters.
For his semester project in
Bohm's water quality monitoring
class, Miller surveyed 1,044 feet of
a local stream. He will take periodic samples to test for dissolved
oxygen, alkalinity and electric
conductivity.
"Do people really get paid for
this? For the first time in my life
I'm getting in on the ground floor
of something," Miller said.
The Feather River watershed is
an ideal location for a college water-quality program, said Ken Ro~
by, a U.S. Forest Service hydrologi~:t and fish biologist who has
taught in the program since it began in 1990.
Within a half-mile of the rural
college campus, students can
study all the major stream types,
including creeks affected by fires,
log.~;.'ing and overgrazing by cattle.
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To explain what our organization does, it will be helpful to briefly delve into a tradition
of California that is not duplicated anywhere else in the Pacific Northwest, which to many of us
involved in fishery conservation is everywhere a salmon can go. The tradition I speak of is that
of public involvement in the restoration of California's salmon and steelhead fishery resources.
Early 70's groups of individuals organized for purpose of restoring depleted fish populations.
The tradition was established at the end of the 60's when a few local Northcoast groups of
commercial and sports fishermen organized themselves for the purpose of restoring local fish
populations.

Initially their efforts were largely limited to development and operation of a few

small scale artificial propagation projects, although a few trial efforts at rehabilitating
damaged stream habitat was also attempted.

By the late 70's many more non-profits, civic

groups and local agencies had indicated interest in starting up similar local programs. CDFG
was beginning to realize the full value of this activity, which encompassed fostering community
involvement in the stewardship of fishery resources, and was actively encouraging development
of cooperative restoration projects.

The major stumbling block then, as it is today, was

funding. The state took a historic step forward in 1982 when state law was enacted that created
the Bosco-Keene grant fund and enabled the Department to officially operate a salmon and

steelhead restoration grants program

Other circumstances-notably a growing realization

shared by fish resource managers and concerned citizens that stream habitat destruction, and
not overfishing, was the principal cause of fish population declines, a mushrooming desire on
the part of the public to become actively involved in conserving fishery resources, and CDFG's
recognition that their agency would need the publics help to successfully protect and restore
damaged California's salmon and steelhead-led to a rapid expansion of the grant program.

The untested seat-of-your-pants instream habitat restoration efforts of inexperienced
non profit contractors that were undertaken in the mid seventies have long since evolved into
the planned, prioritized, and field tested methods currently employed today by an interactive
group of experienced non-profit, local agency, tribal and micro-business contractors.

Now, the

grant program emphasizes restoration of watershed function and selective application of
instream project methods.

It is instructive to remember that the field of stream habitat

restoration was born a little over two decades ago, and in the last decade has been in a dynamic
state of development as stream conditions have tested applications of what had recently been
state of the art techniques and materials, design flaws were identified, and project evaluation
information has been used to constantly upgrade project designs.

Historically, statutory restrictions placed on uses funded by the grant program have
prevented the state from funding monitoring, evaluation, and, in our minds most importantly ,
education projects.

The community of fishery restoration practitioners has had to historically

depend to a great degree on it's own organizational resources, community support and group
cooperation to develop and support technical and public education projects. One of the most
laudable traits of California's restoration community has been its ongoing commitment to
improving the technical skills and knowledge of its contractors.

The Salmonid Restoration Federation was formed by the leaders of several local
restoration groups in 1986 in order to create an organizational framework for planning and
producing an annual conference that would provide technical education and networking
opportunities for restoration practitioners from throughout the state.

That conference, with

the support of a broad range of agency and private sector support, is now in its thirteenth year,
has grown from a two to a four day event that currently features four all-day workshops and a
full day of concurrent technical sessions and is attended by approximately 300 people.

To better fulfill its organizing purpose of improving the effectiveness of California's
salmonid restoration community, we now offer an extensive program of support services to our
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constituents. We have also become vocal advocates for the development and maintenance of
public involvement funding sources and watershed, and for the stream restoration programs of
state resource agencies that fund public involvement in restoring salmonid habitat-particularly
CDFG's Salmon Steelhead and Anadromous Fisheries Program, which was created in 1988 by the
enactment of SB 2261.

Since the creation of the Bosco-Keene Fund in 1982, a variety of other short-term
sources for funding restoration have been created and have been subsequently exhausted. To give
you a quick idea of the condition of funding: Annual grant program funding rose to a 1987 high of
$8 million, and has declined steadily to current levels of approximately $1.5 million

In 1987

the grant program was sustained by a total of 10 sources ; today there only three of the ten
remain. One of these, Prop 70 will be exhausted in the next couple of years. Annual funding
from a second source, Prop. 99 Public Resource Account fundS, has been steadily whittled down
from over $1 million four years ago to less than $250,000 in this fiscal year.

And the third

source, the Commercial salmon fisherman's Salmon Stamp Fund has been downsized as salmon
landing s have steadily diminished.

The shocking news for many is that even if funding levels were tripled or quadrupled,
the amount of funding available for restoring fish habitat would be dwarfed by the magnitude of
the cost of repairing California's damaged habitat. Consider that last year ,combined state and
federal expenditures on fish habitat restoration in California totaled approximately $5 million
Now compare that with the cost of controlling erosion that is destroying fish habitat in one sub
watershed of the Plumas National Forest, which the Forest Service has recently estimated to be
$183 million dollars.

It is clear that restoration of stream habitat will only be an effective tool

when a strong set of brakes are applied to the rate at which habitat continues to be damaged.
Stream habitat restoration in fact becomes a futile waste of the public's money if the
causes of the damage that originate in the stream's watershed remain unabated. As fishery
resource managers and conservationists have so graphically learned, preventing stream habitat
damage by using appropriate land and water uses in adjoining riparian and upland areas is far
more cost-effective and desirable than responding to the damage after it's already been done.
Cost aside, we know now that the biological function of rehabilitated streams can not truly be
restored back to an undamaged condition. The remaining healing that must be occur naturally
will take decades and even centuries to be complete.
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Experience also has taught us that regulation of harmful land and water management
practices is only partially effective at preventing fish habitat from being degraded.

Regulations

designed to prevent habitat degradation are imperfect, seldom restrictive enough, and are
frequently either intentionally or, because of circumstance, poorly enforced.

Aside from the

political difficulty of creating more and tougher regulations, the regulatory pathway, if followed
to the exclusion of other options, can only proceed so far before it generates a counterproductive public backlash.

Regulation, too, has its practical limitations.

And it is a reactive

approach that is always one step behind the environmentally damaging practices it seeks to
curb. Regulations typically close the barn door after the horse has already escaped.
Which brings us to the question of why the Salmonid Restoration Federation is such an
outspoken advocate of public involvement in fish restoration.

We can cite several reasons,

including the cost-effectiveness of grant program restoration work, the high level of
volunteerism that characterizes grant program projects, a commitment to monitor and maintain
projects after contract work has been completed, employment of local workers, and providing a
measure of stability to rural economies that are characterized by seasonal unemployment.
to us. the most important aspect of public involvement is spin-off public education.

But

we believe

this indirect benefit of grant program projects is key to the success of the state's efforts to
protect and restore fish habitat. What we see in case after case of citizens physically engaging
in restoration work of even the most mundane and grueling sort is that they become passionately
attached to the fishery resources in their local watersheds.

Invariably, many of the citizens

who participate in restoration projects end up playing instrumental roles in developing
effective volunteer-based community public education and awareness projects.

These projects

are extremely successful at teaching the public about the habitat needs of local fishery
resources, the impacts of their land and water uses, and alternatives ways to manage resources
that minimize impacts on fishery resources.

With virtually no state or local funding, grant program participants have been able to
establish effective watershed and fish habitat conservation projects in schools throughout rural
California, and organizations such as ours and a variety of local agencies produce technical
workshops specifically designed to teach ranchers, farmers, and timber operators and foresters
cost-effective ways to protect public trust fishery resources while continuing to manage their
lands for traditional uses. As harmful traditional management practices give way to those that
are more benign, we are seeing profound transformations occurring in communities as their
residents begin to collectively assume the role of stewards of these neglected resources.
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It is these glimpses of what the future can hold that convince us of two things. First, the
ultimate success of state habitat restoration efforts hinges on how successfully the state can
facilitate, encourage, and maintain public involvement in fish restoration efforts.

And second,

education must be a central, core feature of that involvement. Public education can become a
powerful tool of state resource managers, but it must be enabled with adequate funding. This
then is the promise and the challenge that we leave you with today.
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IT'S A PLEASURE TO BE HERE TODAY TO TELL YOU
ABOUT OUR FISHERIES PROGRAM AT THE PACIFIC
LUMBER COMPANY, AND THE MONITORING AND
EVALUATION THAT GOES ALONG WITH THE
PROGRAM.

FIRST OF ALL, I WAS BORN AND RAISED IN THE RIO
DELL/SCOTIA AREA, WHICH IS LOCATED ON THE
EEL RIVER IN HUMBOLDT COUNTY - WHICH IS ALSO
A PART OF CALIFORNIA.

BEING A LIFELONG RESIDENT OF THAT AREA, I CAN
REMEMBER THE RUNS OF SALMON AND STEELHEAD
THAT USE TO MIGRATE UP THE RIVER TO SPAWN IN
ITS MANY TRIBUTARIES. IN FACT, IT WAS QUITE
EASY TO WALK TO THE RIVER AFTER SCHOOL IN

THE SO'S AND 60'S AND CATCH A LIMIT OF SALMON
OR STEELHEAD WHEN THEY WERE IN THE RIVER.

I HAVE ALWAYS HAD AN INTEREST IN THE FISH
AND THEIR HABITAT REQUIREMENTS, THEREFORE IT
HAS BEEN A REAL EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE FOR
ME TO BE ABLE TO WORK WITH AND DEVELOP THE
FISHERIES PROGRAM THAT IS NOW IN PLACE AT
THE PACIFIC LUMBER COMPANY.
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SUMMARY

In a un1que partnership between private industry and
government, The Pacific Lumber Co. and the California
Department of Fish and Game have developed a
cooperative program aimed at "the enhancement of the
anadromous fishery resources." The program is intended
to maintain, expand, enhance and utilize anadromous fish
habitat

through

cooperation

between

an

industrial

timberland owner and a state regulatory agency. To date,
the program has accomplished many things, such as, the
improvement of over 30 miles of fishery habitat; the rearing
and releasing of 115,000 natal anadromous fish; the
training and incorporation of the best management
practices for fisheries into timber harvesting operations;
and the reduction of sediment into fish bearing streams.

PROGRAM STATEMENT

The partners in this program, the Inland Fisheries Division
of the California Department of Fish and Game, and The
Pacific Lumber Company, came together in 1991 to
discuss a shared concern for the sustainability of
anadromous salmon and steelhead populations:/nland
Fisheries Division brought expertise about the , habitat
needs and biological requirements, as well as the ability to
conduct planning, monitoring, education and evaluation of
fishery enhancement programs.

The Pacific Lumber

Company brought nearly 350 square miles of watersheds
containing hundreds of miles of anadromous streams.
These lands are zoned specifically for timber production
and have been managed for that use for over a century.

l

The partnership originated at the grass-roots level in
response to needs first voiced from ground level personnel,
and not from an industry or government mandate. The
program was sold to managements from 'below'. A letter
of understanding was mutually drafted in 1992 that
established the operational guidelines.

The letter has

successfully outlined the requirements for a successful
working relationship and program. It also reflects a deep
commitment and trust relationship between the program's
partners.

This trust has overcome what can be an

adversarial relationship between landowners and regulatory
agencies. This has resulted in a powerful positive action
to benefit the fisheries. Public outreach has led to support
and participation from other groups and individuals, and a
vigorous fishery educational benefit has developed.

2

Objectives toward the program's goal include: designing
and conducting timber harvest activities with fisheries and
wildlife as important considerations; guaranteeing access
and cooperation to program participants for fishery
activities without linkage to the status of timber harvest
plans; requiring mutual review of fishery project proposals,
data, and publicity; 1'sharing Jevaluation, education and
training activities, and also cost sharing.

The action plan process begins with watershed, stream,
and fishery inventories.

Based upon the inventories,

projects are then selected, planned and implemented.
Project evaluation is then conducted on a yearly basis.
Project level options include watershed activities (ie.,
erosion control), riparian zone measures (ie., set asides,
vegetation retention), in stream improvements (ie., habitat
3

modification), artificial propagation (ie., supplemental
stocking), and public involvement (ie., tours, land use
workshops).

In the three years since the project began, significant
achievements have been realized.
include:

The direct results

conducting 360 hours of personnel training,

opening of over twelve miles of additional stream habitat to
migrating fish, reducing the risk of several thousand cubic
yards of sediment from reaching fish bearing streams,
enhancing instream fish habitat at over 20 locations, the
rearing of 90,000 natal chinook fry and 25,000 steelhead,
and consolidating the best management practices for fish
in timber harvest planning activities.

4
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Indirect results include: '\i developing of positive feelings for
The Pacific Lumber Company employees and the local
community contributing to the recovery of local fish
runs, creating an excellent resource for local educators in
natural resource management and creating an opportunity
Ll\

\' \

,/
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for California Conservation Corps youths/'utilized for much
of the hand labor involved, to grow in an atmosphere of
rigorous

outdoor work while

environment.
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benefiting the

natural

APPENDIX F

CALIFORNIA RIPARIAN HABITAT CONSERVATION PROGRAM
Riparian habitat in California has been removed, degraded, and disturbed at an alarming rate
since the first European settlers arrived here. Many organizations, state and federal agencies,
and local governments are actively protecting, or developing programs to protect these valuable
streamside and wetland riparian ecosystems. In fact, the state has identified the need to protect
and restore riparian habitat as a component of its "Resourceful California" plan.
To address the need to coordinate all approaches to riparian habitat protection, the state enacted
the California Riparian Habitat Conservation Act (SB 906, Hill; Chapter 726, Statutes of 1991).
This act established the California Riparian Habitat Conservation Program (CRHCP) within the
State Wildlife Conservation Board (WCB), and allowed WCB to authorize the Department of
Fish and Game (Department) to undertake certain activities for protection and restoration of
riparian habitat.
The enabling legislation declared that the responsibility for protection of this habitat extends
beyond WCB and the Department. The act states: "The preservation and enhancement of
riparian habitat shall be a primary concern of the Wildlife Conservation Board, the department,
and of all state agencies whose activities impact riparian habitat. .. ".
The CRHCP was begun with a mission to coordinate and track riparian habitat protection on a
statewide basis. The multitude of constituent groups involved in this process offer the potential
for CRHCP to develop a powerful and effective partnership, a cooperative process with shared
responsibility. This is needed to ensure all available approaches and solutions are explored.

Program Goals and Scope
The goal of the CRHCP is:
To protect, preserve, restore, and enhance riparian habitat throughout California.
The objectives of the program are:
1.

Assess the current amount and status of riparian habitat throughout the state.

2.

Identify those areas which are critical to the maintenance of California's riparian
ecosystem.

3.

Identify those areas which are in imminent danger of destruction or significant
degradation.

4.

Prioritize protection needs based on the significance of the site and potential loss
or degradation of habitat.
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5.

Develop and fund project-specific strategies to protect, enhance, or restore
significant riparian habitat.

6.

Develop, administer, and fund a grants program for riparian habitat conservation.

7.

Provide a focal point for the coordination of riparian habitat conservation efforts
statewide.

The enabling legislation authorized a wide variety of approaches in the protection, restoration,
and enhancement of riparian habitat. This was necessary because of the diverse nature, location,
and ownership of riparian resources in California. In short, the program can use fee acquisition,
easements, management agreements, exchanges, gifts, and grants as tools to meet the program
goal. These tools can be applied to land and/or water interests. This array or "menu" of
conservation, restoration and enhancement tools ensures the flexibility needed for the program
to be effective.
A secondary focus of the program will be to secure, or generate funds to support these
approaches.
The CRHCP presents an unprecedented and unlimited potential for cooperation in the
conservation and wise use of California's riparian habitat. For more details about the program,
please contact Mr. Scott Clemons, Riparian Program Manager, Wildlife Conservation Board,
801 K Street, Suite 806, Sacramento, CA 95814, (916) 445-1072.

CRHCP/Overview
6/93
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CALIFORNIA RIVERS ASSESSMENT
PROJECT SUMMARY
california's widely diverse rivers are among the State's most
valuable resources.
They provide habitat for fish and wildlife,
offer recreational and cultural opportunities for the public, and
supply water for agriculture, commerce, and the public consumption.
California's rivers are also among the state's most damaged
ecosystems, because of the many demands that have been placed upon
them by California's growing population.
In late 1992,the California Resources Agency recognized the need to
develop a good base of information on rivers and began the
California Rivers Assessment in collaboration with the National
Park Service and 28 other federal, state and local agencies, and
private organizations. The Assessment was begun in recognition of
the need to better conserve the state's rivers.

Purpose and Goals
The goal of the California Rivers Assessment is to provide a
comprehensive inventory and evaluation of California's river
resources which will serve as an important information source as
well as a planning and decision-making tool for use by agency
officials, local and state resource managers and the interested
public.
By focusing initially on riparian and aquatic river
resources, the Assessment reflects the value of rivers and streams
as natural resources and incorporates the needs of resource
management agencies and the priorities of the Governor's
environmental agenda.

Uses and Anticipated Products of the Rivers Assessment
As a repository of riparian and aquatic information, the California
Rivers Assessment will be a decision-making and planning tool of
interest to those making river-related decisions on a local and
statewide basis.
The comprehensive statewide approach will also
aid the California Riparian Habitat Conservation Program, state and
federal land and resource management planning, the Central Valley
Improvement Project, watershed and river conservation planning
efforts, and other ongoing federal, state and local programs and
initiatives.
The Assessment will enable resource information to be displayed
spatially through a geographic information system (GIS). Products
will include a project map identifying all rivers and watershed to
be assessed, thematic maps of selected riparian and aquatic
resources,
a
tabular database,
a report of
findings
and
informational brochures or newsletters. Progress on this project
will be reported at the Second California Rivers Conference in
Ui.H(ornU. Rlver1 A.nt:Ssment
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June, 1994.

The Assessment Process
The working subcommittees and the Coordinating Committee met over
the past year to address definition of project scope and scale,
selection of project rivers, and identification of data elements
and database design.
A two-phased approach will be followed (summarized below) to
collect existing riparian and aquatic data at both general and
detailed levels, and to organize the data into a statewide
database.
First steps, many of which are currently underway,
include identifying river resource components to be used as
indicators of ecological integrity and health, selecting and coding
rivers and watersheds to be assessed, designing a data management
system, acquiring data, and creating and applying statewide
assessment ratings.
Phase I: Professional Judgement Assessment
The knowledge and opinions of river resource managers and
river-related interest groups will be solicited to identify
where ecological integrity is at risk on river segments and in
watersheds statewide. A "Professional Judgement Assessment"
questionnaire will
use
indicators to obtain targeted
information, by river segment, about the condition of riparian
and aquatic resources within all 160 of California's
watersheds, as delineated by the US Geological survey.

Phase I is expected to be completed by late August, 1994
Phase I I : Aggregated Information Method in Demonstration
Basins
Phase II will collect and display existing river resource
information from fourteen hydrologic basins selected from all
nine of California's biological regions.
This phase will
develop an "Aggregated Information Model" for a more detailed,
multi-level, interconnected database which can be expanded to
the entire state in ensuing phases.

Phase II is expected to be completed by December, 1995

Project Participants and Funding
The
in-kind
contributions
of
participating
agencies
and
organizations are key to this project. Overall direction for the
project is provided by an Executive Advisory Committee of regional
and state directors of governmental agencies, and executive
C~Hrornla
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directors of several conservation organizations, organized at the
invitation of California Resources Agency Secretary Douglas
Wheeler.
A Technical Advisory Committee was formed with
representatives from the 28 agencies and organizations who have
agreed to participate in this project. Three working subcommittees
were assembled from those representatives to develop the elements
of the Assessment, and focused on the following areas: (1) Scope,
Scale and River Selection, (2) Assessment Components, and (3) Data
Management.
As the Assessment will be based on existing data,
numerous data holders have also been invited to become key
participants in the project.
Technical project coordination has been provided by a Coordinating
Committee of representatives from the Wildlife Conservation Board,
the Rivers, Trails and Conservation Assistance Program of the
National Park Service, the US Environmental Protection Agency, the
University of California at Davis, the California Department of
Fish and Game, and The Nature Conservancy.
Funding to date is being provided by the Wildlife Conservation
Board and the National Park Service Rivers, Trails and Conservation
Assistance Program. In-kind staff support is being provided by the
working subcommittee members, project coordinators, and the
University of California at Davis.

A progress report was prepared for the Technical Advisory
Committee, and is available upon request.

For more information, or to get on the mailing list, please contact:
Project Coordinators:
Linda Stonier
National Park Service
Rivers, Trails and Conservation
Assistance Program
600 Harrison Street, Suite 600
San Francisco, CA 94107
(415) 744-3975
Scott Clemons
Wildlife Conservation Board
California Riparian Habitat
Conservation Program
801 K Street, Suite 806
Sacramento, CA 95814
(916) 445-1072
UCD Coordination:
Mike McCoy
University Extension
University of California at Davis
Davis, CA 95616
(916) 757-8890
f'...allrornia Riwr• Anaament
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FLOOD CONTROL VERSUS FLOOD MANAGEMENT
Prepared for publication in the American Society of Civil
Engineering Journal, Civil Engineering, Aprill994
Philip B. Williams, Ph.D., P.E. 1

On the night of July 30, 1993, the rising waters of the Missouri River washed out yet another
levee. This time it was the Monarch-Chesterfield levee protecting a former floodplain in the
town of Chesterfield, a suburb of St. Louis. However, the effect of this levee failure was
different from most of the others-instead of submerging crops and farmhouses, an entire new
light industrial park that was the economic center of the town was inundated to depths of up to 9
feet, causing $200 million worth of damage. The Monarch-Chesterfield levee, unlike most of
the others that failed in the summer of 1993, was a Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) approved structure upgraded in the early 1980's to provide protection against what was
estimated to be the 100-year flood? Acting on the assumption that the floodplain was now flood
proof, the town of Chesterfield over the last decade had encouraged high value development in
what inevitably was still a flood prone area.
The Chesterfield levee failure dramatized what has been argued for decades by many flood
managers, that flood control structures without effective land use controls can and often do
result in increased flood damages.
In the U.S., investment in structural flood control works now exceeds $25 billion, yet according
to the 1992 Federal Interagency Floodplain Management Task Force, flood damages have been
steadily increasing and now average more than $2 billion a year. The reason these flood
damages continue to escalate is that many communities have allowed a strategy of "flood
control" to substitute for effective "flood management".
The goal of flood control is to eliminate floods by building appropriate structures such as levees
or flood control darns. The underlying assumption is that the most important action is
construction, and that once we have built the levee or darn we have dealt with the flood problem.
With this assumption, maintenance and monitoring receive a low priority.
In contrast, the goal of flood management is the reduction in flood hazards to lives and property
by the most cost effective measures, recognizing that we cannot eliminate all flood risk. The
underlying assumption is that we have to commit to long-term management of all the factors that

Dr. Williams, MASCE, is president of Philip Williams & Associates Ltd., a consulting hydrology firm in San
Francisco. He is also president of the International Rivers Network.
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A 100 year flood has a magnitude that is predicted to occur on an average once in 100 years.
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affect flood risk. Etiective management requires a management system with clear goals,
accountability, monitoring, and organizational development.
When we rely exclusively on flood control structures, instead of using them as one of many possible
components in a flood management strategy, these risk management factors can be disregarded,
resulting in increased flood damages. For example, after construction of a flood control project,
local government may allow expensive development in areas where flood risk has been reduced, but
not eliminated. When flooding inevitably occurs, flood damages are significantly higher because
property values are higher and they can outweigh the benefit of the reduced frequency of flooding
afforded by the project. Not only is the property at risk more valuable, but due to the perception that
flooding has been eliminated, people no longer take individual actions to reduce flood-risks such
as flood proofing or elevating their buildings.
There is another way that the construction of flood control works can increase flood damages:
natural flooding tends to be more gradual and predictable, whereas when a levee fails or a flood
control reservoir has uncontrolled spills, flooding is catastrophic. In these circumstances, the flood
wave can be rapid, unexpected, and unpredictable; inundating a floodplain where other effective
means of reducing flood hazards such as flood warning systems, high ground refuges, or evacuation
routes have been neglected because of the perception that flood risks had been eliminated. A recent
FEMA study estimated that about one third of U.S. flood damages are now caused by levee
overtopping or failure.
The experience of the 1993 Mississippi Flood illustrated the conflict between flood control and
flood management, rekindling a debate that goes back to the 1850's when the U.S. Congress
commissioned engineer Charles S. Ellet to undertake the nation's first river management plan. In
his 1851 report Ellet recommended large areas of the Mississippi floodplains be utilized as flood
storage and overflow areas.
However, it was the conclusion of his contemporary, Captain Andrew A. Humphrey of the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, that Congress accepted in 1861. Captain Humphrey recommended that
the Mississippi River be completely embanked in a single channel isolated from its floodplain.
Captain (later General) Humphrey's ideas not only established the Corps of Engineers as the
pre-eminent authority on rivers in the U.S., but have also greatly influenced river management
decisions in the United States and internationally ever since.
Underlying river engineering works, such as channelization, levees, and flood control dams, was
the nineteenth century's idea of civil engineering expressed by Thomas Tredgold as the "art of
directing the great Sources of Power in Nature for the use and convenience of man." Their role in
building river engineering structures established flood control engineers as de facto river managers,
and over the last 100 years the institutions and technical methodologies were developed to support
them.
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The domination of this idea has completely transformed most of the rivers and wetlands ofthe U.S.
Across the country, from the drainage of the Everglades, to the embankment of the Sacramento
River, the driving motivation was achieving the increased utility-primarily for farming-of the rich,
flat, floodplain land.
This transformation, which also occurred on rivers around the world, has had a huge environmental
cost. The destruction of riparian wetlands and fisheries; the deterioration of water quality and
disturbance of the natural river morphology devastated ecosystems and are now recognized as
having had significant economic costs. But in 1926, environmental values were ignored or
discounted, and the growing faith in the infallibility of flood control engineering led the Corps of
Engineers to claim in its annual report that "The Mississippi is safe from serious flood damage".
The nations' worst flood disaster on the Mississippi occurred the next year. It flooded out 700,000
people but did not shake confidence in a structural flood control strategy. It did, however, stimulate
a redoubled effort to design more effective flood control structures-leading to the flood control acts
of the 1930's that encouraged the construction of flood control reservoirs. Those who questioned
the costs and effectiveness of massive federal taxpayer investment in flood control were outweighed
by public support for job creation schemes in the Depression and by the power of the "pork-barrel"
system under which U.S. congressmen would agree to vote for each other's water projects in order
to get one for their own constituency.
Nevertheless, the ideas of one critic, geographer Gilbert White, started to take hold. Gilbert White's
1945 dissertation "Human adjustment to floods" and subsequent papers from the University of
Chicago and the Natural Hazards Research Center examined the larger context of a flood control
strategy and posed the question: what is the real purpose of flood control? For an individual farmer
it might be to minimize crop damage, and for a landowner to increase the value of his property, but
for society at large and for taxpayers who pay for water projects, the purpose of flood control should
be to reduce flood hazards to an acceptable level. Answering the question in this way implies a new
way of treating rivers by managing, instead of attempting to control, floods. The purpose of flood
management is the alleviation of existing and future hazards to lives and property in the most cost
effective ways whether through structures or other means such as floodplain zoning, flood proofing,
flood warning, or fmancial incentives.
The growing acceptance of the ideas of flood management led to new initiatives in national policy.
In 1973 the National Water Commission stated "there is a need for a better understanding by the
public at large of the basic nature of the flood problem and in particular an understanding that the
ultimate goal of all public flood control programs should be the best use of the Nation's floodplain
lands." Also, in 1973 the U.S. government initiated implementation of a flood insurance program
whose goals were to shift the burden of flood disaster relief from the federal taxpayer to those who
occupy flood prone lands, and to encourage local government to adopt a non-structural flood
management strategy.
In the last two decades the inherent conflict between flood control and flood management has not
been resolved at the national policy level. While the language of flood management has been
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adopted by most government agencies,
flood control paradigm still represents the dominant
thinking in the minds of many politicians
the general public as well as public works and river
engineers. (The fact
flood management alternatives are still defmed by what they
are not is indicative of
of
controL)
However, the 1993 Mississippi Flood may now
that dominance because the media and the
public's attention has
on a new and fundamental question-how effective are flood control
structures at controlling floods?
control structures in the last few decades is
A review of the performance of traditional
disturbing. Most have been in place less
50 years and have been typically designed for at least
the 100-year event. In the few
they have been tested, a significant number have revealed
unanticipated technical problems and failure mechanisms that undermine their rationale-that flood
risk has been successfully eliminated below the level of their design flood. For example:
II

The 1973 flood on the upper Mississippi showed that flood crests at
St. Louis were now up to 10 feet higher due to the constricting effect
of upstream levees. In the record 1993 flood the Corps of Engineers
acknowledged that the floodwall protecting St. Louis may have
survived because unplanned upstream levee failures reduced the
flood stages at the peak of the flood.

II

The concrete flood control channel of Corte Madera Creek in Marin
County, California which had been designed for at least the 200 year
flood overtopped its banks in 1982 and 1986, while it was conveying
less than the 15-year flow. Subsequently, a Corps of Engineers
Waterways Experiment Station review determined that the transport
of bedload sediment had a significant adverse effect on flood
hydraulics. Throughout the U.S. and around the world, concrete
flood control channels have been constructed using "clear water"
flow assumptions that assign low Manning roughness values to
smooth concrete. Those that carry large amounts of bedload during
their design flood will now require reevaluation of their
effectiveness.

II

The 1986 flood on
American River in California came close to
flooding out the state capitol, Sacramento, which relies on the
protection afforded by levees and a major flood control
reservoir-Folsom Dam. Although the 1986 flood was well within
the design capacity of Folsom, operational errors caused the reservoir
to fill, requiring releases excess of designated downstream levee
capacity. Subsequently, the Corps downgraded the operational
effectiveness of Folsom, arguing that its misoperation demonstrated
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the need for a new flood control reservoir upstream at Auburn.
When this proposal for a new dam was defeated, a National Academy
of Engineering panel was set up to evaluate key technical flood
control criteria that could prompt a re-evaluation of the real as
opposed to predicted flood benefits of flood control reservoirs
elsewhere in the U.S.
1111

The 1980 flood on the Los Angeles River showed that design flows
had been underestimated by at least 30%, due to urbanization of the
watershed. Portions of the U.S.'s largest concrete flood control
channel are now estimated to have only 25 year flood capacity. Half
a million people live in the 100 year floodplain and a $340 million
reconstruction is being considered by the Corps.

The experience of communities like Chesterfield that had relied exclusively on flood control
structures have now turned attention back to the hydrologic benefits of restoring floodplains,
achieved by relocating flood prone property and removing or setting back levees. However, in
returning full circle to the ideas of Charles Ellet we find significant institutional and technical
barriers to their implementation. Institutional barriers in the U.S. exist because no single
government agency has the mandate for flood management equivalent to the Corps of Engineers'
clear mission to provide flood control. Technical barriers exist because we find that the
methodologies used in flood control planning do not recognize the benefits of watershed
management or preserving floodplain storage; both important tools in a flood management strategy.
For example, the standard hydraulics method used by almost all flood control agencies for
computing flood water surface elevations, HEC-2, is a steady state model that does not take into
account the dynamic storage effect of floodplains in reducing floodpeaks during the passage of the
flood wave. Because these beneficial effects are ignored in the model there is little incentive for
protecting floodplains from filling or embankment, and the hydrologic benefits of restoring
floodplains are discounted.
The same issues that are confronting the U.S. are also now being debated in Europe, where there
is a belated but growing recognition that flood control can conflict with flood management. Like
the upper Mississippi, the Rhine was straightened and embanked for navigation and flood control
over the last 120 years. However, it is now recognized that complete elimination of the Rhine's
floodplains by river engineering works to allow their use for more intensive agriculture has
accelerated the passage of floodwaters downstream. Peak flows from major tributaries like the
River Main now coincide with Rhine flood peaks, increasing flood hazards in the industrial Ruhr,
where the 200-year flood has now become the 60-year flood. To reduce this flood risk, German and
French flood control agencies are retrofitting the massive Rhine embankments with siphons to divert
some of the flood peak into gravel pits behind the embankments. This hydraulic engineering
attempt to create artificial floodplain storage is criticized by some river managers who argue that
the same benefits could be achieved with substantive environmental improvements by directly
restoring remaining portions of the natural floodplain of the river.
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have to balance the certainty of flooding out these people versus the uncertainty of protecting people
living in the floodway downstream.
In addition, Chinese experts whose opinions have now been suppressed by the Chinese government,
argue that it is likely that flood hazards will actually be increased by allowing the construction of
the Three Gorges Project to supersede the existing flood management system. With the massive
expenditure on constructing of the Three Gorges Dam it will become harder to raise money for the
continued maintenance and management of levees downstream At the same time the dam itself will
likely contribute to the deterioration of these levees. The capture of the Yangtze bedload in the
Three Gorges reservoir will induce channel downcutting and migration that could destabilize critical
levee systems that protect millions of people.
In Bangladesh the World Bank is coordinating studies for what was intended to be the world's
largest flood control project-the Bangladesh Flood Action Plan, whose cost is estimated to be
between $10 and 20 billion. The main focus of this plan is to complete the embanking of all the
major rivers in Bangladesh, and it provides another example where the idea of flood control
conflicts with flood management.
Most of Bangladesh is floodplain, whose rich soils depend on regular inundation from the monsoon
floods to grow food for 110 million people. Over many centuries the rural population had adapted
to and utilized floods; for example by building their villages on raised mounds and by planting fast
growing varieties of rice that keeps pace with rising flood waters. Consequently, the idea of flood
control is comparatively recent in Bangladesh, and was originated by a U.S. AID engineering study
completed for Pakistan in the 1950's. This study essentially recommended replicating Captain
Humphrey's vision for the Mississippi in Bangladesh. By the 1980's individual aid projects had
completed about half the embankments envisaged in the U.S. AID plan but with unanticipated
adverse results. The embankments were effective in preventing river flooding from the smaller
floods but ineffective against the large floods that cause river channels to shift, sometimes scouring
the riverbed to depths of 150 feet.
The reduction in frequency of inundation of floodplain soils caused by the embankments has
reduced soil fertility; requiring the application of artificial fertilizers. Just as important was the
catastrophic decline in the riverine fisheries which had provided Bangladesh with its main source
of protein. Flooding is now less frequent but more sudden, and a new problem has emerged-the
embankments interrupt natural drainage, aggravating local flooding from the intense monsoon
rains-sometimes requiring the demolition of embankments by the villagers they were supposed to
protect to allow inland floodwaters to escape.
In I 988 a record river flood in Bangladesh inundated large areas of the capital, Dhaka, including
the airport and embassy area. This led foreign governments and aid agencies to propose to the then
Bangladesh dictatorship the implementation of the "Flood Action Plan" that emphasized rapid
implementation of structural flood control measures. An alternative flood management approach
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proposed in a new U.S. AID "Eastern Waters" study was overruled and under World Bank
leadership planning and design was initiated.
Independent Bangladeshi experts have long argued that the highest priority in flood management
were not attempting to prevent river floods but measures to alleviate flood hazards caused by
devastating cyclone driven storm surges that have regularly killed hundreds of thousands on the
coast of the Bay of Bengal, (for comparison, about three thousand were drowned in the 1988 river
flood). Cyclone flooding is only given token attention (about 2% of the budget) in the Flood Action
Plan, possibly because large scale structural flood control works are clearly infeasible and
implementation of effective measures such as flood warning systems, refuges, and disaster relief
systems are of secondary importance for a flood control as opposed to a flood management strategy.
In the last few years, with the advent of democracy in Bangladesh, and now with the experience of
the 1993 Mississippi Flood (which was broadcast extensively in Bangladesh), there are now signs
that after $150 million spent on studies and design, the World Bank will concede that the original
plan was mistaken, because of its focus on structural flood control instead of a coordinated strategy
of flood management.
With the impending demise of the structural elements of the Flood Action Plan, the uncertain future
of the Three Gorges Project, and the rethinking of flood management strategies in the U.S. after the
1993 Mississippi Flood, it appears that we are now fmally ready to give up the vanity of our attempt
to control all floods and instead concentrate realistically on how we can best live with them and
manage our rivers wisely.
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